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Dear Teachers,
Welcome to Hide and Seek, a new and innovative three-level British English course that takes young
learners of English from nursery classes through to the beginning of their primary education.
The objectives of Hide and Seek are to:

a fun-filled, stimulating and structured learning experience.
• Provide
Nurture
a positive and receptive attitude to learning a foreign language.
• Provide motivating,
and accessible contexts and activities in which
• children can practise age-appropriate
a range of pre-A1 and A1-level English vocabulary and structures.
English through a CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning) based approach.
• Introduce
Equip
children
a basic English language academic toolkit to give them a head start using
• internationallywith
recognised standards: the Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
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•

(England) and the National Curriculum for England Key Stage 1 (Reception) Standards.
Introduce alphabet and phonic skills to lay the foundations for children’s Literacy acquisition.
Introduce basic Numeracy, mathematical concepts and terminology.
Present a range of Science topics and activities to develop children’s knowledge and
understanding of the world.
Introduce the ideas of good citizenship through simple Values topics set in class, at school and
with the family at home.
Begin to develop the idea of individual responsibility and working with others.
Use age-appropriate Art and craft activities to promote creativity, motor skills, enthusiasm
and enjoyment.

With you, the teacher, very much in mind, Hide and Seek will equip you with all the tools you
need to deliver effective and enjoyable lessons, including:

at
io

support for teachers, what to say in the classroom and classroom management tips.
Online resources with extra games, literacy practice and art activities to support the Pupil’s Book
and Activity Book lessons.
Teacher’s Resource Pack with 96 flashcards and 12 posters.
Interactive Whiteboard software.
Online Parent Booklet providing course background and guidance for the parent
and child activities to do at home.

N

•
•
•
•
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Book, with endearing child characters, centred around early literacy, numeracy, science,
• Pupil’s
values, art and craft syllabi.
of Class CDs containing dialogues, pronunciation models, and many chants and songs.
• Set
Activity
Book with Audio CD supporting the Pupil’s Book themes and including regular revision.
• Online Activity
Book audio including class activities, parent and child activities to do at home,
• and songs and chants
for bedtime.
Guide with full lesson notes and differentiated learning outcomes for mixed-ability
• Teacher’s
classes according to the Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework (England). Language

We know that you’ll enjoy using Hide and Seek just as much as we enjoyed writing it.
Happy teaching!

Jane Thompson
Stephen Thompson
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At home

My clothes

I can climb

3

4

5

62340_HideSeek_PB2_FM_002 2

Our things

Hello again!

Topic

2

1

Unit

I can …
Can you … ?
Yes, I can./No, I can’t.
I’m good at jumping.
Let’s hop.
Sam is next to Sid.
Sam is between Sid and Tarik.

This doll is lovely.
These shoes are nice.
Whose socks are these?
Her top is blue.
These socks are plain.
My name is on ...

Here’s my bedroom.
She’s in the kitchen.
It’s in the fridge.
Can you see … ?
It’s behind the …
It’s made of …
Lions live in …

Whose is it/this?
Whose (apple) is this?
It’s …’s.
Where’s your … ?
It’s on the …
It’s made of (glass).
I need my (hat).

How are you?
I’m fine, thank you.
Welcome …
I’m …
What’s your name?
My name’s …
How many … ?
Where’s/Where are the … ?
It’s/They’re …

Structures

slide, run, climb, skip,
jump, hop, fast (adv.),
well (adv.), bin, flag,
use, tail, wing, nicely,
hit, push, playtime,
together, playground,
cotton wool

skirt, dress, shoes, top,
t-shirt, shorts, socks,
trousers, belt, scarf, shop,
pattern, by (Name)

bath, bed, bathroom,
bedroom, kitchen, sitting
room, house, fridge, TV,
tin, someone, flat (n.),
live, use less, use again,
use scrap, save, (drawing)
pad.

apple, bat, mat, cap,
apron, crayon, sharpener,
ruler, remember, all,
missing, fall (over), pot,
base, edge

Functions

Make suggestions
with Let’s

Ask about and
express ability
or lack of ability
with can and
can’t

Use common
positive adjectives

Ask and answer
plural questions
with Whose

Make statements
with these to
indicate nearby
objects

Ask questions with
be about objects

Make statements
with be to identify
and describe
objects and their
position

Ask and answer
questions with
Whose

Numbers

r/R, e/E, h/H,
u/U
robot, elephant,
hat, umbrella

o/O, b/B, c/C, k/K
orange, bag, cat,
kangaroo

15
16

13
14

ph
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Positional
vocabulary: next
to, between

in

Comparison:
bigger, smaller

Positional
vocabulary: behind,
in front of

Directions of
movement: up
and down, round
and round, side
to side

Ways of moving:
fly, climb, run,
jump

Properties:
patterned, plain

Materials: cloth,
leather

Animals and their
homes: web, nest,
den

Materials and
their properties:
metal, paper

Properties:
bendy, not bendy

Materials: wood,
plastic, glass

Parts of the body:
leg, arm, tail

2D shapes: circle,
square, triangle

3D shapes: cube/
cuboid, box, corner,
face

Properties of
materials: heavy,
light

Our world

Positional
vocabulary: in, on,
under

Maths

rn
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Adding one more

0 (zero)
10

Review: 1–10

i/I, n/N, m/M, d/D 11
ill, nest, moon, doll 12

s/S, t/T, p/P, a/A
sun, tap, pen,
apple

Review: alphabet

Phonics and
literacy

gr
a
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Make statements
with be to describe
possession and
ownership

Answer questions
about place

Greetings
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Hello, Goodbye,
teacher, in, on, under,
teddy, cars, shoes, toy
box, table, blue, green,
yellow, fish, lizard,
monkey, open, shut,
together, paint, colour,
picture, me

Lexis and
phrases

Hide and Seek 2 Scope and sequence

Play nicely
together

Name your things

Recycling

Remember to
bring things to
school

Classroom rules

Values

Make a
playground
picture

Decorate a paper
t-shirt

Make a picture of
a house

Make a pot for
school things

Draw or paint a
self-portrait

Art

10/30/14 3:02 PM

Hide and Seek 2 Scope and Sequence
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Unit

Functions

Let’s
celebrate!

Great!
It’s lovely!
What a lovely …
Who is it for?
It’s for my mum.
They’re for my Gran.
Can I open it?
Of course!
Thank you very much.

present (n.), New Year,
dance, exciting, beautiful,
bonfire, rocket, wheel,
candle, good/bad
manners, polite, rude,
cover, wax, scratch

quiz, zebra, snack, fruit,
Make statements
orange, lemon, potatoes, about likes and
bread, grow, healthy,
dislikes
vegetable, arrange
Talk about
favourites and
express preferences

Our favourites What’s your favourite animal?
My favourite animal is a …
Do you like elephants?
I like …
Sid has more/fewer grapes.
Plant one is taller/shorter.

Make statements
and questions with
be and have

Use expressions
of thanks and
appreciation

Use can to ask for
permission and
make requests

van, bus, roundabout,
swing, worm, ox, cart,
pushchair, coin, pick,
chase, drop, kind, annoy,
tape, (drinking) straw,
fix, loop

Please can I … ? Can we play on the
roundabout?
Can you push us?
OK. I’m sorry. In a moment.
Can I push?
Yes, you can./No, you can’t.

Review: s/S, t/T,
p/P, a/A, i/I, n/N,
m/M, d/D, o/O,
b/B, c/C, k/K, r/R,
e/E, h/H, u/U

Phonics and
literacy

ph
ic

19
20

17
18

Numbers

Review: g/G, f/F,
j/J, l/L, v/V, y/Y,
x/X, w/W, qu/QU,
z/Z

Qu/QU, z/Z
quiet, zebra

Review: 0–20

Review: 0–20

Maths

enough

g
3D shapes: tube

in

Comparison:
taller (than),
shorter (than),
more, fewer

rn

Repeating patterns

Comparison:
long, longer (than),
short, shorter
(than)

Comparison:
holds more, holds
less, full, empty

Le
a

v/V, y/Y, x/X, w/W Review: 0–20
van, yogurt, box,
Doubling
wind (n.)

gr
a

Make statements
g/G, f/F, j/J, l/L
with be and have
goat, fish, jug, leg
to describe people,
family, relationships
and age

lG
eo

Give descriptions
of how things taste
and smell

Make statements
about likes and
dislikes

na
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like, smell (v.), taste (v.),
lunch, horrible, coffee,
petrol, milk, glass, bottle,
bun, sandwich, sand,
sandcastle, bucket,
lemons, crisps, bananas,
with, nose, tongue, eyes,
eat(ing) nicely, clay,
modelling clay

Lexis and
phrases

Gran, Grandad, mother,
father, old, young,
younger, black, grey,
brown, white, blond, hair,
long (hair), short (hair),
glasses, lady, man, bug,
frog, spots, funny, run
about, quietly, be noisy,
yell, shout, helpful, plate,
add, curl

It smells lovely.
This coffee tastes horrible.
These biscuits taste good.
Whose cup holds less?
My cup holds more/less.
Your sandcastle is bigger/
smaller than my sandcastle.

Structures

Special people How old are you?
How old is … ?
I’m five.
He’s/He isn’t an old man.
He’s/He isn’t young.
He has black hair.
I have long legs.

Our food

Topic

Values

Respect public
spaces

Be quiet when
necessary

Directions of
moving: round and
round; straight up;
up, out and down

New Year
celebrations

Make an orange
tree collage

Make a climbing
bug

Make a face
puppet

Make a model of
favourite food

Art

Show appreciation Make a fireworks
picture

Plants and animals Recognise healthy
and unhealthy
Plants as food for foods
humans

Types of
movement:
bounce, roll, walk

Ways of moving
objects: push, pull

Animal families

Growing and
changing

The senses: tasting Good table
and smelling –
manners
sweet, sour, salty

Our world

Component walk-through
Course duration
Each Pupil’s Book and Activity Book is designed for schools where children
have between six and ten lessons of English per week. It can be used flexibly
according to the amount of lesson time available, class size and children’s
needs. Each core Pupil’s Book lesson is designed to be 45 minutes long and
the corresponding Activity Book lesson is designed to provide an additional
45 minutes. The Extension activities provided in the teacher’s notes for each
lesson can be used if the lessons are longer or more frequent. Approximate
timings are given beside each activity.
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Hide and Seek is a three-level course to use across three full academic
years. Each level is designed to take between 130 and 160 hours if both
the Pupil’s Book and the Activity Book are used together with the online
resources. Each level of Hide and Seek Pupil’s Book contains 80 colour
pages divided into 10 units, each with 8 lessons. In language terms, the
Pupil’s Book focuses on listening, speaking and reading skills. It presents
and contextualises new language, literacy and numeracy content and
skills that the children develop across five topic strands: Literacy and
communication; Numeracy and Mathematical concepts; Science and the
natural world; Values; and Art and craft. The Pupil’s Book contains sets
of stickers for use in lesson activities.
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Pupil’s Book
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Activity Book
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Each Hide and Seek Activity Book contains 96 pages divided into 10 units,
each with 8 lessons, plus a Review Unit every second unit, providing
ten review lessons. The Activity Book follows up the language and skills
presented in the corresponding Pupil’s Book lesson. It provides the essential
pencil-on-paper practice to develop pre-writing and early writing skills
and provides more opportunity to remember and consolidate the content
and skills that were introduced in the Pupil’s Book lessons. In Level 1, the
children develop gross and fine motor skills to support emergent writing.
In Level 2, the children start to write letters and numbers for the first time.
Guidance on correct letter formation is given. In Level 3, the children start
writing short words and captions.

at
io

Interactive Whiteboard software

N

Hide and Seek offers extensive Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) software
which is suitable for use on all laptop and desktop devices with Windows,
MacOS and Linux programs and HTML-5 compatible browsers. The IWB
software is supplied to schools on a separate CD-ROM and is suitable for
use on all types of whiteboards. The program contains:

Book pages with embedded audio material.
•• Pupil’s
Fully interactive Pupil’s Book activities.
from the Teacher’s Resource Pack.
•• Flashcards
Activity Book pages with audio material embedded.
games.
•• Vocabulary
The IWB contains its own Teacher’s Guide with instructions on how to use
the software. See page 17 for further details.

6
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Teacher’s Guide
The comprehensive Hide and Seek Teacher’s Guide caters for both the
experienced and the new teacher and includes:

Unit and Lesson aims and Success criteria with differentiated
• Clear
learning outcomes for mixed-ability groups.
lesson plans for both the Pupil’s Book and the Activity Book with
• Full
clear notes and guidance on language presentation, practice activities,

g
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Hide and Seek provides extensive free, downloadable online resources to
accompany the Pupil’s Book and Activity Book lessons. They include Art
and craft templates and worksheets to accompany the Activity Book Review
lessons. These are indicated in the lesson notes and can be found on our
website ngl.cengage.com/hideandseek.

in

Online Resources

rn

•
•
•
•

chants, songs and games. The lesson plans include: Extension activities
for classes with more time, or which need further practice, and Teaching
tips for new teachers.
Clear cross-references to the Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage
Framework (England) and the National Curriculum for England Key
Stage 1 (Reception) Standards.
Cross-references to supplementary online resources for both the
Pupil’s Book and the Activity Book.
Pupil’s Book audio scripts. The actions to accompany the songs and
chants are available online. The Activity Book audio scripts are also
available online.
Progress Tests and a Pupil profile grid for continuing class or group
assessment.

The Hide and Seek online resources include:

na

Teacher’s Resource Pack

Hide and Seek

Hide and Seek is a three-level Kindergarten course for children learning English for
the first time. The course is based on the UK Early Years Foundation Stage and Key
Stage 1 (Reception) Standards and as a result has a strong early literacy programme
throughout.

Hide and Seek takes a multi-stranded CLIL approach in which literacy, numeracy,
science, values and craft lessons are arranged around a central topic in each Unit.
Enchanting child characters and engaging photographs take pupils through each of the
fun, activity-based lessons.

N

Flashcards: Each level of Hide and Seek is accompanied by a set of
96 flashcards for the letters, numbers and illustrations of the target
words for each unit.
Posters: There are 12 large colour posters for each level. The posters
include letters and numbers, illustrations of key vocabulary, and images
to accompany the topic strand songs and other songs and chants.
Smiley stickers: These are motivational stickers to award to children
for correct language responses, good behaviour, effort, helpfulness and
participation.

Thompson and Stephen Thompso
Jane
n

Teacher’s Resource Pack 2

Hide and Seek offers a fully-integrated course which can be used flexibly according to
the teaching situation and number of teaching hours.

Key features

Components

• Strong early literacy programme based on

• Pupil’s Book
• Activity Book with audio CD
• Class Audio CDs
• Teacher’s Guide
• Teacher’s Resource Pack

UK Standards

• Multi-stranded CLIL approach
• Differentiated learning outcomes in each
lesson for mixed-ability classes

• Fun, engaging and adaptable lesson

(Flashcards, Posters)

material

• Interactive Whiteboard Software
• Online Resources

• Integrated games and activities
• Lots of songs and chants
• Strong values syllabus
• Activities and projects to do at home with

Teacher’s Resource Pack 2

a parent

•

Hide and Seek

Hide and Seek

•
•
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The Teacher’s Resource Pack (TRP) is an essential tool for teachers using
each level of Hide and Seek. The TRP contains:

Jane Thompson and Stephen Thompson
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Parent Booklet
•• The
Free, printable materials to accompany the Pupil’s Book and Activity
Book lessons.
and song lyrics with Total Physical Response actions.
•• Chant
Additional literacy and numeracy practice.
for Art and craft lessons.
•• Templates
Certificate templates for teachers to award for attainment, effort and
personal attributes, e.g. being kind or helpful, always listening, etc.

©2016 Cengage Learning® All rights reserved.
This recording is copright and unauthorised copying is illegal.

Hide and Seek

Hide and Seek is a three-level Kindergarten course for
children learning English for the first time. The course is
based on the UK Early Years Foundation Stage and Key
Stage 1 (Reception) Standards and as a result has a strong
early literacy programme throughout.

A set of Class audio CDs accompany each Pupil’s Book and contain
all letter and number pronunciation models, including letter names and
phonics*, dialogues, chants and songs. The Activity Book CD is included
with the Activity Book and contains pronunciation models, material to
accompany the activities, songs and chants to play in class and at home,
and phonic rhymes* to practise the phonics and sight words presented in
each unit.
Hide and Seek takes a multi-stranded CLIL approach
in which literacy, numeracy, science, values and craft
lessons are arranged around a central topic in each Unit.
Enchanting child characters and engaging photographs take
pupils through each of the fun, activity-based lessons.

Jane Thompson and Stephen Thompson

Pupil’s Book Class audio CDs and Activity Book CD

Hide and Seek
Thompson and Stephen Thompso
Jane
n

Class Audio CDs 2

Hide and Seek offers a fully-integrated course which can
be used flexibly according to the teaching situation and
number of teaching hours.

•
•
•
•

Multi-stranded CLIL approach

Differentiated learning outcomes in
each lesson for mixed-ability classes
Fun, engaging and adaptable
lesson material

Integrated games and activities
Lots of songs and chants

Components

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pupil’s Book

Activity Book with audio CD
Class Audio CDs
Teacher’s Guide
Teacher’s Resource Pack
(Flashcards, Posters)
Interactive Whiteboard Software
Online Resources

Strong values syllabus

Activities and projects to do at
home with a parent

Class Audio CDs 2

•
•
•
•

Strong early literacy programme
based on UK Standards

Hide and Seek

Key features

©2016 Cengage Learning® All rights reserved.
This recording is copright and unauthorised
copying is illegal.

*Levels 2 and 3
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Course rationale, philosophy and objectives

Visual styles, characters and settings of
Hide and Seek

g

Differentiated learning outcomes

Children differ in many ways: age, energy, size, interests,
adaptability, experience and familiarity with the world
outside the home, as well as emotional maturity, linguistic
aptitude and physical development. It is neither possible
nor sensible to expect the same academic outcomes for
all children who use Hide and Seek. Some children will
learn more English than others; some children will be
better at maths or science. As part of individualising the
materials for children, teaching and learning activities are
designed to cater for different learning styles and there are
differentiated Success criteria for each lesson.
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At this stage of development, children using Hide and
Seek are meeting text for the first time. They are unused
to dealing with a lot of text on a page. In Level 1 the only
text which is intended for children is the sample letters
and numbers. In Levels 2 and 3 the children gradually
learn to read labels and, later on, captions containing
both decodable words and short sight words.

in

https://www.gov.uk/national-curriculum/key-stage1-and-2

Teachers are guided on how to set up each stage, what
to say with graded language, and acceptable pupil
answers which take into account differentiated rates
of language learning and different aptitudes. There are
core activities in every lesson, which add up to a lesson
time of 45 minutes, and Extension activities for longer
lessons or fast finishers and to take into account a wide
variety of teaching settings and learner ability. The
Pupil’s Book is fully supported by the Activity Book.
The Activity Book activities are suitable for using both in
lesson time and at home. Parent participation is actively
encouraged through specified parent–child activities.
The online Parent Booklet guides parents through each
parent–child activity.

rn

http://www.foundationyears.org.uk/eyfs-statutoryframework/

With Hide and Seek you don’t have to plan your
lessons or your approach. Lesson plans are detailed and
complete, with Success criteria and differentiated
learning outcomes to assist teachers to manage
expectations and to monitor progress via the Pupil
profile grid. The grid requires the teacher to simply note
each child’s performance over a lesson in one of two
bands: below and above the class average attainment.
See Pupil profile grid on page 199.
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Many of the learning objectives in Hide and Seek are
based on the early learning goals from the Statutory
Early Years Foundation Stage Framework (England)
and on standards from the National Curriculum for
England Key Stage 1 (Reception) Standards. For more
information, please visit the following websites:

Planning

ph
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The approach and philosophy of Hide and Seek is to
nurture the growth of each individual child in terms of
their emotional, educational and language development
as they move from nursery through kindergarten to the
start of formal schooling. Pre-schools and kindergartens
vary widely in the number of lessons of English they
provide per week, so Hide and Seek has a flexible
structure with 45 minutes of core activities per lesson,
plus optional Extension activities.

na

Hide and Seek has a number of visual styles: realistic,
cartoon and photographic. There is a careful balance of
settings: some are familiar to children and relate to their
own life experiences of home, school and family. Other
settings are new and add to the children’s knowledge of
the world in carefully controlled and graded steps.

N
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Hide and Seek is set in an international kindergarten
attended by children from different cultures who
communicate with each other in English. The location of
the school is not in any particular place. This is so that
children in different geographical locations and from
different countries can use the course and not feel that it
is unfamiliar.
The English and Maths lessons in the Pupil’s Book
take place in a kindergarten and other settings familiar
to children of this age. These pages contain the main
characters in the book. In Level 1 the characters are two
boys, Sam and Tarik, and two girls, Lin and Dona. The
characters mature from one level of Hide and Seek to
another, just as the children using Hide and Seek will.
In Level 2, the characters are joined by a new boy, Sid,
and a new girl, Pat. In Level 3, the new boy is called
Roy and the new girl is called May. The characters
have experiences and do activities that children of
kindergarten age will find familiar. The children’s teacher,
Miss Hill, remains the teacher throughout the course.

8

At this early age, it is more important for children to
enjoy their first educational experience and to preserve
their natural motivation and enthusiasm for learning
than for them to learn everything that they meet
in the course materials. It is also important to remember
that children of this age will learn quickly and forget
quickly. Therefore, children are not expected to be able
to produce all the language taught. For this reason, each
lesson starts with learning aims, and new language is
presented as either productive or receptive, so that the
differentiation is made.
The Success criteria at the start of each lesson supply a
differentiated set of learning outcomes for the children
studying Hide and Seek. These Success criteria help
the teacher to monitor children’s learning in all five topic
strands, and to recognise that not all children will attain
the same amount of language production. The Success
criteria are presented in three bands: what the majority
of the class can be expected to achieve; what some of
the more able children might achieve; and what the most
able children might achieve.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Parental involvement in Hide and Seek
Hide and Seek endorses the need to involve parents
(or carers) in their child’s education. Hide and Seek
also recognises the importance of aiding educational
providers to establish good home–school links. Informing
parents and channelling parental involvement is achieved
by providing:

Lessons 5 and 6
Lesson 7
Lesson 8

English: literacy and language
A gently-graded pre-A1 and A1-level language syllabus is
introduced in Levels 1–3. A literacy syllabus introduces the
letters of the alphabet in Level 1 and then follows a phonic
approach to initial reading and writing skills in Levels 2 and 3.
Phonics are introduced in frequency groups according to the
UK National Strategies Letters and Sounds guidelines.
English literacy and language work is continued in all the topic
strands of the unit. Literacy and language, in all the topic
strands of each unit, are tied together by the unit theme.
Maths: numeracy and basic maths concepts
In Level 1, children learn to recognise and count the
numbers 0 to 10. In Level 2, they learn to recognise
and count numbers 11 to 20, and in Level 3 they
learn counting in tens from 10 to 100. In parallel with
numeracy, children encounter basic mathematical
concepts such as shape, space and measure, and practise
skills such as grouping, sharing, positioning, counting on
and simple addition and subtraction.

ph
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Notes in the Teacher’s Guides suggesting activities
which children and parents can do at home. These
activities are identified by
.
The online Parent Booklet, which informs parents
about the learning programme their children are
following, suggests how parents can best support their
child’s learning and explains how to do the parent–
child activities and projects in the Pupil’s Book and
the Activity Book.
Activities in the Activity Book to do in class and then
repeat at home with a parent, plus songs that parents
can enjoy with their child at bedtime.
Project work: the lesson notes contain suggestions for
project work that children can do at home with their
parents’ help.
There is one Community Project in each level to engage
the school with parents and the wider community.

Lessons 3 and 4

g

As well as the Review lessons, there are also half-year
and end-of-year tests for each level. Together with Pupil
profile grids, these can be used as a basis for reporting to
parents on how individual pupils are progressing.

Lessons 1 and 2

in

There are two pages of revision lessons after every two
units in the Activity Book to offer further consolidation.
Alternatively, revision activities can be tackled on an
individual basis as the topic occurs in the Pupil’s Book,
and so provide the teacher with an opportunity to assess
progress against the Success criteria.

literacy and language
•• English:
Maths: numeracy and
basic maths concepts
understanding and
• Science:
knowledge of the world
citizenship, teamwork and
• Values:
individual responsibility
and craft: consolidation of
• Art
the unit topic through art

rn

There is a photocopiable Pupil Profile Grid provided
in the Teacher’s Guide to record assessment. The main
purpose of these assessments is to help teachers monitor
the effectiveness of the teaching and ascertain which
elements may need reinforcing.

In all the topic strands, activities which comply with
the Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England) are flagged in the lesson notes with EYFS .
The topic strands are as follows:

Le
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Assessment

N

The CLIL approach

Hide and Seek uses a CLIL (Content and Language
Integrated Learning), or CBI (Content Based Instruction,
as it is known in the United States) approach to
language learning, using school subjects as the medium
through which a foreign language is presented. Simple
and engaging kindergarten topics and skills in Maths,
Science, Values and Art and craft serve as the context
for introducing and practising English. Children acquire
language more naturally in an authentic context, and
the approach gives them genuine opportunities to
communicate in the target language.

Science: understanding and knowledge of the world
In the Science strand, children develop their knowledge
of the world. They learn to recognise and name a range
of animals, movements, processes and materials. They
practise skills such as identifying similar or different
properties, linking parts of things to the whole object,
categorising, and describing objects and animals.
Values: citizenship, teamwork and individual
responsibility
Children are presented with a number of simple
judgements to make about common situations in school
and family life. They are guided towards behaviour and
choices which exemplify sharing, teamwork, individual
responsibility and the beginnings of good citizenship.
Art and craft
Children undertake an art and craft activity which is
related to the theme of the unit. These activities give
children the opportunity to show their creativity and
practise simple design skills. They develop their gross and
fine motor skills and the ability to collaborate with their
peers during these lessons.

In Hide and Seek, each Pupil’s Book unit contains an
overarching theme which is treated in different ways
across the five topic strands. The strands always appear
in the same order in the Pupil’s Book units and are
identified by different page colours. They are supported
in the Activity Book lessons.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Pupil’s Book lesson structure and the Teacher’s Guide

The Unit aims and objectives give an
overview of each of the topic strands in the
forthcoming unit. The advance preparation
includes materials that may not normally be
stocked in the classroom, giving advance
warning of things that need to be brought in
by the the teacher or the children themselves.

Unit 2 Aims and objectives

You will need lists the materials the teacher
needs to teach the lesson. Flashcards,
Posters and online resources are mentioned
individually with a reference number. Lists
of number, letter or keyword flashcards with
consecutive reference numbers are listed as
a group, e.g. sun keyword to doll keyword
[2.4a–2.11a]. In the reference number, the
first number indicates the Level and the
second number indicates the unique reference
number for the resource. Materials that most
classrooms have such as pens, crayons, sticky
tack, music to play, etc are not listed every
time, so ensure they are available.

na

• Investigate materials: bendy or not bendy

Maths

Expressive arts

• Numbers and counting: review numbers 1–10; add 1 to
any number less than 10; begin to write 10 as a numeral
• Shape, space and measures: common 3D shapes;
recognise and name a cube (or cuboid); know that a cube
(or cuboid) has six faces

• Being creative: use découpage to decorate a pot for your
things
Advance preparation: small plastic and wooden objects;
children bring in a toy from home; a selection of containers
from home

N
Every lesson starts with a Warm up to get
the children ready to learn English. This will be
a chant, song, activity or game which revises
language or concepts learnt in previous lessons.

10

Values
• Being responsible: bring the right things to school

Seek and say: s 1.21

g

EYFS

Say: Look at page 12.
• Display
page 12 of the Pupil’s

Le
a

Lesson aims

rn

in

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: s [1.22b],
S [1.48b], sun keyword [2.4a], hat [2.18a], book [1.13a],
lunchbox [1.85a], bag [2.13a], pencil [1.12a], pen [1.11a],
cat [1.64a], cow [1.62a], duck [1.24a], horse [1.63a];
Classroom items vocabulary cards [online resource 2.17];
Sound talking toy

New sound: s /s/, writing lower case s and upper case S
New language (productive): sun; Whose is this? It’s …’s
New language (receptive): Is it (Name’s)?; things; yours

Success criteria

gr
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• All children will be able to: understand the question Whose
is this? and respond by gesture or pointing; trace s, S neatly.
• Most children will be able to understand the question
Whose is this? and respond orally with It’s (Name)’s;
produce neat, free-hand versions of the letters s, S.
• Some children may be able to attempt to ask the question
Whose (is this)?

Warm up

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Look and go! with flashcards for hat, book,
lunchbox and bag. See the instructions on page 19.

Top tip: All sounds are divided into ‘sliding’ sounds or

‘bouncing’ sounds. (Plosives and fricatives ‘bounce’ and the others
‘slide’.) Use the words ‘sliding’ and ‘bouncing’ yourself in the
sounds activities throughout the book. You might like to decide
on a TPR action for ‘bouncing’, e.g. bobbing up and down in the
chair, and ‘sliding’, e.g. swaying from side to side. Present /s/ as a
‘bouncing’ sound.

Book on the IWB. Say: Look

for the letter s in the
picture.

the children the
• Show
flashcards of cat, cow, duck,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

at
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The Success criteria provide the teacher
with the tools to manage expectations (see
page 13) and understand the differentiated
learning outcomes expected so that he/she
can apply them to each individual child.

Understanding the world (Science)

• Literacy: learn the phonemes for s /s/, p /p/, t /t/, a /œ/
• Language and communication: statements with be
to describe possessions and ownership; questions with
Whose

Lesson 1 • English: Our things page 12

lG
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Lesson aims give an overview of each lesson.
Productive language provides the teacher
with the key language the pupils are expected
to understand and say. The Receptive
language is language the teacher will use or
that is used in the lesson but which the pupils
are not expected to produce themselves.

English

Time: 20 mins

s

horse. Elicit the names and
the sounds that the animals make. Explain that letters
have names and sounds too.
Put upper case S and lower case s flashcards on the
board. Remind the children of the letter name /es/.
Say: Let’s listen to the sound it makes. Play the
first part of the audio.
Ask: Which words do we know with this
sound? We know sun, Sam, sister, Miss. You
can also use any of the children’s own names which
contain /s/.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to Sam and ask
the toy: Who’s this? Have the toy answer: S-a-m.
Say: S-a-m – Sam. Encourage the children to sound
out S-a-m and blend Sam. Repeat this with s-u-n –
sun and M-i-ss – Miss.
Accept further suggestions from the children. (Note:
say the words aloud only. Do not show the word, or
a picture, or ask them the meaning. This is a brief
introduction to the sound of the letter as used in
words they know.)
Show the children the sun keyword flashcard. Trace
the letter with your finger, saying ssssss as you do so.
Say: sssun as you get to the end of the s.
Point to the lower case letter s on the board. Say
ssss. Repeat with upper case S.
Repeat the procedure of pointing to the picture and
saying ssssun, and then pointing to the upper and
lower case letters in turn and saying ssss, several
times, until the children are confident.
Show the picture and word sides of the flashcard
randomly. The children say sun when you show the
picture and ssss when you show the word.

Unit 2 • Lesson 1
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Hide and seek
This stage of the literacy and maths lessons (Lessons 1–4)
always follows a routine to help the children learn the new
letter or number. The target letter or number is provided
for reference in the lesson notes, with starting points and
directional arrows as a model for tracing or writing. In order
to engage the children and make learning letters and numbers
fun, the new letters and numbers are always hidden in the
Pupil’s Book illustration in Lessons 1–4. In lessons 5–8, letters
and numbers are revised in the Letters and numbers section.
This feature maintains a strong literacy and numeracy strand
in all the Unit lessons.
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Top tips offer assistance in carrying out
activities and general classroom management.

Language practice

Game: Yes or no?

page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Look and match.

can see through it.) What do we use to make a door? etc.

Time: 15 mins

Time: 10 mins

some sensible and silly suggestions for objects,
• Make
e.g. a plastic duck, a glass elephant, a wooden camel, a

paper book.

need some plasticine or modelling clay and some
sensible suggestions, the children stand up, put their
• You
• For
items made of different materials that are bendy or
arms in the air, palms out, fingers spread, nod and say

•
•
•
•
•

not bendy, e.g. plastic (bottle), cloth (apron), metal
(spoon), wood (pencil), paper/card, small stone, glass
(use the window).
Use the plasticene/modelling clay and a pencil to
demonstrate bendy and not bendy and introduce the
words bendy and not bendy.
Ask the children to help sort the items into those
which are bendy and those which are not bendy.
Say: Look at page 17. Display page 17 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Check the children know what each
picture is. Ask: Is it bendy or not (bendy)?
For each picture, the children draw a line to the
correct picture (straw for bendy; nail for not bendy).
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the cap. Ask
the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer: c-a-p.
Say: c-a-p – cap. Encourage the children to sound
out c-a-p and blend cap.

Yes! For silly suggestions, they sit down/stay sitting,
fold their arms, shake their heads, and say No! Praise
them when they get it right.

Alternative

Time: 15 mins

the children to look around the classroom and/or
• Take
go for a walk round the school to find things that are
bendy and not bendy.
draw pictures of the bendy and not bendy things
• They
they see. These can be labelled and displayed on the
classroom walls.

Rhyme: You can’t make a spoon out
Time: 5 mins
of paper! 1.36
the chant. The children say the chant and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 175, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

page 19
EYFS

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Robot says to revise plastic, wood and
glass. See the instructions for the Pupil’s Book, Unit 2,
Lesson 5, page 43.

Letters and sounds: a, A AB 19

usual procedure for the Letters
and sounds activity. See the
Activity Book notes on page 36.
The practice words are and,
clap, Pat. Keyword: apple.
For the lower case a say:

•
• up and round and down

A

• yellow.
EYFS

Look and stick.

N
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EYFS
At the end of each lesson, the EYFS learning
goals for the activities are listed.

Time: 5 mins

children look at the pictures. Say: What’s this?
• The
Elicit: It’s a tap. Say: Yes, good. t-a-p – tap.

•

Encourage the children to repeat after you. Repeat for
Pat.
Help the children find the word stickers. Tell them to
stick the word stickers next to the correct pictures.

Write: a, A.

Time: 10 mins

Using the apple keyword flashcard, follow the usual
• procedure
for the letter writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.

at
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and round and up and down and out. For the
upper case A say: down, to the top, down, to the
middle, across.

ready. Explain that they will listen to you and circle
the letters in the colours they are told.
Say: Circle /œ/ red. Circle /t/ blue. Circle /p/

na

Using the a, A and apple
• keyword
flashcards, follow the

Time: 10 mins

Time: 5 mins

gr
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Warm up

Listen and circle.

to the row of letters at the top of the page. Tell
• Point
the children to have a red, blue and yellow crayon

lG
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Activity Book

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: A [1.30b],
a [1.4b], apple keyword [2.7a]

Chants and songs
The lessons always have two chants or songs.
Each lesson ends with a chant or song
helping to establish routine. The final chant
or song marks a change of pace and helps to
round off the lesson.

ph
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EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; The world.

g

Time: 5 mins

Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
• children
sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
EYFS

need to build the walls – bendy or not bendy
material? (not bendy) What do we use to make a
window? (glass) Why? (Because it’s not bendy and you

The language practice in every lesson includes
a listening activity, a cognitive and/or a Total
Physical Response game, and a chant or song.
There are also Extension activities and Top
tips for teachers. Track numbers are provided
in the rubrics for audio-based activities,
and time guides are given beside each rubric
to help with lesson planning. The activities
which conform to the Statutory Early Years
Foundation Stage Framework (England)
are highlighted with EYFS .

in

Rhyme: Our world 1.13

Time: 10 mins
• Can the children suggest what are or are not suitable materials
for different purposes?
• Draw a house on the board, and ask: What do we

rn

Top tip: Letters a, c, d, g, o, q and s : to write the letter, start
just below the top of the main part of the letter and begin by
saying up and round, drawing anti-clockwise.

Extension

Le
a

• and round and up and down and out.

For the lower case a say: up and round and down

Unit 2 • Lesson 6
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Activity Book
The Activity Book is used in parallel to the Pupil’s Book and
the lesson notes for the Activity Book are equally thorough.
The lesson notes give the stages and procedure for all the
Activity Book activities, as well as suggesting additional
games, songs and chants to use. The Activity Book provides
letter and number consolidation, vocabulary practice,
pre-literacy development (Level 1) and Early literacy
development (Levels 2 and 3), chants and songs, and games.
Activities which children can do at home with a parent (see
page 9) are highlighted with an icon. The online Parent
Booklet informs parents how to help.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Classroom management
Minimising the use of L1

Learning English needs to be thought of as fun if the
children are to be engaged and motivated. Find
opportunities to relate to the children on a personal
level: greetings, praise and expressions of interest in their
feelings and personal lives are all good opportunities both
to use English and to build good relationships with pupils.

Use of English and L1

•

g

in

•

•

N
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From the beginning, it should be the aim to use as much
English in the classroom as possible. General classroom
language such as greetings, everyday instructions
and praise should all be given in English from the start.
Initially these can be repeated in L1, but this support
should be dropped as soon as possible. The rationale
of the course is to expose the children to as much
English as possible, above a level that they will be
able to produce themselves. This replicates more
closely how children learn their first language. It means
that they not only learn English, but also ‘learn to
learn’. They come to know that they can understand
the meaning of what they hear, even if they don’t
understand every word. It presents them with a good
language model and provides an opportunity to acquire
new language naturally. The aim should not be to refrain
from using the L1 at all, but to minimise its use as far as
possible.

•
•
•

rn

All children’s utterances in English are acceptable and
the children are not expected to learn everything they
hear during the lessons. Guidance is given in the Success
criteria.

early stages and with more challenging concepts or
longer instructions.
Check understanding by asking for a non-verbal
response or for the L1 equivalent.
Allow short answers in L1, but rephrase and support
repetition in English.
In longer discussions, where children won’t have
the necessary language, welcome L1 attempts at
meaningful contributions; rephrase in English, and
where appropriate, encourage repetition of a short
part of the answer in English.
Teach children to ask for clarification where necessary.
Clarification need not always be a direct translation,
but could be a rephrasing into simpler language, or
further non-verbal clues, such as mime or gesture.
When revising items, prompt a response by giving
as many clues (visual, auditory and linguistic) as
necessary. Where this does not succeed in eliciting a
response, re-introduce the item and teach as new.
No child should be left confused or upset. They
must always be offered a lifeline. Hide and Seek
offers support for teachers on what to say to the
children and assists teachers in grading the language
they use to the children.
(Where these guidelines differ from local ministry policy
on the use of L1 in the English classroom, teachers are, of
course, required to follow the local policy.)
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The classroom should be a safe, supportive environment
where children feel able to express themselves without
fear of failure. They need to stay motivated if they are
to experience success. Success is defined here simply as
a willingness to engage in the task, rather than
getting it right. The classroom atmosphere should be
encouraging, and the emphasis should be on trying. Use
English as much as possible, but do not leave children
confused, especially in the early stages. Always be
prepared to give further clues and an explanation in the
children’s native language (L1) if necessary. A bored or
upset child will not learn anything.

new phrases or vocabulary using pictures,
• Introduce
mime and/or gesture.
the L1: give a phrase in English, then in L1,
• ‘Sandwich’
and then in English again. This is useful in the very

ph
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Motivation and maintaining a positive
attitude

Communication
Children will speak when they feel ready to and they
should not be pressured into talking, especially not in
front of others. (Some may be prepared to answer quietly
to a sympathetic teacher, to an adult working one-toone, or to a child partner.) Continue to check and support
their understanding and encourage non-verbal responses.
When they are ready, they will talk.
In the early stages most children will only respond
with single words. Praise their efforts and provide
reinforcement by restating the answer in a complete
phrase or sentence. If the teaching focus is on a structure,
it may be appropriate for the child, or the class, to repeat
the whole answer, but in cases where it would hold up
the lesson, this should be left.
Some children may be capable of more than singleword responses. They will also need encouragement to
develop their skills and could be used as demonstrators
or group leaders. However, they should not be allowed to
dominate or overshadow other children.

12
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Managing expectations
Literacy
It is important not to rush the introduction of reading
and writing skills. Children need to be confident with oral
segmenting and blending first. (See the UK National
Strategies document Letters and Sounds: www.gov.
uk/government/publications/letters-and-sounds.) Follow
the sequences as presented in the Teacher’s lesson notes.
Only ask the children to segment and blend VC* or CVC**
words which they know.
Use segmenting and blending on a regular basis and at
various suitable points in the lesson. (See page 14 for
the procedure used in Hide and Seek.) Little and often is
better than a few long sessions far apart.

native-speaker parent might listen to a story on
audio (with headphones) while others do a listen
and match exercise.
Effective differentiation relies on the teacher continually
monitoring student progress against the Success
criteria. Teachers need to be aware both of pupils who
need more advanced activities and of those who need
more support. Extension and Alternative activities are
provided in the Teacher’s Guide lesson notes to assist
with differentiation.

rn

Managing parental expectations and
involving parents

ph
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In all classes, but especially where the class size is large,
it is important to involve the children in helping with the
lesson. Many children of this age respond well to taking
on a small responsibility and will enjoy handing out and
collecting resources, or holding objects and flashcards for
the others to see. It develops confidence and maintains
motivation.
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Involving children in the lesson

in

g

*Vowel-Consonant   **Consonant-Vowel-Consonant

by intervention: all children have the
• Differentiation
same task, but the teacher or another adult sits with
weaker pupils to give support.
by length of task: all children have
• Differentiation
the same basic task, but some tasks are longer. (E.g.
more pictures to match.)
by complexity of task: all children
• Differentiation
have the same basic task, but some children might be
writing words while others are writing sentences.
by task: different groups of children
• Differentiation
have related but different tasks; e.g. a child with a

at
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Differentiation
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Pupils (and families) can also help to collect resources.
Given sufficient notice, most parents are happy to
collect boxes etc for art and craft work. Many parents
will also be keen to help their children find and bring
in items for topic work, such as examples of hard or
heavy things. This will provide a wide range of examples
for demonstration or display, plus seeing their own
objects being used is very motivating and memorable
for children. It also extends the learning beyond the
classroom and helps to cement home–schools links. A list
of items to collect is given in the Advance preparation
sections in the Unit aims and objectives.

N

Children mature at different rates and some will be more
ready for formal education than others. In whole-class
teaching there is a need for some differentiation. However,
appropriate differentiation can often be achieved without
extra preparation by teachers. For example:
by outcome: all children have the
• Differentiation
same task, which they perform according to ability; all

•
•

are praised for their level of achievement. (E.g. a song
or a painting.)
Differentiation by expectation: all children have the
same task, but some are encouraged or expected to
produce more or better work than others. (E.g. longer
answers.)
Differentiation by support: all children have the
same task, but weaker pupils get more help from the
support materials provided. (E.g. weaker pupils get to
count using a number line.)

Parents usually take a keen interest in their children’s
education and are happy to be involved. Hide and Seek
aims to promote school and parent links via the online
Parent Booklet. This sets out the aims and objectives
of the course in simple English and gives an overview
of each unit. It gives concise instructions as to how to
review the Pupil’s Book vocabulary and carry out the
parent–child activities in the Activity Book. These are
designed to reinforce language covered in class and
to provide an opportunity for the child to share that
language or activity with a parent at home.
The online Parent Booklet also provides guidance on
the kind of constructive support parents can give to
their child and the teacher, including some well-meant
parental interventions that are best avoided.

Hide and Seek includes project work which can be
carried out at home with parental support, followup tasks for the parent to oversee at home, and a
community project for each level, which the school and
parents can do together.
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Introduction to early literacy and maths

•

g

Red and black letters for labels
Text appears on every page of the Pupil’s Book and it is
colour coded: red and black. Red is used for phonemes
(sounds) that the children have been taught. Black is
used for phonemes (sounds) that the children have not
been taught. Children are encouraged to try to read the
words, using the sounds in red that they know to help
them. So, as children progress through the course, some
words will change from black to red as the phonemes in a
word become familiar to them.

gr
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Teaching literacy

The 26 phonemes are taught in a three-part procedure.
First the children listen and say; they are introduced
to the new sound. Next they look and say; they are
introduced to the letter shape of the new sound. Finally,
they say and write; they learn to trace the letter shape.

in

•
•

alphabet. The sounds are introduced in frequency
groups so the children learn quickly to decode (i.e.
read) a number of simple VC (vowel and consonant)
and CVC (consonant-vowel-consonant) words, e.g.
at, in, hat, cup, etc. They also practise choosing the
correct letters for the sounds they hear in a word, and
so begin to spell short words.
They start to learn by sight a number of the most
common non-decodable words (sight words), e.g. I,
to, the, go.
In the Activity Book, there is further reading practice
in the form of short, funny phonics rhymes in each
unit using the new sounds. Initially these are read by
the teacher, but the children will gradually be able to
read much of them for themselves.
In the Activity Book, children begin to trace, copy and
write individual letters, words and short sentences.

rn

children are introduced to 26 letter sounds
• The
(phonemes), one sound for each letter of the
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In Level 2 the key outcomes of the Literacy syllabus are
as follows:

Teaching phonemes (sounds)
In Hide and Seek Level 2, one phoneme (the sound a
letter makes) is introduced in each English and Science
lesson. The phonemes are introduced in the most useful
groups for our learners, so that the most common sounds
are learned first for the letters: s, a, t, p, for example,
rather than the sounds for the letters a, b, c, d. This
means that children quickly learn to read short, simple
‘decodable’ words (words which are pronounced in the
same way as they are spelled). The teacher will regularly
practise sounding out familiar words with the children, so
that the children learn to break down words into sound
parts (for example: c-a-t – cat), and so associate letters
with their sounds. In Level 2 the children start to learn to
read short words that appear on the Pupil’s Book pages,
and they also start to learn to write short words.

ph
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Hide and Seek is based on the Statutory Early Years
Foundation Stage Framework (England) and age
appropriate parts of the National Curriculum for
England Key Stage 1 (Reception) Standards. For more
information about the standards, visit the links on page 8.
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Oral segmenting and blending using the Sound
talking toy
In order to read and spell effectively, children need to
recognise not only the initial sounds of words, but each
separate sound (or phoneme) within a word. Therefore,
they need to practise discriminating between phonemes,
repeating what they hear, and using sound-talk to break
words into their separate sounds.

N
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The teacher continues to use oral segmenting and
blending as introduced in Hide and Seek Level 1. The
teacher has a toy, referred to as the Sound talking toy,
which can only speak in ‘sound-talk’. The teacher asks
the toy to identify different vocabulary items. The toy
answers with the sounds and then the teacher blends
them into the word, e.g. Teacher: What’s this? (pointing
to a pen); Toy: p-e-n. Teacher: p-e-n – pen! Use this with
single-syllable words only. The children also practise
breaking words down into sounds by sound-talking
words for the toy. Teacher: Tell Toy what this is, children.
Children (using sounds, not letter names): It’s a p-e-n.

The same system applies to the Activity Book, with the
colour green instead of red.
Some words are always black. These are ‘sight’ words
(or ‘look and say’ words). They are not decodable; they
are not pronounced as they are spelled. For example:
the, one, to. There are details about teaching sight words
on the following page.
Teaching decodable VC and CVC words using sound
buttons
Write a word, e.g. at, on the board, and draw a dot
(a sound button) under each sound. Sound the word
out, pointing to the dots, and blend it several times,
encouraging the children to join in a-t – at. For qu, where
there are two letters that make one sound, draw a line
under the two letters and then blend the word in the
same way.
Teaching spelling using phonics cards and
phoneme frames
Draw two boxes (phoneme frames) on the board, each
large enough to display one phonics card. Say a word,
e.g. at, and help the children to sound it out: a-t. Ask the
children to show you the phonics cards that makes the
a and t sounds and put them in the phoneme frames on
the board. Help the children to read at from the board.
Then take down the phonics cards and ask if the children
can use their own phonics cards to make at.

14
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Teaching maths

Maths constitutes two of the eight lessons in each Pupil’s
Book unit; Lessons 3 and 4 focus entirely on maths and
numeracy. These lessons often feature the Hide and
Seek child characters, and as in the literacy lessons
before them, each illustration has the target number
hidden for the children to find.
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Cut out the small sight words, stick them onto card
and cut along the grid lines so that they form little
cards. Give out the relevant cards for each unit until the
children have the complete set. Do this during Lesson 7,
just before you teach the sight words. If possible, give
out a second set of each unit’s sight words so that the
children can play games at home with their parents or
read the sight words to their parents. The children should
keep their sight words in envelopes or tins, and take them
out to practise the sight words in class (at the beginning
of Lesson 2 and Lesson 6) or at home.

Teach the children how to hold their pencil correctly.
They should hold the pencil between their thumb and
forefinger, with the pencil resting on the third finger.
The thumb and forefinger should also be able to move
slightly. Children should not grip the pencil too tightly.

in

Hide and Seek provides sight words cards in two different
sizes. For the teacher to use at the front of the class,
there are large (A4) sight words cards (online resource
2.5 and Flashcards 2.51b–2.79b). For the children, there
are small cards to use to practise the words. (The small
words are at the back of the Activity Book and online
resource 2.5.) In the Activity Book and online resource
2.5 there are small numbers in the corner of each card to
show the unit in which it occurs, and the order in which it
is presented on the audio.

Check that left-handed children are sitting on the left of
right-handed children, so their writing arms do not clash.
Left-handed children may have their books at a slight
angle. Some left-handed children may need a higher seat.

rn

Teaching sight words (non-decodable words)
Some words are not phonically decodable, so children have
to learn them by sight. These are called ‘sight words’.
There are new sight words for most units. They are
presented as part of the phonic rhymes. The first phonic
rhyme is in Unit 2, Lesson 7 of the Activity Book.

Teaching handwriting
Teach the children how to sit when they are writing. They
should sit straight and upright facing the desk with their
feet flat on the floor in front of them. Allow children to
hold the pencil in whichever hand is more comfortable.
Right-handed children should have their books straight
in front of them or at a slight angle. Children should use
their non-writing hand to steady the paper.
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Using the phonics rhymes
The phonic rhymes in the Activity Book are short
enjoyable rhymes that help develop early phonics skills.
They should be revisited from time to time and shared at
home with parents with the help of the CD.
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Always teach the sight words for a unit in the same way.
First, hand out the new small sight words cards for that
unit to the children. Tell the children to keep their cards
face down on their desks. Now show the children the
first large sight word card. Stick it on the board. Draw a
word shape around it, to show the shape of the letters.
The word shape can help the children to learn the words.
Play the audio and have the children listen and repeat
the word. Ask the children to find the word in their sight
words cards. Repeat with the other sight words for the
unit. Play the audio again. Point to the words as they are
read out. Encourage the children to repeat. Then point to
the sight words on the board in turn and encourage the
children to read them aloud.
Teaching writing
The letters and numbers in the Pupil’s Book and the Activity
Book have starting points and directional arrows to
show how to form the letters. The teacher’s notes tell
the teacher the words to say to help with correct letter
formation, e.g. for a : up and round and down and round
and up, and down and out. In the Activity Book, children
learn to trace, copy and write individual letters and words.
There are letter and number writing worksheets for further
practice in the online resources. In the Pupil’s Book, the
children do shared writing with the teacher, helping the
teacher to write short phrases for display.

The maths and numeracy lessons follow a similar
format to the literacy lessons. Each lesson starts with
a warmer (an opportunity to play a familiar game or
revisit a favourite chant or song), then the target number
is introduced and practised. Children learn to recognise
and form the number, then learn its place in the
number sequence through the number frieze that runs
along the bottom of each maths and numeracy spread,
and through lively and fun counting chants and songs.
Some of these are accumulative, giving the children
repetitive practice of the number sequence; others are
simply number- or concept-based and reinforce the key
language in the lesson.
The lessons include number games and activities,
which include Extension and Alternative activities so that
the material can be used flexibly.

In Level 2, children learn to recognise and count the
numbers 11 to 20, and count on and back. The children
learn simple positional vocabulary (behind, in front of,
next to, between). They learn language to describe size
(bigger, smaller, longer, shorter and taller). They also learn
word to describe quantity (more and fewer) and capacity
(holds more, holds less, full and empty). They learn to
recognise 3D shapes (cone, cube/cuboid, sphere and
cube). They learn about doubling and simple patterns.
The numeracy content, like the other syllabus strands,
is based on the Statutory Early Years Foundation
Stage Framework (England) and age-appropriate parts
of the National Curriculum for England Key Stage 1
(Reception) Standards.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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How to use the dialogues, chants and songs

All three levels of Hide and Seek feature the child
characters Sam, Tarik, Lin and Dona who, like the children
using this course, attend a kindergarten school. In Level 2,
our characters are joined by Pat and Sid. In Level 3, they are
joined by May and Roy.

Hello and Goodbye songs. These frequently occur in the
early lessons to signal the start and end of a lesson, and
to help teach the language and character names.

g

Number songs. These occur in the numeracy lessons
and are cumulative. They reinforce number names and
numerical order. They are repeated throughout the
numeracy lessons.
Lesson-type songs. The Science, Values and Art and
craft lessons each have their own song to signpost the
lesson type and to help establish lesson routine.
Chants and songs which accompany the lesson
topics. Hide and Seek contains both traditional and
new songs to reinforce the language in a lesson and/or
its theme. Posters accompany some of these songs.
(See Poster list on page 20.)

Here are some ideas for using Hide and Seek’s songs
and chants:
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So that the children don’t have to take in too much at a
time, learning the dialogues should be broken down into
small chunks. The teacher should manage, prompt and
support the children as necessary, allowing them to say
as much or as little of each sentence or phrase as they
can cope with. Suggested procedure:

There are several different types of chants and songs in
Hide and Seek:

in

Dialogues

A wide selection of the Pupil’s Book chants and songs
have been reproduced on the Activity Book audio
material for use in class and at home.

rn

The audio tracks fall into three categories. Letter and
number presentation tracks are intended as good
pronunciation models and for listen-and-repeat
purposes. Secondly, there are short, characterled dialogues which accompany the Pupil’s Book
illustrations. These provide clear, standard English
models which allow the children to hear and practise the
structures and vocabulary. These should be practised as
short conversations (see below). Thirdly, there are chants
and songs (referred to as Rhymes in the Pupil’s Book and
Activity Book rubrics).
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There are two sets of audio material for each level of
Hide and Seek. The Pupil’s Book has a set of Class CDs
of audio material (provided separately), and the Activity
Book has one CD, which is provided with the book.

the lesson notes inform the teacher whether a rhyme
is a song or a chant, so that the teacher can make any
choices necessary. All the lyrics are in the back of this
Teacher’s Guide and the accompanying Total Physical
Response actions are available in the online resources for
each level.

ph
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Have the children look carefully at the relevant
on the picture and elicit in L1, or in English the
•
• Focus
picture, poster or flashcards and give a brief overview.
children can produce, who is in the picture, where they
Say e.g.: This is a chant/song about … . Play all the
are and what is going on.
way
through and do the actions, while the children
the audio once or twice and check general
• Play
watch
and listen. Teach any content words needed to
understanding.
understand
the general idea. It isn’t necessary for the
again, pausing after each line, for the children
• Listen
children
to
understand
every word. Do not introduce
to repeat (and point to the picture where appropriate).
new
structures.
the dialogue several times, pausing the audio
• Repeat
for the class to finish each phrase. Continue to prompt
the chant or song line by line several times
• Play
by pointing to the picture.
(joining in yourself and doing the actions), while the
role-playing the dialogues in different ways:
children also do the actions and try to repeat some
• Practise
of the words. Longer items may need to be taught in
° Divide the class into two groups and have one half
say the first sentence, and the other half say the
next, and so on. Then swap roles.
° Change the groups: this row and that row; boys and
girls, etc. Gradually build up how much they can
say. Can groups speaking in sequence re-create the
whole dialogue?

Rhymes: Chants and Songs
Hide and Seek contains many chants and songs.
They are a key feature of the course, as children of
all ages, and particularly very young learners, acquire
a new language very naturally through this medium.
Chants and songs are also important for classroom
management: they help to change the pace of a lesson,
signal classroom routines, wake children up or calm them
down. The Pupil’s Book audio script (see page 169) and
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•

sections over several sessions.
Play it all the way through one last time. Give lots of
praise for trying to join in. Do not draw attention to
mistakes or omissions; it should be a fun activity to break
up more demanding sessions. Many of the chants and
songs are repeated during the course, so the children will
have lots of opportunities to practise them, including at
home (using the Activity Book CD). The chants and songs
can also be used at other times of the day, not just in
the English lesson. There are also opportunities for the
children to choose a favourite song or chant and enjoy
it again as a class. In the Pupil’s Book and Activity
Book, this is denoted by the rubric Rhyme: Choose.
There is a Dipping rhyme you can use at this point to
help them choose.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

How to use the Hide and Seek
Interactive Whiteboard software

Teachers can zoom in on the target letters and numbers
that appear in boxes on each of the literacy and
numeracy pages, and then demonstrate how the letter or
number is formed by tracing over the character, prior to
the children air-tracing the character for themselves.

Chants and songs
The Lesson posters which accompany a song, i.e. Science,
Values or Craft, can be displayed on the IWB to indicate
a new lesson type and to provide context for each song’s
lyrics. The IWB version of the posters has the advantage
over the paper poster of being larger and easier for the
whole class to see.
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Individuals can then come out to the board and practise
tracing the letter. The software only accepts the correct
formation and is therefore a useful corrective tool.

g

New letter/phoneme and number presentations
The target letter(s) and numbers are hidden in the literacy
and numeracy page illustrations for the children to find.
The children should look in their books first to find it/them
and then use the IWB page as a check. The hidden letters
and numbers can be highlighted to reveal their location.

in

Literacy and numeracy lessons

rn

There are many ways in which you can use the Hide
and Seek Interactive Whiteboard software in class. Full
instructions are provided in the IWB Teacher’s Guide
which is included in the CD-ROM.

Science lessons – listening tasks
The science lessons often have an audio component
which is embedded on the IWB software. The teacher can
show the page on the IWB to introduce the topic, elicit
existing knowledge and ideas, pre-teach vocabulary and
introduce the task prior to listening. The children can
listen and look at the IWB page the first time they hear
the audio, possibly volunteering impressions and answers
afterwards. The children can then listen again and carry
out the task in their own Pupil’s Book. It is important that
the children learn to interact with the illustrations and/
or text for themselves and show their own responses to
the task. Matching items by drawing a line or writing
a response not only assists in the development of fine
motor skills, but also demonstrates the level of the child’s
comprehension and indicate each child’s engagement
with the page. The teacher can invite the children’s
answers before using the IWB software to show the
correct responses or reveal the correct stickers.
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Using an Interactive Whiteboard in the
classroom
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The dots in the number boxes which appear under the
numbers 0–10 in Level 1 pop out for counting up as a class.
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The letter and number friezes along the bottom of the
literacy and numeracy pages can be used to show the
letters and numbers in their sequence. The target letters
and numbers pop out in each lesson to highlight their
place in the sequence.
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Vocabulary presentation
Invite the children to look at the illustrations or
photographs on the Pupil’s Book page on the IWB and ask
them to tell you any known items. Give encouragement
rather than over-correct the children. New vocabulary
presented this way can then be practised and revised
using the flashcards from the Teacher’s Resource Pack
which are included in the IWB resources.
Dialogues and narratives
The children are asked to interact with the illustrations in
the literacy and numeracy lessons in a number of ways in
conjunction with the audio. The audio material is embedded
in the IWB software in all the lessons. Invite the children to
look at the illustration or photos on the IWB page first and
to tell you who and what they can see. Invite them to name
items in L1 or in English. The children can be invited to guess
what the dialogue might be about. As the dialogue or audio
is played, the characters in the illustration (Lin, Sam, Tarik,
Miss Hill, etc) will be highlighted, thus making the turntaking in the dialogue easier to identify. The children should
complete the task in their books and then use the IWB as a
check. Individuals can come out to reveal the answers or the
teacher can elicit responses from the class prior to revealing
the correct answers.

Values lessons
The children are asked to discriminate between desirable
and undesirable behaviour on these pages, showing
their reactions by completing the smiley faces in each
illustration. The children can be asked to look at the
Values illustrations as a class and to talk about them.
You may wish to use the hide facility to focus discussion
on one illustration before moving on to the next. The
IWB software will reveal the correct facial expression
on the smiley faces. The self-assessment, smiley face
sticker can be revealed and awarded to the class on the
successful completion of the lesson.
Activity Book
The Activity Book pages are available as PDFs so that
tasks can be introduced and talked about prior to
individual completion. The Activity Book pages are
deliberately non-interactive. It is very important that
the children have the opportunity for individual pencilon-paper practice in which they build the necessary
pre-writing and writing skills. (Additional pencil-on-paper
writing practice is available in the online resources. See
the Activity Book Teacher’s Guide notes, Review sections.)
As with the Pupil’s Book, the audio is embedded in the
Activity Book pages.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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How to play the games
Hide and Seek uses a range of games. Some games are
specific to particular lessons and others can be adapted
to a variety of situations. How to play these regularlyfeatured games is detailed here. Using games that the
children know well means less time spent learning the
game and more time practising the language!

Find it!

a page in the Pupil’s Book or just by looking
• Using
round the classroom, ask the children to spot

Cloud game

two cloud shapes on the board, or put up
•
• Draw
cloud-shaped pieces of paper on a wall. Draw or stick

Show me!

a number, letter name or word and ask the
• Say
children to point to the correct response or hold up
the correct vocabulary card or number of objects.
E.g. pratise numbers this way by saying a number
and having the children show you the corresponding
number of fingers.

g

•

picture flashcards of the target vocabulary, letters or
numerals in each.
Divide the class into two teams. Pick one child from
each team to stand in front of each cloud. Call out
a word. Each child tries to be the first to touch the
correct response.

something specific. The difficulty level will vary with
the children’s ability:
° a book, a spider, Miss Hill
° something blue, something square
° a red box
The object could be something that you have put out
or partially hidden on purpose.

in

Class Snap!
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and print out two sets of vocabulary cards
• Download
from the online resources. The lesson notes will
Colour spot
indicate which to use and where to find them.
up a selection of picture flashcards on the board
• Put
two children to the front of the class. Place one set
or round the classroom. Stand in a circle. Name a
• Invite
of cards face down in front of each child. One child picks
child and roll a ball to them.
a card at random and holds it up. The class calls out
The child with the ball says: (Show me) something red,
• and
what it is, e.g. a chair. The second child shows a card and
rolls the ball to someone else. The second child
the class says what it is or, if it’s the same, calls, ‘Snap!’
goes, or points, to one of the flashcards, naming it if
they can and saying: (This is) red.
• The children can also play Snap! in pairs.
then roll the ball to someone else. The objects
• They
Pairs
can be known or unknown, as long as the colour is
clear and either blue, red, green or yellow.
and print out two sets of 4 to 6 vocabulary
• Download
cards from the online resources. Randomly stick the
cards face down on the board in rows.
I Spy guessing game
Divide
the
class
into
two
teams.
Choose
a
child
from
Say: I can see something. The children have to guess
• each team to come to the board. Each child turns over • what
object you are thinking of by asking questions:
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•
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one card in turn. If the second child turns over a card that
matches the first, the second child’s team gets to keep the
cards. Otherwise the cards are turned face down again.
The teams should take it in turns to go first and second.
When all the pairs have been matched, the team with
the most cards wins.
The teacher should talk about the cards: Ah, a chair!
Where’s the other chair, I wonder? etc. Teammates
can help, but only in English!

Match

and print out two or more sets of
• Download
vocabulary cards from the online resources, so that
there are enough for one card per child.
out one card per child, making sure there is a
• Give
matching card for everyone. The children move round
the room to music, clapping or a regular beat.
and ask the children to find their partner(s), i.e.
• Pause
a chair with a chair, etc. They should not show their
card but say the words, e.g. (I have) a chair.
everyone has linked up, check a few and say:
• When
Well done! Ask the children to swap cards several times

•

Is it blue/red/yellow/green?; Is it big/small/tall?, etc.
Answer Yes, it is/No, it isn’t as is appropriate.
Have individual children lead (with support) as soon
as possible.

Which one?
Show pictures of CVC words, e.g. bag, cat, leg, and revise
the words. Ask the children to help the toy to say the
words. The toy sounds out a word and the children (with
support only if necessary) say the word and point to the
picture. Make sure the children have the chance to sound
out and blend by themselves as well as just listening to
and copying the teacher.

Say the sounds
Ask the children to help the Sound talking toy to learn
some words. Ask them to choose one from a selection
of familiar flashcards and say the word. Sound out the
word for the children to repeat. Continue with the other
words. As soon as possible, allow the children to segment
by themselves.

until everyone has a new card and a different object.
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Robot says

This is the same as the popular game Simon says.
• Give
simple instructions for the children to carry out

•

with you. For example, say: Robot says … point to
your head and you point to your own head. Each child
points to their own head.
At intervals, deliberately do the wrong action, i.e.
give an instruction, but do a different action to
the instruction. Praise children who carry out your
instruction correctly for listening well. Variations on
this game are played throughout the course.

cards at random from a set of 0–10 number cards
• Pick
(see online resources) and call out each number. If

•
•

the number is coloured on their card, the children can
cross it off.
Once a child has crossed out all their coloured
numbers, they call out Bingo! Check their crossed
off numbers against the cards you have used. If they
match, the child is the winner.
To save time and printing, the children could use
counters instead of crossing off. Then the sheets can
be collected and re-used.

Body bingo!

Look and go!
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the class into small teams of about five.
•• Divide
up a selection of items (objects or flashcards) in
• Put
Have
two
sets of vocabulary cards or flashcards,
different places round the room, e.g. different shapes,
with
about
8–10 cards to a set.
or target vocabulary.
Keep
one
set,
out the others randomly so
• that each childandhashand
the children to move round the room to music,
• Ask
one
card.
Ask all the children to
clapping or a regular beat. When the beat/music
stand,
with
their
cards
in
front
of them.
stops, the children have to choose one of the objects
Show
your
cards
one
by
one,
saying
the name and
• encouraging the children to join in. Children
or flashcards to go to before you count to three.
who have
looking, name one of the objects. The
• Without
the
same
card
as
you
sit
down.
The
first
group
to be
children who chose that item and are standing beside
all sitting down is the winner.

it are the winners. Everyone plays again.

Spinner games (Levels 2 and 3)
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What’s missing?

a selection of flashcards on the board. Revise
• Put
the vocabulary. Ask the children to shut their eyes.
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Remove one or more cards. Ask the children to say
what’s missing.
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Missing words (Levels 2 and 3 only)

off the sight word cards (see online resources
• Print
or page 96 of either Activity Book). Mount each sight
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word on card and then cut them into individual word
cards. The children will need a lot of support with this
game initially.
Start by putting the sight word cards on the board and
revising them. Write each word beside its card.
Move the word cards to the other side of the board.
With your back to the class, rub out one word.
Ask children to match the word cards to the remaining
words. Which one is missing?
Gradually reduce support over the weeks as the
children get better at recognising the words.

Action/Miming games

•

The children mime or carry out actions. Give them
prompts, e.g. Walk like an elephant. Jump! Hop!

Number bingo!

The children use a spinner (see online resources for the
template) to collect a set of items, e.g. to finish a picture
of a doll or an animal.

out a spinner on card and push a short stick or
• Print
pencil through the centre so that the card spins.
the board, draw the items to be collected, and give
• On
each one a number from 1 to 6.
the class into two teams. Teams spin the
• Divide
spinner in turn and collect the items that correspond
to the numbers they spin. The first team to collect all
the items for their picture wins. Examples:
Dress the doll
Prepare a spinner, as described above.
Draw two stick figures of dolls on the board, one for
each team.
Draw the items of clothing to put on the dolls on the
board and write a number beside each, e.g. 1 = a sock;
2 = a shoe; 3 = a skirt or shorts (they can choose);
4 = a t-shirt; 5 = a hat; 6 = a bag. (Choose items the
children already know.)
In turns, spin the spinner for each team (or have
children come out to spin for their team).
As the numbers come up, ask the children what they
have got. e.g. 5! What is 5? Yes, it’s a hat.
Sketch the items of clothing onto the stick figures as
the teams score each corresponding number. The first
team to have a finished figure wins.

••
•
•
•
•

Download and print enough Number Bingo! sheets
• from
the online resources for each child or pair.
Build a bug
Ask
the
to choose and colour in any five
• numbers.children
This is a variation of Dress the doll. On the spinner,
Do this one number at a time. Check they only
•
1
= a head, 2 = a body, 3–6 = legs. This time, children
colour in the numbers you say. (Colour the whole square,
or just the number.)

spin the spinner and draw the bug.
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Using the flashcards and posters in the classroom

Showing the flashcards to the class
When showing a flashcard to the class, make sure you
stand in a place where everyone can see the card, and
hold the card in such a way that your fingers are not
obscuring the picture.

Topic and additional information/cut-outs

2.2

The alphabet (n/N–z/Z) poster. To
support presentation and practice of letters.

2.3
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Posters

How to use the posters
The posters can all be put up at once at the beginning of
the school year to decorate the classroom and/or added
as a topic or song is presented for the first time. The
latter will add to the excitement and visual impact of a
new topic or song. When placing or referring to a poster,
make sure everyone can see it easily. The posters are
included in the IWB software.
Posters can be used to introduce a new topic or to
contexualise a song (e.g. Holiday! or The wheels on the
bus) and then left on display, for revision purposes or to
revisit a song at a later date. (Note that the songs occur
more than once in the Pupil’s Book and Activity Book
lessons.)

20

The alphabet (a/A–m/M) poster. To
support presentation and practice of letters.

Numbers (0–10) poster. To support
presentation and practice of numbers.

2.4

Numbers (11–20) poster. To support
presentation and practice of numbers.

2.5

The wheels on the bus poster. To
accompany the song. The song first
occurs in Unit 1. Cut-outs of the wheels
for the poster are available in the online
resources [2.14].

2.6

Good listening poster. To show good
listening posture. The poster is first used
in Unit 1.

2.7

A home for me poster. To accompany
the song and activities teaching animals
and animal homes vocabulary. The song
first occurs in Unit 3.

2.8

Holiday! poster. To accompany the song
and activities teaching clothing vocabulary.
The song first occurs in Unit 4.

2.9

Are you bigger than a plane? poster. To
accompany the song. The song first occurs
in Unit 4.

2.10

Let’s move! poster. To accompany
activities teaching verbs of movement.

2.11

Our senses poster. To accompany
activities teaching the senses or parts of
the body.

2.12

Special people poster. To accompany
lessons where family members are
named.
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There are 12 display posters at each level of Hide and
Seek. The posters include vocabulary from the Pupil’s
Book, sets of related vocabulary, and illustrations to
accompany some of the songs. Please note that the
posters are printed on both sides and so need to be
attached to the wall in such a way that they can be
turned over without damaging them.

g

Poster
number
2.1
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Move the image slowly from your right to left so that
everyone has a chance to see the card clearly. Say the
word the card represents (or elicit the word from the
children) several times as you do so. The card can then
be displayed on the whiteboard for class reference as
part of the lexical set you are presenting. The flashcards
for each level are available as part of the IWB software.

The artwork and photographs in the Pupil’s Book and
the posters should be exploited to the full. Opportunities
for using them for the presentation and consolidation of
vocabulary and structures are mentioned in the lesson
notes, but they are always available for further revision
practice as required.

in

introduce, teach and revise topic vocabulary.
•• ToAs part
of a topic display.
In
vocabulary
(see pages 18 and 19).
•• As prompts forgames
quick revision practice.
picture prompts for sounding out known words
• As(segmenting).
frieze.
•• AsAs aa classroom
word bank to use at later levels.
• As part of the IWB materials.
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The Flashcards can be used in the following ways:
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Each level of Hide and Seek is accompanied by flashcards:
the letters of the alphabet and numbers for each level;
illustrated target vocabulary items for each unit of each level
(with the corresponding word on the reverse for Levels 2 and
3). Also, for Levels 2 and 3, there is a set of illustrated phonic
keywords for the phonemes and digraphs introduced.

Online cut-outs are available for some of the posters.
The lesson notes say when the cut-outs are used as part
of a language presentation or activity, e.g. the course
characters on the classroom posters. In the case of the
song posters, cut-outs are added at each new verse to
illustrate the progression of the song. Either the teacher
or a child can come to the poster to place a cut-out as
directed by the instructions in the lesson notes.

ph
ic

Flashcards

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

How to use the online resources

The online resources are available at the following web
locations:

g

Playground picture template
Capacity bottles template
Beach buckets template
Unit 6 food vocabulary cards
Family vocabulary cards
Push and pull worksheet
Ladybird template
Unit 9 food vocabulary cards
Orange tree template
Toys vocabulary cards
Greetings card template
Test 1 pupil version
Test 1 teacher version
Test 2 pupil version
Test 2 teacher version
Achievement certificates
Activity Book track list
Activity Book audio script
Parent Booklet

in

The Activity Book has its own library of online resources
and these are listed at the end of the lesson notes for the
Review Units. They provide additional pencil-on-paper
writing practice, including staves to practise letter and
number writing, and a colouring picture for each phonics
rhyme which the teacher may wish to use for revision
and consolidation.

2.27
2.28
2.29
2.30
2.31
2.32
2.33
2.34
2.35
2.36
2.37
2.38
2.39
2.40
2.41
2.42
2.43
2.44
2.45

rn

Each level of Hide and Seek has an extensive range of
free, downloadable resources which are integral to the
Pupil’s Book and Activity Book lesson plans. They include
pre-literacy and literacy practice, character masks for
role play and acting out, poster cut-outs, the Total
Physical Response actions to accompany the songs and
chants, templates and worksheets for class activities and
games, and art and craft templates. The Parent Booklet
is to be found online.

Le
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NGL.Cengage.com/hideandseek1

A full list is available on the web address above.

NGL.Cengage.com/hideandseek3

The online material is also available on the IWB software.

Hide and Seek 2 online resources list
The following is a list of resources used with Level 2:

ph
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NGL.Cengage.com/hideandseek2

N
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2.0
Level 2 flashcard list
2.1
Letter home to parents
2.2
Audio script with TPR actions
2.3
Level 2 word list
2.4
Level 2 vocabulary cards
2.5
Level 2 sight words
2.6	Level 2 phonics cards (in order of phoneme
introduction)
2.7
Level 2 CVC word cards
2.8	Character masks for Miss Hill, Tarik, Sam, Lin,
Lin’s mum, Dona, Pat and Sid
2.9	Character cut-outs for Miss Hill, Tarik, Sam,
Lin, Dona, Pat and Sid
2.10
Number cards 0–20
2.11
Number dot cards 0–10
2.12	Lower case and upper case letter cards
(in alphabetical order)
2.13
Number bingo! sheets
2.14
Wheels cut-outs for use with Poster 2.5
2.15
Animals vocabulary cards
2.16
Good listening picture
2.17	Classroom items vocabulary cards
2.18
Unit 2 vocabulary cards
2.19
Bathroom and bedroom object cards
2.20
Rooms vocabulary cards
2.21
Animal homes vocabulary cards
2.22
Save paper! picture
2.23
Clothes vocabulary cards
2.24
Plain and patterned worksheet
2.25
Spinner
2.26
T-shirt templates

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Unit 1 Aims and objectives
English

Values

• Literacy: review the letters of the alphabet; begin to sight
read their own name; begin to sight read the names of the
characters; review greetings and introductions
• Language and communication: Statements with be
and have

• Review basic classroom rules

Maths
• Numbers and counting: review numbers 1–10
• Shape, space and measures: review common 2D
shapes; review simple positional vocabulary

Understanding the world (Science)

Expressive arts
• Being creative: a self-portrait
Advance preparation: A large register board to show
each child’s name and photograph; one name card per child;
circles of paper for pictures for name cards (always have
the register and name cards available); Velcro™ strips or
sticky tack or similar adhesive (always have this available);
a camera; a collection of heavy and light objects; weighing
scales (if available); a soft toy with arms, legs and tail

in

g

• Review properties of materials
• Review parts of the body (animals)

rn

Lesson 1 • English: Hello again! page 4

na

lG
eo

Literacy: review the alphabet; match the lower and upper
case letters a/A to m/M
New/Review language (productive): Hello; How are you?
I’m fine, thank you; It’s nice to see you; Goodbye
New language (receptive): too; to you; friends

Success criteria

N

at
io

• All children will be able to: understand Hello, and respond
with body language or Hello; recognise and say the names
of the lower case letters a to m.
• Most children will also be able to: understand the question
How are you? and respond orally with (I’m) fine, thank you;
recognise and say the names of the upper case letters
A to M.
• Some children may also be able to ask the question
How are you?

Warm up 1.2 

Time: 10 mins
Play the Hello! chant. Join in and encourage the
children to join in. (See page 16 for instructions on how
to use songs in the classroom. Also see audio script,
page 171, and online resource 2.2 for the actions.)

22
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to Sara everyone. Here’s your card, Sara.
Look, here’s your name: Sara. And here’s your
picture. Put it on the board. Well done. Sara’s
here. Who’s next? Continue for the other children.

Extension

Lesson aims

•

name cards. Hold up one name card and read the
name. Say: Where’s Sara? Hello, Sara. Say hello

gr
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: a–z [1.4b–1.29b];
Character masks of Lin, Dona, Sam and Tarik [online resource
2.8]; Poster 2.1; Poster 2.2; a name card for each child with
space for a photo or picture, circles of paper for pictures for
name cards, a large register board (always have the register
board and name cards available), a ball or beanbag; Sound
talking toy

the name cards and register board.
• Introduce
Start with the children sitting and you holding the

Unit 1 • Lesson 1

Time: 15 mins
• If you don’t have photos for the name cards, ask the children to
draw and colour a picture on a circle of paper to decorate the
name card.

Top tip: With a big class, the name card routine can be

broken down and done over several days, so the children are not
sitting for too long. It can be done at the start of the English lesson,
or at the start of the school day. Move towards self-registering as
children gain confidence.

Letters: a–z

•
•

Time: 15 mins
Display Poster 2.1 and Poster 2.2. Point to various
letters and elicit their names, e.g. a /eI/, b /biÜ/,
c /siÜ/, d /diÜ/, etc.
Play What’s missing? with the letter flashcards. See
the instructions on page 19.

Rhyme: Alphabet 1.3 

•
•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Alphabet song. Join in and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 171.)
When the children are confident, practise the song in
different ways, e.g. with one half of the class doing
the groups of two letters and the other half doing the
groups of three. Then swap.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

•

•
•

boy, girl, children, school, bag, lunchbox, hat, friend, red,
blue, green, yellow, and ask: What’s this?
Introduce your Sound talking toy. (See page 14 for
instructions on how to use the Sound talking toy.)
Explain that the toy speaks in word sounds only. Point
to Sam and say to the toy: Who’s this? The toy
answers: S-a-m. Repeat and blend: S-a-m – Sam!
Encourage the children to sound out S-a-m and blend
Sam. Repeat with any of the words practised, e.g.
L-i-n – Lin; b-a-g – bag; h-a-t – hat and r-e-d – red.
Point to the names on the page and read them,
indicating left to right on the page and on the words.
Play the audio, pausing after each section. (See
page 16 for the procedure for using audio in class.)
Point to the characters as they speak. The children
follow in their Pupil’s Books.

Extension

Game: Hello!

Time: 5–10 mins
Ask children to sit in a circle. Start by rolling the ball
(or gently throwing a beanbag) to a child on the
opposite side of the circle. Point and say: Look! This
is (child’s name) as you do so.

Activity Book

lG
eo
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Warm up

N

Time: 5 mins
Hold up the children’s name cards. Repeat the get-toknow-you exercise from Pupil’s Book, Lesson 1, Warm
up, page 22.

Game: Hello!

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game from Pupil’s Book, Lesson 1, above.

•
•

Listen and say.

Time: 10 mins
Revise the alphabet from a to m with the flashcards.
Start with the first four letters of the alphabet: a to d.
Hold up the flashcard for letter a, say the name of
the letter /eI/, and have the children repeat after you.
Repeat for b, c and d.
Stick the lower case flashcards on the board in a row.
Leave a space after each flashcard. Call out a letter
and ask individual children to go to the board and
point to the correct letter. Continue with e to h, then
i to m.

EYFS

Time: 10 mins
• Print and hand out the character masks of Lin, Dona, Sam
and Tarik.
• Practise short dialogues, e.g. Hello, Tarik. Hello, Sam.
• Practise again, extending the dialogue, e.g.: Hello, Dona. How
are you? Hello, Lin. I’m fine, thank you. Hello, Sam. It’s nice to
meet you. etc.

Alternative

•
•

Time: 10 mins
The children greet the people sitting round about
them, saying Hello (Name).
Extend to How are you?/I’m fine, thanks, where
possible.

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5 

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Goodbye song. Join in and do the actions.
Play it again and encourage the children to join in and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 171, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading.

page 6

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: a–m
[1.4b–1.16b], A–M [1.30b–1.42b]; sticky tack or similar
adhesive (always have this available); children’s name cards;
the register board; a ball or beanbag

•

Extension

ph
ic

Time: 10 mins
• Divide the class in two. Practise each section of the dialogue,
one group asking the questions and the other group answering.

•

of the child they are passing it to. You may have to
prompt them.
If there is little space, children can play from their
seats and point instead of using the ball or beanbag.

g

Who’s this? Point to other known vocabulary, e.g.

in

the children find page 4 and display the page on
• Help
the IWB. Set the scene. It is the first day back at school.
to each character in turn to revise their names
• Point
(Lin, Dona, Sam, Tarik). Point to each character and ask:

child named collects the ball/beanbag and stands
• The
up. He/She says Hello and waves to the class, who all
respond in the same way.
child then rolls the ball/throws the beanbag to
• The
another child. Encourage the children to say the name

rn

Look, listen and say. 1.4 Time: 10 mins

Le
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EYFS

the flashcards should be laid out on the
• Byboardtheasendfollows:
a b c d

•

e f     g h
i  j       k l m
Slowly chant the letters line by line and have the
children repeat after you.

Rhyme: Alphabet AB2

•

 Time: 5 mins
Play the audio and encourage the children to sing the
song. (See audio script on page 171.)

•
••

Listen and stick. AB3 

Time: 10 mins
Help the children find page 6. Slowly read out the
letters and encourage the children to point to the
letters in their books. Say the letter names: a … b.
Then pause and say: What goes here? Let the
children answer but do not comment on their answers.
Continue reading out the letters.
Help the children find the letter stickers.
Say: Let’s listen and find out if you were
correct. The children listen to the audio to see if
their answers were correct and stick the stickers in the
correct spaces. Pause the audio if necessary.

EYFS

Unit 1 • Lesson 1
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Listen and point.

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Call out the letters in order and have the children
point to them one by one in their books or on the
board. Then call out the letters randomly and have
the children point to the correct letters.
Hold up an upper case letter flashcard and ask an
individual child to stick the flashcard next to the lower
case letter on the board that it matches. Repeat with
different children and letters.

Rhyme: Goodbye AB4 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the audio and encourage the children to sing the
song. (See audio script, page 171, and online resource
2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

Lesson 2 • English: Welcome! page 5

Warm up

Letters: a–z

na

Time: 10 mins
Revise the letter names using Poster 2.1 and
Poster 2.2, and playing What’s missing? as in
Lesson 1, page 22.

at
io

•

Rhyme: Alphabet 1.3 

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Alphabet song. Encourage the children to join
in. (See audio script, page 171.)
Play the song again. Invite children to the front of the
class and give each child a letter flashcard. They hold
up their letter when they hear it in the song.

N

•
•

EYFS



•
•
•

g
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to and read the labels, indicating left to right on
• Point
the page and on the words.
and practise the audio. Point to the characters as
• Play
they speak. The children follow in their Pupil’s Books.

gr
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•
•

Time: 5–10 mins
Practise greetings. Put the children in pairs to greet
each other in English.
Invite the children to come up and put their pictures
next to their names on the register board. (See
Lesson 1, page 22.)

rn

Literacy: review the alphabet; match the lower and upper
case letters n/N to z/Z
New language (productive): I’m …; What’s your name?
My name’s …; teacher; Welcome
New language (receptive): Welcome to our class, children

• All children will be able to: understand the question
What’s your name? and, with prompting, Is it/Are you
Sara? and may respond with a nod; recognise and say the
names of the lower case letters n to z.
• Most children will be able to: understand the question
What’s your name? and respond orally Sara; recognise
and say the names of the upper case letters N to Z.
• Some children may also be able to attempt to ask the
question (What’s your) name?

Le
a

Lesson aims

Success criteria

ph
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You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: a–z [1.4b–1.29b];
Character cut-outs of Pat and Sid [online resource 2.9];
Poster 2.1, Poster 2.2; a name card for each child with
space for a photo or picture; circles of paper for pictures for
name cards; large register board; Sound talking toy

Look, listen and say. 1.6

Time: 10 mins
Use the Pat and Sid character cut-outs to introduce
the new characters. Pat and Sid are new children in
the class. Relate this to any new children in your class.
Take out the Sound talking toy and point to the cutout of Pat. Ask: Who’s this? The toy answers: P-a-t.
Say: P-a-t – Pat! Encourage the children to sound
out P-a-t and blend Pat. Repeat with S-i-d – Sid.
Help the children find page 5 and display the page on
the IWB. Point to the picture. Say: Pat, Sid and Miss

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Divide the class into three groups with each group assigned to
being Pat, Sid or Miss Hill. Practise the dialogue.
• Repeat with the children in groups of three, each child taking
one role.

Top tip: Always make sure the children practise the correct
intonation and rhythms of the words they are saying with the
audio, to get their speech as natural as possible.

Game: Names

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Play Names. Follow the procedure from the game
Hello! in Lesson 1, page 23, using the question: What’s
your name? I’m (Name) and answer: My name’s
(Name).
You could add the question: How are you? and
answer: I’m fine, thanks.

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Goodbye song and encourage the children to
join in and do the actions. (See audio script, page 171,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading.

Hill are at school.

24

Unit 1 • Lesson 2
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page 7

Game: Hello!

•

Time: 5 mins
Have the children greet (and where appropriate
shake hands with) the children sitting round about
them, saying: Child A: Hello. I’m (Name). What’s your
name? Child B: My name’s (Name). Child A: How are
you? Child B: I’m fine, thanks.

•
•

Rhyme: Goodbye  AB 4 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the audio and encourage the children to sing
the song. (See audio script, page 171, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

ph
ic

•

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Display the lower case alphabet flashcards around
the room.
Call out the letters of the alphabet from n to z. The
children point to the correct flashcards and repeat
after you.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

gr
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•

Listen, point and say.

lG
eo

•

Listen and say.

Time: 10 mins
Revise the lower case alphabet from n to z with the
flashcards. Start with n to q. Hold up the flashcard for
letter n, say the name of the letter, /en/, and have the
children repeat after you. Repeat for o, p and q.
Stick the flashcards on the board in a row. Leave a
space after each flashcard. Call out a letter and ask
individual children to go to the board and point to the
correct letter. Continue with r to u, then v to z.
By the end the flashcards should be laid out on the
board as follows:
n o   p q
r   s         t   u
v   w x  y z
Now slowly chant the letters line by line and have the
children repeat after you.
Finally, chant the letters a to z as a class.

EYFS

•
•

Draw.

Time: 10 mins
Hold up an upper case letter flashcard and ask one
child to stick the flashcard next to the lower case letter
it matches. Repeat with other letters and children.
Help the children to find page 7. Tell them they
are going to do a dot-to-dot picture and that they
have to join the alphabet dots in order from N/n to
Z/z. Encourage them to use the alphabet posters,
Poster 2.1 and Poster 2.2, to check the order.

EYFS

g

•

Time: 5 mins
Hold up the children’s name cards. Repeat the get-toknow you exercise from Pupil’s Book, Lesson 2, Warm
up, page 24.

•

 Time: 5 mins
Play the song. Encourage the children to join in. (See
audio script, page 171.)

in

Warm up

Rhyme: Alphabet AB 2

rn

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: n–z
[1.17b–1.29b], N–Z [1.43b–1.55b]; Poster 2.1; Poster 2.2;
name cards; register board

Le
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Activity Book
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Lesson 3 • Maths: Count to five page 6

N
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You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 1–5 [2.31b–2.35b];
Poster 2.3; Number dot cards 1–5 (one set per child) [online
resource 2.11]; register board and name cards (have these
every lesson); Sound talking toy

Lesson aims

Numbers and counting: Revise 0–5
New language (productive): How many …? Where’s/
Where are …? It’s …; They’re in/on/under ...; teddy;
cars; toy box; table; shoes; your

Warm up

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Invite the children to come up and put their pictures
next to their name cards on the register board.
Encourage them to say: Hello, my name’s … as they
do so.

•

Numbers: 1–5

Time: 10 mins
Display Poster 2.3. Revise the numbers 1–5, pointing to
each in turn on the poster and counting up and down.

EYFS

New language (receptive): (How many) (boys) are there?
boy; girl; children; toy; brick; floor; shoe; fish; sea; no; zero

Success criteria
• All children will be able to count up to five objects with
support.
• Most children will also be able to recognise and name
numerals 1–5 and match them with the correct number of
objects.
• Some children may also be able to put the numbers 1–5
in order.
number flashcards 1–5 on the board in the
• Put
correct order. Say the numbers in order with the class,
showing the correct number of fingers as you do so.
the flashcards on the board in the wrong
• Display
order. Say a number. Ask the class or individuals to
point to the correct flashcard.
to a number flashcard, and ask the children to
• Point
hold up the correct number of fingers.
• Print off and use the number dot cards 1–5 and repeat.
Unit 1 • Lesson 3
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resource 2.2 for actions.)

Look, listen and circle. 1.8 

Activity Book

Warm up AB 2 
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Time: 10 mins
Revise the numbers 0 to 5 with the flashcards. Practise
counting up as a class by holding up each flashcard in
turn, saying the number and having the children repeat.
Then have six children come to the front of the
classroom and give each of them a flashcard. Help
them to put themselves in order. Encourage the rest
of the class to say whether or not they are correct.
Play the audio and encourage the children to say
the chant. (See audio script, page 171, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

N

•
•
•

Count and circle.

Time: 10 mins
Use the Sound talking toy. Stick the cars flashcard on
the board and ask: What’s this? Pretend to listen
to the toy whispering to you. Say c-ar out loud,
sounding puzzled. Encourage the children to blend: car.
Repeat for t-e-dd-y – teddy.
Help the children find page 8. Ask the children what
they can see in the pictures and elicit: teddies and
cars. The children count the toys and circle the correct
number. Check each book individually.

EYFS

the audio and sing and do the actions with
• Play
the children. (See audio script, page 171, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers.

Point and say.

Time: 5 mins
Ask: How many teddies? The children point to the
correct picture and say: Three teddies. Repeat with
cars. (five) Do this as a class and with individuals.
Now hold up between one and five pencils and ask:

•
• How many pencils?
with other objects in the room the children
• Repeat
know in English.

gr
a

Time: 5 mins
Play the Alphabet song. Encourage the children to join in
as much as they can. (See audio script, page 171.)

Rhyme: Numbers [to 5] AB 5


•
•

Rhyme: There is one fish. 1.9 Time: 10 mins

page 8

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 0–5
[2.30b–2.35b], teddy [1.49a], cars [1.44a]; Number bingo!
sheets (one per child or pair) [online resource 2.13];
5 pencils; Sound talking toy

•

••

Time: 10 mins
Create your own hand mimes for in, on, under.
Count to three. The children and you simultaneously
perform and say one of the actions. The children who
are doing the same action as you win.

ph
ic

•
•

Time: 15 mins
Say: Find page 5. Display page 5 of the Pupil’s Book
on the IWB. Talk about the picture.
Practise numbers and counting with objects in the
picture. Ask: How many (bricks) are there? You
can also ask about: boys, girls, children, tables, cars
on the table, toys in the box, bricks on the floor, shoes
under the table. Take out the Sound talking toy and
point to Pat. Ask: Who’s this? The toy answers: P-a-t.
Say: P-a-t – Pat! Encourage the children to sound out
P-a-t and blend Pat. Repeat with S-i-d – Sid.

Game: In, on, under

g

the chant. The children say the chant and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 171, and online

•
•

Where’s/Where are the pencil(s)? It’s/They’re in/
under/on the box.
Play and practise each section of the audio. Pause
after each section for the children to repeat.
Help the children to circle the shoes, cars and teddy
in the picture.

in

Rhyme: Numbers [to 5] 1.7  Time: 10 mins

and practise Where’s/are …? and on, under and
• Teach
in using classroom objects and furniture. Demonstrate

rn

Time: 10 mins
• Give the number flashcards 1–5 randomly to five children who
are standing at the front of the class.
• Ask the class to help them to put the cards in order. They
should move to stand in the correct place.

Le
a

Extension

Listen and colour.

Time: 10 mins
Point to the bunting at the bottom of the page. As a
class, read along the bunting, saying each number aloud.
The children then listen to you and colour the numbers
correctly. Say: Zero is green. One is red. Two is

•
•
blue. Three is yellow. Four is green. Five is blue.
• They hold up their books for checking.
Extension: Number bingo!

Time: 10 mins
• Print off one Number bingo! sheet for each child or pair.
Play this game to practise the numbers from 1 to 5. Follow
the instructions on page 19.

Game: In, on, under

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game from Pupil’s Book, Unit 1, Lesson 3.
Follow the instructions above.

Rhyme: There is one fish. AB 6

Time: 5 mins
the audio and encourage the children to sing the
• Play
song. (See audio script, page 171, and online resource
2.2 for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Listening and attention; Moving and handling.
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Lesson 4 • Maths: Shapes page 7
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 1–10
[2.31b–2.40b]; Poster 2.3, Poster 2.5; Number dot cards 6–10
(one set per child) [online resource 2.11]; Wheels cut-outs
[online resource 2.14]; circles, squares and triangles in blue,
green and yellow paper; a camera; Sound talking toy

New language (receptive): same; different; big; small;
wheels; bus

Success criteria

Numbers and counting: 6–10
New language (productive): triangle; square; circle; blue;
green; yellow

• All children will be able to recognise the 2D shapes
triangle, square and circle.
• Most children will also be able to: name a triangle, a
square and a circle; recognise and name numerals 1–10.
• Some children may also be able to describe a shape, e.g.
(It’s a) blue circle; put the numbers 1–10 in order.

Warm up

Extension

Extension

Time: 10 mins
Play the chant. The children say the chant and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 172, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

lG
eo

•

Listen and stick. 1.11  Time: 15 mins
Cut out circles, squares and triangles from blue, green
and yellow paper to revise circle, square and triangle.
Count the sides of the square and triangle with the
children. Use the shapes to revise blue, green and
yellow.
Say: Look at page 7. Display page 7 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Revise the characters’ names and
read the label.
Take out the Sound talking toy and point to Sam. Ask:
Who’s this? The toy answers: S-a-m. Say: S-a-m –
Sam! Encourage the children to sound out S-a-m and
blend Sam. Repeat with L-i-n – Lin.
Point to the picture and say: Miss Hill, Sam and

at
io
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•
•
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EYFS

•
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Rhyme: Numbers [to 10] 1.10


g

they the same colour?

• Ask the first child to sit down. Invite a third child to the front
and give them another coloured shape. Compare these
two shapes. Ask: What’s different? Are they a

ph
ic

Time: 10 mins
• Display number flashcards 1–10 on the board in random
order (or hand them out) for the class to sort. They can use the
number lines in their books as support.

in

•

Numbers: 6–10

Time: 10 mins
Display Poster 2.3. Revise numbers 6–10. Follow the
instructions in the notes for Lesson 3, page 25.

EYFS

Time: 15 mins
• Use the circles, squares and triangles of blue, green and yellow
paper from the previous activity. You need at least two sets of
the shapes, so that you have some that are the same.
• Invite a child to the front and give them a shape to hold up.
Give another child a second shape.
• Ask the class if they can see anything that’s the same about
the two shapes. Ask: Are they the same shape? Are

rn

•
•

Time: 5 mins
Complete the register board with the class, as in
Lesson 1, page 22.
Play In, on, under as in Lesson 3, page 26.

Le
a

Lesson aims

• Lin are showing the class some shapes.

Ask: What shapes do they have? Listen and
find out.

the first part of the audio.
•• Play
Help the children find the stickers in the back of the
Pupil’s Book and have them point to and name the
shape of each of the stickers needed. Play the first
part of the audio again. The children stick their shapes
stickers in the correct places.
Then play the second part of the audio. Say: Listen

different shape? Are they a different colour?
Are they the same?

• Continue to bring up one new child at a time and compare
shapes. Encourage the children to say what is the same and
what is different about each pair of shapes.

Game: What’s missing?

•
•

Time: 10 mins
You need an assortment of five shapes of different
colours on the board. Say and elicit the shape and
colour as you stick it up e.g. a blue square.
Play What’s missing? using five shapes of different
colours. See the instructions on page 19.

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Go for a shapes walk, looking for circles, squares and triangles
in the classroom or around the school. (Investigate before the
walk so that you know where to direct the children to.)
• If a camera is available, take pictures of shapes you see for a
classroom display.

Home Project
The children can also look for circles, squares and
triangles with a parent at home. Then they draw or
photograph one item for each shape that they see.

Rhyme: The wheels on the bus 1.12

Time: 5 mins
Poster 2.5. Teach bus. Point to the wheels and
• Display
ask: What shape are they? Elicit: circle.

• and point to the shapes on the page.

Unit 1 • Lesson 4

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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one set of the wheels cut-outs. Play the song
• Print
and stick the cut-outs onto the poster as they are
mentioned. Play the song a few more times and
demonstrate the actions. Encourage the children to

page 9

•
•
•

Listen, point and say.

•

Time: 5 mins
Display the number flashcards around the room.
Call out the numbers 1 to 10 in a random order. The
children listen to you, point to the correct flashcard
and repeat after you.

Extension: Number bingo!

Time: 10 mins
• Play this game to practise the numbers from 1 to 10. Follow
the instructions on page 19.

Rhyme: The wheels on the bus AB 8

Time: 5 mins

gr
a

Rhyme: Numbers [to 10 ] AB 7

Time: 5–10 mins

•
•

Time: 5–10 mins
The children help the frog to jump across the lily pads
by joining the pads in the correct order from 1 to 10.
Encourage the children to use Poster 2.3 to check
their work.

g

•

Trace and say.

Time: 10 mins
Revise square, circle and triangle by drawing the
shapes on the board. Air-trace the shapes with the
class. Point to each shape in turn and ask: How
many sides? Count the sides of the shapes.
Help the children find page 9 and show them the
activity at the top of the page.
The children trace over the tracing lines. They should
start at the starting dot and follow the directional
arrows for each shape. They name the shapes.
If you wish, the children can now find objects in the
classroom that are circles, squares and triangles.

EYFS

Draw and count.

in

Time: 5 mins
Play the song There is one fish. Encourage the children
to join in. (See audio script, page 171, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

2.2 for actions.)

rn

Warm up AB 6 

the audio and encourage the children to say the
• Play
chant. (See audio script, page 172, and online resource

Le
a

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 1–10
[2.31b–2.40b]; Poster 2.3, Poster 2.5; Number bingo! sheets
(one per child or pair) [online resource 2.13]

•

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Shape, space and measures.

ph
ic

Activity Book

join in and do the actions. (See audio script, page 172,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

lG
eo

use your fingers to revise all the numbers from
• First,
1 to 10. Hold up a number of fingers and ask the
children to say how many.
focus on the numbers from 6 to 10 by playing
• Then
Show me! (See the instructions on page 18.) Call out a

Poster 2.5. Play the audio, do the actions, and
• Display
encourage the children to sing the song. (See audio
script, page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Shape, space and measures; Moving and handling.

at
io

na

number between 6 and 10 and have the children hold
up the correct number of fingers.

N

Lesson 5 • Science: Heavy or light? page 8
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: a–j [1.4b–1.13b],
1–10 [2.31b–2.40b], balloon [1.25a], feather [1.27a], elephant
[1.26a], table [1.21a]; Poster 1.2; circles, squares and triangles
of blue, green and yellow paper (from Lesson 4, page 27);
a collection of heavy and light objects; balance scales
(if available)

Lesson aims
Letter and number practice: a–j; 1–10; matching upper
case and lower case letters a, A–j, J
New language (productive): heavy; light

28

Unit 1 • Lesson 5

New language (receptive): lion; horse; flower; butterfly

Success criteria
• All children will be able to recognise the words heavy and
light, and respond to questions about these properties by
pointing or gesturing.
• Most children will also be able to: give single-word
answers, e.g. heavy, bus; match the upper case and lower
case letters a, A–j, J.
• Some children may also be able to attempt to give longer
answers, e.g. (a) bus (is) heavy.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Letters and numbers: a–j; 1–10

Time: 10 mins
the first ten letters of the alphabet. Use
• Revise
flashcards or write the letters on the board randomly

••
•

and encourage the children to help you put them in
alphabetical order.
Then do the same with the numbers 1–10.
Give ten children letter flashcards a–j and ten children
number flashcards 1–10.
Then have them stand in order in two lines, and say
the letters and numbers in order.

Rhyme: Our world 1.13 

•

Listen and match. 1.14  Time: 15 mins
Revise/teach and demonstrate heavy and light. Have
objects, e.g. balloon, feather, book, table, as examples
of each. Ask: Is this heavy/light? Have the children
help to sort the objects into groups.
Use a balance scale if you have one to see if the
children’s guesses are right. If you don’t have a

lG
eo
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•
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a

EYFS

•

Activity Book

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Ask the children to point to examples of heavy and light objects
in the classroom. Ask them to think about heavy and light items
at home also.
• Ask them to draw some heavy and light objects and/or animals.

Game: Heavy and light

•

Time: 10 mins
Practise a mime for heavy and light with the class,
e.g. hold your arms low and walk with difficulty as if
carrying something heavy for heavy, and flutter your
fingers lightly around your head for light.
Show objects and ask the children to mime heavy or
light as each item is shown, and say (It’s) heavy/light
as they mime.

N

Warm up AB 8 

•

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 171, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Shape, space and measures.

page 10

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: a–j
[1.4b–1.13b], A–J [1.30b–1.39b], lion [1.38a], butterfly
[1.57a], lizard [1.59a], elephant [1.26a], frog [2.86a], cat
[2.14a], fish [2.21a]; Optional flashcards: monkey [1.15a],
snake [1.16a], spider [1.17a], kangaroo [1.18a], camel
[1.23a], duck [1.24a], parrot [1.35a], giraffe [1.37a], cow
[1.62a], bear [1.50a], beetle [1.56a], horse [1.63a], feather
[1.27a]; Poster 2.1, Poster 2.2, Poster 2.5; Sound talking toy

•

•
•

ph
ic

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Use it to revise as much language
as the children can remember. Point to items and
ask: What’s this? What colour is this? Can fish
fly? etc.
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 172, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

•

g

give a correct answer, e.g. name the correct shape or colour. Say
things like: Well done! That’s right! Very good!

•

in

Top tip: Remember to always praise the children when they

  balance scale, then mime the action of a balance with
your hands held out either side of you with a light
object on one hand and a heavy object on the other.
Use the flashcards for balloon, feather, elephant and
table to do a sorting activity on the board. Draw
heavy (a weight) and light (a feather) icons on the
board. Help the children decide which icon to match
each flashcard to.
Say: Look at page 8. Display page 8 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Look at the pictures and revise the
names of the items: lion, horse, flower, butterfly. Read
the labels butterfly and lion.
Explain the activity. The children have to listen and
draw lines to match each picture with the correct icon.
Play the audio, pausing after each question, and give
the children the chance to answer. Allow children
time to match the items in their books. Play the audio
again for the children to check their answers.

rn

•

Time: 5 mins
Play What’s Missing? to revise shapes and colours
using the coloured paper shapes from Lesson 4,
page 27. See the instructions on page 19.

Le
a

Warm up

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 2.5. Play The wheels on the bus audio,
do the actions, and encourage the children to sing the
song. (See audio script, page 172, and online resource
2.2 for actions.)

Game: What’s missing?

•
•
•

Time: 5 mins
Revise the names of the animals (lion, lizard, butterfly,
elephant), and the sounds the animals make using the
flashcards.
Use the Sound talking toy and the flashcards to
encourage the children to sound out and blend some
of the known animal names, e.g.: l-i-o-n – lion, f-r-o-g
– frog, c-a-t – cat, f-i-sh – fish.
Play the game What’s missing? See the instructions
on page 19.

•

Say and match.

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 10. Ask the children what
animals they can see and elicit: butterfly, lion, lizard,
elephant.

EYFS

Unit 1 • Lesson 5

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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children draw lines to match the heavy animals to
the audio. The children sing the song. (See the
• The
• Play
the weight and the light animals to the feather.
audio script on page 171.)

Listen, point and say. AB 9 

Match and colour.

Extension

•

•

Time: 5 mins
The children listen to the audio. They point to the
correct picture. Then they answer the question: Heavy
or light?

Time: 5–10 mins
• Stick the flashcard for light (feather) on the board and draw
a simple picture of a weight (heavy). Give out a selection of
animal flashcards. Ask the children to stick them in the correct
place.

•

•

Rhyme: Alphabet AB 2 

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Shape, space and measures; Moving and handling.

in

g

•

Time: 5 mins
Revise the whole alphabet with Poster 2.1 and
Poster 2.2.

Time: 10 mins
Revise the letters a–j with the flashcards. Hold them
up one at a time and have the children call out the
letters. Do this for the upper case and lower case
letters.
Tell the children to look at the letters in the flowers
and to match the flowers with the same upper and
lower case letters by colouring them in the same
colour. They can choose their own colours.
Encourage the children to look at Poster 2.1 and
Poster 2.2 to check their work. Move around the class
to check the children’s work.

lG
eo

Letter and number practice: k–t; 1–10; pre-writing
practice; match lower case and upper case letters
New language (productive): leg; arm; tail; fish; lizard;
monkey

Warm up

na

Time: 5 mins
Revise heavy/light using the butterfly, pencil, tree
and camel flashcards. Ask the children to name some
heavy and light things around the classroom.

at
io

•

N

Letters and numbers: k–t; 1–10

Time: 10 mins
the procedure from Lesson 5, page 29, using
• Follow
letters k–t and numbers 1–10.

Rhyme: Our world 1.13 

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 172, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Listen and stick. 1.15  Time: 10 mins
Use Poster 1.5 or toys to revise parts of the body:
arm, leg, body, tail. Point to each body part and ask:

EYFS

•
What’s this?
out the Sound talking toy. Point to your leg and
• Take
ask the toy: What’s this? The toy answers: l-e-g.
30

Unit 1 • Lesson 6
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Success criteria

• All children will be able to recognise the words leg, arm,
tail and respond to questions about parts of the body by
pointing.
• Most children will be able to: use the new vocabulary
to respond with single words, e.g. arm; complete the
pre-writing practice neatly; match the lower case and
upper case letters k, K–t, T.
• Some children may also be able to attempt longer
answers, e.g. This (is) (my) arm.

gr
a

Lesson aims

New language (receptive): long; body; head; hand; feet;
straight; seat

ph
ic

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: k–t [1.14b–1.23b],
1–10 [2.31b–2.40b], butterfly [1.57a], pencil [1.12a],
tree [1.20a], camel [1.23a], rabbit [1.89a], kangaroo [1.18a],
snake [1.16a], spider [1.17a]; Poster 1.2, Poster 1.5 or toys
with arms, legs and a tail; Sound talking toy

rn

Lesson 6 • Science: Animal bodies page 9

•
••
•

Say: l-e-g – leg. Encourage the children to sound out
l-e-g and blend leg.
Say: Look at page 9. Display page 9 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Read and point to the animal
names: fish, lizard.
Point to each photo. Ask: What’s missing?
Play and practise the audio.
Help the children find the stickers and stick them
in the correct places.

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Elicit any other body vocabulary the children can remember,
e.g. hand, foot/feet, head.
• Use flashcards of rabbit, kangaroo, snake, spider. Revise Do
(rabbits/kangaroos, etc) have feet/arms? How many (feet) do
(rabbits/kangaroos, etc) have?

Top tip: Always personalise the language as much as

possible. In this lesson, ask the children to point to their own head,
arm, leg, etc. You could ask them to bring in to class photos of
their pets, and talk about what body parts they have.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Game: Robot says

••

Time: 10 mins
Revise/teach other parts of the body: hand, foot, head.
Play Robot says with Touch your arm/hand/foot/leg/
head/body. See the instructions on page 19.

Rhyme: My body (V1–2) 1.16


•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 173, and online resource 2.2 for
actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention.

page 11

•

Time: 10 mins
Revise the letters k, K–t, T. Hold up a lower case letter
flashcard. Call out the letter name. The children must
hold up the corresponding upper case letter card.
Repeat, but this time just show the flashcard and do
not call out the letter name.
Tell the children to look at the letters and to match
the upper and lower case letters by colouring them in
the same colour. They can choose their own colours.
Encourage the children to look at Poster 2.1 and
Poster 2.2 to check their work. Move around the class
to check the children’s work.

•
•

ph
ic
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•
•
•

Trace and say.

Time: 10 mins
Revise head, body, foot, feet, leg, hand and arm with
your body or use Poster 1.5. Teach ears. Then pretend
to have a tail and revise tail.
Help the children find page 11. Ask: What animals
can you see? Elicit: monkey, lizard.
Tell the children to listen to you and to trace over the
body parts of each animal as you call them out. Say:

EYFS

Match and colour.

g

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 2.5. Play The wheels on the bus, do the
actions, and encourage the children to sing the song.
(See audio script, page 172, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Time: 5 mins
• Play the game Robot says. Follow the instructions for Pupil’s
Book, Lesson 6, above.

in

Warm up AB 8 

Extension: Robot says

rn

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: k–t
[1.14b–1.23b]; Poster 2.1, Poster 2.2, Poster 2.5, Poster
1.5 (optional); Letter cards K–T (one set per child) [online
resource 2.12]

Le
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Activity Book

lG
eo

Trace the monkey’s tail. Trace the lizard’s tail.
Trace the monkey’s leg. Trace the lizard’s leg.
Trace the monkey’s ears. Trace the lizard’s
head.

Listen, point and say.

Time: 5 mins

na

A monkey’s ear/tail/leg. A lizard’s head/
• Say:
tail/leg. The children listen to you, point to the

•



Time: 5 mins
In pairs, the children take it in turns to point to a
letter in their book. The other child points to the
corresponding letter. They say the names of the letters
together. Demonstrate for the children.

Rhyme: Alphabet AB 2 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See the audio script on page 171.)

EYFS

Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Moving and handling.

N

at
io

correct part of the picture and repeat after you.

Point and say.

Lesson 7 • Values: Good listening page 10
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: u–z [1.24b–1.29b],
1–10 [2.31b–2.40b]; Poster 1.3, Poster 2.6; Animals
vocabulary cards [online resource 2.15], Good listening
picture [online resource 2.16]

Lesson aims
Letter and number practice: u–z; 1–10; pre-writing
practice
New language (productive): open; shut; together
New language (receptive): good listeners; I can; listen;
learn; sit; wait; my turn; tidy; share; help; show I care

Success criteria
• All children will be able to recognise the words open, shut,
together and respond to questions about good listening
with a gesture or by pointing.
• Most children will be able to: give single word responses,
e.g. open, ears; complete the pre-writing practice neatly.
• Some children may also be able to attempt longer
answers, e.g. (my) ears (are) open.

Unit 1 • Lesson 7

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Warm up 1.16 

mimes for open ears (hands behind ears),
• Practise
open eyes (fingers holding eyes open), sitting up

•

Rhyme: Values 1.17 

EYFS

Listen and match. 1.18  Time: 20 mins

Poster 2.6. Say: Look at the poster.
• Display
Introduce good listening. Mime some good and bad

Rhyme: Choose 1.19 

•
•
•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Dipping rhyme. (See audio script, page 173.)
Teach this now and repeat it where the instruction
Choose appears.
Allow a child who has done well to choose between
There is one fish and The wheels on the bus.
Play the chosen song. The children sing and do the
actions. (See audio script, pages 171, 172 and 173,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Warm up

Time: 5 mins
Play Robot says. Follow the instructions for Pupil’s
Book, Lesson 6, page 31.

Rhyme: Values AB 10

 Time: 5 mins
The children listen to the audio and sing the song.
(See audio script, page 173, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
Look and say.

Time: 10–15 mins
Display Poster 2.6. Read the sentences with the
children.
Practise good and bad listening. (See the suggestions
for mimes and appropriate responses in the Pupil’s
Book notes, above.)

EYFS

32

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention.

the Sound talking toy. Sit nicely in your chair
• Use
and ask: Good or bad? Pretend to listen to the toy

whispering to you. Say g-oo-d out loud, sounding
puzzled. Encourage the children to blend: good. Then
slouch in your chair and repeat for bad.
Now give the classroom instructions. Say: Sit up

N

You will need: Activity Book audio; Poster 2.6; Animals
vocabulary cards [online resource 2.15]; Sound talking toy

•
•

•

Time: 15 mins
Colour the Good listening picture. Use the finished
pictures in a classroom display.

page 12

at
io

Activity Book

•

Alternative

na

arms; feet together; eyes open and look; ears

•

•

Time: 5 mins
Play Pairs at the front of the class using Animals
vocabulary cards. See the instructions on page 18.

gr
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•
•

listening examples, in random order, e.g. Good: sit
up straight; sit still; look straight ahead; put hands
together; put feet together; cover mouth with hand
or finger. Bad: slouch; look around; fiddle with your
hair or a piece of clothing; yawn; move about; fidget;
whisper; read a book; nudge someone; doodle. Ask the
children to respond to indicate good or bad listening,
e.g. nod for good and shake heads for bad.
Say: Look at page 10. Display page 10 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Explain the activity. The children
have to decide whether they are good listeners.
Teach/revise the parts of the body ears, eyes, hands,
feet, mouths, and open, shut and together. Give
instructions: sit up straight everyone; fold your

Game: Pairs

ph
ic

•

Time: 10 mins
Display Poster 1.3. Play the song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

straight, etc. Also practise mimes for closed ears,
closed eyes, slouching, etc.
Invite groups of children to come out and
demonstrate good/bad listening to the class. Be
specific. Say: Show us (not) listening ears, not
good sitting. If the class is large, divide it into two
groups and have one group show the other.

g

•

Peer/Self assessment

in

•
•

Practise saying the last six letters of the alphabet in
sequence.
Put the letter u to z flashcards on the board in random
order and have the children come to the board and
put them in the correct order. Follow the instructions
for Lesson 5, page 29.
The children can say: one – u; two – v; three – w … etc.

rn

Letters and numbers: u–z; 1–10

Time: 10 mins

•

open and listen. These can become part of your
class routine.
Play and practise the audio. Help the children to
match the labels correctly. Look at the poster again.
Ask the children to point out what he is doing well.
Ask if they are good listeners themselves.

Le
a

•

Time: 5 mins
Play My body (V1–2). The children sing and do the
actions. (See audio script, page 173, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Unit 1 • Lesson 7

• straight everyone. Fold your arms. Feet
together. Eyes open/look. Ears open/listen.
the children find page 12. They look at the
• Help
photos and decide whether they show good or bad
listening. Discuss as a class.

Trace and draw.

•
•

Time: 10 mins
The children trace over the pre-handwriting
practice lines.
They look at each photograph and draw a happy or
sad mouth on the face, as appropriate.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Game: Pairs

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Pairs at the front of the class with the Animals
vocabulary cards. See the instructions on page 18.

Rhyme: Goodbye AB 4 

•

Time: 5 mins
The children listen to the audio and sing the song.
(See audio script, page 171, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Managing feelings and behaviour.

Lesson 8 • Art: This is me! page 11

Warm up

lG
eo

Letters and numbers: a–z; 1–10

Time: 10 mins

the whole alphabet and numbers 1–10 with
• Practise
the class in different ways.

na

Rhyme: Art 1.20 

EYFS
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Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.4. Play the Art song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

g

•
•
•
•
•
•

Look, listen and draw.Time: 20–30 mins

in advance whether to make this a painting
• Decide
•
session or a drawing and colouring session.
Look at page 11. Display page 11 of the Pupil’s
• Say:
Book on the IWB. Explain the activity. The children

•

are going to draw or paint themselves, either head
and shoulders or whole body. You could take the
opportunity to revise good listening posture.
Very briefly demonstrate beginning to do a painting/
drawing of yourself, talking about everything you are
doing as you go, e.g. What colour is my hair? Is

it wavy or straight? Is that right? A bit more,
yes … Where are my hands? Here’s my mouth.

vocabulary as needed.
The children do their own drawings/paintings. Go
round and talk to them about what they are doing.
Ask a few of the children to show their finished work
to the class.
Label each finished picture with the child’s name and
display round the room.
Encourage the children to help with tidying away the
materials and clearing the tables.

Game: Choose 1.19 

N

•

It’s shut because I’m listening. etc. Revise

ph
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•
•

Time: 5 mins
Play a game using the new instructions from Lesson 7:
sit up straight; fold your arms; feet together; eyes
open and look; ears open and listen.
Give one of the instructions, then count out loud:
one, two, three to give the children time to do it.

in

Letter and number practice: whole alphabet; 1–10
New language (productive): paint; colour; picture; me
New language (receptive): cut; fold; colour; glue; This is
what we need to do; draw; paint; stick; sew; Now we’re
ready; Off we go!

• All children will be able to: recognise and respond to
instructions; join in with the words and actions for Our
world.
• Most children will be able to respond with single words,
e.g. paint, me.
• Some children may also be able to attempt longer
utterances, e.g. This (is) me.

rn

Lesson aims

Revision: Rhyme: Our world
Success criteria

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Poster 1.4; Achievement
certificate [online resource 2.43]; drawing and/or painting
paper; felt tip pens and/or paints and brushes

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Dipping rhyme chant. (See audio script,
page 173.)
Pick a child who has done something good over the
course of the unit, e.g. trying hard, listening well,
tidying up, being a good friend, making you laugh.
Make sure that over the weeks, everyone gets chosen
roughly the same number of times.
Download and print an achievement certificate for
the child and offer the child the choice of two known
games.

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 171, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS

Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Exploring and using media and materials.
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page 13

Game: Show me!

•

Time: 5 mins
To play this version of the game, call out a number
between 0 and 10 and have the children hold up the
corresponding number card. See the instructions on
page 18.

Colour and count.
Time: 10 mins
Use the Sound talking toy. Stick the flashcard of the
parrot on the board and ask: Fish or bird? Pretend
to listen to the toy whispering to you. Say b-ir-d
out loud, sounding puzzled. Encourage the children to
blend bird. Repeat for f-i-sh – fish.

EYFS

•

Rhyme: Our world (V1) AB 11

Time: 5–10 mins
Poster 1.2. The children listen to the audio,
• Display
and join in with the song. (See audio script, page 172,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Rhyme: Choose 

•
•

Time: 5 mins
Say the Dipping rhyme chant. (See audio script,
page 173.)
The children can choose a favourite rhyme.

g

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Alphabet song and encourage the children to
join in. See the audio script on page 171.

Game: Choose

•
•

in

Warm up AB 2 

the children find page 13. The children colour the
• Help
fish and the birds.
How many fish? Elicit: five. Repeat for birds.
• Ask:
(five) Ask: How many animals altogether?
Elicit: ten.
• The children can colour the rest of the picture.

Time: 10 mins
Say the Dipping rhyme chant. (See audio script,
page 173.)
The children choose a game they like.

EYFS

rn

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: fish [1.61a],
parrot [1.35a]; Poster 1.2; Number cards 0–10 (one set per
child) [online resource 2.10]; Sound talking toy

Le
a

Activity Book
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Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Moving and handling.
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Unit 2 Aims and objectives
English

Understanding the world (Science)

• Literacy: learn the phonemes s /s/, p /p/, t /t/, a /œ/
• Language and communication: statements with be
to describe possessions and ownership; questions with
Whose

• Investigate materials: bendy or not bendy

Maths

Expressive arts

• Numbers and counting: review numbers 1–10; add 1 to
any number less than 10; begin to write 10 as a numeral
• Shape, space and measures: common 3D shapes;
recognise and name a cube (or cuboid); know that a cube
(or cuboid) has six faces

• Being creative: use découpage to decorate a pot for your
things
Advance preparation: small plastic and wooden objects;
children bring in a toy from home; a selection of containers
from home; an envelope for every child to keep their sight
words in

Values

Lesson 1 • English: Our things page 12
EYFS

Lesson aims

lG
eo

Success criteria

gr
a

New sound: s /s/, writing lower case s and upper case S
New language (productive): sun; Whose is this? It’s …’s
New language (receptive): Is it (Name’s)?; things; yours

N

at
io

na

• All children will be able to: understand the question Whose
is this? and respond by gesture or pointing; trace s, S neatly.
• Most children will be able to understand the question
Whose is this? and respond orally with It’s (Name)’s;
produce neat, free-hand versions of the letters s, S.
• Some children may be able to attempt to ask the question
Whose (is this)?

Warm up

•

Seek and say: s 1.21 

Le
a

rn

Look at page 12.
• Say:
Display page 12 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Say: Look

for the letter s in the
picture.

the children the
• Show
flashcards of cat, cow, duck,

ph
ic

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: s [1.22b],
S [1.48b], sun keyword [2.4a], hat [2.18a], book [1.13a],
lunchbox [1.85a], bag [2.13a], pencil [1.12a], pen [1.11a],
cat [1.64a], cow [1.62a], duck [1.24a], horse [1.63a];
Classroom items vocabulary cards [online resource 2.17];
Sound talking toy

in

g

• Being responsible: bring the right things to school

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Look and go! with flashcards for hat, book,
lunchbox and bag. See the instructions on page 19.

Top tip: All sounds are divided into ‘sliding’ sounds or

‘bouncing’ sounds. (Plosives and fricatives ‘bounce’ and the others
‘slide’.) Use the words ‘sliding’ and ‘bouncing’ yourself in the
sounds activities throughout the book. You might like to decide
on a TPR action for ‘bouncing’, e.g. bobbing up and down in the
chair, and ‘sliding’, e.g. swaying from side to side. Present /s/ as a
‘bouncing’ sound.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time: 20 mins

s

horse. Elicit the names and
the sounds that the animals make. Explain that letters
have names and sounds too.
Put upper case S and lower case s flashcards on the
board. Remind the children of the letter name /es/.
Say: Let’s listen to the sound it makes. Play the
first part of the audio.
Ask: Which words do we know with this
sound? We know sun, Sam, sister, Miss. You
can also use any of the children’s own names which
contain /s/.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to Sam and ask
the toy: Who’s this? Have the toy answer: S-a-m.
Say: S-a-m – Sam. Encourage the children to sound
out S-a-m and blend Sam. Repeat this with s-u-n –
sun and M-i-ss – Miss.
Accept further suggestions from the children. (Note:
say the words aloud only. Do not show the word, or
a picture, or ask them the meaning. This is a brief
introduction to the sound of the letter as used in
words they know.)
Show the children the sun keyword flashcard. Trace
the letter with your finger, saying ssssss as you do so.
Say: sssun as you get to the end of the s.
Point to the lower case letter s on the board. Say
ssss. Repeat with upper case S.
Repeat the procedure of pointing to the picture and
saying ssssun, and then pointing to the upper case
and lower case letters in turn and saying ssss, several
times, until the children are confident.
Show the picture and word sides of the flashcard
randomly. The children say sun when you show the
picture and ssss when you show the word.
Unit 2 • Lesson 1
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the second part of the audio. The children hunch
yours and mine, which are included in the
• Play
• Introduce
down for I’m small and stretch up for I’m tall. Point
dialogue. Hold up your own book and ask: Whose is

EYFS

Activity Book

N

Warm up

Time: 5 mins
Play In, on, under. Follow the instructions for the
Pupil’s Book, Unit 1, Lesson 3, page 26.

Rhyme: Alphabet AB 2 

•

g

•
•

Extension

Time: 15 mins
• Some children could each bring an object of their own, e.g. a
pencil, a book, a hat. Help each child to introduce him/herself
and show their possession. Teacher: Look, this is … Child:
Sara. Teacher: Look, this is Sara’s … Child: book.
• Collect the objects and ask Whose is this? The children
answer: It’s (Name)’s.

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 171, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

page 14

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: s [1.22b],
S [1.48b], sun keyword [2.4a], hat [2.18a], book [1.13a],
lunchbox [1.85a], bag [2.13a], pencil [1.12a], pen [1.11a];
Character cut-outs [online resource 2.9], Classroom items
vocabulary cards [online resource 2.17]; Sound talking toy

•

•
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Time: 15 mins
Use the Pupil’s Book page to revise the names of
the people in the picture. Say: Point to … Can the
children find any objects or people in the picture with
the /s/ sound? (Sam, Miss Hill) Can they find a label
with the letter s? (Sam, Miss Hill)
Bring several children to the front of class with their
books. Take the book from one child and say: Whose
is this? It’s (Name)’s. Give him/her the book.
Repeat, encouraging the class to answer. Encourage
use of the possessive s.
Say: Look at the picture in your book. Point
and ask: Whose is this? for the bag, lunchbox, hat
and book.
Say: Listen. Are you right? Play the audio, stopping
after each exchange to check the answers.
The children draw lines to match the objects with
their owners.

na

•

Look, listen and match. 1.23 

•

Time: 10 mins
Use flashcards for book, bag, pencil, pen, lunchbox, hat
and the classroom items vocabulary cards. Keep the
flashcards and give one vocabulary card to each of six
children who stand facing the class.
Stand behind the children so you can’t see their cards,
but the class can. Hold up one of your cards and ask:
Whose is this? The class answers It’s (Name)’s.
Say: Here you are, (Name) and give the child the
matching card.
Ask: Is this yours? before handing the picture over.
The children can claim objects, saying Yes, it’s mine.
Repeat with other groups of children at the front of
the class.

in

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant. The children say the chant and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Game: Whose is this?

rn

Rhyme: Come and play! 1.22

•

the owner to answer It’s mine. Repeat the procedure
with the same question but the children answer It’s
yours for your book, and you answer It’s yours for
their books. Have them practise in pairs.
Practise the audio in sections. Divide the class in
two and practise Whose is this? It’s … as question
and answer.

Le
a

•

this? Say: It’s mine and point to yourself. Take one
child’s book, ask: Whose is this? and encourage/help

ph
ic

•

to the lower and upper case letters at the appropriate
moments.
Write the letter s on the board large, so everyone can
see it. With your back to the class, slowly trace the
letter shape, talking through the movements as you
go. Say: up and round and down and round and
up. Repeat several times while the children watch
and join in with the words. Repeat, with the children
air-tracing the letter (whole-arm movements) and
repeating the words.
The children trace the letter on the floor/desk or on
a partner’s back, and finger-trace the letter in the
Pupil’s Book.

Time: 5 mins
Play the Alphabet song and encourage the children to
join in. (See the audio script on page 171.)

EYFS

Letters and sounds: s, S AB 12

the s and S flashcards on
• Stick
the board. Ask the children to
tell you the name of the letter.
Elicit: /es/.
Now ask the children to say
what sound it makes. Then say:

Time: 10 mins

S

•
Let’s listen and find out.
the first part of the audio.
• Play
The children listen and repeat the sound of the letter.
Ask: Which words do we know with this
• sound?
Say the practice words in turn, stressing the
target sound. Say: We know sun, Sam, sister,
Miss. Add any of the children’s own names which
contain the target sound.

36
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Listen, find and colour.
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••
•
• and down and round and up.
for the upper case letter S. The words you say
• Repeat
are the same as for the lower case letter.
the children finger-trace the large letters in their
• Have
books again. Remind them to start at the starting dot
•
•

and follow the arrows.
Ask the children to pick up their pencils. Make sure the
children are sitting correctly and holding their pencils
properly. See page 15 for guidance about handwriting.
Ask them to trace the first two lower case letters.
Then they complete the other letters freehand.
Encourage them to do as many as they feel
comfortable with in class. They can finish one or two
letters at home with parents.
Now ask them to trace and then write the upper case
letters.
Monitor their writing carefully and help where necessary.

at
io

Time: 5 mins
The children listen to you and colour the letter they
hear. Say: sssss. Colour the letter sssss.

•
•

Game: Whose is this?

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game. Follow the instructions for the Pupil’s
Book, Lesson 1, page 36.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

N

•

••

Write: s, S.

Time: 10 mins
Stick the sun keyword flashcard at the top of the board.
Now do one of these things. Either: take out the
Sound talking toy and ask the toy and the children:
What’s this? Pretend to listen to the toy whispering
to you. Say s-u-n out loud, sounding puzzled.
Encourage the children to blend: sun.
Or ask the children: What’s this? Elicit: sun. Ask:
What sound does sun start with? Elicit: sssss.
Now tell them they are going to write the letter s.
If you wish, practise air-tracing the lower and upper
case letters again with your class.
Draw a handwriting stave on the board, underneath
the flashcard. Draw the starting dot for the letter s.
Now write the letter s. Say: up and round

EYFS

rn
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•
•
•

•

Time: 2 mins
Say: /s/. The children listen to you, point to the
correct letter, and then repeat after you.

ph
ic

•
•
•
•
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•

Have the children join in. Accept further suggestions
from the children.
Now, show the children the sun keyword flashcard.
Trace the letter with your finger, saying sssss as you
do so, finishing with sssun as you get to the end of
the s.
Point to the lower case letter s on the board. Say
sssss. Repeat with upper case S.
Show the picture and letter sides of the sun keyword
flashcard randomly. Children say sun when you show
the picture and sssss when you show the word.
Then play the second part of the audio. Encourage the
children to join in with the actions.
Write a lower case letter s on the board. Make sure
it’s big enough for all the class to be able to see. With
your back to the class, slowly trace the letter shape
talking through the movements as you go. Say: up
and round and down and round and up. Repeat
several times while the children watch and join in with
the words.
Repeat this using your left hand to support lefthanded children.
Repeat, with the children air-tracing the letter with
whole arm movements and repeating the words up
and round and down and round and up.
Now write an upper case letter S on the board. Repeat
the steps above. For the upper case S, the words to
say are the same as for the lower case letter.
The children trace the letter on the floor, the desk or
on a partner’s back. Call out small sssss and big
sssss so they know what to write.
Help the children find page 14. Show the children
where to find the letters on the page. Explain that
they start the letter at the starting dot and follow the
direction of the arrow. Ask the children to finger-trace
the lower and upper case letters, while repeating the
words up and round and down and round and up.

Listen, point and say.

Le
a

segment and blend the practice words, which
• Orally
are phonically regular: s-u-n; S-a-m; s-i-s-t-er; M-i-ss.

Lesson 2 • English: At the park page 13
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: t [1.23b], T [1.49b],
tap keyword [2.5a], bat [2.32a], cap [2.33a], mat [2.34a],
hat [2.18a], cat [2.14a], apple [2.7a], book [1.13a], lunchbox
[1.85a], bag [2.13a], pencil [1.12a], pen [1.11a]; Character
cut-outs of Miss Hill, Pat, Lin, Dona, Sam, Sid, Tarik [online
resource 2.9]; Sound talking toy

Lesson aims
New sound: t /t/; writing lower case t and upper case T
New language (productive): tap; Whose apple is this?
apple; bat; mat; cap

New language (receptive): park; read; write; spell; know;
letters; well

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand the question Whose
(apple) is this? and respond by gesture or pointing; trace
t, T neatly.
• Most children will be able to understand the question
Whose (apple) is this? and respond orally It’s (Name)’s;
produce neat, free-hand versions of the letters t, T.
• Some children may be able to attempt to ask a question,
e.g. Whose (apple) (this)?
Unit 2 • Lesson 2
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t

page 35, to introduce and
practise the sound /t/. Example
words: any of the children’s
own names which contain /t/,
mat, bat, Tarik, cat. Keyword:
tap.
For the lower case t say: down and out, to the

• middle, across.
Look at page 13. Display page 13 of the
• Say:
Pupil’s Book on the IWB. Take out the Sound talking
toy. Point to the tap in the picture and ask the toy:
What’s this? Have the toy answer: t-a-p. Say: t-a-p
– tap. Encourage the children to sound out t-a-p and
blend tap. Repeat this with m-a-t – mat, b-a-t – bat
and c-a-t – cat.

Rhyme: Sounds 1.25

EYFS
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Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 13 again. Set the scene. The
children and Miss Hill are in the park. Identify the
children by name. (Pat, Lin, Dona, Sam, Sid, Tarik)
Use the flashcards or real objects to teach bat, cap
and mat, and teach/revise hat and cat.
Use the Sound talking toy. Point to the cat on the
Pupil’s Book page and ask the toy: What’s this?
Have the toy answer: c-a-t. Say: c-a-t – cat.
Encourage the children to sound out c-a-t and blend
cat. Repeat with S-i-d and S-a-m so that the children
can hear the sounds /s / and /t /.
Help the children to find the labels in the picture.
Ask: Can you find a label with t? (Pat, Tarik) Say:

N

•
•
•

Look, listen and match. 1.26 

drink/Lin, apple/Dona, ball/Tarik, cap/Sam, bat/Sam)

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Divide the class into two groups. Practise the dialogue as
question and answer, using cut-outs and flashcards in pairs
on the board, as prompts: e.g. mat/Miss Hill, bat/Pat, cap/Lin,
apple/Sam.

Game: Whose is this?

Time: 10 mins
Put the character cut-outs on the board.
Hold up an object flashcard (bat, apple, hat, book,
lunchbox, bag, pencil, pen) and ask Whose (hat) is

••
this?
Choose
to answer. It’s (Name)’s. Stick up the
• card nexta child
to the correct character.

gr
a

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Sounds chant. The children say the chant and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

•
out.
Play
the second part of the audio. Check the answer.
• Ask: Whose
bat is this? Say: Yes, that’s right.
It’s Tarik’s.
for the bat on the mat. Check the answer. Say:
• Repeat
Yes, that’s right. It’s Sid’s. The children draw lines
to match the bats with their owners.
the picture for further question and answer
• Use
practice: Whose (hat) is this? It’s … (hat/Miss Hill,

g

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1,

Time: 15 mins

in

Seek and say: t 1.24 

this? Say: Yes, that’s right. It’s Pat’s. The children
draw a line from Pat to the apple.
Point to the bat Sam is holding. Ask: Whose bat is
this? Can you guess? Say: Let’s listen and find

rn

EYFS

Look! Miss Hill has an apple. Whose apple is
• it?Say:Can
you guess? Say: Let’s listen and find out.
Play
the
section of the audio, and pause at the
• chime tofirst
check the answer. Ask: Whose apple is

Le
a

•
•

Time: 5–10 mins
Collect some personal objects from the class that they
know the names of.
Play Whose is it? from Lesson 1, page 36, picking
up the objects in turn and asking the class to guess,
answering: It’s (Name)’s (hat). It’s yours. It’s mine.

ph
ic

Warm up

Alternative

•
•
•

Time: 10 mins
Collect known items from the children, e.g. bags,
lunchboxes, pens. Hold them up and ask: Whose (bag)
is this?
Teach/revise It’s mine! and have the children say It’s
mine! before you return their items.
You could also make mistakes, asking incorrectly: Is it
(Name)’s? The children call out: No, it’s (Name)’s.

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5

•

Point to Pat. Point to Tarik.

Time: 5 mins
Play the Goodbye song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 171, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

Activity Book

page 15

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: t [1.23b],
T [1.49b], tap keyword [2.5a], apple keyword [2.7a], Sid
[2.31a], spider [1.17a], teddy [1.49a], Tarik [1.8a], bat
[2.32a], cap [2.33a], mat [2.34a], Poster 1.2

Warm up AB 11 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song Our world (V1) and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 172, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Game: What’s missing?

•
38
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Time: 5 mins
Play What’s missing? using the flashcards for apple,
bat, mat, tap and cap. See the instructions on page 19.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Letters and sounds: t, T AB 13

Time: 10 mins

T

then across.

• Help the children find page 15.

children listen to the audio, point to the correct
• The
pictures and then repeat after the chime.

Listen, match and colour.Time: 10 mins
Display the flashcards for t, teddy, T, Tarik, s, spider, S
and Sam. Ask the children to tell you what they can see.
Point to the flashcards and elicit: /t/, teddy, / t /, Tarik;
/s/, spider and Sid. Show the children the activity in their

•
•

Write: t, T.



Time: 10 mins
Using the tap keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

g

Play the rhyme as in the Pupil’s Book lesson. See page 38.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention; Moving and handling.
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•

Listen, point and say. AB 15  Time: 5 mins

EYFS

Rhyme: Sounds AB 14

•

•
•

in

•

procedure for the Letters
and sounds exercise. See the
Activity Book notes on page 36.
The practice words are mat,
bat, Tarik, cat. The keyword
is tap. For the lower case t
say: down and out, to the
middle, across. For the upper case T say: down,

rn

the t, T and tap keyword
• Using
flashcards, follow the usual

books. Say: /t/, /t/, /t/, teddy and have the children point
to the t and the teddy. Repeat /t/, /t/, /t/, Tarik, and /s/,
/s/, /s/ for spider and Sid.
Tell the children to have a green and a red crayon
ready. Say: /t/. Colour /t/ green. /s/. Colour /s/
red. The children hold up their books for checking.
Tell them to match the characters and the objects.
Encourage the children to say the words Tarik, teddy,
Sid and spider as they colour.

ph
ic

Lesson 3 • Maths: Count to ten page 14
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You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 0–10 [2.30b–2.40b],
apron [2.35a], sharpener [2.36a], ruler [2.37a], crayon [1.32a];
Poster 2.3; Number cards 0–10 (two sets) [online resource 2.10];
a range of different papers and writing implements, pencils,
crayons, felt-tips, etc, mini-whiteboards; Sound talking toy

Lesson aims

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: count up to ten objects, with
support; trace 0 neatly.
• Most children will also be able to: recognise and name
numerals from 1 to 10, and match them with the correct
number of objects; produce neat, free-hand versions of 0.
• Some children may also be able to identify one more than
any number from 1 to 9.

at
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Numbers and counting: 0–10; writing 0
New language (productive): zero; apron; crayon;
sharpener; ruler

New language (receptive): What should we (do)?

Warm up 1.10

N

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Numbers [to 10] chant. The children say the
chant and do the actions. (See audio script, page 172,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Give the number flashcards 0–10 randomly to each of eleven
children.
• Have the class help them to put the cards in order.
Ask: What’s next/the next number? What’s
before (3)? etc.
EYFS

Hide and seek: 0 1.27 

Look at page 14. Display
• Say:
page 14 of the Pupil’s Book on

the IWB. Revise numbers 1–10.
Use the 0–10 number line in the
Pupil’s Book or on the IWB and

Time: 15 mins

0

•
•
•

count along the numbers from 1 to 10. Say a number
between 1 and 10; the children hold up the correct
number of fingers. Say a number between 1 and 10;
the children point to the appropriate number on their
number line. Hold up a number of pencils or fingers;
the children point to the appropriate number on their
number line.
Alternatively, you could use Poster 2.3 to revise
numbers 1–10 instead of the number line.
Revise 0. Play the audio for 0 for the children to
repeat. Say: Can you find 0 on the number line?
Say: Can you find 0 hidden in the picture?
Practise writing 0. On the board, slowly trace the
shape, talking through the movements as you go. Say:

Up and round and down and round and up.

•

Draw the number with your back to the class so the
children can see.
Repeat several times while the children watch and join in
with the words. Repeat, with them air-tracing the number
(whole-arm movements) and repeating the words.
Unit 2 • Lesson 3
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children trace the number on the floor, desk and/
• The
or on a partner’s back. They can also write the number

Crayons? What colour? Red? OK … etc. Help the
children to find the answers by counting on.

on mini whiteboards (if available) or on paper.

Rhyme: Five little buns 1.28  Time: 10 mins
the Five little buns song. The children sing and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 174, and online

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Help the children to add on one more. Find and count objects
and then find one more. Say: How many blue things

can you see? Look, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. That’s six
blue aprons and here’s a blue pot. Six and one
more – seven. Use the number line to help.

resource 2.2 for actions.)

Look, point and count. 	 Time: 20 mins
Use flashcards to introduce and practise the new
vocabulary: apron, sharpener, ruler, crayon.
Say: Look at page 14. Display page 14 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. The boys are in the
art class.
Ask: Can you read the red letters on the
labels? (S, t)
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the pot and
ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer:
p-o-t. Say: p-o-t – pot. Encourage the children
to sound out p-o-t and blend pot. Repeat with the
picture of Sid: S-i-d – Sid.
Using the flashcards as prompts, help the children
to find and count the objects in the picture. Ask:
How many sharpeners are there? How many

EYFS

aprons can you see? Can you find eight
rulers? Vary the questions to prompt a range of
answers between 1 and 10, e.g. How many pots?
(2) How many yellow crayons? (5) How many
green things? (9)

Alternative

rn

in

g

•

Time: 10 mins
If you have the space, distribute number cards for, e.g.
1 and 2, so that each child has a card. The children
have to get into groups, e.g. all the number ‘1’s
together, all the number ‘2’s, etc. The first group to
do so is the winner. This is a good activity for children
who need to move around a bit because they are
getting restless.

Rhyme: One, two. How are you?
[to10 ] 1.29 
Time: 10 mins
the chant. The children say the chant and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 174, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers.

gr
a

the children by asking them for suggestions:
• Involve
What shall we look for now? Green? OK.

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Body bingo! with number cards 0–10. See the
instructions on page 19.

Le
a

•

Game: Body bingo!

ph
ic

•
•
•
•

Activity Book

page 16

lG
eo

How many green things can you see/find?

Warm up

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Whose is this? See the instructions on
page 38.

N

•

at
io

na

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 0 [1.56b],
hat [2.18a], book [1.13a], lunchbox [1.85a], bag [2.13a],
pencil [1.12a], pen [1.11a]; Character cut-outs [online
resource 2.9]; Number cards 0–10 [online resource 2.10]; up
to 10 crayons and/or rulers; Sound talking toy

Rhyme: Numbers [to10 ] AB 7

•
•
•
•

Time: 5 mins
Write the numbers 1 to 10 on the board very slowly.
Have the children call out the numbers as you write
them.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to number 10 on
the board and ask the toy and the children: What’s
this? Pretend to listen to the toy whispering to you.
Say t-e-n out loud, sounding puzzled. Encourage the
children to blend: ten. Repeat for s-i-x – six.
Play the audio. The children say the chant. (See audio
script, page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)
Leave the numbers on the board.

40
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•
•
•
•
•

Count, circle and colour.

Time: 10 mins
Use classroom objects to briefly revise pencil pot,
ruler, crayons, pencil sharpener and pencils.
Help the children find page 16. Point to the big
picture. Ask: What can you see? Elicit: a pencil pot,
a ruler, a sharpener, crayons and pencils.
Tell the children to look at the small pictures and
count how many of each object there are in the big
picture. Ask: How many crayons? (5) Rulers? (1)
Pencil sharpeners? (0) Pencils? (3) The children
circle the correct number for each object.
Now ask: How many rulers and crayons? The
children count them all and say 6. Repeat with other
combinations of objects.
The children can colour in the picture.

EYFS

Extension

Time: 5 mins
• Collect up to ten crayons or rulers and hold them up.
• Ask: How many crayons/rulers? The children count
and say. Add or remove crayons/rulers so the children can
count many times.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Game: Body bingo!

•
•

the number-formation words. Remind them to start at
the starting dot following the arrow.
Ask the children to pick up their pencils. Make sure the
children are sitting correctly and holding their pencils
properly.
Ask the children to trace over the tracing lines for the
two numbers on the stave. Then they complete the
other numbers freehand. They can finish one or two
numbers at home with parents.

Rhyme: There is one fish. AB 6


g

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 171, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

in

•
•
•
•
••

done.

Stick the flashcard of 0 at the top of the board. Ask
the children what the number is and elicit: zero.
Demonstrate how to make the shape of the number
in the air (see page 39) and encourage the children to
copy you in the air too.  
Repeat this using your left hand to support left-handed
children.
Have the children finger-trace the number on their
desks or put them into in pairs and have them fingertrace the number on each other’s backs.
Tell them they are going to write the number 0.
Draw a number writing stave on the board,
underneath the flashcard. Draw the starting dot for

• down and round and up.
the children the large number on the page. Ask
• Show
the children to finger-trace the number while saying

rn

•

Write: 0.

Time: 10 mins
Point to the numbers you wrote on the board at the
beginning of the lesson. Ask: How many numbers?
Elicit: ten. Erase all the numbers from the board. Ask:
How many numbers now? Elicit: zero. Say: Well

EYFS

the number 0. Explain that they start the number at
the starting dot.
Now write the number. Say: Up and round and

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Moving and handling.

Le
a

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Body bingo! with number cards 0–10. See the
instructions on page 19.

ph
ic

Lesson 4 • Maths: Solid shapes page 15

gr
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: apron [2.35a],
sharpener [2.36a], ruler [2.37a], crayon [1.32a], pencil
[1.12a], box [1.28a]; Poster 1.9; Number cards 0–10 [online
resource 2.10]; empty packaging in different shapes and
sizes, a camera (optional); Sound talking toy

lG
eo

Lesson aims

at
io

na

Numbers and counting: 0–10; writing 10
New language (productive): ten; box; face (of a solid);
cube/cuboid

Warm up 1.29

N

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the One, two. How are you? chant. The children
say the chant and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 174, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Ask: What’s one more/one less than (x)? Use the
number line in the Pupil’s Book or on the board to prompt the
answer.
• Ask the children to come and demonstrate one more/less
using the number line on the board.
EYFS

Hide and seek: 10 1.30 

the numbers 0–10.
• Revise
Count backwards from
10 to 0.
the number 10 on the
• Write
board. Play the audio for 10

Time: 15 mins

0

New language (receptive): shape (n.); flat; shopping;
corner; long; wide; roll; slide

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: pick out cubes/cuboids from a
selection of 3D shapes; trace 10 neatly.
• Most children will be able to: recognise and name a
box/cube and, with support, explain that it has six faces;
produce neat, free-hand versions of 10.
• Some children may also be able to explain that the faces
are rectangles or squares.
for the children to repeat. Have them help to hold the
objects.
Count out 10 objects, e.g. pencils.
Put the 1 and 0 number cards on the board to make 10.
Say: Look, 10.
Ask: Can you find the number ten hidden in the

••
• picture?
out the Sound talking toy. Point to the hidden
• Take
number ten and ask the toy: What is it? Have the
•

toy answer: t-e-n. Say: t-e-n – ten. Encourage the
children to sound out t-e-n and blend ten.
Practise writing 10. For 1 say: Start at the top,
and down. For zero say: Up and round and down

and round and up.

Rhyme: Five baby ducks 1.31

Time: 5–10 mins
Poster 1.9. Play the Five baby ducks song. The
• Display
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 174, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)
Unit 2 • Lesson 4
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Activity Book

page 17

na
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You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcard: 10 [2.40b];
Number cards 0–10 [online resource 2.10]; a selection of 3D
objects, including packaging and/or items from around the
classroom or home, e.g. balls, oranges, tubes, square and
rectangular (cuboid) boxes

Warm up

Count and colour.

Time: 10 mins
Use a selection of 3D objects to revise This shape is/
isn’t a box.
Help the children find page 17. Point to the shapes.
Tell the children to count and colour ten boxes.
Children hold up their books for checking.

EYFS

•
•

at
io

Time: 5 mins
Play Body bingo! with number cards 0–10. See the
instructions on page 19.

N

•

Count and say.
Time: 10 mins
The children point to the boxes they have coloured
and count aloud from one to ten. Do this first as a
class and then individually.

EYFS

•

Game: What’s missing?

•

Time: 10 mins
Play What’s missing? with flashcards of sharpener,
apron, ruler, crayon, pencil, box. See the instructions
on page 19.

Alternative

•
•

Time: 20 mins
Go for a shapes walk, looking for boxes in the
classroom and/or around the school.
If a camera is available, take pictures for a classroom
display.

Class project

the children to get their parents to help them to
• Ask
find, draw, colour and label different cuboids/boxes on

in

g

a piece of paper. These drawings can be displayed in
the classroom.

Rhyme: Shapes (V1) 1.32

rn

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the Shapes chant. The children say the chant and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 175, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Shape, space and measures.

gr
a

•
•
•
•
•
•
• Pat find and circle the cuboids?

Time: 10 mins
• Make a classroom display. Write two labels: Cuboids and Not
cuboids and add pictures or items to the display.

Le
a

•

Extension

ph
ic

•

Look and circle. 	

Time: 20 mins
Have ready a selection of 3D objects, including
packaging and/items from around the classroom, e.g.
balls, tubes and boxes. Make sure you: use plastic
or card items, not glass; use clean packaging with
no sharp edges; use full tins, not empty tins, but be
careful when children are handling heavy items.
Say: Look at page 15. Display page 15 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. Pat and her mum are
in the kitchen. There is lots of shopping on the table.
Ask: Can you read the letters on the labels?
(Pat, apple)
Pass round a selection of different 3D objects for the
children to look at. Encourage them to comment on
what they notice. Let each child keep one object.
Show the class one of the empty boxes. Say: This is a
box. Say: Hold up a box. Encourage every child who
has a box to hold it up in the air.
Introduce face. Count the faces on your example box
together. Establish that there are six faces. Investigate
the shape of the faces. Establish that they are rectangles.
Say: Hold up a box with six faces. Establish that
these are boxes. Remove the other objects.
Introduce corner. Count the corners on the example
box together. Establish that there are eight corners.
Look at the other boxes and establish that all the
boxes have eight corners. They are cuboids.
Say: Look at the picture again. Can you help

EYFS

Rhyme: Numbers [to10 ] AB 7

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant and encourage the children to join in
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 172, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Write: 10.
Time: 10 mins
Using the number 10 flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the number-writing exercise. See the
Activity Book notes on page 41.
For 1 say: Start at the top, and down. For zero
say: Up and round and down and round and up.

EYFS

•
•

Rhyme: There is one fish. AB 6


•

Time: 5 mins
Play the audio and encourage the children to sing the
song. (See audio script, page 171, and online resource
2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Shape, space and measures; Speaking.

Extension

Time: 5 mins
• The children find cubes/cuboid objects in the classroom and
count them.

42
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Lesson 5 • Science: Plastic, wood or glass? page 16

Warm up
EYFS



p

N

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Extension

Time: 15 mins
• Go for a materials walk round the school or classroom to
find items made of glass, wood or plastic. If possible, take
photographs for a display.

Game: Robot says

•
•

•
•

Look and stick.

Time: 15 mins
Have ready two familiar, similar objects, e.g. spoons,
rulers or chairs, one made of plastic and the other of
wood.
Point to them and say: It’s (made of) plastic. It’s
(made of) wood. Check the children understand
that plastic is the material and not the object.
Pass round a number of other plastic and wooden
objects for the children to see and touch. They should
each keep one of the objects.
Designate two areas at the front of the class, e.g. desks,
one for plastic and one for wood. Ask the children to
say what the object they have is made of, decide where
it should go, and take it to the correct place.
Use a window to introduce It’s (made of) glass.

EYFS

••
•

plastic. You can read!

Repeat for glass.
Establish that the table is made of wood.
Find and discuss the stickers for glass, plastic and
wood. Discuss what each object on the stickers is made
of. Help the children to decide where to stick each one.

ph
ic

gr
a
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Rhyme: Our world 1.13

•

Help the children to read the letter p on the label.
Say: p plastic … plastic. Yes. It’s made of

Time: 15 mins

Say: p-e-n – pen. Encourage the children to sound
out p-e-n and blend pen. Repeat this with P-a-t – Pat
and u-p – up.

•
•
•
•

Look at this. What is it made of? Look at the
label. What sound does this letter make?

Letters and sounds: p 1.33

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35
to introduce and practise p.
words: children’s own
• Example
names which contain /p/, Pat,
up, clap. Keyword: pen.
the lower case p, say:
• For
down and up and round
and down and up.
speakers can have problems with /p/ and /b/.
• Some
Remind them /p/ is unvoiced and /b/ is voiced.
up a piece of paper or your hand in front of your
• Hold
mouth when saying /p/ so that the children can see or
feel it move.
out the Sound talking toy. Point to a pen and ask
• Take
the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer: p-e-n.

•

Look at page 16. Display page 16 of the Pupil’s
• Say:
Book on the IWB. Point to the plastic bottles. Say:

in

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play What’s missing? as in Lesson 4, page 42.

• All children will be able to: recognise the words plastic,
wood, glass, and respond to questions about materials by
pointing or gesturing; trace p, P neatly.
• Most children will be able to: recognise the words plastic,
wood, glass and use them appropriately to give singleword answers to questions about materials; produce neat,
free-hand versions of the letters p, P.
• Some children may be able to attempt to give longer
answers (The) window (is made of) glass.

g

Letters and sounds: p /p/; writing lower case p and upper
case P
New language (productive): pen; plastic; wood; glass

Success criteria

rn

Lesson aims

New language (receptive): bottle; jug; made (of)

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: p [1.19b], P
[1.45b], pen keyword [2.6a], apron [2.35a], sharpener
[2.36a], ruler [2.37a], crayon [1.32a], pencil [1.12a], box
[1.28a]; Poster 1.2; two familiar, similar objects, e.g. spoons,
rulers or chairs, one made of plastic and the other of wood; a
camera (optional); Sound talking toy

Time: 15 mins
Play Robot says with glass, plastic and wood. See the
instructions on page 19.
Introduce and practise mimes first, e.g. wood = stand
very straight and stiff, arms by sides; plastic = make
squeezing movement with one hand as if squashing
something soft; glass = cup both hands together as if
very carefully carrying something delicate.
Say Robot says … then say wood, plastic or glass
randomly. Do the mime along with the children.
Occasionally do the wrong mime for the word. Praise
those who do the correct mime, rather than copying
you. Good listening, (Name)!

Alternative

•

Time: 15 mins
Ask the children to draw some things made from
plastic, glass or wood. Display the drawings on the
classroom wall.

Rhyme: Ten green bottles 1.34

Time: 10 mins
the song. The children sing and do the actions. (See
• Play
audio script, page 175, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; The world.

Unit 2 • Lesson 5
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page 18

Game: Robot says

•

Time: 5 mins
Play this game to revise plastic, wood and glass. See
the instructions for Pupil’s Book, Lesson 5, page 43.

EYFS

Letters and sounds: p, P AB 16
Time: 10 mins

the p, P and pen keyword
• Using
flashcards, follow the usual

P

procedure for the Letters and
sounds activity. See the Activity
Book notes on page 36.
The practice words are Pat, up,
clap. Keyword: pen.
For the lower case p say:

•
• down and up and round and down and up.

•
•

Rhyme: Ten green bottles AB 18

Time: 5 mins
the song and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 175, and online resource 2.2 for

actions.) Note: the Activity Book version fades after
seven green bottles. Continue the song unaccompanied.
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention; Moving and handling.
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•

Listen and circle. AB 17

Time: 10 mins
Point to the pictures and ask the children what they
can see. (Sam, Pat and Tarik, big S, big T and big P)

EYFS

ph
ic

• Help the children find page 18.

Write: p, P.

Time: 10 mins
Using the pen keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

EYFS

•
•

Draw, colour and say.

Time: 2 mins
The children draw around the pictures. They follow
the line as closely as they can. They colour in each
character and say his/her name.

EYFS

For the upper case P say: down, to the top,

round and down.

whether they are right or wrong. Repeat with the
other characters.
Say: Let’s listen and find out. The children listen to
the audio. They circle the letter that starts the name
of each character.

g

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 2.5. Play the song The wheels on the
bus and encourage the children to join in. (See audio
script, page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

in

Warm up AB 8

the children: What letter does Sam start
• Ask
with? Let the children answer but do not tell them

rn

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: P [1.45b],
p [1.19b], pen keyword [2.6a]; Poster 2.5; Sound talking toy

Le
a

Activity Book

Lesson 6 • Science: Bendy or not? page 17

N

Lesson aims

at
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You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: a [1.4b], A [1.30b],
apple keyword [2.7a]; Poster 1.2; plasticine or modelling clay;
some items made of different materials that are bendy/not
bendy, e.g. plastic (bottle), cloth (apron), metal (spoon), wood
(pencil), glass (a window or spectacles); paper/card, a small
stone; Sound talking toy

Letters and sounds: a /æ/; writing lower case a and upper
case A
New language (productive): apple; bendy; not bendy
New language (receptive): you’d better; know; spoon; so

Warm up

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Robot says with glass, plastic and wood, as in
Pupil’s Book Lesson 5, page 43.

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: recognise the words bendy and
not bendy and respond to questions about materials by
pointing or gesturing; trace a, A neatly.
• Most children will be able to: recognise the words bendy
and not bendy and use them to answer questions about
materials correctly; produce neat, free-hand versions of
the letters a, A.
• Some children may also be able to suggest suitable
materials for different purposes, e.g. Bendy wood (is) not
good (for a) door.

EYFS



Letters and sounds: a 1.35

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35,
to introduce and practise a.
practice words:
• Suggested
children’s own names which
contain /a/, and, clap, Pat.
Keyword: apple.

44
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Time: 15 mins

a
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need to build the walls – bendy or not bendy
material? (not bendy) What do we use to make a
window? (glass) Why? (Because it’s not bendy and you

Rhyme: Our world 1.13

Activity Book

lG
eo
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Make some sensible and silly suggestions for objects,
e.g. a plastic duck, a glass elephant, a wooden camel, a
paper book.
For sensible suggestions, the children stand up, put their
arms in the air, palms out, fingers spread, nod and say
Yes! For silly suggestions, they sit down/stay sitting,
fold their arms, shake their heads, and say No! Praise
them when they get it right.

Alternative

•
•

Time: 15 mins
Take the children to look around the classroom and/or
go for a walk round the school to find things that are
bendy and not bendy.
They draw pictures of the bendy and not bendy things
they see. These can be labelled and displayed on the
classroom walls.

Rhyme: You can’t make a spoon out
Time: 5 mins
of paper! 1.36 

na

Warm up 	

the chant. The children say the chant and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 175, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; The world.

page 19

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: A [1.30b],
a [1.4b], apple keyword [2.7a]; Sound talking toy

at
io

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Robot says to revise plastic, wood and
glass. See the instructions for the Pupil’s Book, Unit 2,
Lesson 5, page 43.

N

•

Game: Yes or no?

ph
ic

•

Look and match.

Time: 15 mins
You need some plasticine or modelling clay and some
items made of different materials that are bendy or
not bendy, e.g. plastic (bottle), cloth (apron), metal
(spoon), wood (pencil), paper/card, small stone, glass
(use the window).
Use the plasticene/modelling clay and a pencil to
demonstrate bendy and not bendy and introduce the
words bendy and not bendy.
Ask the children to help sort the items into those
which are bendy and those which are not bendy.
Say: Look at page 17. Display page 17 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Check the children know what each
picture is. Ask: Is it bendy or not (bendy)?
For each picture, the children draw a line to the
correct picture (straw for bendy; nail for not bendy).
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the cap. Ask
the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer: c-a-p.
Say: c-a-p – cap. Encourage the children to sound
out c-a-p and blend cap.

EYFS

can see through it.) What do we use to make a door? etc.

g

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

in

just below the top of the main part of the letter and begin by
saying up and round, drawing anti-clockwise.

Time: 10 mins
• Can the children suggest what are or are not suitable materials
for different purposes?
• Draw a house on the board, and ask: What do we

rn

Top tip: Letters a, c, d, g, o, q and s : to write the letter, start

Extension

Le
a

the lower case a say: up and round and down
• For
and round and up, and down and out.

Letters and sounds: a, A AB 19
the a, A and apple
• Using
keyword flashcards, follow the
usual procedure for the Letters
and sounds activity. See the
Activity Book notes on page 36.
The practice words are and,
clap, Pat. Keyword: apple.
For the lower case a say:

•
• up and round and down

Time: 10 mins

A

and round and up, and down and out. For the
upper case A say: down, to the top, down, to the
middle, across.

•

Listen and circle.

Time: 5 mins
Point to the row of letters at the top of the page. Tell
the children to have a red, blue and yellow crayon
ready. Explain that they will listen to you and circle
the letters in the colours they are told. Say: Circle

EYFS

/œ/ red. Circle /t/ blue. Circle /p/ yellow.

Look and stick.
Time: 5 mins
The children look at the pictures. Say: What’s this?
Elicit: It’s a tap. Say: Yes, good. t-a-p – tap.
Encourage the children to repeat after you. Repeat for
Pat.
Help the children find the word stickers. Tell them to
stick the word stickers under the correct pictures.

EYFS

•
•

Write: a, A.

•

Time: 10 mins
Using the apple keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.

• Help the children find page 19.

Unit 2 • Lesson 6
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the words for the letter formation from Letters
• Say
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

Game: Find it! 

•

Time: 5 mins
Revise bendy and not bendy. Then the children find
objects in the classroom that are bendy and not bendy.

Rhyme: You can’t make a spoon out
Time: 5 mins
of paper! AB 20 
the chant. Encourage the children to join in as
• Play
much as they can and to do the actions. (See audio

script, page 175, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention; Moving and handling.

Lesson 7 • Values: At school page 18
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: keywords sun to
apple [2.4a–2.7a], cap [2.33a], mat [2.34a], hat [2.18a];
Poster 1.3; Unit 2 vocabulary cards [online resource 2.18];
Sound talking toy

Success criteria

New sight words: has, her, are, the
New language (productive): remember; all; missing
New language (receptive): need; everything

• All children will be able to: recognise the words need and
remember and answer questions containing these words
appropriately, using gesture or pointing; sound out the
words at, tap, Pat; follow and enjoy the phonics rhyme.
• Most children will be able to: recognise the words need
and remember and give appropriate, single-word answers
to questions containing them; blend and read at, tap, Pat;
recognise and read has, her, are, the.
• Some children may be able to: attempt longer answers,
e.g. (I) need (my) hat; read at, tap, Pat without blending.

Warm up

EYFS

g

Lesson aims

rn

Extension

Time: 5–10 mins
• If the children are doing well, begin to practise reading CVC
words: Pat, tap, cap.

•
•
•
•

Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 18. Display page 18 of
the Pupil’s Book on the IWB. Set the scene. Use
flashcards to revise tap, mat, hat, cap. Have the
children look and say, then look for and find them in
the picture too.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the tap and
ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer:
t-a-p. Say: t-a-p – tap. Encourage the children
to sound out t-a-p and blend tap. Repeat this with
m-a-t, h-a-t, c-a-p.
Ask: Can you find any words with the sounds t,
a, s, p in them? (tap, mat, hat, cap)
Point to the pictures at the top of the page. For each
one ask: What’s this? The children answer e.g. (a)
book. Ask: Do you need your book at school?
(Yes.) For hat ask for outside? (Yes.)
Ask: What’s missing? Look at each child in turn.
Ask: What does (s)he have/not have? Help the
children draw a line to match each picture with the
correct child in the picture.

Self/Peer assessment

•
•

Rhyme: Values 1.17

•

Look and find.

gr
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•
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•
•

Reading

Time: 15 mins
Use the keyword flashcards to revise the letters
s, t, p, a.
Say: Now let’s read some words. Use sound
buttons. (See page 14.) A sound button is a dot
written under each phoneme (sound) in a word. Add
sound buttons under every phoneme in this section.
Write at on the board, drawing a sound button (a dot)
under each letter. Sound the word out, pointing to the
sound buttons, and blend it several times, encouraging
the children to join in. Say: a-t – at.
Show the children the word At in the title of the
lesson. Remind them that capital A is pronounced in
the same way as the lower case letter.
Say: Look at the picture on Pupil’s Book page
18. Display page 18 of the Pupil’s Book on the IWB.
Ask: Can you see a tap? Help them to find the
picture of the tap and read the label. Repeat for cap.
(They will still need help with c.)

EYFS

•

Le
a

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Yes or no? game from Lesson 6, page 45.

ph
ic

•

in

Reading: at, Pat, tap; phonics rhyme

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.3. Play the Values song. The children
sing and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)
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•

Time: 10 mins
Challenge the children to remember to bring all their
things to school.
Decide together what things they need. Make this
specific to your school and children. Is there anything
that frequently gets forgotten? e.g. Everyone bring
their book tomorrow; Everyone remember PE shoes on
(Tuesday).
Some of this will have to take place in L1, but introduce
new words for belongings as necessary.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

the next class, give children the stickers as they
• Atremember
these things. Make sure everyone gets a

Rhyme: I can remember (V1) 1.37

Time: 10 mins

sticker fairly quickly.

Game: Snap!

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Snap! with the Unit 2 vocabulary cards. See the
instructions on page 18.

the I can remember chant. The children say the
• Play
chant and do the actions. (See audio script, page 175,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Managing feelings and behaviour

page 20
out /œ/–/t/, pointing to the sound buttons, and
• Sound
blend it several times, encouraging the children to join in.
the children to show you the letter that each
• Ask
sound makes by holding up the phonics cards a and t.
changing from one word to another, where
• When
possible, change one letter at a time, sounding out the

g

new word as you do so. Encourage the children to join
in. Say: So this word says at. Well done.
Hold up the phonics card p. Say: Now look at this

• letter. What sound does this letter make?

in

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: tap keyword
[2.5a], cat keyword [2.14a], hat keyword [2.18a], Sam [1.7a],
Pat [2.30a], bat [2.32a], cap [2.33a], mat [2.34a]; Poster
2.5; Unit 2 phonics cards (one set for the teacher and one
set per child) [online resource 2.6]; Phonics rhyme colouring
picture (one per child) [online resource R4]; Unit 2 large sight
words cards; Unit 2 small sight words cards (one set per
child) [online resource 2.5]; Sight words envelopes (one per
child); Sound talking toy

rn

Activity Book

Elicit: /p/. Say: That’s right. Now look, if we put
this letter here at the front, what does our
word say now? Let’s sound it out: /p/–/œ/–/t/.
Pat. It says Pat. Well done.

Find and say.

Time: 5 mins

lG
eo

encouraged to engage in the activity. They might know:
Pat, hat, cat, mat, bat, Sam, cap, tap.
This is a good opportunity for segmenting known words
that the children don’t identify right away. Use the
Sound talking toy and have it segment the letters; the
class blends them, e.g. b-a-t – bat.  
Where appropriate, elicit what’s happening in L1.

na

•

gr
a

the children find page 20.
•• Help
Children point out and name objects/people they know.
By finding things for themselves, the children will be

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the audio and have the children look at the picture
while they listen to the rhyme.
Play the audio again. Go through the rhyme slowly line
by line to check understanding. Use the illustration/
flashcards to revise words/explain any new ones

N

•
•

Find and read.

Time: 10 mins
For this activity, the teacher and each child need a set
of the phonics cards.
Encourage the children to start looking at the words on
page 20 and to spot ones they recognise.
Write the rhyme on the board. Read it aloud, asking
the children to repeat after you while you point to the
words on the board.
Say: Now let’s read some words. Stick the
phonics cards for at onto the board. Draw a sound
button under each letter.

EYFS

•
•
•
•

at
io

Phonics rhyme: Pat has a hat.
AB 21

the sounding out and blending several times.
•• Repeat
Show the children the word Pat in the story. Match to
the picture.
• Repeat the process from the beginning to teach tap.

ph
ic

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 2.5. Play the song The wheels on the
bus and encourage the children to join in. (See audio
script, page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Le
a

Warm up AB 8

Listen, point and say. AB 21

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the audio again. Encourage the children to follow
the text in their books with a forefinger and join in.

Extension: Colour and say.

Time: 30 mins
• Print off the phonics rhyme colouring picture for children to
colour the illustration of the rhyme. Go round, discussing the
pictures, characters and events with the children. Ask: Who
is this? What’s that? Is she/he happy? etc.
• Demonstrate writing a caption (using words from the rhyme)
to label a display of the children’s pictures. Talk through what
you are doing/think out loud; encourage the children to suggest
what to do next.
• Caption for demonstration writing: Pat has a hat.

Look, listen and say. AB 22


•
•

Time: 5 mins
In this activity, you will present the Unit 2 sight
words. First, hand out the small sight words cards
to the children. Tell the children to keep their cards
face down. Stick the large word card (2.1) has on
the board. Draw a word shape around it, to show
the shape of the word, which the children might find
helpful.
Play the first part of the audio and have the children
listen and repeat the word. Ask the children to find their
small matching sight words card. Repeat with the other
sight words for this unit.

Unit 2 • Lesson 7
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the other large sight words cards on the board.
• Stick
Play the audio again. Point to the words on the board

•

as they are pronounced. Encourage the children to
repeat the words.
Now point to the words on the board in turn and
encourage the children to read them aloud. Prompt
where necessary.

the children find and read the sight words in the
• Help
phonics rhyme.
children add the new small sight words cards to
• The
their envelopes/tins.
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading.

Lesson 8 • Art: A pot for my things page 19
You will need: Class audio; Poster 1.4; Unit 2 vocabulary
cards [online resource 2.18], Unit 2 phonics cards (one set
for the teacher and one set per child) [online resource 2.6];
Achievement certificate [online resource 2.42]; split pins;
aprons; a collection of suitable plastic pots, paper cups and
small cardboard boxes; PVA glue; small pieces of pretty paper,
e.g. wrapping paper; Sound talking toy

New language (receptive): tear; piece; any size; doesn’t
matter; watch

Success criteria

Warm up

Rhyme: Art 1.20

•

rn
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Look and make.

Time: 20–30 mins
Have a collection of suitable plastic pots, paper cups
and small boxes for the children to choose from.
The children use small, irregular pieces of pretty paper,
e.g. wrapping paper.
Start by showing a finished pot filled with pencils and/
or pens. Say: Look. It’s for our pens. It helps us

gr
a

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Repeat for the CVC word tap, using a three-phoneme frame.

48

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.4. Play the Art song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

•
•
•
to have tidy tables.
Look
containers and identify the boxes.
• Countatthethefaces.
Investigate which shapes make the
best pots and which fall over. Involve the children
by asking them to predict what will happen. Say:

What do you think? Is this a good shape?
Watch. Does it fall over with a pen in it? If the

N

•

lG
eo

•
••
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•

Spelling 

Time: 5–10 mins
Use the Sound talking toy to practise sounding
out and blending, using known words from the unit:
mat, cap, Pat, hat, bat. (See the instructions on
page 14 for using the Sound talking toy.)
Download and print the phonics cards. Give each child
a set. Say some of the sounds children have learned so
far; children show the letter using the phonics cards.
Say Let’s learn to spell at. Watch.
Draw a two-phoneme frame on the board. (See the
instructions on page 14 for using the phonics cards
and phoneme frames.)
Say: at and then help the children to sound it out: a-t.
Say: Show me the letter that makes the /œ/
sound. Children use their phonics cards to hold up
the letter a. Put your phonics card a in the first square
of your phoneme frame. Sound out a-t again. Use
your phonics card for t. Help the children to read at
from the board.
Take down the letters and ask if the children can
use their letters to make at. Ask them to show a
partner or friend. Is their word the same? Repeat the
procedure yourself on the board.

EYFS

•

at
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•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Snap! with Unit 2 vocabulary cards. Children can
say Snap! or the name of the item.

ph
ic

Lesson aims

in

g

Spelling: at, tap, Pat
New language (productive): fall (over); pot; base; edge

• All children will be able to: recognise and respond to the
words fall over, pot, edge and base; spell at, Pat, tap.
• Most children will be able to: use some of the words in
short phrases, e.g. pot fall; spell at, Pat, tap; listen to a
known phoneme and write the correct grapheme.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer utterances,
e.g. (My) pot (has) good base. Not/Doesn’t fall.

Unit 2 • Lesson 8

•

containers are taller than they are wide, they may
need a base. Use a square of card or a large lid. Show
how adding a base can stop a pot from falling over.
Say: Look at page 19. Display page 19 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Demonstrate each stage, talking
about everything you are doing as you go: First glue
on a base. Tear up some paper into small pieces. Use
PVA glue to paste pieces of paper all over the box,
overlapping as you go. Include the base and over the
top edge. Paste over the top of the paper too. The PVA
will dry clear and help to make it strong.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

ask the children to help with clearing up.
• Afterwards,
Praise them for their efforts.

Game: Choose 1.19 

page 21

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant Numbers [to 10]. Encourage the
children to join in and do the actions. (See audio
script, page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Phonics rhyme: Pat has a hat. AB 21

lG
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•

Look and spell.

Time: 10 mins
Draw an empty two-phoneme frame on the board.
Say: Let’s learn to spell at. /œ/-/t/.
Put the phonics card a in the first square of your
phoneme frame. Sound out and blend a-t – at. Put the
phonics card t in the second square. Help the children
to read at from the board.
Take down the letters and ask if the children can use
their phonics cards to make at. Ask them to show a

EYFS

••
•

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant. Encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 173, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Listen and circle.
Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 21. Point to the words at the
top of the page. Explain that the children should circle
the word they hear. Say: 1 – tap, tap. 2 – at, at. 3 –
Pat, Pat. Have them hold up their books for checking.

EYFS

•

Look, trace and write.

•

Time: 10 mins
Stick the flashcards for Pat and tap on the board and
elicit what they show. Then point to the pictures in the
Activity Book and ask the children what they can see
(Pat, a tap).
Ask them to trace and then write the word Pat. Repeat
for tap.

ph
ic

•
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Time: 5 mins
Take out the Sound talking toy. Stick the cat flashcard
on the board and have the children ask the toy:
What’s this? Encourage the children to answer in
sound talk: c-a-t. Use flashcards to repeat for Pat, tap.
Help the children find page 20. Revise the phonics
rhyme from Activity Book 2, Unit 2, Lesson 7. Play the
audio and encourage the children to follow the words
line by line.

Rhyme: Sounds AB 14

g

Warm up AB 7

•

partner or friend. Is their word the same? Stick the
letters on the board so the children can check.
Repeat for Pat and tap.

in

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: tap keyword
[2.5a], cat keyword [2.14a], Pat [2.30a]; Unit 2 phonics cards
(P, p, a, t  ) (one set for the teacher and one set per child)
[online resource 2.6]; Sound talking toy

•

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Exploring and using media and materials.

rn

Activity Book

•

Time: mins
Play the Goodbye song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 171, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Le
a

•

Time: 10 mins
Give a child a certificate and offer the choice of two
games. Play the Dipping rhyme chant and encourage
the children to join in. (See audio script, page 173.)

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5 

•

Listen and write. AB 23

•

Time: 5 mins
Children listen to the I spy audio and write the first
letter of the thing they hear, choosing from the letters
in the box. They write the lower case letter.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

N

Activity Book Review 1
Let’s remember
Lesson 1 page 22
You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: sun keyword
[2.4a], tap keyword [2.5a], pen keyword [2.6a], apple
keyword [2.7a], 1–10 [2.30b–2.40b]; Poster 2.5; sets of Unit
1 and 2 vocabulary cards for Match (teacher’s choice) [online
resource 2.4]; Sound talking toy

Warm up

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Robot says to revise plastic, wood and
glass. Follow the instructions for Pupil’s Book, Unit 2,
Lesson 5, page 43.

•

•

Point and say.

Time: 10 mins
Revise the letter names and sounds with the children.
Put the sun keyword flashcard on the board. Ask:
What letter is this? Elicit: /es/ (letter name). Say:
What is the sound? Elicit: /s/ Ask: Which words
do we know with this sound? Encourage
suggestions from the children. They might remember:
sun, Sam, sister, Miss, glass, plastic. Accept any of the
children’s own names which contain the target sound.
Repeat for a, t, and p.

EYFS

Look, match and colour.

•

Time: 5 mins
Take out the Sound talking toy. Help the children find
page 22. The children look at the pictures and say what
they can see. Ask: What’s 1? Have the children point
Unit 2 • Review
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•
•

to number 1. Elicit: Sam. Orally segment and blend
S-a-m – Sam with the children. Repeat for the rest of
the pictures: 2 (sun); 3 (pen); 4 (apple); 5 (Pat); 6 (tap).
The children match the pictures to the letters that
they start with. There are two pictures for some of the
letters. Check children’s books individually.
The children colour the pictures. Move around the
room and ask individual children What’s that? and
elicit answers.

Game: Match

•

Time: 5 mins
Play this game using your choice of vocabulary cards.
Follow the instructions on page 18.

Count and draw.

•
••

Time: 10 mins
Revise numbers from 1 to 10 with the flashcards.
Invite 10 children to the front of the classroom and
give each of them a flashcard. Help them to stand in
the correct order.
Now chant the numbers from 1 to 10.
The children complete the dot-to-dot picture and
count the numbers as they do so.

Rhyme: The wheels on the bus AB 8

Time: 5 mins
Poster 2.5. Play the song and encourage the
• Display
children to join in. (See audio script, page 172, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Game: Pairs 

Warm up

Listen and colour.

Time: 10 mins
Tell the children what colour to colour in the shapes. Say:

EYFS

N

• Colour the boxes green. Colour the balls red.
• They hold up their books for checking.
Rhyme: Numbers [to 10] AB 7


•

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 172, and online resource 2.2 for
actions.)

Look, spell and write.

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Use the Sound talking toy. Put the tap flashcard on the
board. Ask the children and the toy: What’s that?
Help them sound out t-a-p – tap. Tell them to choose
the correct letters and to write the word tap.
Repeat for Pat.

50
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in

Colour and stick.

Time: 5 mins

stick their reward sticker and colour the
• Children
trophy.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Shape, space and measures; Moving and handling.

Supplementary online activities

gr
a
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•

Count and say.

Time: 5 mins
Use the flashcards to revise the numbers from 0 to 10.
Hold them up one at a time and have the children call
out the number and hold up the matching number card.
Help the children find page 23. Show them the first
exercise.
Ask the following questions and have the children
count and answer. How many balls? (four)
How many boxes? (six) How many shapes
altogether? (ten)

EYFS
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•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Robot says to revise the different parts
of the body. See page 19.

•

rn

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: tap
keyword [2.5a], Pat [2.30a]; 0–10 [2.30b–2.40b]; two sets
of Unit 2 vocabulary cards for Pairs [online resource 2.18],
Number cards 0–10 (one set per child or per pair) [online
resource 2.10]; Sound talking toy

Time: 10 mins
Play this game using the Unit 2 vocabulary cards.
Follow the instructions on page 18.

Le
a

page 23

ph
ic

Lesson 2

g

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

There are several activities for each Review. Usually, there
are two activities per page. Cut these pages in half along
the dotted line before using them in class.
The activities can be:
used to support individual learners or for whole-class
practice
added to the Review lessons
used at any point in the preceding units where extra
practice is required
given out to early finishers
given as homework.

•
••
••

For Review 1, choose from the following activities:
R1a) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters s, S.
R1b) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters t, T.
R2a) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters p, P.
R2b) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters a, A.
R3a) Number writing practice: 0.
R3b) Number writing practice: 10.
R4)   Phonics rhyme colouring picture.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Unit 3 Aims and objectives
English

Understanding the world (Science)

• Literacy: learn the phonemes i /I/, n /n/, m /m/, d /d/
• Language and communication: statements with be to
identify and describe objects: That’s my bedroom. There’s
the red tin; statements with be to describe the position of
objects: She’s in the kitchen. It’s in the fridge; questions
with be about objects: Is that the …?

• Materials and their properties: metal, paper, glass

Maths
• Numbers and counting: understand and use 11, 12
• Shape, space and measures: describe the position
of an object: behind, in front of

Values
• Recycling: sorting materials

Expressive arts
• Being creative: use flat shapes to make a picture

Advance preparation: examples of metal
objects and paper objects for Lesson 5

rn

• All children will be able to: understand the words bath/
bathroom, bed/bedroom and respond to questions by
pointing; trace i, I neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand the question
What (room) is this? and respond orally with single words;
produce neat, free-hand versions of the letters i, I.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. It’s bath. It’s in bathroom.

ph
ic

Lesson aims

Success criteria

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: i [1.12b], I [1.38b],
ill keyword [2.8a], Pat [2.30a], Lin [1.5a], bedroom [2.38a],
bathroom [2.39a], fish [1.61a], bed [2.40a], bath [2.41a];
Poster 1.9; Bathroom and bedroom object cards [online
resource 2.19]; Sound talking toy

in

g

Lesson 1 • English: At home page 20

Warm up 1.31 

EYFS

Seek and say: i 1.38 

Use and adapt the procedure
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35
to introduce and practise the
sound /I/.
Example words: children’s own
names which contain /I/, in,
Lin, Tarik, fish. Keyword: ill.
For the lower case i say: down

N

•

na

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.9. Play the Five baby ducks song.
The children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 174, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

at
io

•
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New sound: i /I/; writing lower case i and upper case I
New language (productive): ill; bath; bed; bathroom;
bedroom
New language (receptive): Is it (Name)’s? Where does
this go?

•

Time: 10 mins

i

••

•
•
• and out, to the top, dot.
out the Sound talking toy. Point to Lin and ask
•
• Take
the toy: Who’s this? Have the toy answer: L-i-n. Say:
L-i-n – Lin. Encourage the children to sound out L-i-n

•

and blend Lin. Repeat this with i-ll – ill.
Ask: Can you find letter i in Picture 1?

Rhyme: The sun has got his hat on!
1.39 
Time: 5–10 mins
the song. The children sing and do the actions.
• Play
(See audio script, page 176, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

•

Listen and stick. 1.40 

Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 20. Display page 20 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: Who can you see? Revise the
names Pat and Lin. Show the flashcards for Pat and
Lin. Write Pat and Lin on the board. Help the children
to read the words. Leave the words on the board and
refer to them frequently as the names come up.
Encourage sounding out with P-a-t; b-e-d; L-i-n.
Ask: Can you find any things or people in the
picture with the /I/ sound? (Lin) Can you find
the label with the i letter? (Lin) Help the children
to read Lin. Get them to point to the letter i in the word.
Set the scene. Lin is at Pat’s house. Use flashcards to
teach bedroom and bathroom. Leave the flashcards
on the board.
Say: Look at Picture 1 and listen. Play the first
audio twice. Say: Point to the room. Point to the
teddy. Use a flashcard to revise bed. Ask: Where
does the bed go? (in the bedroom) Say: Put the
bed in the bedroom. Help them to put the sticker
in the bedroom. Revise/teach the preposition in.
Say: Look at Picture 2 and listen. Play the second
audio twice. Say: Point to the bathroom. Point
to the fish. Use the flashcard to teach bath. Ask:
Where does the bath go? (in the bathroom) Say:
Put the bath in the bathroom. Help them put the
sticker in the bathroom.

EYFS

Unit 3 • Lesson 1
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more sounding out where appropriate, e.g.
Game: What’s missing?
Time: 10 mins
• Encourage
with b-a-th; f-i-sh.
Use
flashcards
to
revise
bed
,
bath
,
bathroom
bedroom.
• Play What’s missing? See the instructions on, page
Can you find things or people in the picture
• Ask:
19.
with the /I/ sound? (fish, in) Can you find the

label with the i letter? (fish) Help them to read fish.
Get them to point to the letter i in the word.

Extension

Time: 15 mins
• Revise classroom. Use flashcards to revise bedroom and
bathroom. Ask: What (room) is this?
• Divide the class in two. Revise/teach this and that and practise
the audio.
• Develop this into a role-play activity if you have enough space.
Create a bedroom and a living room out of desks and chairs, and
a bathroom behind the bedroom. If possible, provide a few props:
cushions, a mat, etc. The children can act the dialogue out.

at
io

na
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Time: 10 mins
This activity revises the phonics rhyme Pat has a hat.
Play the game Which one? Follow the instructions on
page 18. Use the flashcards for hat, Pat, tap and cap.
Play What’s missing? Follow the instructions on
page 21. Revise the rhyme words Pat, tap and at.
Show the children where to find the phonics rhyme Pat
has a hat on page 20. Play the phonics rhyme and have
the children listen and look at the picture. Play it again
and tell the children to follow the words with their finger.
Time: 5 mins
Play the chant and encourage the children to join in
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Letters and sounds: i, I AB 24

Time: 10 mins
the i, I and ill keyword
• Using
flashcards, follow the usual

procedure for the Letters and
sounds activity. See the Activity
Book notes on page 36.
The practice words are in, Lin,
Tarik, fish. Keyword: ill.
For the lower case i say: down

•
• and out, to the top, dot.
52
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in

g

Look and read. AB 21 

Rhyme: Sounds AB 14 

•

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the Wash song. The children sing and do the
actions. (See audio script, page 176, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

rn

For the upper case I say: down, to the top, across,
to the bottom, across.

• Help the children find page 24.

Match and colour.
Time: 10 mins
Revise the letters s, S, t, T, p, P and i, I. Write the lower
case letters slowly on the board. Have the children call
out the letter you are writing. Ask volunteers to stick the
upper case flashcards next to them. Say a letter sound
and invite a child to come to the board and point to it.
They can point to the lower case or upper case letter.
Show the children the matching activity. Ask what
they can see and elicit teddies. Ask: How many
teddies? (8)
Tell the children to colour the teddies in matching
pairs (i.e. s and S). They can choose their own colours.
In pairs, have one child say a letter (big S, small s, etc)
and the other child points to it. They should take turns.

EYFS

•

gr
a

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant You can’t make a spoon out of
paper! and encourage the children to join in and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 175, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

N

••
•
•

Rhyme: Wash 1.41 

Le
a

page 24

Warm up AB 20 

EYFS

•

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: S [1.48b],
T [1.49b], P [1.45b], I [1.38b], i [1.12b], tap keyword [2.5a],
ill keyword [2.8a], hat keyword [2.18a], Pat [2.30a], cap [2.33a],
bedroom [2.38a], bathroom [2.39a]; Bathroom and bedroom
object cards (one set) [online resource 2.19]; Sound talking toy

•

•

Time: 15 mins
Print out one set of bathroom and bedroom object
cards. Put up the flashcards for bedroom and
bathroom on opposite sides of the classroom. Hold up
the bedroom and bathroom object cards in random
order. Ask: Where does this go?
Children say (in the) bedroom or (in the) bathroom
and point to the appropriate flashcard.

ph
ic

Activity Book

Alternative 

I

•
•
•

Write: i, I.

•
•



Time: 10 mins
Using the ill keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

Game: Show me! 

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Put up the flashcards for bedroom and bathroom on
opposite sides of the classroom.
Hold up the bathroom and bedroom object cards in
random order. Say: Where does this go? They say
(in the) bedroom or (in the) bathroom and point to
the appropriate card.

Rhyme: Goodbye AB 4

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 171, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Lesson 2 • English: Snack-time page 21

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play What’s missing? as in Lesson 1, page 52.

Seek and say: n 1.42

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2 Lesson 1, page 35
to introduce and practice the
sound /n/.
Example words: children’s own
names containing /n/, no, can,
Lin. Keyword: nest.
For the lower case n say:

Time: 15 mins

n

•

gr
a
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n-e-s-t. Say: n-e-s-t – nest. Encourage the children
to sound out n-e-s-t and blend nest. Repeat this with
L-i-n – Lin and P-a-t – Pat.
Say: Look at the picture. Ask: Can you find the

na

Rhyme: Sounds 1.25

at
io

Time: 5 mins
Play the Sounds chant. The children say the chant and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

•

Listen and point. 1.43

Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 21. Display page 21 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Revise the names of the people and
objects. Ask: Who can you see? (Pat’s mum)
What can you see? (chair, table, juice, door,
cupboard)
Ask: Can you find any objects or people with
the /n/ sound? (Lin, tin, bin) Look at the labels.
Explain that they tell us the name of the thing (tin,
tap). Ask: Can you read the words? Help them
to read tin and tap, sounding out the letters they
know. Put the phonics cards for t, i, n on the board
if necessary and then return to the Pupil’s Book and
read the word again. Say: Yes, that’s right. This is
a tin. Well done. Good reading. Repeat for tap.

EYFS

•

N

•

flashcards to introduce and practise kitchen, fridge,
tin, sitting room, TV. Revise juice and cake.
Say: Look at the picture. Play the first audio at
least twice. The second time, pause the recording after
kitchen, girls, fridge and tin. Ask the children to point
to each item named. Demonstrate in, on.
Ask: Where are the girls? (in the kitchen) Where
is the juice? (in the fridge) Where is the cake?
(in the tin) Where is the tin? (on the table)
Say: Look at the picture again. Play the second
audio track at least twice. The second time, pause the
recording after sitting room and TV. Ask the children
to point to each item named.
Ask: Where can the girls go? (to the sitting room)
What can they do? (watch TV)

ph
ic

•
• down and up and round and down and out.
out the Sound talking toy. Point to the nest and
• Take
ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer:
• letter n?

the Sound talking toy to help the children sound
• Use
out and blend the words t-i-n and t-a-p.
the scene. Say: This is Pat’s house. Pat lives
• Set
here. Lin and Pat are in the kitchen. Use

g

Warm up

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and respond to simple questions by gesture or pointing;
trace n, N neatly.
• Most children will be able to: use the new vocabulary
to make simple statements, e.g. (It’s the) sitting room;
produce neat, free-hand versions of the letters n, N.
• Some children will also be able to use the new vocabulary
to respond orally to simple questions about the position of
objects, e.g. (It’s) in (the) sitting room.

in

New sound: n /n/; write lower case n
and upper case N; revise Unit 2 sight words – has,
her, are, the
New language (productive): nest; kitchen; fridge; sitting
room; TV; tin

Success criteria

rn

Lesson aims

New language (receptive): cook; the (kitchen) is
where we …

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: n [1.17b], N [1.43b],
nest keyword [2.9a], bedroom [2.38a], bathroom [2.39a],
bed [2.40a], bath [2.41a], kitchen [2.42a], fridge [2.43a],
tin [2.44a], sitting room [2.45a], TV [2.46a], juice [2.47a],
cake [1.68a]; Unit 2 phonics card (t ), Unit 3 phonics cards
(i, n) (one set for the teacher and one set per child) [online
resource 2.6]; Sound talking toy

•
•
•

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Use the picture for further question and answer practice. Ask:
Who is in the kitchen? Where is the (tin?) What can you
see in the sitting room?
• Divide the class in two. Practise the dialogue in sections as
previously.

Game: Rooms

•

Time: 10 mins
Decide and practise mimes for the rooms, e.g. sleeping
– bedroom; face/hand washing – bathroom; cooking –
kitchen; sitting with arms folded watching TV – sitting
room. Call out the room names in random order, or
show flashcards of the rooms. The children mime an
action associated with that room.

Alternative

•
•
•

Time: 10 mins
Put the flashcards bedroom, bathroom, kitchen and
sitting room up around the classroom.
Have the children move round to a steady hand clap
or music. Pause the music; the children each choose a
room picture to go and stand beside.
Without looking, call out one of the room names at
random. The children standing there are the winners.
Unit 3 • Lesson 2

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Rhyme: In the kitchen 1.44

page 25

Look and say. 

na
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•

EYFS



•
•
•
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Extension: Pat has a hat. AB 21  Time: 5 mins

•

Time: 10 mins
Hold up the sun keyword flashcard. Ask the children
to tell you what they can see and elicit: sun. Ask them
what sound sun starts with and elicit: /s/. Repeat for:
apple, nest, tap, ill, pen.
Write the lower case letters s, a, n, t, i and p on the
board one at a time and air write them with your
class. Remember to repeat the words for the letter
formation (See pages 36, 45, 53, 38, 51 and 43.).
Tell the children to look at the pictures, listen to you,
and choose which letter sound the picture starts with.
They circle the correct letter. Say: 1– apple, apple.

2 – tap, tap. 3 – nest, nest. 4 – ill, ill. 5 – sun,
sun. 6 – pen, pen.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Say: a for apple. Then
have the toy say: a-pp-l. The children should repeat
after the toy and then blend the word. Then say: t for
tap. Have the children sound out the word for the toy.
The toy can nod or say y-e-s if they are right and help
them if they are wrong. Repeat for the other words.

Point and say. 

•

• Help the children find page 20. Play the audio and have the
children follow the rhyme in their books with a finger.

N

•
Sounds chant. The children say the chant and
• doPlaythetheactions.
(See audio script, page 173, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)
•
EYFS



Letters and sounds: n, N AB 25

Using the n, N and nest
• keyword
flashcards, follow the
usual procedure for the Letters
and sounds exercise. See the
Activity Book notes on
page 36.
The practice words are no,
can, Lin. Keyword: nest.

54
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Time: 5 mins
Stick the keyword flashcards around the room. Say a
letter sound, e.g. /s/. The children point to the sun and
say sssssun. Repeat with all the pictures and sounds
randomly.

Write: n, N.

Rhyme: Sounds AB 14 

•

Listen and circle the letter.

gr
a

•

Time: 5 mins
Revise the sight words from the phonics rhyme Pat
has a hat. Stick the large sight word card has on the
board. Draw a word shape around it if you have not
already done so. Point to the word and, if possible,
elicit the word. Say the word and ask the children to
repeat. Then ask the children to find the word card
from their sight words envelopes. Repeat with her, are
and the.
Play the Missing words game. See the instructions on
page 19. The children take out the small word cards
from their sight words envelopes. They close their eyes
while you take one of the words off the board. The
children find the missing word in their set of four word
cards. They put it back into their envelope. Repeat for
the other words.

•

and up.

Help the children find page 25.

g

•

Time: 5 mins
Play Our world (V1) and encourage the children to
join in and do the actions. (See audio script, page 172,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

For the upper case N say: down, to the top, down

in

Warm up AB 11 

For the lower case n say: down and up and round
• and
down and out.

rn

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: N [1.43b],
n [1.17b], nest keyword [2.9a], sun keyword [2.4a],
tap keyword [2.5a], pen keyword [2.6a], apple keyword
[2.7a], ill keyword [2.8a], Lin [1.5a], bedroom [2.38a],
bathroom [2.39a], kitchen [2.42a], sitting room [2.45a];
Unit 2 large sight words cards [online resource 2.5]; Sight
words envelopes (one per child); Sound talking toy

Le
a

Activity Book

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading.

ph
ic

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the In the kitchen song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 176, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Time: 10 mins

N



Time: 10 mins
Using the nest keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the
instructions for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

Game: Rooms

Time: 10 mins
• Play the game to practise the words for the different rooms in a
house. Follow the instructions for the Pupil’s Book on page 53.
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Lesson 3 • Maths: In the garden page 22
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 1–10
[2.31b–2.40b]; Number cards 0, 1, 1 [online resource 2.10],
Rooms vocabulary cards [online resource 2.20]; small soft
ball or beanbag; Sound talking toy

Lesson aims
Numbers and counting: 11; write 11
New language (productive): eleven; behind; someone
New language (receptive): someone else; garden; sandpit;
I don’t know

Warm up 

•
•
•

car, bin, tree, leg, arm, cap. Invite them to guess who
might be hiding behind each object.
Say: Let’s listen and find out. Play the audio twice.
The second time through, have the children point to
the children in the picture who are hiding.
Use the Sound talking toy to help the children sound
out and blend the words c-ar; c-a-p; b-i-n; l-e-g.
When each character has been identified, say: Who’s
behind the toy car? (Sam) How do we start to
write Sam? It’s s. How do we write s? Support
the children in deciding they need an S. Help them
to draw a matching line to the correct letter for each
child. (S=Sam; T=Tarik; P=Pat)

ph
ic

line?
Say: Can you find 11 hidden in the picture?
Write 11 on the board. Say: So we write 1 (for 10)
and one more – 11. Practise writing 11 with the
class, as in Unit 2, Lesson 3, page 39. Say: Start at
the top, and down. Start at the top, and down.

Extension

at
io

na

Time: 10 mins
• Ask: What’s one less than 11? Use the number line to
prompt the answer. Ask the children to come to the front and
demonstrate one less.

Rhyme: Lizards [to 11] 1.46

Time: 10 mins
Play the Lizards song. The children sing and do the
actions. (See audio script, page 177, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

N

•

Elicit that there is also someone behind the tree and
• behind
the bin. Remind the children of the words toy

gr
a

••

out ten objects. Say: Ten and
one more is … eleven. The
children count with you and
repeat.
Put number cards 1 and 0 on
the board to make 10. Say:
Look, 10. Say: Ten … and 1 more … Put a 1 over
the zero of 10 as you speak … is … eleven. Look,
eleven. Say: Can you find 11 on the number

lG
eo

•

Time: 15 mins

g

the audio and encourage
• Play
the children to repeat. Count

too. It’s a game. Say: Can you see them? No?
What can you see? (a cap, leg, an arm) Yes, I can
see a cap behind the toy car. There is someone
behind the toy car. Who is it? I don’t know.

in

Hide and seek: 11 1.45

Demonstrate behind with a gesture. Check
• understanding.
Say: The children are behind things

rn

EYFS

• All children will be able to: understand the meaning of
behind and respond to simple questions with gestures or
pointing; trace 11 neatly.
• Most children will be able to: respond orally with single words,
e.g. Sam, wall; produce neat, free-hand versions of 11.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. Sam (is) behind (the) wall.

Le
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•

Time: 10 mins
Print out the Rooms vocabulary cards and play Snap!
with two children at the front of class.

Success criteria

Listen and find. 1.47

Time: 20 mins
Say: Look at page 22. Display page 22 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. The children are
playing Hide and seek in the garden.
Say: Look at the picture. Count the butterflies.
Count 10 and then find the solitary butterfly (top left)
and say: 10 … and one more … eleven.
Point and say: Look. Who is this? Read the label
Dona. Point out the letters they know (n, a) and sound
them out. Help with the letters they don’t know.
Read the label tree. Point out the letter they know (t)
and sound it out. Help with the letters they don’t know.
Point and say: Look. Can you see the sandpit? Can

EYFS

•
•
•
•
• you see the cat? The cat is behind the sandpit.

Game: Where is it? 

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Have six children stand close together in a line at
the front of the class. Give them a small soft ball or
beanbag. They pass the object up and down the line
behind their backs, while the class listens to a rhyme.
Those in the line should pretend to pass the ball even
when they don’t have it.
When you say Stop and pause the audio, the class has
to guess who the ball is behind.

Alternative 

Time: 10 mins

hall, or outside, divide the class into teams of
• Insixatolarge
ten the children. Appoint a leader for each team.
skip around to music or a steady beat.
• AllPausethethechildren
music. Say: Get behind your leader!
class has to line up quickly behind their leaders
• The
and sit down in a line. The first team to be sitting one
behind the other wins.

Rhyme: Ten little children 1.48

Time: 5–10 mins
the song. The children sing and do the actions.
• Play
(See audio script, page 177, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Listening and attention; Moving and handling.

Unit 3 • Lesson 3
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page 26

•
•

Time: 5 mins
Write the numbers 0 to 11 on the board. Chant them
with the class. Then say the numbers in random
order and invite children to come to the front of the
classroom and point to the correct number.
Play the audio. The children sing the song. (See audio
script, page 177, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

•

Count, draw and colour. Time: 10 mins

Help the children find page 26. Point to the pictures.
Tell the children to join the dots in the correct order
from 1 to 11 to see what the pictures are. (a lizard
and a butterfly)

Lesson 4 • Maths: Sid’s home page 23

•
• and down. Start at the top, and down.

Rhyme: There is one fish. AB 6

Time: 5 mins
the song and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 171, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Game: Where is it? 

•

Time: 10 mins
Play this game to revise someone and behind. Follow
the instructions for the Pupil’s Book on page 55.

EYFS Cnforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Moving and handling.

Success criteria

lG
eo
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You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 1–12
[2.31b–2.42b], house [1.48a]; Number cards 0, 1, 2 [online
resource 2.10]; a cloth, a book, a bag, a box, a pen, a pencil,
a crayon; Sound talking toy



g

Rhyme: Lizards [to 11] AB 26


Write: 11.

Time: 10 mins
Using the number 11 flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the number-writing exercise. See the
Activity Book notes on page 41.
As you write the number 11 say: Start at the top,

EYFS

in

•

Time: 5 mins
Put the flashcards for bedroom, bathroom, kitchen
and sitting room up round the room. Play Look and
go! See the instructions on page 19.

rn

Warm up 

the children count the number of dots on the
• Have
butterfly’s wings and elicit how many there are. (11)
• The children can then colour the pictures.

Le
a

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 11 [2.41b],
bedroom [2.38a], bathroom [2.39a], kitchen [2.42a],
sitting room [2.45a]; a small soft ball or beanbag

ph
ic

Activity Book

Lesson aims

Warm up 

•

at
io

na

Numbers and counting: 12; write 12
New language (productive): twelve; in front of; flat (n.)
New language (receptive): lives

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Look and go! with the flashcards 1–11.
See the instructions on page 19.

• All children will be able to: understand the meaning of in
front of and respond to simple questions with gestures or
pointing; trace 12 neatly.
• Most children will be able to: respond orally with single
words, e.g. flowers, window; produce neat, free-hand
versions of 12.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. (The) flowers (are) in front (of the) window.

Rhyme: Numbers [to 12] 1.50

Time: 5–10 mins

•
•
•
•

N

Time: 15 mins

•
•

EYFS

Hide and seek: 12 1.49 

12 on the board. Play the
• Write
audio for 12 for the children to

•

repeat. Follow the procedure
from Lesson 3, page 55.
Practise writing 12 with the class,
as in Unit 2, Lesson 3, page 39.
For 1, say: Start at the top,
and down. For 2, say: Up and

round and down and across.

2

Play the Numbers song. The children sing and do
• the
actions. (See audio script, page 177, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

56
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Listen and stick. 1.51 

Time: 15 mins
Use the house flashcard to teach: Pat lives in a house.
Use the Pupil’s Book to teach Sid lives in a flat.
Say: Look at the picture on page 23. Display
page 23 on the IWB. Say: What can you see?
Together count the flowers (12) and the
windows (12).
Say: Sid lives in flat 12. Can you find Sid’s flat?
Help the children find the number 12. Say: This is
Sid’s flat. Ask them to find flat 10 and flat 11.
Ask: Where are the flowers? Say: They’re in
front of the windows. Demonstrate in front of
using two classroom objects.
Ask: Can you see the cat? Say: Point to the cat.
Ask: Can you see the word cat? Point to it.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the cat and
ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer:
c-a-t. Say: c-a-t – cat. Encourage the children to
sound out c-a-t and blend cat. Repeat this with
S-i-d – Sid.

EYFS

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Where is the cat? It’s in front of flat 10.
Extension 
Time: 10 mins
• Ask:
Point to flat 10.
• Pause the game by singing a song between covering up the
stickers of Sid and Sid’s bicycle. Say: Where
objects and asking for answers.
• isFindSid?theWhere
is Sid’s bicycle? Let’s listen.
section one of the audio. Help the children to
• Play
Alternative
Time: 10 mins
stick Sid in the right place. Repeat for Sid’s bicycle.
the children are not looking, place objects
• While
• Practise the dialogue.
around the classroom, some in front of and some

Extension 

Time: 10 mins
• Count the windows from top to bottom, then left to right,
stressing the second number, e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4, so the children
begin to see the pattern of twos. Practise the even numbers.

•

Game: Can you remember? 

Activity Book

page 27

lG
eo
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You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards:
bedroom [2.38a], bathroom [2.39a], kitchen [2.42a],
sitting room [2.45a], 1–12 [2.31b–2.42b], Poster 2.3,
Poster 2.4; a small soft ball or beanbag

Warm up 

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Rooms to practise the words for the
different rooms in a house. Follow the instructions for
Pupil’s Book Unit 3, Lesson 2, page 53.

na

•
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Rhyme: Numbers [to 12] AB 27

Time: 5 mins

N

Stick the flashcards 0 to 12 one at a time on the
• board.
As you stick them ask the children to say
the number.
Play What’s missing? Follow the instructions on
• page
19.
Play
the
and encourage the children to sing the
• song. (Seeaudio
audio script, page 177, and online resource
2.2 for actions.)

•

Count and circle. 

Time: 10 mins
Display Poster 2.3 and Poster 2.4. Help the children
find page 27. Point to the numbers and pictures. Elicit
the first number (nine) and what the pictures are
(fish). Make sure the children understand that they
must circle nine fish.

EYFS

Shapes chant. The children say the chant and
• doPlaythetheactions.
(See audio script, page 175, and online

in

g

resource 2.2 for actions.)

rn

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Listening and attention.

Le
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•
•

Rhyme: Shapes (V1) 1.32  Time: 5–10 mins

ph
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•

Time: 10 mins
Put three large objects on your table, e.g. a book, a
bag and a box. Put one smaller object, e.g. a pen, a
pencil, a crayon, behind each one, showing the class
what you are doing. Say: Look. There’s a pencil
behind the book. Repeat, putting objects in front.
Cover everything with a cloth.
Ask: Can you remember where things are? Take
suggestions and then take off the cloth to check.
Each pair of children can take turns at placing a pen/
pencil on, in front of and behind a larger object on
their own desk.

behind other objects, leaving a part showing. Choose
things they know the names of, both for the objects
and the hiding places.
Divide the class into teams and challenge them to be
the first to spot the objects as you name them. They
must answer (in) front (of)/behind (the) … to win the
point.

with the other numbers and pictures.
•• Repeat
The children do the exercise. Move around the class
checking work. Encourage the children to look at
poster if they need support.

Count and say.

•

Time: 5 mins
Divide the children into pairs. The children point to
their pictures and count, e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.
(There are) nine fish.

Extension

Time: 5 mins
• Draw nine fish on the board. Ask the children: How many
fish? Elicit nine. Say: One more fish ... and draw another fish.
Ask: How many fish now? Elicit ten.
• Repeat until there are 12 fish on the board.
• Then do the exercise in reverse by rubbing out one fish at
a time. Say: One less fish ... Ask: How many fish now?
Encourage the children to look at Poster 2.3 and Poster 2.4 for
support.

Write: 12.

Time: 10 mins
Using the number 12 flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the number-writing exercise. See the
Activity Book notes on page 41.
For 1, say: Start at the top, and down. For 2, say:

EYFS

•
• Up and round and down and across.

Unit 3 • Lesson 4
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Rhyme: Ten green bottles AB 18

Time: 5 mins

•

Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 175, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Game: Where is it? 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game from Pupil’s Book, Unit 3, Lesson 3,
page 55.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Moving and handling.

Lesson 5 • Science: Metal and paper page 24

Warm up 



Letters and sounds: m 1.52

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35

to introduce and practice /m/.
Example words: children’s own
names which contain /m/,
mummy, Sam, camel, monkey.
Keyword: moon.
For the lower case m, say:

Time: 15 mins

m

at
io

na

• down and up and round and down, and up
and round and down and out.
out the Sound talking toy. Point to the moon
• Take
keyword flashcard and ask the toy: What’s this?

N

Have the toy answer: m-oo-n. Say: m-oo-n – moon.
Encourage the children to sound out m-oo-n and
blend moon. Repeat this with S-a-m – Sam.

Rhyme: Our world 1.13 

•

Time: 10 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

•

Look and match. 

Time: 15 mins
Teach metal. If possible have real examples of metal
objects, e.g. spoon, bangle. For paper, show a book or
a sheet of paper. Where possible, allow the children to
touch the objects.

EYFS
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g

in

Say: It’s made of paper/metal. Check
• understanding.
Discuss the properties. Are the objects
hard or soft, bendy or not bendy, heavy or light?
Say: Look at page 24. Display page 24 of the Pupil’s
• Book
on the IWB. Say: Look at the two objects in

the middle. (tin can and paper plane) Ask: What
are they made of? Consolidate metal and paper.
Help the children sound the /m/ in the metal label.

gr
a

EYFS
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•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Can you remember? with large and small objects,
as in Lesson 4, page 57.

rn

Letters and sounds: m /m/; write lower case m and upper
case M
New language (productive): moon; metal; paper; It’s
made (of) …
New language (receptive): Why? spoon

• All children will be able to: recognise the words metal
and paper, and respond to questions about materials by
pointing or gesturing, e.g. (It’s) metal. No/not paper; trace
m, M neatly.
• Most children will be able to: recognise the words metal
and paper and use them appropriately to give single-word
answers to questions about materials, e.g. metal, paper;
produce neat, free-hand versions of the letters m, M.
• Some children may be able to: attempt to give reasons for
their answers, e.g. No. Bendy!

Le
a

Lesson aims

Success criteria

ph
ic

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: m [1.16b],
M [1.42b], moon keyword [2.10a]; Poster 1.2; a cloth, a
book, a bag, a box, a pen, a pencil, a crayon; examples of
metal objects, e.g. spoon, bangle and paper objects, e.g. a
sheet of paper, a book; Sound talking toy

• Read the rest of the word for them.
out the Sound talking toy. Point to the pan and
• Take
ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer:
p-a-n. Say: p-a-n – pan. Encourage the children to
sound out p-a-n and blend pan.
Say: So this is made of metal. Point to the other
three pictures, book, tap, newspapers. Ask: What is

•
made of metal? What is made of paper?
Help
to find and draw a line from the
• objectsthetochildren
the correct material.
Ask: What can you see in the classroom made
• from
paper/metal?
Top tip: Try to use things the children have with them

that are made of paper (a diary, a picture) or metal (coins,
a necklace, a toy car). This kind of personalisation reinforces
learning well.

Game: Wood, paper, metal 

•

•

Time: 15 mins
Introduce and practice mimes for wood, paper, metal,
e.g. wood: stand stiff like a tree with arms spread
outwards for branches; paper: squirm with the whole
body to suggest bendy; metal: stand stiffly with arms
by sides.
Say: 1, 2, 3. Go! When you say go everyone, including
the teacher, does one of the mimes. Anyone doing the
same mime as the teacher is a winner. Repeat.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Extension 

Time: 20 mins
• Go for a materials walk. Spot things made from metal and
paper. If you wish, also look for plastic, glass and wood items
as revision.
• Ask the children to draw some things they saw which were
made from the materials. The children could also do this at
home with a parent and name/draw pictures of objects made
from plastic, glass, wood, paper and metal.

Activity Book

resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; The world.

Look and read. 

Time: 5 mins

the children what they can see in the photos.
• Ask
Revise all the words: tap, nest, monkey, pan, by calling

g

in

•
•

out the words and having the children point to the
photos.
Write the letters m, p, n and t on the board. Say p,
pan. Ask a child to come to the board and to circle
the letter p. Repeat for monkey, nest and tap.
Show the children where to find the stickers. The
children stick the letter under the photo that starts
with that sound.

Point and say. 

•
•

Time: 5 mins
Say a letter sound, e.g. /p/. The children point to the
correct photo and say pan. Repeat with all the letters.
Discuss with the children what the objects are made
from: metal, paper, plastic or wood.

gr
a
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Time: 5 mins
This activity revises the phonics rhyme Pat has a hat.
Play the game Say the sounds using the flashcards for
hat, Pat, tap and cap. Follow the instructions on
page 18.
Play What’s missing? to revise the rhyme words Pat,
tap and at. Follow the instructions on page 19.

Look and stick.

rn

Time: 5 mins
Play the song Numbers [to 12] and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 177, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

Le
a

Warm up AB 27 

••
•

the chant. The children say the chant and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 175, and online

page 28

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: M [1.42b],
m [1.16b], moon keyword [2.10a], tap keyword [2.5a],
hat keyword [2.18a], Pat [2.30a], Sam [1.7a], cap [2.33a];
box or bag (to hide flashcards in for the game Say the
sounds); Sound talking toy

•

Rhyme: You can’t make a spoon out
Time: 5–10 mins
of paper! 1.36 

Extension: Pat has a hat. AB 21  Time: 5 mins

lG
eo

• Show the children where to find the phonics rhyme Pat has a
hat on page 20.
• Play the rhyme and tell the children to follow the words with
their finger. Encourage them to join in.

na

Letters and sounds: m, M AB 28

Time: 10 mins

at
io

Using the m, M and moon
• keyword
flashcards, follow the

M

N

usual procedure for the Letters
and sounds exercise. See the
Activity Book notes on
page 36.
The practice words are
mummy, Sam, camel, monkey.
Keyword: moon.
For the lower case m, say: down and up and round

•
• and down, and up and round and down and

Rhyme: You can’t make a spoon
out of paper AB 20 
Time: 5 mins
the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 175, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Game: Wood, paper, metal 

Time: 5 mins
• Follow the instructions for the Pupil’s Book, Unit 3, Lesson 5,
page 58.

•
•

Write: m, M.



Time: 10 mins
Using the moon keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the
Activity Book notes on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

EYFS

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

out. For the upper case M, say: down, to the top,
down and up and down.

• Help the children find page 28.

Unit 3 • Lesson 5
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Lesson 6 • Science: Animal homes page 25

Letters and sounds: d /d/; write lower case d and upper
case D; revise Unit 2 sight words – has, her, are, the
New language (productive): doll; live; nest; den; web
New language (receptive): I wonder; Where do … live?
Who lives here? hive; bee; frog; home

• All children will be able to: recognise the new vocabulary
items and respond to questions about animal homes by
pointing or gesturing; trace d, D neatly.
• Most children will be able to: recognise the new
vocabulary items and use them to give single-word
answers to simple questions about animal homes, e.g.
Bird(s), Nest; produce neat, free-hand versions of the
letters d, D.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. Monkeys live (in) trees.

to introduce and practice d.
Example words: children’s
own names which contain
/d/, Dona, duck, goodbye.
Keyword: doll.
For the lower case d say: up



Time: 15 mins

d

Extension 

Time: 5–10 mins
• Ask: Where do other animals live? Prompt, e.g. Fish (live
in the) sea / water; Monkeys (live in) trees; Cows/horses (live
on) farms; Ducks (live on) ponds. Accept any other reasonable
answers. Do not expect whole sentences. Praise participation.

Game: Who lives here? 

•

Time: 10 mins
This is a Snap! game with animals and their homes. Use
the animal homes vocabulary cards. Ask the children to
match up the animals (and Pat) with their homes.

lG
eo

gr
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• and round and down and round, and up and
down and out.
Take
out the Sound talking toy. Point to the doll
• flashcard
and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy

•

Le
a

•
Letters and sounds: d 1.53
and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2 Lesson 1, page 35

listening, to find out if they were right. Pause again to
stick the sticker into the correct place.
Practise the audio in sections.

ph
ic

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Wood, paper, metal as in Lesson 5, page 58.

g

Warm up 

in

Lesson aims

Success criteria

rn

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: d [1.7b], D [1.33b],
doll keyword [2.11a], nest keyword [2.9a], sea [2.50a],
web [2.48a], tree [1.20a], pond [2.49a], house [1.48a], Pat
[2.30a], duck [1.24a], spider [1.17a], parrot [1.35a], monkey
[1.15a], dolphin [2.51a]; Poster 1.2, Poster 2.7; Animal
homes vocabulary cards (four sets) [online resource 2.21];
Sound talking toy

answer: d-o-ll. Say: d-o-ll – doll. Encourage the children
to sound out d-o-ll and blend doll. Repeat this with
D-o-n-a – Dona.

Rhyme: Our world 1.13 

•

na

at
io

••
•
•

Listen and stick. 1.54 

Time: 15 mins
Revise Pat lives in a house; Sid lives in a flat.
Display Poster 2.7 and talk about homes for different
animals.
Say: Look at page 25. Display page 25 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Say: Here are some animals.
Revise spider, bird and lion.
Help the children find the stickers. Revise nest. Teach
web and den. Take out the Sound talking toy. Point
to the den and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the
toy answer: d-e-n. Say: d-e-n – den. Encourage the
children to sound out d-e-n and blend den. Repeat this
with n-e-s-t – nest.
Ask: Where do the animals live? Encourage them
to guess. Say: Let’s listen and find out. Play each
part of the audio in sections, pausing to help the
children find the right animal sticker. Then carry on

EYFS
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N

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Unit 3 • Lesson 6

Extension 

Time: 10 mins

• Elicit that children live in a house (or flat).
• Use the picture to revise where some animals live: nest/bird,
web/spider, den/lion.
• With the class, demonstrate and practise a mime for each
of the animals, e.g. bird: flap wings; monkey: swing through
branches; spider: move hand while wiggling fingers; lion: place
both hands on desk (or in air at waist height if moving around),
thrust head forwards and open mouth wide as if to roar. For
children: point to the children.
• Hold up and say the names of the homes flashcards in random
order. The children say and mime the appropriate animal.

Rhyme: A home for me 1.55 Time: 10 mins
Poster 2.7 to present/revise the meaning of: hive,
• Use
bee, dolphin, frog.
the chant. The children say the chant and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 178 and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)
to each of the animals and homes as they occur
• Point
in the song. The children could do miming actions for
the animals.
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

page 29

Warm up 

•

Extension: Pat has a hat. AB 21  Time: 5 mins

Rhyme: Sounds AB 14 

gr
a

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 173, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

lG
eo

Letters and sounds: d, D AB 29

Time: 10 mins
Using the d, D and doll keyword
• flashcards,
follow the usual

N

•

at
io

na

procedure for the Letters and
sounds activity. See the Activity
Book notes on page 36.
The practice words are Dona,
duck, goodbye. Keyword: doll.

•
•

den/lion, tree/monkey, sea/dolphin or fish, nest/bird,
hive/bee, pond/duck or frog, house or flat/children).
Now call out an animal home and have the children
mime the animal that lives there.
Help the children find page 29. Point to the dolphin
and ask: What’s that? Elicit: dolphin. Say: Draw
round the dolphin. Point to the sea. Ask: Who
lives here? Elicit: dolphin.
Tell the children to help the dolphin get to the sea.
They find and colour the /d/ pathway.

Game: Who lives here? 

Time: 5 mins
• This is a Snap! game with animals and their homes. Use the
animal homes vocabulary cards. Ask the children to match up
the animals (and Pat) with their homes.

Rhyme: A home for me AB 30


ph
ic

• Help the children find page 20. Play the rhyme and tell the
children to follow the words with their finger. Encourage them
to join in.

•

EYFS

rn

•

• Help the children find page 29.
Draw, find and colour. Time: 5 mins
Poster 2.7 and the Animal homes vocabulary
• Use
cards to revise which animal lives where. (web/spider,

Look and say. 

Time: 5 mins
Revise the Unit 2 sight words. Stick the sight words
cards on the board. Point to the words, say them and
ask the children to repeat. Then ask the children to find
the words in their sight words envelopes.
Write Pat has a hat on the board. Draw a word shape
around has and ask the children to hold up the same
word from their sight words envelopes. Then write Pat
and her cat are on the mat. Draw around her, are, and
the. Ask the children to hold up these words in turn.

EYFS

upper case D say: down, to the top, round and
down and round.

Le
a

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Wood, paper, metal. Follow the
instructions for the Pupil’s Book, Unit 3, Lesson 5,
page 58.

the lower case d say: up and round and down
• For
and round, and up and down and out. For the

g

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: D [1.33b],
d [1.7b], doll keyword [2.11a]; Poster 2.7; four sets of Animal
homes vocabulary cards [online resource 2.21]; Unit 2 large
sight words [online resource 2.5]; Sight words envelopes (one
per child); Sound talking toy

in

Activity Book

D

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 2.7. Play the chant and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 178, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Write: d, D.

•
•


Time: 10 mins
Using the doll keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

Lesson 7 • Values: Recycling page 26
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: keywords sun to
doll [2.4a–2.11a]; Poster 1.3; Save paper! picture [online
resource 2.22]; a cloth, a book, a bag, a box, a pen, a pencil,
a crayon; Sound talking toy
New sight words: make, is with, now

Lesson aims
Reading: in, it, an, sit, sad, dad, and; phonics rhyme
New language (productive): use less; use again; use
scrap; save; (drawing) pad
New language (receptive): recycle; wrapping paper

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand simple recycling
questions and answer with Yes/No; sound out the words
in, it, an, sit, sad, dad, and; follow and enjoy the phonics
rhyme.
• Some children will be able to: answer with simple words
or phrases, e.g. (We can) save paper. (We can) use
(paper) again; blend and read in, it, an, sit, sad, dad, and;
recognise and read make, is with, now.
• Some children may be able to: attempt more detailed
explanations, e.g. write (on) two sides, (use) scrap for
draw(ing); read in, it, an, sit, sad, dad, and without blending.
Unit 3 • Lesson 7
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Warm up 

•
•
•

•

Rhyme: Recycle! 1.56 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Recycle! chant. The children say the chant
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 178, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; The world.

gr
a

•

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Print copies of the Save paper! picture and ask the
children to colour it in.
Ask the children to “write” on or colour the sheet
of paper, colour the letters on the wrapping paper,
“write” or draw on the notepad, and colour the title
and logo on the paper recycling bin.
Put the finished pictures up around school to raise
awareness.

g

Find and circle. 
Time: 20 mins
Remind the class about saving/not wasting water.
Explain that we can also save paper.
Teach use less; use again; use scrap. Check
understanding.
Say: Look at page 26. Display page 26 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. This is someone’s
home. Ask: Can you find any words with the
sound /p/ and / b/? (paper and bin)
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the bin and
ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer:
b-i-n. Say: b-i-n – bin. Encourage the children to
sound out b-i-n and blend bin.
Talk to the children about paper. Ask: What can

EYFS

Game: Save paper! 

in

and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

•
•
•

Time: 10 mins
Set up a class collection for scrap paper for recycling/
reuse.
Award the stickers as the children put paper in the
scrap paper collection or take some out for drawing.
Ask them to bring in something recycled from
home, e.g. a piece of paper used on both sides, a
notepad from scrap paper, a piece of saved wrapping
paper, recycled paper envelopes. This could be an
opportunity for a class/school/community project to
get children and parents to recycle paper.

rn

•
Rhyme: Values 1.17 
Time: 5 mins
Display
Poster
1.3.
Play
the
Values
song.
• sing and do the actions. (See audio script,Thepagechildren
173,

Self/Peer assessment 

Le
a

•
•

Reading 

Time: 15 mins
Use the keyword flashcards to revise the letters
learned so far: s, t, p, a, i, n, m, d.
Say: Now let’s read some words. Use sound
buttons. Revise in. Write in on the board, drawing a
sound button (a dot) under each letter. Sound it out
(pointing to the sound buttons) and blend it several
times, encouraging the children to join in i ... n ... in.
Sound it out with them. Ask them to say the word.
Repeat with it, an.

EYFS
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•

Help them to find and circle all the paper items.
(newspaper, magazine, used envelopes, paper bag,
paper in the bin)

Time: 10 mins
Play Can you remember? as in Lesson 4, page 57.

Community project

lG
eo

• you see in the picture that is made of paper?

at
io

na

Your school could set up a paper recycling project. This can
be done at home and at school. This could be a fun project,
and help the environment too.

Here are some ideas:

in every classroom. Encourage children to use a paper
recycling bin at home too, and to go to a paper bank.

N

less paper. You can use both sides of the paper.
•• Use
Use old paper again. You can use wrapping paper,
paper bags and envelopes again.

old paper into something else. You can use
• Make
scrap paper for drawing. Help the children to make
sheets of scrap paper into a drawing pad.
paper in paper recycling bins, or take paper to
• Put
paper banks. Make sure there is a paper recycling bin

Activity Book

page 30

You will need: Poster 2.5; Unit 2 phonics cards (S, s, t,
a), Unit 3 phonics cards (i, n, d, d) (one set for the teacher
and one set per child) [online resource 2.6], Phonics rhyme
colouring picture (one per child) [online resource R11], Unit 3
large sight words cards, Unit 3 small sight words cards (one
set per child) [online resource 2.5]

Read and say.

•
•

Time: 5 mins
Say: Now let’s read some words. Stick the
phonics cards for it onto the board. Draw a sound
button under each letter.
Sound out /I/–/t/, pointing to the sound buttons, and
blend it several times, encouraging the children to join in.

Warm up AB 8 

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 2.5. Play The wheels on the bus and
encourage the children to join in. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

62
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the children to show you the letter that makes
Find and read. 
Time: 10 mins
• Ask
each sound by holding up the phonics cards i and t.
the usual procedure for the Find and read
• Follow
So this word says it. Well done.
•• Say:
activity. See the Activity Book notes on page 47. This
When changing from one word to another, where
time the children read: sad, dad, and, Sid and in.
possible, change one letter at a time, sounding out the
EYFS

Phonics rhyme: Sid has a lid.
AB 31

Time: 10 mins

Look, listen and say. AB 32


•

Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this activity. See the
Activity Book notes on page 47.

g

Activity Book notes on page 47. Objects/people they
might know are: Sid, Lin, sad, bin.

Extension: Colour and say.
Time: 30 mins
• Follow the usual procedure for this activity. (See page 47.)
• Possible discussion questions are: Who is this? What’s that?
Is it a lid/bin? etc.
• The caption for this rhyme is: Sid has a lid.

in

••
•
Find and say.
Time: 5 mins
Help
the
children
find
page
30.
Follow
the
• procedure for the Find and say activity. Seeusual
the
Repeat the sounding out and blending several times.
Ask the children to show you the letter that makes
each sound by holding up the phonics cards s, i and t.
Repeat the process from the beginning to teach an.

the audio again. Encourage the children to follow
• Play
in their books with a finger and join in.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading.

rn

look, if we put this letter here at the front,
what does our word say now? Let’s sound it
out: /s/–/I/–/t/– sit. It says sit. Well done.

Listen, point and say. AB 31 Time: 5 mins

Le
a

new word as you do so. Hold up the s phonics card.
Say: Now look at this letter. What sound does
this letter make? Elicit: /s/. Say: That’s right. Now

ph
ic

the usual procedure for the phonics rhyme. See
• Follow
the Activity Book notes on page 47.

gr
a

Lesson 8 • Art: My house page 27

lG
eo

You will need: Class audio; Poster 1.4; Unit 3 phonics
cards, one set per child [online resource 2.6]; squares,
rectangles, circles and triangles of paper in different
colours, glue

Lesson aims

N

at
io

na

Spelling: in; it; am; sit; sad; dad; and; din; lid; mad (angry)
New language (productive): house
New language (receptive): roof; path; room

Warm up 1.56 

Time: 5 mins

Play the Recycle! song. The children sing and do
• the
actions. (See audio script, page 178, and online

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: respond to simple questions
about their picture with Yes/No, or by pointing; spell in, it,
am, sit, sad, dad, and, din, lid, mad.
• Most children will be able to: use single words or short
phrases to describe parts of their picture, e.g. (The) door
(is) yellow; listen to a known phoneme and write the
correct grapheme.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer utterances,
e.g. My house (is) square. (There are) two rooms.

Rhyme: Art 1.20 

Poster 1.4. Play the song. The children sing
• Display
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and

resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS

Spelling 

online resource 2.2 for actions.)
Time: 15 mins

Say the sounds for i, n, m, d. Say: Show me the
• letter
that makes the sound. The children show
the letter using phonics cards for letters i, n, m, d.
the procedure in Unit 2, Lesson 8, page 48.
•• Follow
Practise spelling us, in.

Extension 

Time: 5 mins

Time: 10 mins
• Begin to practise CVC words, e.g. hot, red, bin, cap. When
appropriate, show a flashcard or quick sketch of the word first.

•
•
•
•

Look and make. 

Time: 20–30 mins
Explain that they are going to make a picture of a
house using paper in different shapes and colours.
Show the pieces of paper, and talk about their shapes
and colours.
Say: Look at page 27. Display page 27 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB.
Demonstrate each stage, talking about everything
you are doing as you go. First, choose the shapes
you need, then arrange them and finally glue them
in place.

EYFS

Unit 3 • Lesson 8
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one example all together, like the house on the
• Make
page.
children make their own pictures.
•• The
Make a class display of the pictures. Write a caption
for them. Read it to the class.
the children to help with tidying away the
• Encourage
materials and clearing the tables.

Game: Choose 1.19 

•

Time: 10 mins
You can offer the class a choice of two games they
know, or offer the choice to an individual as a reward
for something that they did well. Play the Dipping
rhyme chant and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 173.)

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5 
Alternative 

page 31

Warm up AB 20 

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant You can’t make a spoon out of paper!
and encourage the children to join in. (See audio
script, page 175, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

na
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Take out the Sound talking toy. Stick the flashcard of
Sid on the board and have the children ask the toy:
What’s this? Encourage the children to answer in
sound talk: S-i-d.
Now look sad. Have the children ask the toy: Are you
OK? Encourage the children to answer in sound talk:
s-a-d.
Help the children find page 30. Revise the phonics
rhyme from Unit 3, Lesson 7. Play the audio and
encourage the children to follow the words line
by line.

g

in

Listen and circle.

Time: 5 mins

the children find page 31. Point to the words at
• Help
the top of the page. Explain that the children should
listen to you and circle the word they hear.
Say: 1 – in, in. 2 – it, it. 3 – Sid, Sid.

Look, trace and write.

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Point to the pictures. Ask the children what they can
see (Sid and a sad face).
Ask them to trace and write the words on the staves.

Listen and write. AB 33 

•

Time: 5 mins
Have the children look at the letters (m, d, i, n) in the
box. They listen to the I spy audio and write the first
letter of the word they hear.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

Look and spell.

Time: 10 mins
Follow the usual procedure for Look and spell. See
the Activity Book notes on page 49. This time the
children learn to spell: in, it, am, sit, sad, dad, and,
din, lid and mad.

EYFS

•

at
io

•
•
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•

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 173, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

gr
a

Phonics rhyme: Sid has a lid. AB 31

Time: 5 mins

Rhyme: Sounds AB 14 

rn

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcard: Sid [2.31a];
Unit 2 phonics cards (s, a ), Unit 3 phonics cards (i, n, m, d )
(one set for the teacher and one set per child) [online
resource 2.6]

•

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Exploring and using media and materials.

Le
a

Activity Book

•

ph
ic

•
•

Time: 15 mins
Give each child a piece of paper and ask them to draw
and colour their own house.
Write a caption, and display the pictures on the
classroom walls.

Time: 5 mins
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 171, and online resource 2.2 for
actions.)

Unit 3 • Lesson 8

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Unit 4 Aims and objectives
English

Understanding the world (Science)

• Literacy: learn the phonemes o /Å /, b /b /, c /k /, k /k/
• Language and communication: statements with these
to indicate nearby objects; plural questions with Whose;
common positive adjectives

• Sort materials by common criteria: cloth or leather;
patterned or plain

Values
• Being responsible: have my name on my things

Maths

Expressive arts
• Being creative: decorate a t-shirt
Advance preparation: examples of plain and patterned
fabric and/or paper; one example of leather, e.g. a handbag/
wallet, and one example of cloth, e.g. a scarf/t-shirt

g

• Numbers and counting: understand and use 13 and
14; group and count objects
• Shape, space and measures: comparison by size:
bigger, smaller

Warm up 1.39 

lG
eo
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New sound: o /Å/; write lower case o and upper case O
New language (productive): orange; skirt; dress;
shoes; top
New language (receptive): odd one out; better; What
are these?

Time: 5–10 mins
Play The sun has got his hat on! The children sing and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 176, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

na

•
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io

Seek and say: o 1.57 
and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35

N

to introduce and practice the
sound /Å/. Example words:
children’s own names which
contain /Å/, on, doll, Dona, box.
Keyword: orange.
For the lower case o say: up

Time: 15 mins

o

• and round and down and round and up.
Look at page 28. Display page 28 of the Pupil’s
• Say:
Book on the IWB. Ask: Can you find the hidden
letter o in the picture?

Rhyme: Letters and sounds 1.58


•

rn

• All children will be able to: understand the words dress,
skirt, top, shoes and point at the appropriate item; trace
o, O neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand the question
What is this? / What’s this? and respond orally with the
appropriate single item of clothing they have learnt;
produce neat, free-hand versions of the letters o, O.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. It’s a dress. It’s skirt.

ph
ic

Lesson aims

Success criteria

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: o [1.18b], O [1.44b],
orange keyword [2.12a], hat keyword [2.18a], dress [2.52a],
skirt [2.53a], top [2.54a], shoes [2.55a], cap [2.33a], doll
[2.11a], parrot [1.35a], plane [1.42a]; Sound talking toy

in

Lesson 1 • English: Skirts and tops page 28

Time: 10 mins
Play the Letters and sounds chant. The children say the
chant and do the actions. (See audio script, page 178,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS



Listen, point and say. 1.59

Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 28. Revise the names of the
people (Dona, Pat, Sam, Tarik) and doll.
Ask: Can you find any things or people in the

•
• picture with the /Å/ sound?
out the Sound talking toy. Point to the doll and
• Take
ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer:
•
•
•
•
•

d-o-ll. Say: d-o-ll – doll. Encourage the children
to sound out d-o-ll and blend doll. Repeat this with
b-o-x – box and D-o-n-a – Dona.
Ask: Can you find a label with the letter o in it?
(Dona, box, doll)
Set the scene. The children are at Dona’s house. They
are playing with dolls. Use flashcards to teach dress,
skirt, top, shoes. Leave the flashcards on the board.
Say: Look at the picture and listen. Play the
audio at least twice.
The second time, pause the audio after dress, skirt,
shoes and top. Ask the children to point to the
flashcards of the clothes that are named.
Divide the class in two and practise the audio.

Top tip: Personalise the clothing vocabulary by having the

children point to dress, skirt, top and shoes on themselves or their
classmates as you say each one.
Unit 4 • Lesson 1

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Extension 

Time: 10 mins
• Put the flashcards of dress, skirt, top, shoes on the board.
• Say: Stand up, everyone. Explain that they have to point
to each item of clothing as you say it. If they point to the wrong
thing, they are out and sit down.
• Say one of these words: dress, skirt, shoes, top at random.
The children point to the correct item. The winner is the last
one standing.

Game: Odd one out

•

Time: 5 mins
Play Who lives here? with four sets of the Animal
homes vocabulary cards. Ask the children to match up
the animals (and Pat) with their homes.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading.

•
•
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Time: 10 mins
This activity revises the phonics rhyme Sid has a lid.
Write the rhyme words in, sad, dad, and and Sid on
the board. Play What’s missing? (See page 19.)
Show the children where to find the phonics rhyme
Sid has a lid on page 30. Play the rhyme and have the
children listen and look at the picture. Play the rhyme
again and tell the children to follow the words with
their finger.

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Time: 5 mins

N

the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2

•
•
•

•

Letters and sounds: o, O AB 35

Time: 10 mins
Using the o, O and orange keyword flashcards, follow
the usual procedure for the Letters and sounds exercise.
See the Activity Book notes on
page 36.
The practice words are doll,
Dona, box. Keyword: orange.
For the lower case o say: up

•
• and round and down and

round and up. For the upper

•

case O the words are the same.
Help the children find page 32.

66
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Time: 5 mins
Play Cloud game to revise the letter sounds / t /, / d /,
/ s /. Write t, T, s, S and d, D in each cloud. See the
instructions on page 18.
Revise skirt, top, dress. Hold up the flashcard for skirt
and ask: What is this? Then ask: What sound
does skirt start with? Elicit: /s/. Repeat for the
other items.
Show the children the pictures on the page. Ask what
they can see. (skirt, dress, top) Find the labels and ask
the children if they can see the letter t in any of the
labels. (top, skirt) Can they see any other sounds they
know? (o, p, s, d) Read the labels for the children.
The children match the items to the labels. They need
to look at the initial letter sound in order to do the
matching activity. They are not expected to read the
labels. Encourage the children to say the initial letter
sound and the name of the corresponding item.
Ask the children to find the hidden letters in the
pictures. (s, S, o, O, d, D)

•

O

Listen, colour and draw.

Time: 5 mins
Tell the children to have red, green and blue crayons
ready. Say: Colour the top blue. Colour the
dress red. Colour the skirt green. Check answers.
Say, e.g.: What colour is the top? Elicit: blue.
Children draw around each item.

EYFS

for actions.)



in

Match and say.

gr
a

Look and read. AB 31

EYFS

Time: 10 mins
Play the Colours song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 178, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

g

Warm up

••
•

Rhyme: Colours (V1) 1.60 

rn

page 32

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: O [1.44b], o
[1.18b], orange keyword [2.12a], dress [2.52a], skirt [2.53a],
top [2.54a]; Animal homes vocabulary cards (4 sets) [online
resource 2.21]; Sound talking toy

•

•

Time: 10 mins
Do a picture dictation. The children each need a piece
of paper, a pencil and four crayons/felt tips (red,
yellow, blue, green). Say: Draw a red skirt. Draw a
yellow cap. etc.

Le
a

Activity Book

Alternative

ph
ic

••
••

Time: 10 mins
Use flashcards of dress, skirt, shoes, top, hat, cap.
Play Odd one out with these clothes flashcards and a
few 'odd one out' flashcards from different vocabulary
sets, e.g. doll, parrot, plane.
Bring five children to the front, facing the class.
Give each child a flashcard to hold up for the class to
see. Four of the flashcards should be from the same

•
•

group, i.e. clothes, and one flashcard should be an odd
one out.
Ask the class to look at the flashcards, name the items
and tell you the odd one out.
Repeat with different children, clothes cards and odd
one out cards.

Write: o, O.

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Using the orange keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Lesson 2 • English: Shorts and t-shirts page 29

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Odd one out with flashcards, as in Lesson 1,
page 66.

Seek and say: b 1.61 
and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1,

Time: 15 mins

b

gr
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• and down and round.
out the Sound talking toy. Point to the bag
• Take
flashcard and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the

na

toy answer: b-a-g. Say: b-a-g – bag. Encourage the
children to sound out b-a-g and blend bag. Repeat this
with b-o-x – box, b-a-ll – ball and b-e-d – bed.

Rhyme: Sounds 1.25 

at
io

Time: 5 mins
Play the Sounds chant. The children say the chant and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

N

•

Listen and match. 1.62 

Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 29. Display page 29 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: What can you see? (skirt,
dress, top, shoes)
Say: Find and point to the labels. Have the
children read the /b/ sound in each.
Use flashcards to teach shorts, trousers, t-shirt, socks.
Leave the flashcards on the board.
Say: Look at Picture 1. Listen and point to the
clothes you hear. Play the first audio twice through
without stopping.
Play the audio again, and pause at each chime. Ask:

EYFS

•
•
•
•
• Whose trousers are these? Yes, that’s right.
They’re Sam’s. etc. The children can point to
answer.

Whose (t-shirt) is this? Elicit: (It’s) Sid’s/Sam’s.
Ask: Whose trousers/shorts are these? Elicit:

•

(They’re) Sam’s.
Divide the class in two. Practise the audio as a class.

ph
ic

page 35 to introduce and
practice the sound /b/. /b/
should be presented as a
‘bouncing’ sound. Example
words: children’s own names
which contain /b/, box, ball,
bed. Keyword: bag.
For the lower case b say: down and up and round

the children to draw lines from the boys to the
• Help
clothes.
the procedure for the girls in Picture 2 with the
• Repeat
second audio.
the pictures for further question and answer
• Use
practice. Point to the other clothes in Picture 1. Ask:

g

Warm up

in

New sound: b /b/; write lower case b and upper case B;
revise Units 2 and 3 sight words
New language (productive): bag; t-shirt; shorts; socks;
trousers
New language (receptive): Whose (socks) are these?

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and respond correctly to yes/no questions which identify
known items of clothing, e.g. Are these red shoes?, with
Yes, No, or a nod or a shake of the head; trace b, B neatly.
• Most children will be able to: use the new vocabulary to
make simple statements, e.g. (These are) blue shorts;
produce neat, free-hand versions of the letters b, B.
• Some children will also be able to use the new vocabulary
to respond orally to What’s this? / What are these?,
sometimes adding colour adjectives, e.g. (They’re)
(yellow) socks.

rn

Lesson aims

Success criteria

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: b [1.5b], B [1.31b],
bag keyword [2.13a], hat keyword [2.18a], dress [2.52a],
skirt [2.53a], top [2.54a], shoes [2.55a], cap [2.33a], doll
[2.11a], parrot [1.35a], plane [1.42a], shorts [2.56a], trousers
[2.57a], t-shirt [2.58a], socks [2.59a]; Sound talking toy

Extension 

Time: 15 mins
• Contrast singular and plural sentences: These socks/shoes/
t-shirts are Sam’s. This sock/shoe/t-shirt is Pat’s.
• Write a character’s name on the board, e.g. Sam, and draw
one sock underneath it. Elicit/say: This sock is Sam’s. The
children repeat. Write another character name, e.g. Pat, and
draw two socks underneath it. Elicit/say: These socks are
Pat’s. The children repeat.
• Repeat with shoe/t-shirt/top/cap/hat/shoe/top.

Game: Robot says

•
•
•

Time: 15 mins
Play Robot says. (See page 19.) Bring several children
to the front of the class. Give each child a flashcard
of a clothing item and practise the names of the
clothing.
Position the children with the flashcards at different
points around the room.
Say: Robot says point to a t-shirt/trousers/
shorts. etc. The children follow the instructions and
point to the items of clothing.

Alternative

•
•

Time: 15–20 mins
The children each draw four items of clothing,
choosing from: hat, cap, skirt, dress, top, t-shirt, socks,
shorts, shoes, trousers. They colour them yellow, red,
green or blue.
Then make groups of four. In their groups, they show
each other their pictures and the other three (not the
person who drew them) describe each of the items,
e.g. This is a/These are yellow top(s); This is a/These
are blue t-shirt(s).

Unit 4 • Lesson 2
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Rhyme: Point to your clothes 1.63

Activity Book

page 33

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: B [1.31b],
b [1.5b], bag keyword [2.13a], dress [2.52a], top [2.54a],
socks [2.59a]; Units 2 and 3 large sight words cards [online
resource 2.5]; Sight words envelopes; Sound talking toy

Warm up AB 27 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song Numbers [to 12] and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 177, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

practice words are box, ball, bed. Keyword: bag.
•• The
For the lower case b say: down and up and round
and down and round. For the upper case B say:

down, to the top, round and down, and round
and down.

• Help the children find page 33.
•

lG
eo

Extension: Sid has a lid.

na

AB 31 Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find the phonics rhyme Sid has a lid on
page 30.
• Play the rhyme and tell the children to follow the words with
their finger. Encourage them to join in.

at
io

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Time: 5 mins

N

the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Letters and sounds: b, B AB 36

Time: 10 mins

•

Using the b, B and bag
keyword flashcards, follow
the usual procedure for the
Letters and sounds exercise.
See the Activity Book notes
on page 36.

68
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••
•

•
•

Write: b, B.
Time: 10 mins
Using the bag keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for letter formation from Letters and
sounds, above, while the children write the letters.
The children can continue the activity at home with
a parent.

EYFS

•
•
•
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•

Time: 5 mins
Revise the sight words from Unit 3. Stick the sight
word card make on the board and draw a word shape
around it if you have not already done so. Point to
the word and, if possible, elicit the word. Say the word
and ask the children to repeat. Then ask the children
to find the matching word card from their sight words
envelopes.
Repeat for is, with and now.
Read out a word and ask volunteers to come to the
board and point to the correct word.
Repeat the activity, but this time practise the sight
words from Unit 2 (has, her, are, there).

in

Look and say.

Look, say and circle.

Time: 10 mins
Ask the children to look at row one and tell you what
they can see in the pictures. (a ball, a doll, socks) Then
ask them to say the sound of the letter at the start of
the row and elicit /b/. Ask them which object in the
row starts with that sound and elicit ball. Repeat for
row 2. The children then circle the picture in each row
that starts with the sound.
Point to row one. Say: Which are the odd ones
out? (socks) Repeat for row two. (dress)
The children can colour the pictures.

EYFS

g

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the chant. The children say the chant and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 179, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Le
a



EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention.

B

Rhyme: Point to your clothes AB 37

Time: 5 mins
out the Sound talking toy. Point to the socks
• Take
flashcard (or a child’s socks) and tell the children

•

to ask the toy: What are these? Encourage the
children to answer in sound talk, s-o-ck-s. Repeat for
t-o-p – top and d-r-e-ss – dress.
Play the audio and encourage the children to say the
chant. (See audio script, page 179, and online resource
2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Lesson 3 • Maths: Big and bigger page 30

Lesson aims
Numbers: 13; write 13
New language (productive): thirteen; bigger
New language (receptive): holiday; pack; Which is bigger?

Warm up

•

Time: 15 mins

3

Write 13 on the board. Play the
audio for 13 for the children to
repeat. Follow the procedure
from Unit 3, page 55.
Practise writing 13 with the
class, as in Unit 2, Lesson 3,
page 39. For 1 say: Start at
the top, and down. For 3
say: Up and round and down and round, and

gr
a

•

Hide and seek: 13 1.64

Rhyme: Lizards [to 13 ] 1.65


•

round and down and round.
Say: Look at page 30. Display page 30 of the Pupil’s

•
•

lG
eo

at this chair. Is the table bigger? Is the chair
bigger? Which is bigger? Have the children point

•

at
io
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Sam's garden with Sam’s mum, Mrs Cook. The boys have
a ball. Remind the children that Rob is Sam’s brother.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to Sam’s mum
and ask the toy: Who’s this? Have the toy answer:
m-u-m. Say: m-u-m – mum. Encourage the children
to sound out m-u-m and blend mum. Repeat this with
R-o-b – Rob and b-oy – boy.
Ask: Can you read the letter b on the label?
What is the word? (ball) Ask: Can you find any

other words in the picture with the sound /b/
in them? (Rob and boy)

N

•

Listen and circle. 1.66
Time: 20 mins
Revise big and small using familiar objects in the
classroom, e.g. books, bags, pencils.
Introduce the idea of comparison through the word
bigger. Point at objects around the classroom and ask:
Which is bigger? Say: Look at this table. Look

EYFS

• Book on the IWB. Set the scene. Rob, Sam and Tarik are in
•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Lizards song. The children sing and do the
actions. (See audio script, page 179, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

ph
ic



Time: 10 mins
• Ask: What’s one less than13? Use the number line to
prompt the answer Twelve.
• Ask the children to come and demonstrate one less.

rn

EYFS

Extension

in

Draw a yellow cap.

• All children will be able to: understand the meaning of
smaller and bigger and be able to respond to the question
Which is bigger? by pointing to the correct item; trace 13
neatly.
• Most children will be able to: compare two items and point
to the correct item when asked Show me bigger; produce
neat, free-hand versions of 13.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. This is/These are bigger.

Le
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•

Time: 10 mins
Do a picture dictation. The children each need a piece
of paper, a pencil and four crayons/felt-tips in red,
yellow, blue and green. Say, e.g.: Draw a red skirt.

Success criteria

g

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 0–13 [2.30b–2.43b],
dress [2.52a], shoes [2.55a], t-shirt [2.58a], ball [1.46a];
Poster 2.8; Number cards 0–13 [online resource 2.10];
paper, pencils, crayons/felt tips; Sound talking toy

to the bigger object and say: The (table) is bigger.
Say: Look at the picture on Pupil’s Book page
30 again. Play the audio for children to listen and
circle the objects that are bigger. (the blue sock, the
blue t-shirt, the red ball)

Game: Body bingo!

•

Time: 10 mins
Print out number cards 0–13 and play Body bingo!
(See page 19.)

Rhyme: Holiday! 1.67
Time: 5 mins
flashcards to practise sock, ball, t-shirt, dress, shoe.
•• Use
Display
Poster
2.8,
and
use
it
to
revise
hat,
top, skirt,
Revise counting from 1 to 13. Guide the children to
•
socks,
mat.
Play
the
Holiday!
chant.
The
children
say
count 13 socks. (six on the boys, six on the line and
the
chant
and
do
the
actions.
(See
audio
script,
one in Mrs Cook’s hand)
page 179, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)
the number flashcards as prompts, help the
• Using
children find and count the other objects in the
picture. Ask: How many shoes are there? How

many t-shirts can you see? Can you find red
things? Vary the questions to prompt a range of
answers. Include questions with colours: e.g. How
many green things/socks can you see? Help

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Listening and attention.

them to find the answers by counting on. Involve
the class by asking them for suggestions. Say: What

should we look for now? Red? OK. How many
red t-shirts can you see/find?
Unit 4 • Lesson 3
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Activity Book

page 34

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 0–13
[2.30b–2.43b], hat keyword [2.18a], cap [2.33a], dress
[2.52a], skirt [2.53a], top [2.54a], shoes [2.55a], shorts
[2.56a], trousers [2.57a], t-shirt [2.58a], socks [2.59a]

Warm up 	

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Show me! See the instructions on
page 18. To play this version of the game, stick the
flashcards for hat, cap, skirt, dress, top, t-shirt, socks,
shorts, shoes, trousers around the classroom.

Rhyme: Lizards [to 13 ] AB 38

Time: 10 mins

What can you see? Elicit: t-shirt. Ask what
• Ask:
number is on the t-shirt and elicit 13. The children
can colour in the picture.

Rhyme: Point to your clothes AB 37

Time: 5 mins
the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 179, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Listen and circle.
Time: 10 mins
Revise big, small and bigger. See the notes for the
Pupil’s Book on page 69.
Show the children the activity in their books.
Ask what they can see. (a duck, a baby elephant,
a mother elephant)
Ask: Is the duck big or small? (small) Ask: Is the
baby elephant big or small? (big) Ask: Is the
mummy elephant big or small? (big) Ask: Which
elephant is bigger? (the mummy elephant)
Tell the children to have a pencil ready. The children
listen to you and circle the picture that is being
described. Say: The duck is small. The baby

EYFS

•
•
•

Extension: What’s missing?

•

Time: 10 mins
Using the number 13 flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the number-writing exercise. See the
Activity Book notes on page 41. For 1 say: Start at
the top, and down. For 3 say: Up and round

lG
eo

and down and round, and round and down
and round.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Listening and attention.
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•

Draw and count.

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 34. Point to the picture.
The children join the dots in numerical order.
Encourage them to count as they do so.

EYFS

Write: 13.

gr
a

Time: 5 mins
• Erase one number off the board. Ask: What’s missing? and
elicit the correct number. Write the number back in. Repeat
with another number.

ph
ic
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g

the numbers from 0 to 13 on the board and chant
• Write
the numbers as a class. Leave the numbers on the board.
out the flashcards from 0 to13 to the children.
• Hand
Call out the numbers in order and the child with the
number stands up and holds up the flashcard.
the flashcards to 14 different children. Repeat
• Give
the activity, but this time call out the numbers in
•
random order.
the audio. The children join in with the song.
• Play
(See audio script, page 179, and online resource 2.2
elephant is big. The mummy elephant is bigger.
for actions.)
• The children can colour the picture.

N

Lesson 4 • Maths: New clothes page 31
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 0–14
[2.30b–2.44b]; Number cards 0–14 [online resource 2.10];
some familiar animal and object flashcards of different sizes,
e.g. beetle [1.56a], bike [1.41a], cake [1.68a], camel [1.23a],
kangaroo [1.18a], flowers [1.36a]; Poster 2.8, Poster 2.9;
Sound talking toy

Lesson aims
Numbers: 14; write 14
New language (productive): fourteen; smaller; shop

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand the meaning of
smaller and bigger and be able to respond to the question
Which is bigger/smaller? by pointing to the correct item;
trace 14 neatly.
• Most children will be able to: compare two items and point
to the correct item when asked Show me smaller and
Show me bigger; produce neat, free-hand versions of 14.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. This is / These are smaller/bigger.

New language (receptive): bigger than; smaller than; glad

70
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SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

•

Time: 10 mins
Use Poster 2.8 to revise hat, top, skirt, socks, mat.

EYFS

Revise the question Which is bigger? Pointing at
objects around the classroom, say: Look at this

Hide and seek: 14 1.68  Time: 15 mins

14 on the board.
• Write
Play the audio for 14 for

•

to a shoe to revise shoe. Revise the words big,
• Point
small and the idea of comparison through bigger.

4

the children to repeat. Follow
the procedure from Unit 3,
page 55.
Practise writing 14 with the
class, as in Unit 2, Lesson 3,
page 39. For 1 say: Start at
the top, and down. For 4 say: Down and across,

table. Look at this chair. Is the table bigger? Is
the chair bigger? Which is bigger? Say: Point to
the bigger object and say: The table. Repeat this

•
•

to the middle and down.

Extension

When they are all in the correct order, count along the line.
• Put the flashcards 11–14 on the board in random order. Say:

Look, we have these now too. Can you help
me add these to our number line? Look, we
have 10. What’s next / the next number? Have

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 179, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Listen and circle. 1.70

Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 31. Display page 31 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. The characters are
looking at holiday clothes in a shop window.
Ask: Can you read the letter o on the labels?
Which is the word shop? Teach shop.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the shop and
ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer:
sh-o-p. Say sh-o-p – shop. Encourage the children to
sound out sh-o-p and blend shop. Ask: Can you find

N
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•
•
•
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What’s before/after ten?

Rhyme: Numbers [to 14 ] 1.69

g

Game: Sizes

•
•
•
•

Time: 10 mins
Have ready some familiar animal and object
flashcards of clearly different sizes, e.g. beetle, bike,
cake, camel, kangaroo, flowers.
With the class, sort the cards into two groups: big
and small.
Say: Close your eyes and ask a child to pick two
cards, one from each group and hold them up.
Say: Open your eyes. Say either Point to the
bigger (animal) or Point to the smaller (animal).
The class should point to the correct card.

ph
ic

the class help put the last four flashcards in order and then
count along as before.
• Use the completed number line to point to a number and ask:

Time: 10 mins
• Ask the children to look at the circled objects. Repeat the
questions on the audio.
• Help them to say sentences to compare items, e.g. The green
dress is smaller; the yellow dress is bigger.

in

Yes. Where’s 1? There it is. Let’s put it here.
Now, 2. Thank you. And next is 3. Well done, etc.

Extension

rn

Time: 15 mins
• Put the flashcards 0–10 on the board in random order. Sort
them gradually into the right order, talking as you do so, and
asking for the children’s help. Say: What’s first? One?

procedure to introduce the question Which is smaller?
Say: Look at the picture on page 31 again, and
listen. Play the audio. Pause the audio after each
chime and help the children to circle the correct item.
Use the picture of the shop window to revise counting
from 1 to 14, using the items of clothing. You can
count the clothes in pairs, stressing the second
number (1, 2, 3, 4 …) so the children begin to see the
pattern of twos in 14.

Le
a

Warm up 

any other words in the picture with the sound
o in them? (Dona)

the labels, having the children find and read the
• Read
red letters in each first.

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Help the class make sentences comparing the flashcards they
are holding.
• Say: Look at the (x); look at the (y). Which is
bigger? Yes, that’s right, the (x) is bigger. Support
the children in repeating the sentence.

Rhyme: Are you bigger? 1.71


•
•

Time: 10 mins
Display Poster 2.9. Talk about the sizes of the items in
the poster using bigger than and smaller than.
Play the Are you bigger? chant. The children say the
chant and do the actions. (See audio script, page 180,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Listening and attention.

Unit 4 • Lesson 4

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

71

page 35

Rhyme: Numbers [to 14] AB 39


•
•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 2.3 and Poster 2.4. Call out a number
between 1 and 14. Ask a child to come to the front of
the classroom and point to the number.
Play the audio and encourage the children to sing the
song. (See audio script, page 179, and online resource
2.2 for actions.)

Count and write.
Time: 10 mins
Stick the flashcard for 1 on the board. You are going
to make a number line. Ask: What’s next? or
What’s one more? Continue until you reach 14.
Help the children find page 35. Point to the first box.
Ask the children: What can you see? Elicit: (a) sock.
Tell the children to count the dots on the sock. (6)
They write the number of dots in the box. Tell them
they need to draw more dots so altogether there are
11 dots. Use the number line to help them count on
from 6 to 11.
Check their answer by asking the children: How

• many dots on the skirt altogether?
if they recognise any of the letters in the label
• Ask
skirt. Read the label to them.
Extension

Time: 5 mins
• Practise counting classroom objects up to 14. Ask: How
many windows/doors/pens? Give the children time to
count and then count together as a class. You could also count
objects in a particular colour. Ask: How many red things

can you see?

EYFS

ph
ic

to the middle and down.

Rhyme: Point to your clothes AB 37


•

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 179, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

lG
eo
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•
•

Time: 10 mins
Using the number 14 flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the number-writing exercise. See the
Activity Book notes on page 41. For 1 say: Start at
the top, and down. For 4 say: Down and across,

EYFS

•

Write: 14.

g

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the game Robot says to revise the clothing
vocabulary. For this version of the game, follow the
instructions in the Pupil’s Book notes for Unit 4,
Lesson 2, page 67.

dots on the skirt. (8) They write the number of dots
in the box. Tell them they need to draw more dots so
altogether there are 14 dots. Use the number line to
help them count on from 8 to 14.
Check their answer by asking the children: How

in

Warm up

Point to the second box. Ask the children: What can
• you
see? Elicit: (a) skirt. Tell the children to count the

rn

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 1–14
[2.31b–2.44b], some familiar animal and object flashcards
of different sizes, e.g. beetle [1.56a], bike [1.41a], cake
[1.68a], camel [1.23a], kangaroo [1.18a], flowers [1.36a];
Poster 2.3, Poster 2.4

Le
a

Activity Book

Game: Sizes

•

Time: 10 mins
Follow the instructions for the Pupil’s Book, Lesson 4,
page 71.

EYFS

Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Moving and handling.
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• many dots on the sock altogether?
if they recognise any of the letters in the label
• Ask
sock. Read the label to them.

N

Lesson 5 • Science: Cloth and leather page 32
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: c [1.6b], C [1.32b],
cat keyword [2.14a], hat [2.18a], cap [2.33a], dress [2.52a],
skirt [2.53a], top [2.54a], shoes [2.55a], shorts [2.56a],
trousers [2.57a], t-shirt [2.58a], socks [2.59a], belt [2.60a];
Poster 1.2; Clothes vocabulary cards (two sets) [online
resource 2.23]; one example of leather, e.g. a handbag, one
example of cloth, e.g. t-shirt; If you play What’s in the bag?
you will need a large soft bag and a collection of known items
of clothing in different materials: e.g. a leather or cloth shoe, a
sock, a scarf, a small soft hat, a leather belt; Sound talking toy

Lesson aims
Letters and sounds: c /k/; write lower case c and upper
case C

72

Unit 4 • Lesson 5

New language (productive): cat; leather; cloth; belt
New language (receptive): names of items used by the
teacher as examples of materials

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand the words leather
and cloth and respond to simple questions about materials
with Yes/No or by pointing; trace c, C neatly.
• Most children will be able to: recognise the words leather
and cloth and use them appropriately to give single-word
answers to questions about materials; produce neat, freehand versions of the letters c, C.
• Some children may be able to attempt to give longer
answers, e.g. leather (is) strong; leather (makes) good shoes.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION



and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1,

Time: 15 mins

c

page 35 to introduce and
practice the sound /k/. /k/
should be presented as a
‘bouncing’ sound. Example
words: children’s own names
which contain /k/, can, cut,
clap. Keyword: cat.
For the lower case c say: up and round and down

• and round.
out the Sound talking toy. Point to the cat
• Take
flashcard and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the

toy answer: c-a-t. Say: c-a-t – cat. Encourage the
children to sound out c-a-t and blend cat. Repeat this
with c-a-n – can and c-u-t – cut.

Top tip: It is important to make the distinction between the
alphabet letter name c as /si…/, and the pronunciation of the
sound as /k/.

•

gr
a
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Time: 15 mins
Have ready one example of leather, e.g. a handbag,
and one example of cloth, e.g. a t-shirt. Teach cloth
and leather.
Pass the samples round for the children to see and
touch. Say: It’s made of leather. It’s made of
cloth. Check they understand that leather and cloth
are the materials and not the objects.
Say: Look at page 32. Display page 32 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Point to the pictures of the leather
and cloth items. Establish which is which. Ask: Is this

at
io

•
•

Look, listen and match. 1.73

N



Time: 10 mins
• Suggest different materials for various items. Ask: Can you

make shoes or a hat from paper? Can you
make a shirt from a plastic bag? Ask: Which are
good and which not? Ask simple questions, e.g. Are
paper shoes good? Is a plastic skirt good? Keep it

fun. There are no right answers.
• Can they give reasons for their answers? Accept answers in L1
and supply vocabulary or restate in English.

Game: Clothes

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the Cloud game with two sets of the clothes
vocabulary cards. See the instructions on page 18.

Alternative

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

Extension

•
•
•

Time: 15 mins
Play What’s in the bag? with a collection of known
items of clothing in different materials: e.g. a leather
or cloth shoe, a sock, a scarf, a small soft hat, etc.
Show all the items to the class, elicit/remind them of
the names, and revise big, small, heavy, light, bendy,
not bendy, soft, hard, leather, cloth.
Put all the items in a large soft bag. Invite the children
to take turns to come up and, without looking, feel
one of the objects. Ask them to say what they think
it’s made of, e.g. leather, cloth, and describe it. Elicit:
heavy; soft; bendy, etc.
Ask the class to guess what it is and then have the
child take the object out of the bag to check. Were the
others right?
Continue with a new child and object.

ph
ic

Rhyme: Our world 1.13

•

•
•

g

Letters and sounds: c 1.72

b-a-g. Say: b-a-g – bag. Encourage the children to
sound out b-a-g and blend bag.
Ask the children to suggest what the different items
(shirt, trousers, shoes, belt) are made from. (cloth or
leather) Say: Let’s listen. Are you right?
Play the audio, stopping for the children to find the
correct item; for them to hear the answer; and draw
a line to match the labels with the correct items of
clothing on the man.

in

EYFS

out the Sound talking toy. Point to the bag and
• Take
ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer:

rn

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Sizes with items in the classroom, e.g. chairs,
tables, bags, as in Lesson 4, page 71.

Le
a

Warm up 

•
•

Rhyme: You can’t make a spoon out
Time: 5 mins
of paper! 1.36

the chant. The children say the chant and do
• Play
flashcards to revise t-shirt, shorts, socks, trousers,
• Use
the actions. (See audio script, page 175, and online
dress, skirt, top, shoes, hat, cap. Teach belt using a real
resource 2.2 for actions.)
belt or the belt flashcard.
to the cloth label. Say: Look at the label.
• Point
Have the children read c (/k/) and then read the rest

leather/cloth?

EYFS

of the word for them.

Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; The world.

Unit 4 • Lesson 5

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

73

page 36

Extension: Sid has a lid. AB 31 

Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find the phonics rhyme Sid has a lid on
page 30.
• Play the rhyme and tell the children to follow the words with
their finger. Encourage them to join in.

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Time: 5 mins
the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Can you find and point to the word /k/-/œ/-/t/.
What does it say? Elicit: cat. Repeat for cap.

children listen to you, and stick the words next
• The
to the correct photos in the order instructed. Pause

between each letter to give the children enough time
to stick. Say: /k/ is for cat /k/-/œ/-/t/. /k/ is for

cap. /k/-/œ/-/p/. /b/ is for bag. /b/-/œ/-/g/.

Write: c, C.

•
•
•

Time: 10 mins
Using the cat keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.
The children can complete the activity at home.

C

na

Game: What’s in the bag?

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Alternative game from the Pupil’s Book,
Unit 4, Lesson 5 on page 73.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

at
io

•

procedure for the Letters and
sounds exercise. See the Activity
Book notes on page 36.
The practice words are can,
cut, clap. Keyword: cat.

lG
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the c, C and cat keyword
• Using
flashcards, follow the usual

•

Listen and stick.

Time: 5 mins
Show the children where the stickers are in their books.
Say: Can you find and point to the word starting
with /b/? What does it say? Read the word. Say:

EYFS
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Letters and sounds: c, C AB 40

Time: 10 mins

•
•

Time: 5 mins
Point to the photos in turn. Say: What’s that? Elicit:
(a) cat. Say: What sound does cat start with?
Elicit: /k/. Repeat for cap and bag.
Elicit what the items are made of (cloth and leather).

g

•

Look and read.

Time: 5 mins
This activity revises the phonics rhyme Sid has a lid.
Play What’s missing? to revise the words in, sad, dad,
and and Sid . Follow the instructions on page 19.

EYFS

Listen, point and say.

in

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song Numbers [to 14]. Encourage the
children to join in and do the actions. (See audio
script, page 179, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

rn

Warm up AB 39

the lower case c say: up and round and down
• For
and round. For the upper case C, the words are the
same.
• Help the children find page 36.

Le
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You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: C [1.32b],
c [1.6b], cat keyword [2.14a]; a collection of known items of
clothing in different materials, e.g. leather/cloth shoe, sock,
scarf, small soft hat, a large soft bag; Sound talking toy

ph
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Activity Book

N

Lesson 6 • Science: Same or different? page 33
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: k [1.14b], K
[1.40b], kangaroo keyword [2.15a]; Poster 1.2, Poster 2.8;
Clothes vocabulary cards (two sets) [online resource 2.23],
Character cut-out of Tarik [online resource 2.9], Plain and
patterned worksheet (one per child) [online resource 2.24],
one spinner [online resource 2.25]; examples of plain and
patterned fabric and/or paper; Sound talking toy

Lesson aims
Letters and sounds: k /k/; write lower case k and upper
case K; revise Unit 3 sight words: make, is, with, now  
New language (productive): kangaroo; scarf; plain;
patterned
New language (receptive): sort; dress (v.); spin; spinner

74

Unit 4 • Lesson 6

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand the words plain
and patterned and respond to questions with Yes/No or by
pointing; trace k, K neatly.
• Most children will be able to: recognise the words plain
and patterned and use them in simple descriptions, e.g.
These socks (are) plain; produce neat, free-hand versions
of the letters k, K.
• Some children may also be able to suggest different
sorting criteria, e.g. (These are) all blue.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Warm up

Top tip: Tell the children that the sound for letter c and letter

k is the same: /k/. Tell them that often we see them together (ck
as in sock), and they still have the same /k/ sound.

Letters and sounds: k 1.74

k

Extension

• and down and out.
out the Sound talking toy. Point to the Tarik
• Take
cut-out and ask the toy: Who’s this? Have the toy

answer: T-a-r-i-k. Say: T-a-r-i-k – Tarik. Encourage
the children to sound out T-a-r-i-k and blend Tarik.

at
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Activity Book

N

Warm up

Time: 5 mins
Play the Clothes Cloud game from Pupil’s Book,
Unit 4, Lesson 5, page 73 to revise items of clothing.

Look and say.

•

the children to find patterned and plain items
• Ask
of clothing at home with a parent and to draw (or
photograph) what they find.
children to complete the Plain and patterned
• Help
worksheet. Display and talk about the results in class.

Game: Dress the doll

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Download and print out a spinner onto card and
attach a short stick or pencil.
Play Dress the doll. See the instructions on page 19.

Alternative

•

Time: 10 mins
Use clothes flashcards as prompts. Ask a child to come
up to the front and mime putting on whatever is on
the flashcard he/she turns up. The others guess.

Rhyme: Holiday! 1.67

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 2.8. Play the Holiday! chant. The
children say the chant and do the actions. (See audio
script, page 179, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention.

page 37

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: K [1.40b],
k [1.14b], kangaroo keyword [2.15a]; Unit 3 large sight words
cards [online resource 2.5]; Clothes vocabulary cards (2 sets)
[online resource 2.23]; Sight words envelopes (one per child);
Sound talking toy

•

Home project

ph
ic
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•
•
•

Listen and match. 1.75

Time: 20 mins
Use some examples of plain and patterned fabric and/
or paper to teach plain and patterned.
Say: Look at page 33. Display page 33 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to a sock and
ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer:
s-o-ck. Say: s-o-ck – sock. Encourage the children to

EYFS
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•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Time: 10 mins
• Ask: How are Pictures 1 and 3 the same? (They’re
both scarves.) Revise both. Ask: How are Pictures 1 and
4 the same? (Both patterned), etc.

g

page 35, to introduce and
practice the sound /k/. /k/
should be presented as a
‘bouncing’ sound. Example
words: children’s own names
which contain /k/, kite, kitten,
Tarik. Keyword: kangaroo.
For the lower case k say: down and up and round

Rhyme: Our world 1.13

•

in sections, pausing to check that the children have
found the two possible items; found the correct
picture; and are matching it to the correct number.
Practise the audio in groups.

in

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1,

Time: 15 mins

• is this sock? Is it patterned? Is this sock plain?
Say: Listen to the audio and match each
• picture
to the correct number. Play the audio

rn



sound out s-o-ck and blend sock. Help the children to
read the label sock.
Spend time looking at the pictures. Ask: What colour

Le
a

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the Clothes Cloud game from Lesson 5, page 73
with the clothes vocabulary cards.

Time: 5 mins
Revise the sight words from Unit 3. Stick the word
cards on the board. Point to the words, say them and
ask the children to repeat. Then ask the children to
find the words in their sight words envelopes.

Sid and Lin make a din with the tin on the board.
• Write
Draw a word shape around the word make and ask

•

the children to hold up their matching word card.
Encourage them to say the word aloud. Repeat for with.
Then write Now Lin’s tin is in the bin! Repeat the
activity with now and is.

Extension: Sid has a lid. AB 31 

Time: 5 mins
• Show the children where to find the phonics rhyme Sid has a
lid on page 30. Play the rhyme and tell the children to follow
the words with their finger. Encourage them to join in.

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34


•

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
Unit 4 • Lesson 6

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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• They can then colour the picture.

and down.

• Help the children find page 37.
Find and colour.

•

Time: 5 mins
Ask the children what they can see and elicit: a kite.
Tell the children to start on the left and to colour the k
letter path red. The children colour the letters to make
a tail for the kite.

•
•

Time: 5 mins
Draw a kite on the board. Write the word under the
picture. Ask: What sound does kite start with?
Elicit /k/. Circle the k in kite or ask a child to come to
the front and do this.
They can then draw around the picture of a kite in
their books.  

Write: k, K.

Time: 10 mins
Using the kangaroo keyword flashcard, follow the
usual procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the
notes for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.
The children can complete the task at home with
a parent.

EYFS

•
•
•

Draw.

g

•
•

K

Using the k, K and kangaroo
keyword flashcards, follow
the usual procedure for the
Letters and sounds exercise.
See the Activity Book notes
on page 36.
The practice words are
kite, kitten, Tarik. Keyword:
kangaroo.
For the lower case k say: down and up and
round and down and out. For the upper case K
say: down, to the top, down to the middle

EYFS

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

in

•

Time: 10 mins

rn
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Letters and sounds: k, K AB 41

Lesson 7 • Values: Whose is it? page 34

Lesson aims

lG
eo

Reading: am; on; can; cat; dot; kid; sock; phonics rhyme
Sight words: Revise Units 2 and 3 sight words

New language (productive): My name is on …

Time: 10 mins
Play Same or different? using plain and patterned
paper and/or cloth.
Put the class into teams. Explain that when you hold
up the two examples, they should put their hand up if
they think they’re the same, or fold their arms if they
think they’re different.
Hold up two pieces of paper/cloth and ask: Are they

• the same or different?
up the numbers of hands up or arms folded in
• Count
each team and give a point for each one that is correct,
i.e. if the same was the correct answer, and 3 children
in Team A have their hands up, Team A gets 3 points.

Reading
Time: 15 mins
Use the keyword flashcards to revise the letters
learned so far: s, t, p, a, i, n, m, d, o, b, c, k.
Say: Now let’s read some words. Use sound
buttons (see page 14) to teach am, on, following the
procedure in Unit 3, Lesson 7, page 62.

EYFS

•
•

ph
ic

• All children will be able to: understand My name is on my
things and answer questions with Yes/No or by pointing;
sound out the words am, on, can, cat, dot, kid, sock; follow
and enjoy the phonics rhyme.
• Most children will be able to: recognise the words My
name is on my things and give appropriate, short answers
to questions, e.g. (on my) hat; blend and read am, on, can,
cat, dot, kid, sock; recognise and read has, her, are, the,
make, is, with, now.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. (I) need (my) name on (my) hat.

Use sound buttons to teach can, cat, dot, Kim, sock.
• (Note:
as ck is a single sound, sock only has 3 sounds.
Mark s and o with two sound buttons, and ck with a
longer sound line under both letters of the single sound.)

N

•
•

at
io

na

New language (receptive): problem; helpful

Warm up

Success criteria

gr
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: keywords sun to
kangaroo [2.4a–2.15a], Sam [1.7a], Sid [2.31a], Lin [1.5a],
Pat [2.30a], Dona [1.4a], Tarik [1.8a], Miss Hill [1.6a]; Poster
1.3; plain and patterned paper and/or cloth; Sound talking toy

76
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Rhyme: Values 1.17  

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.3. Play the Values song. The children
sing and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

•
•
•

Listen and draw. 1.76

Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 34. Display page 34 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. The children are at
school. It’s home time.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the cap and
ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer:
c-a-p. Say: c-a-p – cap. Encourage the children to
sound out c-a-p and blend cap.
Find and read the label Kim. Say: Point to Kim.
(the girl)

EYFS

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

problem (using L1). Say: Listen. What’s the
• Teach
problem? Play the audio. Pause at the chime. Ask
questions to elicit that: there’s a problem; they don’t
know whose cap it is; (because) there isn’t a name on
the cap.
Say: Listen again. Does Kim have a problem?
Play the second part of the audio.
Ask: Does Kim have a problem? Elicit: No. Ask:
Why not? (Her name is on her cap.)
Elicit that having one’s name on one’s things is
helpful. Again, some of this will be in L1. Supply
vocabulary as necessary, e.g. helpful.
Help the children to complete the smiley/sad faces.

Game: Missing words

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Play Missing words with sight words for the
characters’ names: Sam, Sid, Lin, Pat, Dona, Tarik,
Miss Hill. (See page 19.)
First play with the flashcards and the words together.
Then repeat with only the words. (Move the characters
to one side but keep them on the board for reference.)

•
•
Rhyme: I can remember (V2) 1.77
•
Time: 10 mins

Play
the
I
can
remember
chant.
The
children
say the
• chant and do the actions. (See audio script, page
181,
•
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)
Self/Peer assessment
Time: 10 mins
Challenge
the
class
to
have
their
names
their school
• things. Decide together what things theseonshould
be.
Award
the
stickers
as
they
can
show
named
items.
•
EYFS

Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

Warm up AB 37

Time: 5 mins
Play the Point to your clothes chant and encourage
the children to join in. (See audio script, page 179, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

gr
a

•

Read and say.

Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure for the Read and say
activity. See the Activity Book notes on page 62. The
children should practise reading am and dot.

Find and say.

na

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 38. Follow the usual
procedure for the Find and say activity. See page 47
for guidance.
Objects/people the children might know are: cat and sock.

at
io

•
•

lG
eo

•

Phonics rhyme: Tod is a kid.
AB 42

Time: 10 mins
Follow the usual procedure for the phonics rhyme. See
the Activity Book notes on page 47.

N

•

rn

•

Find and read.

Time: 10 mins
Follow the usual procedure for the Find and read
activity. See the Activity Book notes on page 47. The
children should read the words: kid, cat, sock, am and on.

EYFS

Listen, point and say. AB 42


Time: 5 mins
Play the audio again. Encourage the children to follow
in their books and join in.

ph
ic

You will need: Flashcards (optional): cat keyword [2.14a],
socks [2.59a]; Units 2, 3 and 4 phonics cards (one set for the
teacher and one set per child) [online resource 2.6]; Phonics
rhyme colouring picture (one per child) [online resource R12]
Unit 2 large sight words cards (two sets), Unit 3 large sight
words cards [online resource 2.5]; Sound talking toy

in

g

page 38

Le
a

Activity Book

•

Extension: Colour and say.

Time: 30 mins
• Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. For guidance
see page 47. Possible discussion questions include: Who is
this? What’s that? Is it a cat/sock? etc. This time
the caption is: Tod and Kit and Bob.

Look, listen and say.

•

Time: 10 mins
There are no new sight words for Unit 4. Play Pairs to
revise the sight words from Unit 2. (See page 18.) Play
What’s missing? to revise the sight words from Unit 3.
(See page 19.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading.

Lesson 8 • Art: My t-shirt page 35
You will need: Class audio; Poster 1.4; Clothes vocabulary
cards [online resource 2.23]; one t-shirt template per child
[online resource 2.26]; Unit 4 phonics cards (one set for the
teacher and one set per child) [online resource 2.6]; colouring
pencils, wax crayons, felt tips, sponges and paint

Lesson aims
Spelling: on; am; can; cat; sock; kid
New language (productive): t-shirt; pattern; by
New language (receptive): diamond; design; pretty

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand t-shirt, but may
need support to produce it; spell on, am, can, cat, sock, kid.
• Most children will be able to: describe their work in short
phrases, e.g. (My) t-shirt … blue; listen to a known
phoneme and write the correct grapheme.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer phrases, e.g.
(My) t-shirt (has a) blue pattern.

Unit 4 • Lesson 8

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Time: 10 mins
• Begin to practise longer words: can, cat, kid, sock. (The c and k
in sock go together.) Use a two- or three-phoneme frame.

Look at page 35. Display page 35 of the Pupil’s
• Say:
Book on the IWB. Talk about what you can see with
the class.
each stage, talking about everything you
• Demonstrate
are doing as you go.
painting, demonstrate dipping the sponge into the
• Ifpaint
and pressing it lightly onto the paper.
Demonstrate/elicit
shapes (diamonds, squares,
• zigags, etc) to give thesomechildren
ideas.
Show
at
least
one
finished
t-shirt.
Talk about the
• pattern and the colours.
encouraging the children to work carefully
• Goandround
make pretty patterns, etc.
finished t-shirts could be ‘hung’ on a washing line,
• The
strung across a wall or the room.
the children to help with tidying away the
• Encourage
materials and clearing the tables.

Rhyme: Art 1.20

Game: Choose 1.19

the sounds for o, b, c, k. Say: Show me the
• Say
letter that makes the sound. The children show
the letters using phonics cards for the letters o, b, c, k.
the procedure in Unit 2, Lesson 8, page 48.
•• Follow
Practise spelling on, am.

Extension

•
•
•

Design and colour.

Time: 20–30 mins
Print out one t-shirt template per child. Do not cut
it out at this stage. The t-shirts can be cut out by an
adult after they are finished.
Explain that the children are going to decorate a t-shirt.
Elicit some patterns and colours that could be used.
T-shirts can be decorated using colouring pencils, wax
crayons, felt tips or sponge paints.

EYFS

page 39

lG
eo

Activity Book

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5

•

Warm up AB 30

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34


•

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Take out the Sound talking toy. Stick the cat flashcard
on the board and ask the children to tell the toy:
What’s this? Encourage the children to answer in
sound talk, c-a-t. Repeat for sock.
Help the children find page 38. Revise the phonics
rhyme from Activity Book 2, Unit 4, Lesson 7. Play the
audio and encourage the children to follow the words
line by line.

Look and spell.

•

Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure for the Look and spell
activity. See the Activity Book notes on page 49. This
time the children learn to spell: cat, sock, kid, on, Sid,
can and am.
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Time: 5 mins
Play the chant and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

•

Listen and circle.

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 39. Point to the words at
the top of the page. Explain that the children should
listen to you and circle the word they hear. Say:

EYFS

N

at
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Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 2.7. Play the chant A home for me and
encourage the children to join in. (See audio script,
page 178, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Phonics rhyme: Tod is a kid. AB 42


Time: 5 mins
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 171, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Exploring and using media and materials.

na

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: cat keyword
[2.14a], sock [2.59a]; Poster 2.7; Units 2, 3 and 4 phonics cards
(one set for the teacher and one set per child) [online resource
2.6]; Sound talking toy

•

•

Time: 10 mins
Give a child the choice of two known games. Play the
Dipping rhyme chant and encourage the children to
join in. (See audio script, page 173.)

gr
a

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.4. Play the Art song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

g

Time: 10 mins

in

Spelling

rn

EYFS
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•
•

Time: 10 mins
Play a miming game with one set of the clothes
vocabulary cards as prompts.
Ask a child to come up to the front and mime putting
on the item. The others guess.

ph
ic

Warm up

1 – cat, cat. 2 – sock, sock. 3 – Sid, Sid.

•

Look, trace and write.

Time: 10 mins
The children trace and write the words underneath
the pictures.

EYFS

Listen and write. AB 43

•

Time: 5 mins
The children listen to the I spy audio and write the
first letter of the word they hear.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention; Moving and handling.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Activity Book Review 2
Look and match.

Let’s remember
Lesson 1 page 40

•

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 0–14
[2.30b–2.44b], ill keyword [2.8a], nest keyword [2.9a], moon
keyword [2.10a], doll keyword [2.11a], orange keyword
[2.12a], bag keyword [2.13a], cat keyword [2.14a], kangaroo
keyword [2.15a]; Animal homes vocabulary cards (4 sets)
[online resource 2.21]

Count and draw.

•
•

Warm up

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Wood, metal, paper. Follow the
instructions for Pupil’s Book Unit 3, Lesson 5, page 58.

g
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•

Lesson 2

page 41

Extension: Who lives here?

Time: 5 mins
• Play Who lives here? using the Animal homes vocabulary
cards. Follow the instructions for Pupil’s Book, Unit 3, Lesson 6,
page 60.
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading.

•

N

Colour the smaller skirt blue. Colour the bigger
sock yellow. Colour the smaller sock green.
Colour the bigger skirt red. The children hold up
their books for checking. Invite the children to find the
hidden letters: B, b, C, c.

Warm up

Time: 10 mins
Play Rooms to practise the rooms in a house. Follow the
instructions for Pupil’s Book Unit 3, Lesson 2, page 53.

Rhyme: Point to your clothes AB 37


•
•

Time: 5 mins
Play Find it! to revise the clothes words shoes, top,
shorts, trousers, scarf, t-shirt, socks, dress and skirt. Use
the clothes vocabulary cards. Follow the instructions
on page 18.
Play the chant Point to your clothes! and encourage the
children to join in. Divide the class into teams to say the
chant while the other teams clap along. (See audio script,
page 179, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Listen and colour.

Time: 10 mins
Help the children find page 41. Elicit the clothes the
children can see on the page. (socks, skirts) Tell the
children what colour to colour in the clothes. Say:

EYFS

at
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You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 1–14
[2.31b–2.44b], bedroom [2.38a], bathroom [2.39a], kitchen
[2.42a], sitting room [2.45a]; Rooms, Animal homes or Clothes
vocabulary cards for Pairs (2 sets) [online resource 2.20, 2.21 or
2.23]; Clothes vocabulary cards for Find it! [online resource 2.23]

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 179, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

ph
ic

•

Rhyme: Numbers [to 14] AB 39

gr
a

•
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••

in

Point and say.
Time: 10 mins
Revise the new letter names and sounds with the children.
Put the ill keyword flashcard on the board. Point to the
upper case and lower case letters in turn. Ask: What
letter is this? Elicit: /aI/ (letter name). Say: What
is the sound? Elicit: /I/. Ask: Which words do we
know with this sound? Encourage suggestions from
the children. The practice words are ill, in, Lin, Tarik, fish.
Segment and blend the regular words.
Repeat for n, N, m, M, d, D, o, O, b, B, c, C and k, K.
The practice words are n: nest, no, can, Lin; m: moon,
mummy, Sam, camel, monkey; d: doll, Dona, duck,
goodbye; o: orange, on, doll, Dona, box; b: bag, box, ball,
bed; c: cat, can, cut, clap; k: kangaroo, kite, kitten, Tarik.
Help the children find page 40. The children point to
the pictures and say what they can see. Ask:
What’s 1? Elicit: orange. Repeat for the other pictures.
(2 – sock, 3 – bathroom, 4 – nest, 5 – dress, 6 – moon)

EYFS

Time: 10 mins
Revise the numbers from 0 to 14 with flashcards.
Hand out the flashcards, then call out the numbers in
order. The child with that number comes to the front
and sticks their flashcard on the board to make a
number line. Then chant from 0 to 14 as a class.
Show the children the activity in their books. Tell
the children they need to help the baby duck get
home to the mummy duck on the pond by joining
the stepping stones from 7 to 14. They count as they
join up the stones.

rn

•

Time: 5 mins
The children match the pictures to the letters that
they start with. There is one picture for each letter.
Check children’s books individually.

•

Look, spell and write.

Time: 10 mins
Ask the children: Who’s that? and help them sound
out S-i-d – Sid. Tell them to choose the correct letters
and to write the word Sid. Repeat for cat.

EYFS

Game: Pairs

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game to revise clothes, rooms or animal
homes vocabulary. Follow the instructions on page 18.

Colour and stick.

•

Time: 5 mins
Stick the sticker and colour in the trophy.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention; Moving and handling.

Unit 4 • Review

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Supplementary online activities

R7b) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters b, B.
R8a) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters c, C.
R8b) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters k, K.
R9a) Number writing practice: 11.
R9b) Number writing practice: 12.
R10a) Number writing practice: 13.
R10b) Number writing practice: 14.
R11) Phonics rhyme colouring picture for Unit 3.
R12) Phonics rhyme colouring picture for Unit 4.

N
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For Review 2, choose from the following activities:
R5a) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters i, I.
R5b) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters n, N.
R6a) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters m, M.
R6b) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters d, D.
R7a) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters o, O.

80
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Unit 5 Aims and objectives
English

Understanding the world (Science)

• Literacy: learn the phonemes r /r/, e /e/, h /h/, u /ø/
• Language and communication: ask about and express
ability or lack of ability with can and can’t; suggestions
with let’s

• Observe and describe different ways of moving:
good flyers, climbers, runners and jumpers
• Different directions of movement

Maths

Values
• Playing nicely together

• Numbers and counting: understand and use 15 and
16; group and count objects
Shape, space and measures: recognise the position of
an object: next to, between

Expressive arts
• Being creative: make a playground scene
Advance preparation: cotton wool; glue

Lesson aims

in

rn

• All children will be able to: understand can in phrases
with action verbs, but may need help to show their
understanding; trace r, R neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand can in phrases
with action verbs and show the action with a mime or by
pointing to a picture; produce neat, free-hand versions of
the letters r, R.
• Some children will be able to understand questions
with can you (+ action verb) and give appropriate short
answers, e.g. Yes (I can) / No, (I can’t).

Warm up 1.60 

Time: 5 mins
Play the Colours (V1) song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 178, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS
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New sound: r /r/; write lower case r and upper case R
New language (productive): robot; fast; slide; run; climb;
Can you …? Yes, I can./No, I can’t.
New language (receptive): be careful; close; Who can you
see? (metal) bar

Success criteria

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: r [1.21b], R [1.47b],
robot keyword [2.16a], slide [2.61a], climb [2.62a], run
[2.63a]; Poster 2.10; Sound talking toy

g

Lesson 1 • English: Sam can climb page 36

Seek and say: r 1.78 

at
io

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1,

N

page 35 to introduce and
practice the sound /r/. Example
words: children’s names
containing /r/, red, round, Rob,
dress. Keyword: robot.
For the lower case r say: down

Time: 15 mins

r

• and up and round.
out the Sound talking toy. Point to something
• Take
red and ask the toy: What colour? Have the toy
•

answer: r-e-d. Say: r-e-d – red. Encourage the
children to sound out r-e-d and blend red.
Say: Look at page 36. Display page 36 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: Can you find the letter r?

Rhyme: Letters and sounds 1.58 


•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Letters and sounds chant. The children say the
chant and do the actions. (See audio script, page 178.)

EYFS



•
•
•

Look, listen and say. 1.79 

Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 36 again. Set the scene.
Introduce and practise the question: Who can you
see? The children name the characters in the picture.
(Sam, Pat, Dona)
Ask: Where are the children? Use the picture to
teach the word playground and prompt the answer.
(The children/They are) in the playground.
Ask: Can you find and point to anything in the
picture with the /r/ sound? (run, green) Can you
find the labels and read what they say? (run,
green) Help them to sound out the sounds they know
in the word: (/r/, /n/) and help them to read the whole
words run, green.
Use the picture and context to teach fast and bars.
Use flashcards for slide, climb, run.
Play the audio at least twice. The first time, pause the
recording after each speaker. Ask: Who is that? Is it

•
•
Dona? Is it Miss Hill?
During
listening, children point to the
• correct thepartsecond
of the picture.
the audio again. Divide the class in two. Practise
• Play
the dialogue in sections as previously.
Display the flashcards for slide, climb, run. Say the
• words
and the class points to the correct flashcard.
Then use the flashcards to practise the question
Unit 5 • Lesson 1

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Can you slide/climb/run? and the responses Yes, I
can./No, I can’t. They will need some practice of the
form, e.g. listening and repeating the question first,
before trying to formulate the questions and answers
by themselves.

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Use flashcards to prompt the class to ask you questions Can
you slide/climb/run? Answer with a true: Yes, I can/No, I can’t.
• With a verbal clue or gesture, help them to ask a few other
simple questions, e.g. Can you walk/stand/shake your head?
Give true answers.

Warm up AB 39 

Time: 5 mins
Play the song Numbers [to 14]. Encourage the children
to join in. (See audio script, page 179, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Look and read. AB 42 

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention; Understanding.
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the lower case r say: down and up and round.
• For
For the upper case R say: down, to the top, round
and down, and down.
• Help the children find page 42.

Game: Find it! 

•
•

lG
eo

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant and encourage the children to join in.
See the audio script on page 178.

•
•

Letters and sounds: r, R AB 44 


•
•

Time: 5 mins

Display the flashcards for slide, run and climb. Say
the words and have the class point to the correct
flashcard. Get faster and faster.
Then use the flashcards to practise the question Can
you slide/climb/run? and the responses Yes, I can./ No,
I can’t. Make sure that the children use a long vowel in
can’t. Practise as a class and then with individuals.

Time: 10 mins

Using the r, R and robot
keyword flashcards, follow
the usual procedure for the
Letters and sounds exercise.
See the Activity Book notes
on page 36.
The practice words are red,
round, Rob, dress. Keyword:
robot.
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R

•
•

Read and colour.

Time: 10 mins
Stick the red and green flashcards on opposite sides
of the room. Tell the children the Sound talking toy
is going to say a colour and that they should point
to the correct colour. Pretend to listen to the toy
whispering to you. Say: r-e-d. The children point to
the correct flashcard. Repeat for g-r-ee-n.
Ask the children to look at the two crayons at the
top of the page. Can children find the first label and
read what it says? (red) Can they find another label
with the target letter? (green) Help them to sound
out the phonemes they know in the word (/r/, /n/),
and help them to read the whole word green. Check.
Say: What colour is 1? (red) What colour is 2?
(green)
The children colour the picture according to the colour
code. They colour the shapes with a 1 red and the
shapes with a 2 green. Check answers. Say: I can
slide/climb. Have the children point to the correct
picture in their books.
The children can then colour the rest of the picture.

EYFS
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Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34 


••

Time: 5–10 mins
Display Poster 2.10 and revise movement action verbs.
Play the chant. The children say the chant and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 181, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

gr
a

Time: 10 mins
This activity revises the phonics rhyme Tod is a kid.
Play the game Which one? by drawing a cat, sock,
dot and kid on the board. Follow the instructions on
page 18.
Play What’s missing? See the instructions on page 19.
Choose from: am, on, can, cat, dot, sock, kid.
Show the children where to find the phonics rhyme
Tod is a kid on page 38. Play the phonics rhyme and
have the children listen and look at the pictures.

na

••
•
•



page 42

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: r [1.21b],
R [1.47b], robot keyword [2.16a], slide [2.61a], climb [2.62a],
run [2.63a], red [1.33a], green [1.54a]; Poster 2.5; Sound
talking toy

•

Rhyme: I can move my hand. 1.80

Le
a

Activity Book

•

Time: 10 mins
If there is space in the class, all the children can take
part in Robot says. If there is less space, have a few
perform in front while the rest of the class watches
them.

ph
ic

•

Game: Robot says

Time: 10 mins
Play Robot says (see page 19) with slide/climb/run.

EYFS

Alternative

Extension: Robot says

Time: 10 mins
• Play Robot says (see page 19) with slide/climb/run.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

•
•

Write: r, R.

Time: 10 mins
Using the robot keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

EYFS



Rhyme: The wheels on the bus AB 8 


•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 2.5. Play the song and encourage the
children to join in and do the actions. (See audio
script, page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Moving and handling.

Lesson 2 • English: Lin can skip page 37
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: e [1.8b], E [1.34b],
elephant keyword [2.17a], slide [2.61a], climb [2.62a], run
[2.63a], skip [2.64a], jump [2.65a], hop [2.66a]; Poster 2.10;
Sound talking toy

Warm up

Seek and say: e 1.81 

Time: 15 mins

e

lG
eo

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35

gr
a

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Robot says as in Lesson 1, page 82 with slide/
climb/run.

EYFS

in

rn
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New sounds: e /e/; write lower case e and upper case E;
revise Units 2 and 3 sight words: has, her, are, the, make,
is, with, now
New language (productive): elephant; skip; jump; hop
New language (receptive): That’s very good; spin; start

•

• All children will be able to: understand can in phrases with
a few action verbs and show the action with a mime or by
pointing to a picture; trace e, E neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand and use can and
can’t in phrases with action verbs and show the action
with a mime or by pointing to a picture; produce neat,
free-hand versions of the letters e, E.
• Some children will be able to understand and use
questions with can you (+ action verb) and give
appropriate short answers, e.g. Yes (I can) / No, (I can’t).

g

Lesson aims

Success criteria

na

to introduce and practice the
sound /e/. Example words:
children’s names containing
/e/, edge, bed, dress, pencil.
Keyword: elephant.
For the lower case e say:

•
•
•

picture. (Lin, Tarik, Sid, Miss Hill ) Ask: Where are the
children? (in the playground )
Use the picture or flashcards to teach jump, skip.
Revise hop. Leave the flashcards hop, skip, jump on
the board.
Use the Sound talking toy to help the children sound
out and blend h-o-p; r-e-d; L-i-n; S-i-d; c-a-n.
Play the audio at least twice. During the first listening,
pause the recording after each speaker. Ask: Who

is that? Is it Lin? Is it Miss Hill? Is it Sid? Is it
Tarik? The children should answer with the name of
the speaker.
Play the recording a second time. Say: Look at the

N

at
io

• picture and point to the correct person.
• across and up and round and down and
the audio again. Divide the class in two. Practise
• Play
round.
the dialogue.
out the Sound talking toy. Point to Lin’s dress on
• Take
Display the flashcards for jump, skip, hop, run, climb,
• slide
Pupil’s Book page 37 and ask the toy: What’s this?
. Practise and drill the questions, e.g. Can you
Have the toy answer: d-r-e-ss. Say: d-r-e-ss – dress.
Encourage the children to sound out d-r-e-ss and
blend dress.

Rhyme: Sounds 1.25 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Sounds chant. The children say the chant and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Listen, point and say. 1.82 

•
•

Time: 20 mins
Say: Look at page 37. Display page 37 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: Can you find the labels
with the letter e? (red, dress) Help the children to
sound out and read the words.
Say: Look at the picture again. Ask: Who can
you see? The children name the characters in the

skip? and responses Yes, I can. / No, I can’t.

Top tip: Personalise the language by using the flashcards to

prompt true sentences about the children with can and can’t, e.g.
I can jump. I can’t skip. They could then demonstrate what they
can do.

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• The class ask you questions Can you slide/climb/run/skip/
jump/hop? Mime any words the class does not remember. You
should respond with a true Yes, I can/No, I can’t.
• With a verbal clue or gesture, help them to ask a few other
simple questions, e.g. Can you walk/stand/shake your head?
Give true answers.

Unit 5 • Lesson 2

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

83

Game: Statues

Time: 10 mins
Display Poster 2.10, and use it to revise run, fly, jump,
walk, hop.
Play Statues. Play some music or clap a beat. Say:

EYFS

there is no free space, the children can play the
• Ifgame
seated.

•
A monkey can climb. 1.83 
• Let’s move an arm, Let’s run, (on the spot), Let’s Rhyme:
Time: 5–10 mins

Play
the
song.
The
children
sing
and
do
the actions.
climb a tree, etc. The children do the action.
•
(See
audio
script,
page
181,
and
online
resource
2.2
there is space, they can move around the room.
• IfWhen
for
actions.)
the music or beat stops, the children must stop
and hold the position they are in, as if statues.
teacher looks around and eliminates those
• The
children who don’t stop immediately, or wobble, blink,
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

etc. The last child in the game is the winner.
page 43

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the game Robot says with slide/climb/run. Follow
the instructions on page 19.

Look and say.

Extension: Tod is a kid. AB 42 

na

Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 38. Play the audio and have the
children follow the rhyme in their books.

at
io

Letters and sounds: e, E AB 45


N

Using the e, E and elephant
• keyword
flashcards, follow

the usual procedure for the
Letters and sounds activity.
See page 36.
The practice words are edge,
bed, dress, pencil. Keyword:
elephant.
For the lower case e say:

Time: 10 mins

E

•
• across and up and round and down and round.

For the upper case E say: down, to the top, across,

to the middle, across, to the bottom, across.

• Help the children find page 43.
EYFS



•

g

in

boxes next to the animals/boy correctly. The children
hold up their books for checking.

Extension

Time: 5 mins
• Pupils can pretend to be animals. Prompts: I’m an elephant.
I can … walk. / I’m a kangaroo. I can … hop. / I’m a cat.
I can … run. / I’m a monkey. I can … climb. / I’m a girl/
boy. I can … skip. / I’m a rabbit. I can … jump.

gr
a

•

lG
eo

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Practise reading the sight word is. Write Kit is a cat.
on the board. Draw a word shape around is and ask
the children to find it in their sight words envelopes.
Then read as a class Kit is a cat. Repeat with Pat has a
cat. and the sight word has.
Play the Missing words game with a selection of sight
words from Unit 2 and Unit 3. See page 19.

rn

Warm up

use the flashcards to practise the questions,
• Then
e.g. Can you skip? Encourage the responses:
Yes, I can./ No, I can’t.
the flashcards to prompt true sentences with can
• Use
and can’t, e.g. I can jump. I can’t skip.
Revise the animals cat and monkey by doing the
• sound
effects and having the class guess the animal.
Show
the
the activity in their books. Tell the
• children tochildren
listen to the audio and to number the

Le
a

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: E [1.34b],
e [1.8b], elephant keyword [2.17a], cat keyword [2.14a],
monkey [1.15a], slide [2.61a], climb [2.62a], run [2.63a],
skip [2.64a], jump [2.65a], hop [2.66a]; Units 2 and 3 large
sight words cards [online resource 2.5]; Sight words
envelopes (one set per child); Sound talking toy

ph
ic

Activity Book

Listen and number. AB 46

Time: 10 mins
Play Find it! (See page 18.) Display the flashcards for
jump, skip, hop, run, climb, slide. Say the words and
the class points to the correct flashcard.

84

Unit 5 • Lesson 2

•
•

Match and say.

Time: 10 mins
Stick the flashcards for monkey, cat and boy on the
board. Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the
flashcards and ask the toy and the children to say the
letter sounds they start with: /m/ for monkey, /k/ for
cat, /b/ for boy. Say: /m/, /m/, /m/. The children point
to and say: monkey. Repeat for cat and boy.
The children match the pictures to the words,
focussing on the letter they start with. Move around
the room to check answers.

EYFS

Write: e, E.

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Using the elephant keyword flashcard, follow the
usual procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the
notes for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

Rhyme: A monkey can climb. AB 47 



•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the song. Encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 181, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention; Moving and handling.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Lesson 3 • Maths: At the school gate page 38

Numbers and counting: 15; write 15; revise Units 2 and
3 sight words: is, has, her, are, the, make, with, now
New language (productive): fifteen; next to; bin

EYFS

Hide and seek: 15 2.2

Write 15 on the board. Play
• the
audio for 15 for the

5

children to repeat. Follow the
procedure from Unit 3, page 55.
Practise writing 15 with the
class, as in Unit 2, Lesson 3,
page 39. For 1 say: Start at
the top, and down. For 5
say: Down, up and round and down and round,

to the top, and across.

lG
eo

Rhyme: Lizards [to 15 ] 2.3 

na

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Lizards song. The children sing and do the
actions. (See audio script, page 181, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

next to (Name).
Say: Let’s listen. Play the first part of the audio.

• Pause at the first chime and help them to find and
point to Miss Hill. Continue to the next chime. Ask:

technique with the other sections of the audio.

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Point to the children in the class who are sitting next to
someone else. Guide the class to build up sentences: (Name)
is next to (Name).

Game: Where are they?

•

Listen, point and say. 2.4 

at
io

EYFS
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Time: 10 mins
• Ask: What’s one less than 15? Use the number line to elicit
fourteen. Ask the children to come and demonstrate one less.

•

•

Can you answer before the audio? Use this

Extension



•

ph
ic

•

Time: 15 mins

the first number should be said very quietly, i.e. One
(quiet whisper), Two (much more emphasised), Three
(quiet whisper), etc.
Ask questions about the picture to set the scene. Ask:
Who can you see in the picture? (Pat, Lin, Rob,
Sam, Sid, Miss Hill ) and Where are the children?
(in the playground )
Teach next to. Practise it by bringing two the children
to the front and placing one next to the board. Say:
(Name) is next to the board, and (Name) is

g

• Play Statues as in Lesson 2, page 84.

Time: 5–10 mins

Le
a

Warm up

• All children will be able to: understand the meaning of
next to and respond to simple questions with gestures or
pointing; trace 15 neatly.
• Most children will be able to: respond orally with single
words, e.g. Pat, tree; produce neat, free-hand versions of 15.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. Sam (is) next to Sid.

in

Lesson aims

Success criteria

rn

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 1–15
[2.31b–2.45b], giraffe [1.37a], elephant [1.26a], kite [1.22a],
robot [1.14a]; Number cards 0–15 [online resource 2.10];
Poster 1.9; Sound talking toy

Time: 15 mins

N

Say: Look at the picture on Pupil’s Book page 38
•
• again.
Display page 38 of the Pupil’s Book on the IWB.
Ask: Can you see Rob? Say: Point to Rob. Ask: Can
you see the word Rob? Say: Point to the label.

out the Sound talking toy. Point to Rob and the
• Take
label Rob and ask the toy: Who’s this? Have the

toy answer: R-o-b. Say: R-o-b – Rob. Encourage the
children to sound out R-o-b and blend Rob. Repeat
this with P-a-t – Pat.
Ask: Can you see the word seven? Say: Point

• to it.
the children to sound out the sounds they know
• Help
in seven (/s/, /e/, /n/) and read the word seven.
Consolidate counting from 1 to 15. Ask: How many
• birds
are there? Guide the class to count 15 birds.

Say: There are fifteen birds. Starting from the left
of the picture, have them count in ones, but put more
emphasis on the second number each time, while

Time: 15 mins
Say: Close your eyes. Distribute four flashcards
of known animal and toy vocabulary, e.g. giraffe,
elephant, kite, robot. Place the flashcards around
the class in easy-to-see places, next to particular
classroom items, e.g. pencil, book, bag.
Say: Open your eyes. Ask: Where is the giraffe?
Help them answer by prompting most of the reply,
e.g. next to the bag.

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Distribute the items around the classroom in different locations
or use the same locations but swap around the objects.
• Prompt or help the class to ask the question: Where is the …?
and to say it is next to the (name of object).

Rhyme: Five baby ducks 1.31 


•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.9. Play the Five baby ducks song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 174, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Listening and attention.

Unit 5 • Lesson 3

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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page 44

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcard: 15 [2.45b];
Poster 2.3, Poster 2.4; up to 15 pens; Sound talking toy

•
•
•

ask the children to call out the numbers as you
write.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to number 6
and ask the toy and the children: What number
is this? Pretend to listen to the toy “whispering”
to you. Say: s-i-x out loud, sounding puzzled.
Encourage the children to blend: six. Repeat
with ten.
Play What’s missing? See page 19. Leave the numbers
on the board.
Play the audio. The children sing the song. (See audio
script, page 181, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Extension

yellow and green door? Elicit: It’s next to the
yellow door.

Write: 15.

•



Time: 10 mins
Using the flashcard for number 15, follow the usual
procedure for the number-writing activity. See the
Activity Book notes on page 41. For 1 say: Start at
the top, and down. For 5 say: Down, up and

round and down and round, to the top, and
across.

Rhyme: Ten green bottles AB 18

Time: 5 mins
the board, first rub out the numbers from 11 to
• On
15. Now point to 10 and ask the children to say the

Listen, colour and say.

•

number. Rub out 10. Say: one less and the children
call out 9, etc.
Play the song Ten green bottles. The children sing and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 175, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Moving and handling.

N
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Time: 10 mins
Help the children find page 44. Point to the picture.
Ask: What can you see? Elicit: Doors. Explain that
they are classroom doors. Tell the children to look at
the picture and to point to the doors as you say the

EYFS

••

lG
eo
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Time: 5 mins
• Collect up to 15 pens and show them to the class. Ask: How
many pens? The children count and say.
• Remove one pen and say: One less. How many pens now?
Elicit: 14. Repeat until you get to 11. Then reverse and add a
pen. Say: One more. How many pens now? Elicit: 12 and
so on up to 15. Encourage the children to use the numbers
posters if they need support.

children hold up their books for checking.
•• The
Ask the children to describe the doors, e.g.: What
colour is door 11? (It’s red.) Which door is
yellow and green? (Door 15)
Practise
to. Ask: Where is the red door?
• Elicit: It’snext
next to the blue door. Ask: Where is the

g

Poster 2.3 and Poster 2.4.
•• Display
Revise the numbers from 0 to 15. Write them
slowly one at a time on the board in order and

12 yellow. Colour door 13 blue. Colour door
14 green. Colour door 15 yellow and green.

in

Rhyme: Lizards [to 15] AB 48

Time: 5–10 mins

•

Le
a

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song A monkey can climb. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 181, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

ph
ic

Warm up AB 47 

numbers in order from 11 to 15. Tell the children
to listen to you and to colour the doors according
to what you say. Explain that the numbers are in
random order.
Make sure the children have green, red, blue and
yellow coloured pencils ready. Revise the colours if
necessary. Say: Colour door 11 red. Colour door

rn

Activity Book

Lesson 4 • Maths: The car race page 39
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 1–16
[2.31b–2.46b]; Number cards 0–16 [online resource 2.10];
classroom objects, e.g. book, pencil, bag, ruler; Sound
talking toy

Lesson aims
Numbers and counting: 16; write 16
New language (productive): sixteen; between; flag
New language (receptive): car race

86

Unit 5 • Lesson 4

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand the meaning of
between and respond to simple questions with gestures
or pointing; trace 16 neatly.
• Most children will be able to: respond orally with single
words joined by and, e.g. (Between) Sid and Tarik; produce
neat, free-hand versions of 16.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. Sam (is) between Sid (and) Tarik.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Hide and seek: 16 2.5

Write 16 on the board. Play the
• audio
for 16 for the children to

•

Time: 15 mins

repeat. Follow the procedure
from Unit 3, page 55.
Practise writing 16 with the
class, as in Unit 2, Lesson 3,
page 39. For 1 say: Start at
the top, and down. For 6 say:

Down and round.

6

Extension

Rhyme: Numbers [to 16 ] 2.6

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 182, and online resource 2.2 for
actions.)

EYFS

Listen, point and say. 2.7

gr
a

Look at the picture on Pupil’s Book page
• 39Say:again.
Display page 39 of the Pupil’s Book on the
IWB. Teach car race and revise flags. Say: This is a
car race. Teach bend. Ask: Can you see the bend

in the race?
Ask: Can you see the word bend and point to it?

lG
eo

• Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the bend and

at
io

na

the label bend and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the
toy answer: b-e-n-d. Say: b-e-n-d – bend. Encourage
the children to sound out b-e-n-d and blend bend.
Ask: Can you see the word car and point to it?
Help them find and sound out the letter c in car.
Consolidate counting 1 to 16. Ask: How many flags
are there? Guide the children to count 16 flags. Say:
There are sixteen flags. Have them count in ones,
but put more emphasis on the second number each
time, while the first number should be said very quietly.
Ask: Can you find the label for Tarik and point
to it? Help them to sound out the letters they know
and then to read the label.

N

•

Activity Book

Time: 10 mins
• Point to a child in the class who is between two other children.
Guide the class to build up sentences: (Name) is between
(Name) and (Name). Then ask: Where is (name)? and the
children answer with phrases containing between (Name) and
(Name).

Warm up AB 48

•
•
•
•

Game: Sequences

Time: 10–15 mins
Use flashcards 1–16. Take any sequence of six to eight
consecutive numbers, e.g. 8–15.
For each round, bring eight the children to the front.
Give out the eight number cards, e.g. 8–15, in random
order.
The children should face the class and arrange
themselves into the correct number order, with the
smallest number on the left.
When they are in the correct order, ask questions with
between about the numbers e.g. Which number is
between nine and eleven? (10)

EYFS

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 171, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Listening and attention.

page 45

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcard: 1–16
[2.31b–2.46b], cars [1.44a]; Poster 2.3, Poster 2.4; Number
cards 1–16 [online resource 2.10]; Sound talking toy

•

Extension

Time: 20 mins



•
•

•

ph
ic



•

and (Name).

Say: Let’s listen and point to the correct part
of the picture. Play the first part of the audio. Help
the children to find and point to Sam. Continue for
the rest of the audio.
Play the audio again straight through. Then ask: Where
is Sam? (He’s between Sid and Tarik.) Where is car
14? (It’s between car 10 and car 15.) Where are the
blue flags? (They are between the yellow flags and the
red flags.) Where’s Pat? (She’s between Dona and Lin.)

in

Time: 5 mins
• Ask: What’s one less than 16? Use the number line to
prompt the answer sixteen. Ask the children to come and
demonstrate one less.

•
•

Dona and Lin. Where are the children? (They are)
in the playground. What can you see? (I can see)
cars/a car race/flags/children.
Point to each group of flags in turn and ask, e.g. How
many blue/red/yellow flags are there? They
should count and answer the correct numbers.
Teach between. Practise it by bringing three children
to the front and placing them in a line with their backs
to the board. Say (Name) is between (Name)

rn

EYFS

questions to set the scene. Ask: Who can you
• Ask
see in the picture? (I can see) Tarik, Sid, Sam, Pat,

Le
a

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Statues (see page 84) with actions slide/climb/
run/skip/jump/hop.

g

Warm up

Time: 5 mins
Play the song Lizards [to 15 ] and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 181, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Rhyme: Numbers [to 16 ] AB 49


•

Time: 10 mins
Display Poster 2.3 and Poster 2.4. Point to the
numbers from 0 to 16 one at a time. As you point to
them, ask the children to say the number. Then say a
number and ask a volunteer to go to the posters and
point to it.
Unit 5 • Lesson 4

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

87

the song and encourage the children to join in.
children stand up and chant 1 to 16 clapping
• Play
• inTherhythm.
(See audio script, page 182, and online resource 2.2
This can be repeated with the children
for actions.)
chanting individually or in pairs.
Practise between. Point to numbers 11 and 13 on the
• poster.
Say: Look, which number is between 11

Extension: Sequences

Count and say.
Time: 5 mins
The children point to the numbers and count together
from 1 to 16.

EYFS

•

•

Rhyme: There is one fish. AB 6


•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 171, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

g

•
•

Write: 16.
Time: 10 mins
Using the flashcard for number 16, follow the usual
procedure for the number-writing exercise. See the
Activity Book notes on page 41. For 1 say: Start at
the top, and down. For 6 say: Down and round.

EYFS

in

•

Time: 10–15 mins
Take out the Sound talking toy. Show the cars
flashcard and point to one car and ask the toy and
the children: What’s this? Pretend to listen to the
toy whispering to you. Say c-ar out loud, sounding
puzzled. Encourage the children to blend: car. Draw a
flag and repeat for f-l-a-g – flag.
Help the children find page 45. Point to the dot-to-dot
picture. Tell the children join the dots in the correct
order from 1 to 16. Ask: What is it? Elicit: (It’s a) car!
Tell the children to colour the racing car and the flag.
Then tell them to point to the car and repeat c-ar –
car. Do the same for f-l-a-g – flag.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Moving and handling

rn

Draw, count and say.

Time: 10 mins
• Play the game from Pupil’s Book, Unit 5, Lesson 4. Follow the
instructions on page 87.

Le
a

and 13? Elicit: 12. Repeat with other numbers.

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: h [1.11b], H
[1.37b], hat keyword [2.18a]; Poster 1.2; Sound talking toy

•

answer: h-a-t. Say: h-a-t – hat. Encourage the
children to sound out h-a-t and blend hat. Repeat this
for h-o-p – hop and (Miss) H-i-ll – Hill.

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Robot says (see page 19) with actions: slide/
climb/run/skip/jump/hop.

EYFS



• All children will be able to: understand the words good at
jumping, good at running, good at flying, good at climbing
and be able to point to examples of these in people or
pictures; trace h, H neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand the words
good at jumping, good at running, good at flying, good at
climbing and be able to partially reproduce the phrases
appropriately; produce neat, free-hand versions of the
letters h, H.
• Some children may be able to attempt to talk about
things they are good at, e.g. I (am/’m) good (at) run(ning).

N

•
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Letters and sounds: h /h/; write lower case h and upper
case H
New language (productive): hat; use; tail; wing
New language (receptive): cheetah; gazelle; falcon

Warm up

Success criteria

gr
a

Lesson aims

ph
ic

Lesson 5 • Science: Good at moving page 40

Rhyme: Our world 1.13 

Letters and sounds: h 2.8
Time: 15 mins

Use and adapt the procedure
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35
to introduce and practice the
sound /h/. Example words:
children’s names containing
/h/, (Miss) Hill, hop, hand.
Keyword: hat.
For the lower case h say:

h

• down and up and round and down
and out.
out the Sound talking toy. Show the flashcard
• Take
hat and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy
88

Unit 5 • Lesson 5

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS



•
•

Look, listen and match. 2.9

Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 40. Display page 40 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Use the pictures on the page to
teach wing and tail. Ask: How many animals are
there? How many birds are there? Pointing to
the monkey, ask: What animal is this? (a monkey)
Give the names of the other animals and bird.
(cheetah, gazelle, falcon)

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Can you find the labels hand and head?
• Say:
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the hand and

Top tip: It is always a good idea to get some movement into

•

Extension

•

page 46

gr
a

Activity Book

na

Time: 10 mins
Play the song Numbers [to 16] and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 182, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

at
io

•
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eo

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: H [1.37b],
h [1.11b], hat keyword [2.18a]; Flashcards (one picture
per child or pair): cat [2.14a], dad [2.79a], Sid [2.31a], Pat
[2.30a], tap [2.5a]; Sound talking toy

Warm up AB 49

Look and read.

•

g

Rhyme: A monkey can climb. 1.83

•

Time: 5 mins
Take out the Sound talking toy. Write sock on the
board. Ask the toy to read the word. Pretend to listen
to the toy whispering to you. Point to a pupil’s sock
to help the toy. Say s-o-ck out loud, sounding puzzled.
Encourage the children to blend: s-o-ck – sock.
Give each child or pair of children one of the
flashcards. Check that all the children know the
names of the objects. The Sound talking toy calls out
the name of an object in sound talk (e.g. c-a-t). The
children who have that object blend the sounds to
make the word.

Extension: Tod is a kid. AB 42 

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the A monkey can climb song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 181, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

in



EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention; Moving and handling.

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34


•

Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 38. Play the audio and have the
children follow the rhyme with a finger in their books.

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Letters and sounds: h, H AB 50


•

N

•

•

Game: Statues

Time: 10 mins
Play Statues as in Lesson 2, page 84, with let’s for
movements and actions that the children can do at
their places, e.g. Let’s move an arm, Let’s run (on the
spot), Let’s climb a tree. Use movement action verbs
like run, swim, fly, jump, walk, run, move, shake.

EYFS
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•

and they are matching it to the correct number by
drawing a line.
Play the audio again. Play the first parts of these
sentences, pause, and encourage the children to
complete them. Say, e.g.: Birds can ... fly. Repeat
the sentence, adding more language. Birds can fly.
Birds are good at flying. Repeat for the other pictures.
Ask: Are you good at running/jumping/
climbing/walking? etc. Elicit true answers from the
children.

Time: 10 mins
• Do a total physical response (TPR) activity. Say: Be a bird and
the children can mime flying by flapping their arms like the
wings of a bird. After this, say e.g: Birds are good at … and
practise/elicit: flying.

rn

• does a falcon use to fly? What does a gazelle
use to jump? etc. Say: Let’s listen and find out!
the audio in sections, pausing after each picture
• Play
to check that they have found the correct picture

each lesson, to help the kinaesthetic learners, and change the
dynamic for all the class. Activities like the one below show how
this can easily be introduced into a lesson.

Le
a

ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer:
h-a-n-d. Say: h-a-n-d – hand. Encourage the
children to sound out h-a-n-d and blend hand. Repeat
this for h-ea-d – head.
Revise move, and teach use and good at moving. Revise/
teach some of the different ways that animals and birds
can move by miming them, e.g. run, fly, walk, swim,
jump, hop, climb. Practise them with the class. Revise
other necessary body words: hands, feet, leg and arm.
Ask: How do these four animals move? What

Time: 10 mins
Using the h, H and hat
keyword flashcards, follow
the usual procedure for the
Letters and sounds activity.
See the Activity Book notes
on page 36.
The practice words are (Miss)
Hill, hop, hand. Keyword: hat.
For the lower case h say:

H

•
• down and up and round and down and out. For
the upper case H say: down, down, to the middle,

and across.

• Help the children find page 46.
•

Look, say and circle.

Time: 10 mins
Point to the pictures and ask the children what they
can see (a hand, a horse, a hat, a wing, a monkey).
They circle the pictures that start with the letter h.

EYFS

Unit 5 • Lesson 5

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

89

Extension

Time: 2 mins
• Point to things and ask pupils to sound the letter they start
with. Say: Pencil starts with ... /p/. Also use: door, head,
hand, table, ruler.

Write: h, H.

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Using the hat keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

Game: Statues!

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the game, following the instructions from Pupil’s
Book, Unit 5, Lesson 5, page 89.

Rhyme: A monkey can climb. AB 47


•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 181, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

Lesson 6 • Science: At the fairground page 41

Warm up 

Time: 10 mins

lG
eo

•

Play Statues as in Lesson 5, page 89.

EYFS

Letters and sounds: u 2.10



Time: 15 mins

u

at
io

na

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1,

N

page 35 to introduce and
practice the sound /ø/.
Example words: children’s
names containing /ø/, under,
sun, number. Keyword:
umbrella.
For the lower case u say: down and round and up

• and down and out.
out the Sound talking toy. Point to the label up
• Take
and the picture of the horse going up. Say: Up or
down? Have the toy answer: u-p. Say: u-p – up.

Encourage the children to sound out u-p and blend
up. Show the flashcard for sun and repeat this for
s-u-n – sun.

Rhyme: Our world 1.13

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

90

g
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Letters and sounds: u /ø/; write lower case u and upper
case U; revise Units 2 and 3 sight words – has, her, are,
the, make, is, with, now
New language (productive): umbrella; up; down; round
and round; side to side
New language (receptive): left; right; forward; swing boat

• All children will be able to: understand the expressions
side to side, round and round, up and down, and
demonstrate the movement by gestures when shown a
known picture; trace u, U neatly.
• Most children will be able to: recognise the expressions
side to side, round and round, up and down and say the
expressions with support when shown a known picture;
produce neat, free-hand versions of the letters u, U.
• Some children may also be able to understand and use
independently expressions side to side, round and round,
up and down to describe directions of movement.

Le
a

Lesson aims

Success criteria

ph
ic

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: u [1.24b],
U [1.50b], umbrella keyword [2.19a], 1–3 [2.31b–2.33b],
up and down [2.67a], side to side [2.68a], round and round
[2.69a]; Poster 1.2; Sound talking toy

Unit 5 • Lesson 6

•
•
•
•
•

Listen and stick. 2.11

Time: 20 mins
Use gesture and flashcards to explain up and down,
round and round and side to side.
Say: Look at page 41. Display page 41 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Teach swing boat. Ask: What
animals can you see? (horses) Point to the Big
Wheel. Ask: What is this? (A Big Wheel)
Say: Look at the words. (horse, up) Help the
children to read them.
Direct their attention to each picture in turn. Say: Up
and down? Side to side? Round and round? Get
the children to show you with gestures which of the
three movements each piece of equipment makes. If
the children don’t know or can’t remember the words,
demonstrate and say the movement.
Help the children to find the stickers for the page. Play
the audio three times, pausing after each movement.
During the first listening, the children look at the
pictures. During the second listening, the children mime
the action for each picture. During the third listening,
the children stick the correct sticker on each picture.

EYFS

Extension
Time: 10 mins
• Ask: How do the things move?
• Help the children to build up these sentences, e.g. by saying
the first half of the sentence and getting them to complete it:
The horses go up and down. The big wheel goes round and
round. The swing boats go side to side.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Warm up AB 49
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Time: 5–10 mins
Revise the sight words from Unit 2. Stick the sight
word cards on the board. Point to the words, elicit
them if possible, then say them and ask the children
to repeat. Play Find the word. Draw a shape around
one word on the board. The children find the matching
word in their sight words envelopes and hold it up
as quickly as they can. Repeat with sight words from
Unit 3.

Extension: Tod is a kid AB 42 

N

Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 38. Play the audio and have the
children follow the rhyme in their books.

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34


•

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 183, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention; Moving and handling.

The practice words are under, sun, number.
• Keyword:
umbrella.
For
the
lower
down and round and
• up and downcaseandu say:
out. For the upper case U say:
down and round and up.
• Help the children find page 47.

•

Look and stick.

Time: 10 mins
Point to the pictures and elicit what they are (horse,
umbrella, elephant). Say: Horse starts with ... and
wait for children to say /h/. Repeat with umbrella –
/ø/ and elephant – /e/.
Show the children where to find the stickers. Ask them
to say what the letter sounds are. Explain that the
children should stick the stickers under the correct
pictures.
The children hold up their books for checking.

EYFS

ph
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Time: 5 mins
Play the song Numbers [to 16] and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 182, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Look and say.

•

2.12

page 47

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: U [1.50b], u
[1.24b], umbrella keyword [2.19a], 1–3 [2.31b-2.33b], up and
down [2.67a], side to side [2.68a], round and round [2.69a];
Units 2 and 3 large sight words cards [online resource 2.5];
Sight words envelopes (one per child); Sound talking toy

•

Rhyme: You put your right arm up!

g

Activity Book

••

Time: 10 mins
Use one set of the directions flashcards as prompts.
Ask a child to come up to the front and pick a card
at random. The child mimes the direction. The others
guess.

in

•

Alternative

rn

•
•

• Change the card and repeat the procedure.

Le
a

•

Game: Movements

Time: 15 mins
Display flashcards for up and down, round and round,
side to side and number them 1–3 (up and down:
1, round and round: 2, side to side: 3. You also need
flashcards 1–3.
Teach side to side. The children will need quite a bit
of practice with side to side before going on to other
movements. Revise round and round and up and down.
Practise a movement for each direction, e.g. up and
down – children hold their arm up and then point
down to the ground; round and round: children turn
around several times; side to side: arms to one side
and then the other.
Say: Start and show the children one of the direction
cards at random. Say the corresponding words. The
children make the movement.

EYFS

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Letters and sounds: u, U AB 51


Using the u, U and umbrella
• keyword
flashcards, follow
the usual procedure for the
Letters and sounds activity.
See the Activity Book notes
on page 36.

Time: 10 mins

U

•
•

Write: u, U.

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Using the umbrella keyword flashcard, follow the
usual procedure for the letter-writing exercise.
See the notes for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the
letters.

Game: Movements

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game from Pupil’s Book, Unit 5, Lesson 6,
above.

Rhyme: You put your right arm up!
AB 52

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 183, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

Unit 5 • Lesson 6

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

91

Lesson 7 • Values: Playing nicely together page 42

Reading
Time: 10 mins
Use the keyword flashcards to revise the letters
learned so far: s, t, p, a, i, n, m, d, o, b, c, k, r, e, h, u.
Say: Now let’s read some words. Use sound
buttons (see page 14) to teach up, us. Follow the
procedure in Unit 3, Lesson 7, page 62.
Use sound buttons to teach CVC words mum, red, run,
hot, hop, sun.

EYFS

•
•
•

Rhyme: Values 1.17 

Point and draw.
Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 42. Display page 42 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. The children are at
school. Teach playtime and It’s playtime.
Ask: Can you find and point to the label hit?
Teach the meaning of hit, push and wait in line.
Discuss the concept of playing nicely together. In L1,
ask for their ideas of how children can play nicely
together.
Say: Look at the pictures again. Say: Point to

EYFS

EYFS

•
•
•
•

Game: Let’s play nicely!

Time: 10 mins
Bring pairs or small groups of confident children to
the front of the class. Each pair or small group
should perform a simple role play on the theme of
playing nicely, e.g. sharing a toy, looking at a book
side by side, lining up, taking turns. You may have
to prompt the children in L1 to act out the different
activities.
Talk about not playing nicely in L1, e.g. pushing in,
quarrelling, being loud and noisy, not being kind.

EYFS
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•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.3. Play the Values song. The children
sing and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Self/Peer assessment
Time: 10 mins
Challenge the children to play nicely together at
playtime. Decide together what things they should do
in order to achieve this.
Award the stickers at the end the class for the children
to stick in, or leave this until after a playtime, so you
can ask children if they played together nicely.
If you supervise playtime, you can observe the
children and praise those who played nicely.
You could make this a class project (We play nicely)
and monitor it for a week or two.

g

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Movements from Lesson 6, page 91.

in

Warm up

rn

Reading: up; us; mum; red; run; hot; hop; pen; phonics
rhyme
New sight words: have, he
New language (productive): nicely; hit; push; playtime;
together
New language (receptive): past; noise; in line

• All children will be able to: understand play nicely and
point to examples of playing nicely; sound out the words
up, us, mum, red, run, hot, hop, pen; follow and enjoy the
phonics rhyme.
• Most children will be able to: recognise the words play
nicely, give appropriate short answers to yes/no questions
with can, e.g. Yes, (I can) play nicely, and point to
examples of playing nicely; blend and read up, us, mum,
red, run, hot, hop, pen; recognise and read have, he.
• Some children may be able to respond to questions and
may attempt to give examples of playing nicely, e.g. (I)
share (my) toys, (I) take turns.

Le
a

Lesson aims

Success criteria

ph
ic

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: up and down
[2.67a], side to side [2.68a], round and round [2.69a],
1–3 [2.31b–2.33b], keywords sun to umbrella [2.4a–2.19a];
Poster 1.3

N
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•
•
•
• playing nicely together.
children draw a smiley mouth and a sad mouth
• The
on the faces beside the pictures. (smiley face beside
playing nicely and sad face beside not playing
nicely)

•
•

Rhyme: We play nicely! 2.13


•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the We play nicely! song. The children sing and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 183, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Managing feelings and behaviour.

Extension

Time: 5 mins
• Encourage the children to give examples of playing nicely
together, e.g. Share toys, Wait in in line. Take turns. Be kind.

92

Unit 5 • Lesson 7

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

page 48

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Our world (V1) song and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 172, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Read and say.

•

Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this activity. See
page 62. This time practise the words: mum, up, us,
red, hot and pen.

•
•

Extension: Colour and say.

Time: 10 mins
• Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. See page 47.
Possible discussion questions include: Who is this? What’s
that? Is it a rabbit/Rab? etc. This time the caption is Rab is
a rabbit.

Look, listen and say.

•

Phonics rhyme: Rab is a rabbit.
AB 53

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.
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Time: 10 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise.
See page 47.
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•

•
•
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•
•

Time: 10 mins
Practise this unit’s sight words with the children.
Stick the large sight words card have on the board.
Draw a word shape around it. Say the word and have
the children listen to you and repeat the word. Ask
the children to find the word in their sight words
envelopes. Repeat for he.
Say the words again. Point to the words as you read
them out. Encourage the children to repeat the words.
Now follow the usual procedure for the activity. See
page 47.

rn

Find and say.

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 48. Follow the usual
procedure for this exercise. See page 47.
This time the children might know the words for:
rabbit, leg, run, jump, fun, hop, sad.

Listen, point and say.

Time: 5 mins
Play the audio again. Encourage the children to follow
in their books and join in.

EYFS

g

Warm up AB 11

Find and read.
Time: 10 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. See page
47. This time the children should read: hop, run, sad.

EYFS

in

You will need: Flashcards (optional): rabbit [1.89a], leg
keyword [2.23a], run [2.63a], jump [2.65a], hop [2.66a],
sad [1.53a]; Unit 2 phonics cards (t, p ), Unit 4 phonics card
(o ), Unit 5 phonics cards (all) [online resource 2.6]; Phonics
rhyme colouring picture, one per child (one set for the teacher
and one set per child) [online resource R17]; Unit 5 large
sight words cards, Unit 5 small sight words cards (one set per
child) [online resource 2.5]; Sound talking toy

Le
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Activity Book

Lesson 8 • Art: My playground picture page 43
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You will need: Class audio; Poster 1.4; one playground
picture per child [online resource 2.27], Unit 5 phonics
cards (one set for the teacher and one set per child) [online
resource 2.6]; Units 1–5 large sight words cards [online
resource 2.5]; paints and/or crayons, cotton wool, glue

N

Lesson aims

New language (productive): playground; cotton wool
New language (receptive): skipping rope; What’s wrong?
leaf/leaves

Warm up

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Missing words with Units 1–5 sight words. (See
page 19.)

EYFS

Spelling

Time: 5–10 mins

the sounds for r, e, h, u. Say: Show me the
• Say
letter that makes the sound. The children show
the letter using phonics cards for the letters r, e, h, u.
Follow
procedure in Unit 2 Lesson 8, page 48.
• Practisethespelling
up.

Spelling: up; red; run; hop; pen

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand playground, but may
need support to produce it; spell up, red, run, hop, pen.
• Most children will be able to: describe their work in short
phrases, e.g. (My) playground (nice); listen to a known
phoneme and write the correct grapheme.
• Some children may be able to: attempt longer phrases,
e.g. (My) playground picture (is very) nice.
Begin to practise CVC words, e.g. mum, red, run, hot,
• hop,
pen, sun.

Extension

Time: 10 mins

• Use a two- or three-phoneme frame.

Rhyme: Art 1.20

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.4. Play the Art song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)
Unit 5 • Lesson 8

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Activity Book

•

g

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Exploring and using media and materials.

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
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Warm up AB 30 
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Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 2.7. Play the chant A home for me and
encourage the children to join in. (See audio script,
page 178, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Listen and circle.

•

•

na
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•

Time: 5 mins
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to Rab the
rabbit on page 48. Ask the toy: Who’s this? Encourage
the children to answer in sound talk: R-a-b. Now look
sad. Have the children ask: Are you OK? Encourage
the children to answer in sound talk: s-a-d.
Help the children find page 48. Revise the phonics
rhyme. Play the audio and encourage the children to
follow the words with a finger line by line.

Look and spell.

•

Time: 10 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise.
See page 49. This time help the children spell:
run, up, red, hop and pen.

94

Unit 5 • Lesson 8

Time: 5–10 mins
Help the children find page 49. Point to the words at
the top of the page. Explain that the children should
circle the word they hear in the colour you tell them.
Pause after each word. Say: Red, red, circle red in

red. Up, up, circle up in yellow. Pen, pen, circle
pen in blue. Hop, hop, circle hop in green.

Phonics rhyme: Rab is a rabbit. AB 53


Time: 5 mins
Play the Goodbye song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 171, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

page 49

You will need: Activity Book audio; Poster 2.7; Unit 2
phonics cards (s, p, a), Unit 3 phonics cards (n, m, d ), Unit
4 phonics card (o), Unit 5 phonics cards (all) (one set for the
teacher and one set per child) [online resource 2.6]; Sound
talking toy

•

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5

in

••

•

Time: 10 mins
Reward a child who has done something well with a
choice of two known games for the class to play. Play
the Dipping rhyme chant and encourage the children
to join in. (See audio script, page 173.)

rn

•
•

help them to practise (They’re) in the playground.
Teach skipping rope. Revise bat. Draw the children’s
attention to some details in the picture.
Before the children start, help them to know what
they are aiming to produce by looking at Picture 4 in
the Pupil’s Book.
Show children Picture 1. Say: Look at the bats. One
bat is not finished. Say: Finish the bat. Finish
the skipping rope. Finish the slide. Teach leaves
and say: Now paint/colour the leaves on the
tree. Teach cotton wool and tell them to use it to
make clouds.
As the children work, demonstrate each stage.
Go round encouraging the children to work carefully
and colour the picture. As you see pictures, say:

Game: Choose 1.19

Le
a

children in the picture? How many children
can you see in the picture? (Four) Ask: Where
are the children? Consolidate playground and

the children to help with tidying away the
• Encourage
materials and clearing the tables.

ph
ic

••

Good. That’s nice. Now colour the clothes/
ball/slide/grass. Stick the cotton wool in
the sky.

Colour and complete.

Time: 20 mins
Print out one playground template per child.
Say: Look at page 43. Display page 43 of the
Pupil’s Book on the IWB. Ask: Can you see the

EYFS

•

Listen and write. AB 54 

Time: 5 mins
Children listen to the I spy audio and write the first
letter of the word they hear.

EYFS

•

Look, trace and write.

Time: 5–10 mins
Point to the pictures. Ask the children what they can
see (run, hop). Ask them to trace and then write the
words.

EYFS

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Unit 6 Aims and objectives
English

Values

• Literacy: consolidation of learned VC and CVC words
• Language and communication: statements about likes
and dislikes; descriptions of how things taste and smell

• Good table manners: eating nicely

Expressive arts
• Being creative and exploring media: present their favourite
food on a plate

Maths
• Numbers and counting: understand and use 17 and
18; begin to group and count objects in twos
• Shape, space and measures: capacity: holds more;
holds less

Understanding the world (Science)

in

g

• Use the senses to make observations about taste and smell
• Know which sense organs are used for seeing, smelling
and tasting

Advance preparation: basin/washing-up bowl; water; a
selection of containers; fresh food cut into small pieces on a
plate; modelling clay/plasticine in a range of colours, or clay;
modelling tools (pencil, plastic knife, teaspoon); modelling
boards; aprons. Check for any food allergies, and for parental
permission to taste food in Lessons 5 and 6 (if school policy
allows)

Lesson aims

at
io

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the You put your right arm up! song. The children
sing and do the actions. (See audio script, page 183,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.) They can add
other related language they know.

EYFS



•
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Warm up 2.12 
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Letters and sounds: Review
New language (productive): like; smell (v.); taste
(v.); lunch
New language (receptive): It smells lovely; Does …
like … ?

Le
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Success criteria

• All children will be able to: understand simple questions
with smell, lunch, tastes and answer with Yes/No or by
pointing; sound out the words on the page; trace the
sentence neatly.
• Most children will be able to: respond with single words:
nice, lovely, horrible; sound out and blend the words on
the page; read the sight word(s); produce a neat, freehand version of the sentence.
• Some children may be able to: attempt longer answers
e.g. (Tarik’s) lunch (smells) lovely; read the words on the
page without blending.

ph
ic

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: keywords for letters
chosen for review, flashcards from Units 1–5 [2.30a–2.69a],
cat keyword [2.14a], pen [1.11a]; Character masks for Dona,
Tarik, Sid, Pat [online resource 2.8]; Sound talking toy

rn

Lesson 1 • English: Tarik’s lunch page 44

Letters and sounds: Review

Time: 15 mins
Review a selection of letters learned so far using the
keyword flashcards.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Use some of the
keyword flashcards to practise sounding out and
blending. Point to the cat flashcard and ask the toy:
What’s this? Have the toy answer: c-a-t. Say:
c-a-t – cat. Encourage the children to sound out
c-a-t and blend cat. Repeat with p-e-n – pen.
Use sound buttons to practise blending and reading
at, an, it, cat, can, sad.

Rhyme: Letters and sounds 1.58

Time: 5–10 mins
the Letters and sounds chant. The children
• Play
say the chant and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 178, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS

Listen and answer. 2.14 Time: 15 mins

Look at page 44. Display page 44 of the Pupil’s
• Say:
Book on the IWB. Revise the names of the people.

•
•

Help the children read the label Tarik. Set the scene.
The children are eating lunch. Teach lunch. Teach by
miming: smells, tastes.
Ask: Can you find and point to the label lunch?
Help the children read the word. Sound it out and
blend it: l-u-n-ch – lunch.
Say: Look at the picture and listen. Play the
audio at least twice. Ask: What can Dona smell?

Does she like it? Does Pat like the smell? Does
Tarik like his lunch? Is Tarik sad? (No, he’s

happy. He likes his lunch.)

Unit 6 • Lesson 1

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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the audio in sections. You could ask groups
• Practise
of four to come to the front to say the audio for the
class, using the character masks.

Extension 

Time: 10 mins
• Ask the children in L1 about their favourite tastes and smells.

Top tip: The kind of personalisation above is important, even
if it is done mostly in L1, because it relates what the children are
learning in English to their own reality. Try to find ways to make
connections with the children’s own experiences in each lesson.

Game: Missing words 

Warm up AB 37 

Time: 5 mins

Play the chant Point to your clothes. Encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 179, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Look and read. AB 53 

N

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Time: 5 mins
the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Letters and sounds: Review 

••

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention

•

g

in

rn

•

phonically regular. Have the children join in.
If you wish, revise air-tracing for the lower and upper
case letter s. Say: up and round and down and
round and up. The children can trace the letter on
the floor, the desk or a partner’s back.
Repeat for t, p and a. See pages 39, 44 and 45 for the
practise words and the words to say as you write.

Read and draw.
Time: 10 mins
Help the children find page 50 and to read the first
word, apple, at the top of the page. Ask: What’s
number 1? Can they recognise any of the letters?
Can they sound out and blend them?
Hold up the apple to show the children. Ask the
children to draw an apple in the box under the word.
Repeat for sad.

EYFS

•

gr
a
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•

Time: 10 mins
This activity revises the phonics rhyme Rab is a rabbit
and revises some of the known VC and CVC words.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Hop up and down,
encourage the children to copy and ask the toy and
the children: What’s this? Pretend to listen to the
toy whispering to you. Say h-o-p out loud, sounding
puzzled. Encourage the children to blend: h-o-p – hop.
Repeat for r-u-n – run with running on the spot.
Show the children where to find the phonics rhyme
Rab is a rabbit. on page 48. Play the phonics rhyme
and have the children listen and follow the words with
their finger.

na

•
•

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the Rice and beans song. The children sing and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 183, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

page 50

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: Pat [2.30a],
sun keyword [2.4a], tap keyword [2.5a], pen keyword [2.6a],
apple keyword [2.7a], cat keyword [2.14a]; an apple; Sound
talking toy

•

Rhyme: Rice and beans 2.15


Le
a

Activity Book

Time: 10 mins
• Play Missing words with simple words using letters the children
have learned, e.g. at, an, it, cat, can, sad.

ph
ic

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Missing words. (See page 19.) Use vocabulary
from Units 1–5.

Extension 

Time: 10 mins
This lesson reviews the letter sounds: s, a, t, p.
Stick the sun keyword flashcard on the board. Ask
the children to tell you the name of the letter. Then
ask the children to tell you the sound it makes. Ask:

Which words do we know with this sound?
Encourage the children to make suggestions. The
practice words are sun, Sam, sister, Miss.
Orally segment and blend the words which are

96
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•

Extension 

Time: 5 mins
• Hold the apple to your nose and sniff it. Pass it around the
room for the children to sniff. Say: It smells nice! Encourage
the children to repeat.
EYFS



•
•
•

Look, trace and write.

Time: 10 mins
Hold up the Sound talking toy. Stick the flashcard of
Pat on the board and ask: Who’s this? Pretend to
listen to the toy whispering to you. Say P-a-t out
loud, sounding puzzled. Encourage the children to
blend: P-a-t. Repeat for cat.
Write the sentence: Pat has a cat. on the board. Draw
a word shape around the sight word has. Elicit the
word.
Tell the children they are going to write Pat has a cat.
Show them the activity in their books.

Extension: What’s missing? 

Time: 10 mins
• Play What’s missing? (See page 19.) Use vocabulary from Units
1–5.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Rhyme: Goodbye AB 4 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 171, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

Lesson 2 • English: It isn’t nice page 45

Time: 10 mins
Play Missing words as in Lesson 1, page 96. Use
flashcards from Units 1–5.

EYFS

lG
eo
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•
•

Time: 15 mins
Review a selection of sounds learned so far using the
keyword flashcards.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the hat
flashcard and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the
toy answer: h-a-t. Say: h-a-t – hat. Encourage the
children to sound out h-a-t and blend hat. Repeat this
with other words containing sounds they have learned.
Say the sounds learned in Units 2–5 and the children
hold up the appropriate phonics cards.
Practise spelling at, an, it, cat, can, sad, dot. Use
phonics cards and phoneme frames drawn on the
board (see page 14).

at
io

•
•

Letters and sounds: Review

N



gr
a

•

Rhyme: Sounds 1.25 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Sounds chant. The children say the chant and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Listen and answer. 2.16 Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at Picture 1 on Pupil’s Book page 45.
Display page 45 of the Pupil’s Book on the IWB. Ask:

EYFS

•

g

the scene. Revise car. Teach petrol. Dad is putting
• Set
petrol in the car. Ask: Is Lin happy? Why/not? Say:
Let’s listen and find out.
the Picture 1 audio twice. Play the audio again,
• Play
and pause after car. Ask: What can Lin smell? Is it

ph
ic

Warm up 

in

Phonics/spelling: at; an; it; cat; can; sad; dot; kit; revise
sight words from Units 2–5: Unit 2: has, her, are, the; Unit 3:
make, is, with, now; Unit 5: have, he; writing practice
New language (productive): horrible; coffee; petrol; milk
New language (receptive): that’s better; baker; as fast as
you can; mark it with B; oven; for

• All children will be able to: understand simple questions
with horrible and nice and answer with Yes/No or by
pointing; sound out the words on the page; trace the
sentence neatly.
• Most children will be able to: respond with single words,
e.g. nice, horrible; complete the words on the page neatly;
read the sight words; produce a neat, free-hand version of
the sentence.
• Some children may be able to: attempt longer answers:
Petrol (smells) horrible; (Sam’s) Dad like(s) coffee with
milk; read the text without blending.

rn

Lesson aims

Success criteria

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: keywords for letters
chosen for review, flashcards from Units 1–5 [2.30a–2.69a],
fruit [2.70a], apple [2.7a], orange [2.12a], banana [1.69a],
salad [1.78a], tomatoes [2.71a], rice and beans [1.80a], fish
[1.61a]; Units 2–5 phonics cards (one set for the teacher and
one set per child) [online resource 2.6]; a ball or beanbag;
Sound talking toy

Can you find and point to the label for the
word smell? Revise smell. Mime a horrible smell.
Ask: Who/What can you see? Read the label Dad.

• Encourage children to sound out D-a-d and L-i-n.

Write these words on the board and help the children
to read them.

nice? Continue to the end. Ask: Does she like the
smell? What does she say? (No, it’s horrible.) Ask:
Do you think that petrol smells horrible too?
What else do they think smells horrible?
Say: Look at Picture 2. Ask: Who/What can you

• see?
out the Sound talking toy. Point to mum and ask
• Take
the toy: Who’s this? Have the toy answer: m-u-m.
•
•
•

Say: m-u-m – mum. Encourage the children to
sound out m-u-m and blend mum. Repeat this with
d-a-d – dad and S-a-m – Sam.
Ask: Can you find and point to the label for
milk? Teach milk. Help the children to read the label.
Repeat with cup. Teach a cup of coffee. Write all these
words on the board and help the children to read
them.
Teach and practise taste. Ask the children what they
think tastes nice and tastes horrible.
Say: Look at Picture 2 and listen. Play the
Picture 2 audio at least twice. The second time,
pause the recording after milk. Ask: Does Dad’s

coffee taste nice? Does he like it? Why?/Why
not? (no milk)

• Practise the dialogues in sections.

Top tip: Bring some things into class which have a strong

smell, e.g. ground coffee, a banana, some chocolate, perfume. Ask
the children to smell them with their eyes closed and see if they
can tell you what they are (in L1 if necessary).
Unit 6 • Lesson 2

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Game: I like … 

•
•
•

Time: 10 mins
Revise a range of healthy foods the children know and
might like.
Display flashcards, e.g. fruit, apples, oranges, bananas,
salad, tomatoes, rice, fish.
The game can be played with the children in a circle
(roll a ball) or at their desks (toss a beanbag). Pass
the ball /beanbag to the children in turn. Say: What
does (Name) like? The child answers I like
(ice cream). She/He then chooses another child to
pass to and says their name. Encourage the others to
repeat the question with you. They can answer from
the board or say something new.

Activity Book

Extension 

Time: 5 mins
• Sort flashcards of foods into healthy/unhealthy groups.

Rhyme: Pat-a-cake 2.17 

•

Time: 5 mins
Teach baker. Teach oven. Play the song. The children
sing and do the actions. (See audio script, page 183,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

page 51

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: ill keyword
[2.8a], nest keyword [2.9a], moon keyword [2.10a], doll
keyword [2.11a], Sid [2.31a]; Units 2–5 large sight words
cards [online resource 2.5]; Sight words envelopes (one set
per child); Sound talking toy

for n, m and d. See pages 54, 59 and 61 for the
• Repeat
practise words and the words to say as you write the

Warm up 

EYFS

Look and say. 

na

Extension: Rab is a rabbit. AB 53

Time: 5 mins

at
io

• Help the children find page 48. Play the audio and have the
children follow the rhyme in their books.

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Time: 5 mins

g

in

•

Time: 10 mins
Help the children find page 51. Ask the children to
look at the pictures and tell you what they can see.
(milk, bun, sad) Tell them to look at the words written
under the pictures and to think about which letters
are missing. Encourage them to call out the letters.
The children write the letters. Make sure they are
writing them correctly. Check answers. Say: Look at
the milk/the bun/sad face and the children point
to the correct picture. Say: Read milk/bun/sad and
the children point to and say the correct word.

Draw.

•


•

N

Letters and sounds: Review 

Time: 10 mins
This exercise reviews the following letter sounds: i, n, m, d.
Stick the ill keyword flashcard on the board. Ask the
children to tell you the name of the letter. Then
ask the children to tell you the sound it makes. Ask:

Which words do we know with these sounds?
Say the practice words in turn, stressing the target
sound. (See the notes for the Pupil’s Book, page 36.)
Orally segment and blend the practice words which
are phonically regular. Have the children join in.
If you wish, revise air-tracing for the lower and upper
case letters on the floor, the desk or a partner’s back.
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Time: 5 mins
The children draw around the pictures of the milk,
bun and sad face.

EYFS

for actions.)

•

Look, say and write. 

Le
a

•

the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2

••

rn

letters.
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•
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•

Time: 5–10 mins
Revise all the sight words covered so far. Stick them
on the board on by one. Point to the sight word card
and if possible elicit the word. Say the word and ask
the children to repeat. Then ask the children to find
the word cards in their sight words envelopes.
Divide the children into pairs. They then play a game
with their cards, putting them into matching pairs.

bottom, across.

ph
ic

•

Time: 5 mins
Revise the words: at, an, it, cat, sad, dot and kit. Then
play What’s missing? (See page 19.)

For i, say: down and out, to the top, dot.
For i, say: down, to the top, across, to the

•
•

Look, trace and write.

Time: 10 mins
Hold up the Sound talking toy. Stick the flashcard of
Sid on the board and ask: Who’s this? Pretend to
listen to the toy whispering to you. Say S-i-d out loud,
sounding puzzled. Encourage the children to blend: Sid.
Draw a sad face on the board. Ask the children and
the Sound talking toy: What’s this? Encourage the
children to segment and blend: s-a-d – sad.
Write the sentence Sid is sad. on the board. Draw a
word shape around the sight word is. Elicit: is. Tell them
they are going to trace and write the sentence Sid is sad.  
This task can be completed at home with a parent.

Rhyme: Pat-a-cake AB 55 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 183, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Moving and handling.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Lesson 3 • Maths: A picnic page 46

• All children will be able to: understand the meaning of
Which holds more? and respond by pointing; trace 17
neatly.
• Most children will be able to: respond verbally, e.g. Lin’s.
This; produce neat, free-hand versions of 17.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. Lin’s (glass/cup) (holds) more.

EYFS

Hide and seek: 17 2.18  Time: 15 mins

17 on the board. Play
• Write
the audio for 17 for the

•

children to repeat. Follow
the procedure from Unit 3,
page 55.
Practise writing 17 with the
class, as in Unit 2,
Lesson 3, page 39. For 1 say:

7

•
•
•
•

gr
a

Start at the top, and down. For 7 say: Across
and down.

apple, bun. Read the label. Take out the Sound
• Revise
talking toy. Point to the bun and the label bun and ask

lG
eo

the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer: b-u-n.
Say: b-u-n – bun. Encourage the children to sound
out b-u-n and blend bun.
Teach sandwich. Say: Let’s count all the things

na

• to eat in the picture. How many apples?

at
io

How many buns? How many sandwiches?
How many things altogether?

Extension 

Extension 

Time: 15 mins
• Provide a selection of differently shaped containers for the
children to experiment with, so they come to understand that
capacity is not the same as taller.
• If no water tray or sink is available, large basins laid on thick
newspaper can be used. This can be an on-going activity with
the children taking turns over the course of one or two days if
necessary.
• In situations where only front-of-class demonstration is
possible, have one or two of the children to help with the initial
demonstration and then play a game. Divide the class into
two teams. Have the teams take turns to guess which of two
containers holds more. Award points.



Rhyme: Lizard [to 17] 2.19


•

N

Time: 5–10 mins
• Divide the class into three groups. The first group counts the
sandwiches: 1, 2 … 8. The second group continues, counting
the apples, 9, 10 … 14. The last group counts the buns: 15,
16, 17.

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Lizards song. The children sing and do the
actions. (See audio script, page 184, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS



•

it is full. Pour it into the smaller one until it overflows.
Ask: Which glass/jug/bottle holds more?
Say: Look at page 46. Display page 46 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: Whose glass holds more?
Say: Are you right?
Say: Let’s listen and find out. Play the audio at
least twice. The second time, pause after each speaker
to check comprehension.
Help the children to circle the glass which holds more.
Elicit that Lin’s glass holds more because it is bigger.
Practise the audio in sections.

ph
ic

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the game I like … from Lesson 2, page 98 with
food flashcards.

g

Warm up 

in

Numbers and counting: 17; write 17
New language (productive): seventeen; holds more; full;
empty; glass; bottle; bun; sandwich

Success criteria

rn

Lesson aims

New language (receptive): this one; that one

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 0–17
[2.30b–2.47b], apple [2.7a], fruit [2.70a], orange [2.12a],
banana [1.69a], salad [1.78a], tomatoes [2.71a], rice and
beans [1.80a], fish [1.61a]; Number cards 0–17 [online
resource 2.10], two sets of Capacity bottles [online resource
2.28]; different (plastic) vessels – cups, bottles, jugs, bowls;
water (or sand/lentils/rice); Sound talking toy

Look, listen and circle. 2.20

Time: 15 mins
Use different plastic vessels (cups, bottles, jugs, bowls,
etc) and water (or sand, dried peas, lentils, pasta or
rice) to demonstrate full and empty. Revise bigger,
more. Demonstrate holds more, i.e. have containers of
two different sizes. Fill the larger container. Show that

EYFS

•

Game: Which holds more?

Time: 10 mins
Print out two sets of Capacity bottles. Look at them in
twos with the class and talk about which holds more.
Put them on the board. Continue until they are in
order of capacity from greatest to least.
Choose two teams of five. Hand out one set of bottles
to each team. Which team can get itself into size
order first?

Rhyme: Five little buns 1.28

Time: 5–10 mins
the Five little buns song. The children sing and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 174, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; The world.

Unit 6 • Lesson 3

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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page 52

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcard: 17 [2.47b];
two sets of Capacity bottles [online resource 2.28]

Warm up 

Rhyme: Pat-a-cake AB 55 

Time: 10 mins
Write the numbers 0 to 17 on the board. Say the
numbers and point to them. Then play What’s
missing? See the instructions on page 19. Play the
audio. (See audio script, page 184, and online resource
2.2 for actions.) The children sing the song.

Game: Which holds more?  Time: 5–10 mins
the game. See the instructions in the Pupil’s Book
• Play
notes on page 99.
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Moving and handling.

Le
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•

Count, write and stick. 

Time: 10 mins
Help the children find page 52. Point to the picture. Tell
them to write the numbers. Ask: Which number is
missing? Elicit: 17. Show the children where to find
the sticker. They stick the sticker in the correct place.

EYFS

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 183, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

g

Rhyme: Lizards [to 17] AB 56


•

•



in

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Movements from Pupil’s Book, Unit 5,
Lesson 6, page 91.

Write: 17.

Time: 10 mins
Using the number 17 flashcard follow the usual
procedure for the number-writing exercise. See the
Activity Book notes on page 41. For 1 say: Start at
the top, and down. For 7 say: Across and down.

EYFS

rn

Activity Book

Lesson 4 • Maths: … on the beach page 47

ph
ic

Success criteria

• All children will be able to: understand the meaning of
Whose (bucket) holds less? and respond by pointing;
trace 18 neatly.
• Most children will be able to: respond verbally, e.g. Sid’s.
This; produce neat, free-hand versions of 18.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. Sid’s (bucket) holds less.

gr
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 0–18
[2.30b–2.48b]; Number cards 0–18 [online resource 2.10],
two sets of Beach buckets [online resource 2.29]; water
(or sand/lentils/rice) and a selection of differently shaped
containers; Sound talking toy

lG
eo

Lesson aims

at
io

na

Numbers and counting: 18; write 18
New language (productive): eighteen; holds less; sand;
sandcastle; bucket
New language (receptive): chicken; along come; another
two; that makes four; find out

Warm up 2.15 

Top tip:

For all maths work, it is a good idea to have the
number line on the board, ready for use to prompt and support
the children.
EYFS

Hide and seek: 18 2.21 

18 on the board. Play
• Write
the audio for 18 for the

•

For 1 say: Start at the top, and down. For 8 say:

Round and down and round and up.

N

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the Rice and beans song. The children sing and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 183, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

children to repeat. Follow
the procedure from Unit 3,
page 55.
Practise writing 18 with the
class, as in Unit 2 Lesson 3,
page 39.

100
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Time: 15 mins

8

Extension 

Time: 10 mins
• Work towards counting in twos. Start by asking the children
to count to 18 round the class, with each child standing up as
they say their number, and then sitting down. If necessary point
to each child in turn.
• Go round again. This time have the children (individually or as a
class) say every second number loudly, e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4, etc and
whisper the others.

Rhyme: Numbers [to 18] 2.22


•

Time: 10 mins
Play the Numbers song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 184, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

•
•
• Let’s listen and find out.
the audio through at least twice. The second
• Play
time, pause after each speaker and ask questions to
•

check understanding. Help the children to find and
stick the correct stickers.
Practise the audio.

Extension 

Alternative 

•
•
•

the Two little chickens chant. The children
• Play
say the chant and do the actions. (See audio
script, page 184, and online resource 2.2 for
actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Listening and attention; The world.

page 53

Warm up AB 47 

lG
eo

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 0–18
[2.30b–2.48b]; a small plastic bag and a big plastic bag

na

Time: 5 mins
Play the song A monkey can climb. Encourage the
children to join in and do the actions. (See audio
script, page 181, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

at
io

•

Rhyme: Numbers [to 18 ] AB 57

Time: 5 mins

N

out number flashcards for 0 to 18 to the
• Hand
children. Call out a number. The child holding it stands

•
•

up. Repeat. The numbers will need to form a sequence.
Now ask these children to come out to the front and
have the class put them in order.
Stick the flashcards for 0 to 18 one at a time on
the board. As you stick them, ask the children to
say the number. Now play What’s missing? See the
instructions on page 19.
Play the audio and encourage the children to sing
the song. (See audio script, page 184, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS



•

Time: 10 mins
Decide on a mime for more, e.g. make big arm
movements above head and less, e.g. bring hands
slowly together.
Pick one of the bucket cards at random and show it to
the class. Ask them to guess if the next card you pick
will hold more or hold less. The children mime their
guess. Show another card and elicit the answer. Ask:
Who was right? Play again.
Put each card on the board as it is chosen and
identified as more or less than the one before it so
that the class build up the set and can see the
relative sizes.

Rhyme: Two little chickens 2.24

Time: 10 mins

gr
a

Activity Book

Lesson 3, page 99.

ph
ic

Time: 15 mins
• As in Lesson 3, use water (or sand/lentils/rice) and a
selection of differently shaped containers to demonstrate
holds less. Demonstrate that holds less is the opposite of
holds more.
• Divide the class into two teams. Have the teams take turns to
guess which of two containers holds less. Award points.

out two sets of Beach buckets. Follow and adapt
• Print
the procedure for the game Which holds more? from

g

Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 47. Display page 47 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. Tarik and Sid are at
the beach with Tarik’s dad.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the sand and
the label sand. Ask the toy: What’s this? Have the
toy answer: s-a-n-d. Say: s-a-n-d – sand. Encourage
the children to sound out s-a-n-d and blend sand.
Ask: Can you find and count 18 shells? Count
and point with the class.
Teach sandcastle. Draw one on the board.
Revise bigger, smaller and less. Say: Look at the two
sandcastles. Ask: Whose sandcastle is bigger?
Ask: Can you say which is Sid’s bucket? Say:

Game: Which holds less? Time: 10 mins

in

•
•

EYFS

rn



Look, listen and stick. 2.23
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EYFS

Count, colour and draw.

Time: 10–15 mins
Help the children find page 53. Ask the children to look
at the picture. Ask: What can you see? Elicit:
buckets/balls. The children count the balls and then

colour them in. Say: Colour the balls in the small

•

bucket yellow. Colour the balls in the big
bucket green.
Check answers. Say: What colour are the balls in
the small/big bucket? How many balls are in
the small/big bucket? (8/18)

Look and say. 

•
•

Time: 5 mins
Ask the children: Which bucket hold less/more?
Elicit: the small bucket/the big bucket.
Repeat with the small and the big plastic bags you
have brought to the lesson. Which bag hold less/

more books?

Write: 18.

•



Time: 10 mins
Using the number 18 flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the number-writing exercise. See page
41. For 1 say: Start at the top, and down. For 8
say: Round and down and round and up.

Rhyme: Ten green bottles AB 18

Time: 10 mins
the Ten green bottles song. The children sing and
• Play
do the actions. (See audio script, page 175, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)
Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention; Moving and handling.
EYFS

Unit 6 • Lesson 4

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Lesson 5 • Science: Sweet, sour or salty? page 48

Phonics/Reading: am; in; up; him; bed; run; duck
New language (productive): lemons; crisps; bananas;
sweet; sour; salty

• All children will be able to: understand the words sweet,
salty, sour and respond to simple questions about foods
with Yes/No or by pointing; sound out the words on the
page; trace the sentence neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand the words sweet,
salty, sour and give single-word answers to questions
about foods, e.g. sweet; complete the words on the page
neatly; read the sight words; produce a neat, free-hand
version of the sentence.
• Some children may be able to: attempt simple
descriptions, e.g. bananas (are) sweet; lemons (are/taste)
sour; read the text without blending.

Warm up 



•
•
•

Letters and sounds: Review

Time: 15 mins
Review a selection of sounds learned so far using the
keyword flashcards.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Use some of the keyword
flashcards to practise sounding out and blending. You
could also practise h-i-m; b-e-d; r-u-n; d-u-ck.
Use sound buttons to practise blending and reading
am, in, up, him, bed, run, duck.

Rhyme: Our world 1.13 



Time: 15 mins
Use appropriate examples of foods to teach the
words sweet (e.g. fruit, cake, chocolate, biscuits,
sugar, sweets), sour (e.g. plain yogurt, olives, pickles,
tamarind, vinegar), salty (e.g. cheese, salty snacks,
dried fish, fish sauce, salt). Do not use the three
examples from the book at this stage (lemons, crisps,
bananas). If possible, allow the children to taste a very
small amount of each.
Say: Look at page 48. Display page 48 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Revise/teach the name of the foods.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the lemon

N

•

Look, listen and say. 2.25

na

EYFS
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Time: 5–10 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

at
io

•

•
•

Activity Book

g

in

•
•

Game: Snap! 

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Snap! (see page 18) with two sets of food
vocabulary cards.

Extension 

Time: 10 mins
• Play in small groups. (You will need two sets of cards per group.)

Alternative 

•

Time: 10 mins
As homework or a parent–child activity, ask the
children to draw sweet, sour and salty things they eat
at home.

Rhyme: Pat-a-cake 2.17 

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Pat-a-cake song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 183, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; The world.

page 54

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: orange
keyword [2.12a], bag keyword [2.13a], cat keyword [2.14a],
kangaroo keyword [2.15a]; two sets of Unit 6 food vocabulary
cards (for the extension activity) [online resource 2.30];
Sound talking toy

102

•
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EYFS

and the label lemon, and ask the toy: What’s this?
Have the toy answer: l-e-m-o-n. Say: l-e-m-o-n –
lemon. Encourage the children to sound out
l-e-m-o-n and blend lemon. (Help with l). Help the
children blend and read the labels: banana, crisps.
Play the audio, stopping after each item for them to
guess sweet, sour or salty. Say: Let’s listen. Are you
right? Play the audio to check.
Replay the audio, pausing for them to answer as a
class or individually.
Ask for suggestions of foods they know. Use sketches
and help the children to sort into sweet, sour and
salty. Ask: Sweet, sour or salty?

gr
a

•

Time: 10 mins
Play I like … as in Unit 6, Lesson 2, page 98, using a
ball or beanbag and the food flashcards.

rn

Lesson aims

Success criteria

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: keywords for
letters chosen for review, fruit [2.70a], apple [2.7a], orange
[2.12a], banana [1.69a], salad [1.78a], tomatoes [2.71a],
rice and beans [1.80a], fish [1.61a]; Poster 1.2; two sets of
Unit 6 food vocabulary cards [online resource 2.30]; a ball or
beanbag; Sound talking toy

Unit 6 • Lesson 5

Warm up AB 52 

Time: 5 mins

the song You put your right arm up! and do the
• Play
actions. Encourage the children to join in. (See audio

script, page 183, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

• Show the children where to find the phonics rhyme on page 48.
• Play the rhyme and tell the children to follow the words with
their finger. Encourage them to join in.

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Time: 5 mins
the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Letters and sounds: Review 

Time: 10 mins

ask the children to tell you the sound it makes. Ask:

Which words do we know with this sound?

•

•
•
•

Look, trace and write.

Time: 10 mins
Show the children the picture of Kit the cat on
page 54. Hold up the Sound talking toy. Point to
Kit and say: Who’s this? Pretend to listen to the
toy whispering to you. Say K-i-t out loud, sounding
puzzled. Encourage the children to blend: Kit. Ask:
What is Kit? Pretend to listen to the toy. Say: c-a-t.
Encourage the children to blend: cat. Say: Kit is a cat.
and encourage the children to repeat.
Write the sentence on the board and draw a word
shape around is. Elicit the word.
Show the children the sentence in their books. Read
out the sentence and encourage the children to follow
with their fingers.
Tell them they are going to trace and then write the
sentence Kit is a cat. The children trace and write.

Rhyme: Pat-a-cake AB 55 

Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 183, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

lG
eo

gr
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Encourage the children to make suggestions. The
practice words are on, doll, Dona, box, orange. Orally
segment and blend the words which are phonically
regular. Have the children join in.
If you wish, revise air-tracing for the lower and upper
case letter o. Say: up and round and down and
round and up. The children can trace the letter on
the floor, the desk or on a partner’s back.
Repeat for b, c, k. See pages 68, 74 and 76 for the
practise words and the words to say as you write
the letters.

•

Extension: Snap! 

Time: 10 mins
• Play the game Snap! as in Pupil’s Book, Lesson 5, page 102.
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Moving and handling.

at
io

•
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•

EYFS
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the letters o, b, c, k.
• Revise
Stick
the
keyword flashcard on the board. Ask
• the childrenorange
to tell you the name of the letter. Then

•

Repeat the words and have the children point to the
pictures. The children choose letters from the box and
write them on the staves to complete the words.
Help the children read out the words.

g

Extension: Rab is a rabbit. AB 53 Time: 5 mins

the children find page 54. Point to the pictures
• Help
and elicit what they are. (a lemon, milk, a banana)

in

•

Look, say and write the letter.

Time: 10 mins

rn

•
•

Time: 5 mins
This activity revises the phonics rhyme Rab is a rabbit.
and some of the known VC and CVC words.
Write hop on the board. Take out the Sound talking toy.
Ask the toy to read the word. Pretend to listen to the
toy whispering to you. Say h-o-p out loud, sounding
puzzled. Encourage the children to blend: hop. Encourage
the children to hop on the spot. Repeat with run.
Put the words am, in, up, him, bed and duck on the
board, and, with the Sound talking toy, segment each
word and have the children blend the word back.

Le
a

Look and read. 

N

Lesson 6 • Science: My senses page 49
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: keywords
sun to umbrella [2.4a–2.19a]; Poster 1.2, Poster 2.11;
Units 2–5 phonics cards (one set for the teacher and one
set per child) [online resource 2.6]; a selection of foods
cut up into small pieces for tasting and smelling; Sound
talking toy

Lesson aims
Phonics/Spelling: am; in; up; him; bed; run; duck; review
sight words from Units 2–5: Unit 2: has, her, are, the;
Unit 3: make, is, with, now; Unit 5: have, he
New language (productive): with; nose; tongue; eyes
New language (receptive): sense(s) (n.); shoulders; knees;
toes; tummy; mouth

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand the words sense,
nose and tongue and respond to questions about smell
and taste with Yes/No or by pointing; sound out the words
on the page; trace the sentence neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand the words nose
and tongue and use them in single-word explanations
about their senses, e.g. nose, smell; complete the words
on the page neatly; read the sight words; produce a neat,
free-hand version of the sentence.
• Some children may be able to: attempt longer
explanations, e.g. I smell (with my) nose; read the text
without blending.

Unit 6 • Lesson 6

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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•

Rhyme: Our world 1.13 

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

•

Listen and match. 2.26 

Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 49. Display page 49 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: What can you see? Revise
eyes. Point to your eyes. Say/elicit: These are my
… eyes. Cover your eyes. Ask: Can I see? Elicit: No.
Uncover your eyes. Ask: Can I see? Elicit: Yes. Say:
I see with my … eyes. Repeat with your ears/hear.
Remind the children of smell. Ask: Do I smell with

EYFS

Extension 

Time: 10 mins
• Draw sketches of mouth/tongue, nose and eyes on the board.
Display Poster 2.11. Prompt the children to make sentences
with lovely, e.g. Show and say cake. Point to mouth. The
children rub their tummies and say: Yum! It tastes lovely.
• Point to eyes: They point and say: Oooh! It looks lovely.
• Point to nose: They breathe in deeply and say: Mmmhh! It
smells lovely.
EYFS



•
•

Show me. Teach nose. Repeat for taste/tongue.

lG
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Introduce mouth and tongue.
Display Poster 2.11 and ask the children to point to
eye, nose, ear, tongue.
Revise flower, dress, biscuit. Take out the Sound
talking toy. Point to the dress and the label dress.
Ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer:
dr-e-ss. Say: dr-e-ss – dress. Encourage the
children to sound out dr-e-ss and blend dress.
Discuss matching the pictures. Ask: Can I smell/
taste/see (flowers)? (In L1, tell the children never
to taste or smell things without asking an adult.)

at
io

•
•

Activity Book

Time: 15 mins
Have a selection of foods cut up into small pieces
(so it is difficult to see what they are) for the class
to smell and/or taste, e.g. small pieces of soft fruit
(grapes, oranges, figs, plums, etc).
Can the children tell what they are by taste/smell
alone? Ask them to close or cover their eyes. Make
sure the children wash their hands before they
taste any foods. Keep foods covered and cool until
needed and dispose of any leftovers immediately. Do
not allow them to eat food which has been sitting
around. Cover food to be smelt, so it cannot be eaten
or inhaled accidentally. Check for health issues,
e.g. allergies or diabetes. Do not use nuts or pieces of
small, hard food that could be choked on, e.g. cheese
or hard sweets.

Rhyme: Head, shoulders, knees and
Time: 10 mins
toes 2.27 
shoulders, knees, toes. Play the song. The
• Teach
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 185, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention; The world.

page 55

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: robot
keyword [2.16a], elephant keyword [2.17a], hat keyword
[2.18a], umbrella keyword [2.19a]; Units 2–5 large sight
words [online resource 2.5]; Sight words envelopes (one per
child); Sound talking toy

Warm up 

•

Game: What’s on the plate?

gr
a

• my eyes? My ears? What (do I smell with)?

•

g

•
•

Time: 15 mins
Review a selection of sounds learned so far using the
keyword flashcards. Say the sound. The children hold
up the appropriate phonics card.
Draw two-frame phoneme boxes for each word, and
then practise sounding out, blending and spelling am,
in, up. Repeat using three-frame phoneme boxes to
practise him, bed, run, pack.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Use some of the keyword
flashcards to practise sounding out and blending. You
could also practise h-i-m; b-e-d; r-u-n; p-a-ck.

and to help them to draw a line to match it to the
correct part of picture.
Practise the audio.

in



Letters and sounds: Review

rn

EYFS

Let’s listen. Play the audio. The children listen
• Say:
to the audio and match each item to the correct sense
organ on the face in the picture.
the audio in sections, pausing at the chime to
• Play
check that they have found the right number/picture

Le
a

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Robot says from Unit 5, Lesson 1, page 82 with
parts of the body. Say: Robot says touch your
head/arm/ leg / hand, etc.

ph
ic

Warm up

Time: 5 mins
Revise the words: am, in, up, him, bed, duck. Write them
on the board and play What’s missing? (See page 19.)

•

around the words. Point to the words, say them and
ask the children to repeat. Then ask the children to
find the words in their sight words envelopes.
Read out and point to a word and ask volunteers to
come up to the board with the same word in their hand.

Extension: Rab is a rabbit. AB 53  Time: 5 mins
• Show the children where to find the phonics rhyme on page 48.
• Play the rhyme and tell the children to follow the words with
their finger. Encourage them to join in.

Look and say. 

•

Time: 5 mins
Revise the sight words that have been taught so
far. Put the words on the board. Draw a word shape

104

Unit 6 • Lesson 6

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

•

Time: 10 mins

the letters r, e, h, u.
•• Revise
Stick the robot keyword flashcard on the board. Ask
the children to tell you the name of the letter. Then
ask the children to tell you the sound it makes. Ask:

Which words do we know with this sound?

•

Listen, colour and say. 

Time: 10 mins

gr
a

Help the children find page 55. Tell the children to
colour the shapes in the picture with e, E one colour
and the shapes with u, U another colour. They should
not colour the shapes with r, R or h, H.
The children colour the shapes. Then they say what
they find. (an elephant and an umbrella) Elicit what
sounds elephant and umbrella start with. The children
point to them on the board.

lG
eo

•

Game: Robot says 

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Play a new version of the game (see page 19). This
time, the instructions are for eating food, e.g. Robot
says ‘Taste an ice cream’. The children pretend to lick
an ice cream.
Play the game again with more senses: smell a flower,
hear a noise, see a plane. The children mime the
different senses, e.g. hand to ear, nose to an imaginary
flower, eyes shaded to see a passing plane.

Rhyme: You put your right arm up!
AB 52 
Time: 5–10 mins

ph
ic

e, E and u, U on the board. Elicit from the
• Write
children what they are. Repeat with r, R and h, H.

•

Le
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•

Encourage the children to make suggestions. The
practise words are red, round, Rob, dress, robot. Orally
segment and blend the words which are phonically
regular. Have the children join in.
If you wish, revise air-tracing for the lower and upper
case letter r, R. For r say: down and up and round,
and for R say: down, to the top, round and
down, and down. The children can trace the letter
on the floor, the desk or a partner’s back.
Repeat for e, h and u. See pages 84, 88 and 91 for the
practice words and the words to say as you write the
letter

Time: 10 mins
Hold up the Sound talking toy. Hold up your book,
point to Rab and say: Who’s this? Pretend to listen
to the toy whispering to you. Say R-a-b out loud,
sounding puzzled. Encourage the children to blend:
R-a-b – Rab. Then ask: What can Rab do? Pretend
to listen to the toy whispering to you. Say r-u-n out
loud, sounding puzzled. Encourage the children to
blend: r-u-n – run. Say: Rab can run and encourage
the children to repeat.
Show the children the sentence. Read it out and
encourage the children to follow with their fingers. Tell
them they are going to write the sentence Rab can run.

g

Letters and sounds: Review 



Look, trace and write.

in

to the audio and say the chant. (See audio
• Listen
script, page 178, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

rn

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Time: 5 mins

Extension 

the song and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 183, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Moving and handling.

at
io
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Time: 10 mins
• The children find objects in the classroom and say what sound
they start with. (door, pen, ruler, book, pen, crayon, bag, table)

N

Lesson 7 • Values: Eating nicely page 50
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: keywords sun to
umbrella [2.4a–2.19a], fruit [2.70a], orange [2.12a], banana
[1.69a], salad [1.78a], tomatoes [2.71a], rice and beans
[1.80a], fish [1.61a]; Poster 1.3; Units 2–6 large sight words
cards [online resource 2.5]

Lesson aims
Reading: us; am; hot; red; bin; cap; phonics rhyme
New sight word: his
New language (productive): eat(ing) nicely
New language (receptive): good/bad (table) manners

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand good/bad manners
and answer questions with Yes/No or by pointing and
gesture; sound out the word his; follow and enjoy the
phonics rhyme.
• Most children will be able to: understand good/bad
manners and answer questions by pointing, together with
single words, e.g. good, bad; blend and read us, am, hot,
red, bin, cap; recognise and read his.
• Some children may be able to: attempt longer answers,
e.g. (She is) eating nicely; not eating nicely; read us, am,
hot, red, bin, cap without blending.

Unit 6 • Lesson 7

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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••

Listen and draw. 

Time: 15 mins
Teach (not) eat nicely. Demonstrate or use L1.
Say: Look at page 50. Display page 50 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Say: Point to the girl not eating
nicely. Say: Point to the things that are wrong.
Support the children, e.g.: She has food on her face.

EYFS

Activity Book

page 56

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Missing words (see page 19) with Units 2–6 sight
words.

Rhyme: Alphabet 1.3 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Alphabet song. The children sing the song.
(See audio script, page 171.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Managing feelings and behaviour.

Find and read.

•

Time: 10 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. For
guidance, see page 47. This time the children should
read: bun, bin, sad.

Warm up AB 11 

na

Time: 5 mins
Play the Our world (V1) song and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 172, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

at
io

•
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You will need: Unit 2 phonics cards (all), Unit 3 phonics
cards (i, m), Unit 4 phonics cards (o, c), Unit 5 phonics cards
(h, u ) (one set for the teacher and one set per child) [online
resource 2.6]; Phonics rhyme colouring picture (one per child)
[online resource R18]; Units 2–6 large sight words cards,
Units 6 small sight words card (one per child) [online resource
2.5]; Sight words envelopes; Sound talking toy

Game: Missing words 

g

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.3. Play the Values song. The children
sing and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Name a number of foods for the children to mime
eating with good table manners, e.g. rice, an ice cream,
soup, an apple.
As they demonstrate good manners, award stickers.
Concentrate on closing mouths while chewing, and
swallowing before taking another bite. Demonstrate.

in

Rhyme: Values 1.17 

Self/Peer assessment

rn

•
•
•

Reading: Consolidation 

Time: 15 mins
Use the keyword flashcards to revise the letters
learned so far: s, t, p, a, i, n, m, d, o, b, c, k, r, e, h, u.
Say: Now let’s read some words. Use sound
buttons (see page 14) to help children read am, us.
Follow the procedure from Unit 3, Lesson 7, page 62.
Use sound buttons to help them read CVC words
h-o-t, r-e-d, b-i-n, c-a-p.

EYFS

•
•

There is food in her mouth but her mouth is open.
Repeat for the eating nicely picture, e.g. Her mouth
is shut. Her face isn’t dirty. Accept single words, short
phrases and answers in L1.
Help them to read the labels good, bad and match
them to the correct picture by drawing a line.

Le
a

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Odd one out (see page 66) with food flashcards
and some odd one out flashcards from different
vocabulary sets.

ph
ic

Warm up 

Read and say. 

N

•

Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. See page 62
for guidance. This time the children are going to practise
reading the words cap, us, am, hot, red, bin.

Find and say.

•

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 56. Follow the usual
procedure for this exercise. See page 47 for guidance.
This time, the children might know: sand, bun, bucket,
sad, mum, bad.

•

Listen, point and say.

Time: 5 mins
Play the audio again. Encourage the children to follow
in their books and join in.

EYFS

Extension: Colour and say. 

Time: 10 mins
• Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. See page 47 for
guidance. Possible discussion questions are: Who is this?
What’s that? Is it mum/Ted? This time, the caption is Tim
and Ted on the sand.

Look, listen and say. AB 59


•

Time: 10 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise.
See page 47 for guidance.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading.

Phonics rhyme:Tim and Ted. AB 58

Time: 10 mins
the usual procedure for this exercise. For
• Follow
guidance, see page 47.
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Lesson 8 • Art: Let’s make lunch! page 51

••
•

Rhyme: Art 1.20 

Look and make. 

na

Time: 20–30 mins
If possible, bring in some real food to talk about.
Also use flashcards of foods. Revise food vocabulary.
Explain that the children are going to make models of
some foods.
Talk about the shapes and colours of the foods,
whether the children like them or not, and whether
they are sweet, sour or salty.
Demonstrate each stage, talking about everything
you are doing as you go. Show some finished models
you have made. Demonstrate working the modelling
material until it is soft. Demonstrate the techniques
of rolling lengths and balls, flattening into circles,
and how to use a modelling tool (pencil, plastic
knife or teaspoon) to make and decorate shapes.
Demonstrate/elicit some foods, e.g. bananas, apples,
bread, biscuits, buns, sweets, fish, eggs, to give the
children ideas.

at
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•
•
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Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.4. Play the Art song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

•

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and follow instructions; spell us, in, hot, red, bin, cap.
• Most children will be able to: describe their work in short
phrases, e.g. make bun; spell us, in, hot, red, bin, cap; listen
to a known phoneme and write the correct grapheme.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer phrases, e.g.
Look! I roll. I make (food).

in

g

Look at the pictures on Pupil’s Book
• Say:
page 51 and talk about them. Display page 51 of the
Pupil’s Book on the IWB.
one example all together, e.g. the bun in the
• Make
pictures.
whether you want all the children to make
• Decide
the same thing (e.g. all make apples) or whether you

•
•
•

want to have some tables make one thing and some
another, so as to create a picnic/lunch display. Hand
out colours. Do not give out further colours until
required, in order to avoid mixing colours.
Arrange the completed models on plates. Label one or
two with by (Name). Also write the name of the food.
Make a class display of the models. Write a caption
for it. Read it to the class.
Encourage the children to help with tidying away the
materials and clearing the tables.

Alternative 

•

Time: 15 mins
Give each child a paper plate or circle and ask them to
draw and colour their favourite food.

Game: Choose 1.19 

•

N

•

Success criteria

ph
ic

•

Spelling: Consolidation 

Time: 10 mins
Say the sounds for the letters you are revising. Say:
Show me the letter that makes the sound. The
children show the letter using phonics cards for the
letters you are revising.
Follow the procedure in Unit 2 Lesson 8, page 48.
Practise spelling us, in.
Begin to practise CVC words, e.g. hot, red, bin, cap.

EYFS

gr
a

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Missing words (see page 19) with vocabulary
from the unit.

Spelling: us; in; hot; red; bin; cap
New language (productive): clay; modelling clay
New language (receptive): long; round; flatten; add; roll;
squash

rn

Warm up 

Lesson aims

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: apple keyword
[2.7a], orange keyword [2.12a], biscuits [1.67a], cake
[1.68a], banana [1.69a], burger and chips [1.72a], pizza
[1.77a], salad [1.78a], rice and beans [1.80a], yogurt [1.81a],
lolly [1.82a], ice cream [1.84a], soup [1.86a], juice [2.47a],
fruit [2.70a], tomatoes [2.71a], milk [2.72a], coffee [2.73a],
sandwich [2.74a], bun [2.75a], grapes [2.89a], lemon
[2.90a], peas [2.93a], carrots [2.94a]; Poster 1.4; Units 2–5
phonics cards (one set for the teacher and one set per child)
[online resource 2.6]; modelling clay in a range of colours,
or clay; modelling tools (pencil, plastic knife, teaspoon);
modelling boards; aprons

Time: 10 mins
Offer the child you wish to reward a choice of two
known games for the class to play. Play the Dipping
rhyme chant and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 173.)

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Goodbye song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 171, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Exploring and using media and materials.

Unit 6 • Lesson 8
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page 57

Phonics rhyme: Tim and Ted.
AB 58 

•
•

Time: 5 mins
Take out the Sound talking toy. Write Tim on the
board and have the children ask the toy: Who’s this?
Encourage the children to answer in sound talk: T-i-m.
Now look sad. Have the children ask: Are you OK?
Encourage the children to answer in sound talk: s-a-d.
Help the children find page 56. Revise the phonics
rhyme. Play the audio and encourage the children to
follow the words line by line.

Look and spell.

Listen and circle. 
Time: 5–10 mins
Help the children find page 57. Point to the words at
the top of the page. Explain that the children should
circle the word they hear. Pause after each word.
Say: 1 – in, in. 2 – us, us. 3 – hot, hot.

EYFS

•
•

Look, trace and write. 

Time: 5–10 mins
Point to the pictures. Ask the children what they can
see. (a bun and a cap) Ask them to trace and copy the
words under the pictures.

EYFS

Draw.

•

Time: 2 mins
The children draw carefully around the pictures. They
start at the starting dot and follow the arrows.

Listen and write. AB 60 

•

Time: 5 mins
Children listen to the I spy audio and write the first
letter of the word they hear.

ph
ic

•

Time: 10 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. For
guidance, see page 49. This time the children learn to
spell: cap, bun, hot, bin, red, us, in.

for actions.)

g

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song Pat-a-cake and encourage the children
to join in. (See audio script, page 183, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2

in

Warm up AB 55 

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Time: 5 mins

rn

You will need: Activity Book audio; Units 2–5 phonics
cards (one set for the teacher and one set per child) [online
resource 2.6]; Sound talking toy

Le
a

Activity Book

Let’s remember
Lesson 1 page 58

lG
eo

Activity Book Review 3

gr
a

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention; Moving and handling.

at
io

na

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards for the
colours you choose to revise in the warm up; Poster 2.3,
Poster 2.4; Unit 6 food vocabulary cards [online resource
2.30]

Warm up

N

• Play the game Colour spot to revise the known colours.
Rhyme: Pat-a-cake AB 55 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song Pat-a-cake and encourage the children
to join in. (See audio script, page 183, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS



•
•

Match and write the letter.

Time: 10 mins
Practise air-tracing the letters a, A, b, B, r, R, k, K, h, H
and e, E.
Help the children find page 58. They look at the upper
case letters in the letter bank. They write them next to
the matching lower case letters.

Game: Pairs 

•

Rhyme: Numbers [to 18] AB 57

Time: 5 mins
the numbers from 0 to 18 with Poster 2.3 and
• Revise
Poster 2.4. First chant the numbers as a class, then

•

ask individual children to go to the poster. You say a
number from 0 to 18 and they point to it.
Play the audio and encourage the children to sing the
song. (See audio script, page 184, and online resource
2.2 for actions.)

•
•

Count and draw. 

Time: 10 mins
The children complete the dot-to-dot picture and
count the numbers as they do so. Ask the children
what they can see and elicit: a lizard.
The children can colour the picture.

EYFS

Rhyme: You put your right arm up!
AB 52 
Time: 5 mins
the song and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 183, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Moving and handling.

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Pairs with the Unit 6 food vocabulary cards. See
the instructions on page 18.

108
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Lesson 2 page 59

Look and circle the letter. 

•

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 0–18
[2.30b–2.48b]

Warm up 

song. (See audio script, page 184, and online resource
2.2 for actions.)

Colour and say. 

• Play the rhyme and encourage the children to join in. (See
audio script, page 181, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Moving and handling.

R15a) Number writing practice: 15.
R15b) Number writing practice: 16.
R16a) Number writing practice: 17.
R16b) Number writing practice: 18.
R17)   Phonics rhyme colouring picture for Unit 5.
R18)   Phonics rhyme colouring picture for Unit 6.

N

at
io

na
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For Review 3, choose from the following activities:
R13a) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters r, R.
R13b) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters e, E.
R14a) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters h, H.
R14b) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters u, U.

Extension: A monkey can climb.
AB 47 
Time: 5–10 mins

Le
a

Supplementary online activities

•

Time: 5 mins
The children can colour the trophy and stick the
reward sticker.

ph
ic

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Ask pupils to have four crayons ready (red, blue,
yellow and green). Help the children find page 59.
Ask the children to colour the pictures using the four
colours. Move around and ask individual children:
What’s that? (a kite, a robot, a hat, an umbrella) Ask:
What colour is your hat? etc and elicit answers.
The children hold up their books to show the class.

Colour and stick. 

g

the numbers from 0 to 18 with the flashcards.
• Revise
Play the audio and encourage the children to sing the

•

Time: 10 mins
Ask the children: What’s that? Help them sound
out: b-u-n – bun. Tell them to choose the correct
letters and to write the word bun. Repeat for cap.

in

Rhyme: Numbers [to 18] AB 57

Time: 5 mins

Look, spell and write. 

rn

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Statues. See Pupil’s Book, Unit 5,
Lesson 2, page 84.

Time: 5 mins
Tell the children to say the word for each picture and
circle the letter it starts with. They hold up their books
for checking. Say: Kite starts with ... and wait for
pupils to say /k /. Repeat for all pictures.

Unit 6 • Review
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Unit 7 Aims and objectives
English

Values

• Literacy: learn the phonemes g /g/, f /f/, l /l/, j /dZ/
• Language and communication: statements with be and
have to describe people, family relationships and age

• Respecting others: being quiet when necessary, e.g. when
people are asleep

Maths
• Numbers and counting: understand and use 19 and 20;
group and count objects
• Shape, space and measures: comparison of length:
long, longer

Understanding the world (Science)

Expressive arts
• Being creative and exploring media: make a paper plate
puppet
Advance preparation: as many children as possible (and
teachers if appropriate) bring in one recent photograph of
themselves and one photograph of themselves as a baby;
different lengths of wool or thick string

in

g

• Know that humans and animals grow and change as they
get older
• Compare and contrast animal families

Lesson aims

Le
a

• All children will be able to: understand the words How old
are you? Are you …? and answer by gesture, or with
Yes/No; trace g, G neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand the question How
old is…? and respond orally with the appropriate number of
years; produce neat, free-hand versions of the letters g, G.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. (Name’s)/She’s (four).

lG
eo

gr
a

New sound: g /g/; write lower case g and upper case G
New language (productive): goat; Gran; Grandad; old;
younger; How old is/are …?
New language (receptive): Yes, I know.

Success criteria

ph
ic

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: g [1.10b],
G [1.36b], goat keyword [2.20a], Gran [2.76a], Grandad
[2.77a], mum [2.78a], dad [2.79a], brother [2.80a], sister
[2.81a], baby [2.82a]; Poster 2.12; Sound talking toy

rn

Lesson 1 • English: Hello, Gran and Grandad! page 52

Warm up 2.27 

na

EYFS

Seek and say: g 2.28 

at
io

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Head, shoulders, knees and toes song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 185, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

N

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35
to introduce and practice the
sound /g/. Example words:
children’s own names which
contain /g/, gate, go, good,
bag, big, leg. Keyword: goat.
For the lower case g say: up

g

b-i-g. Say: b-i-g – big. Encourage the children to
sound out b-i-g and blend big. Repeat this with b-a-g
– bag and l-e-g – leg.
Say: Look at page 52. Display page 52 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: Can you find the letter g?

110
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the Letters and sounds chant. The children say
• Play
the chant and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 178, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Time: 15 mins

• and round and down and
round and up, and down and out.
Take
toy. Point to something big
• and askoutthethetoy:SoundBigtalking
or small? Have the toy answer:
•

Rhyme: Letters and sounds 1.58

Time: 10 mins

EYFS



Listen, point and say. 2.29

Time: 20 mins
Display Poster 2.12. Teach Gran, Grandad, old, young.
Revise mum, dad, sister, brother, baby.
Teach How old? Ask several children: How old are
you? Drill the question and have them ask and
answer each other.
Say: Look at the picture on Pupil’s Book
page 52 again. Ask: Can you find any words
beginning with the /g/ sound? (Gran, Grandad)
Help the children to read the labels. Elicit: Dona.
Revise friend.
Say: Look at the picture. Set the scene. Dona’s
Gran and Grandad have come to visit. Dona is there
with her friend Anna.
Ask: How old is Dona? How old is Anna? Say:

•
•
•
•
•
• Let’s listen and find out!

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Play Who’s missing? based on What’s missing?
the audio at least twice. Ask: Who is this? Point
•
• Play
on page 19.
to Grandad. (Grandad) How old is Dona? (Four) Point
to Dona’s friend. What’s her name? (Anna) How old
is Anna? (Five) Is Gran young? (No) Who is old?
(Gran, Grandad) Who is young? (Dona, Anna)

• Divide the class in two and practise the audio.

Alternative

••

Extension

Game: Who’s missing?

in

Time: 5 mins
This activity revises the phonics rhyme Tim and Ted.
Write the names Tim, Ted and Mum on the board
and revise them with the Sound talking toy. Use
the names to play the game Which one? Follow the
instructions on page 18.
Play What’s missing? to revise the words pop, mad,
bad. See the instructions on page 19.
Show the children where to find the phonics rhyme Tim
and Ted on page 56. Play the phonics rhyme and have
the children listen and look at the picture.

lG
eo

na

•
•

Look and read. AB 58 

gr
a

Time: 5 mins
Play the You put your right arm up! song. Encourage
the children to join in. (See audio script, page 183, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

at
io

•

N

Letters and sounds: g, G AB 61

Time: 10 mins
the g, G and goat
• Using
keyword flashcards, follow

EYFS



•

Listen and write. AB 62

Time: 5–10 mins
Use Poster 2.12 to revise Gran, Grandad, old, young.
Use the Sound talking toy to sound out and blend
G-r-a-n – Gran. Then revise How old? Ask several
children: How old are you?
Say: Look at the picture. Can the children find any
words with the target sound? Help them to read the
labels. Elicit: Gus, Meg. Elicit that they are brother and
sister.
Say: Meg is going to tell us about her family. Ask
the children to guess how old Meg is and how old Gus
is. Say: Let’s listen and find out! Play the audio track
once through, as the children look at the photograph.
Play the audio again. This time, pause the recording
after I’m four to ask: How old is Meg? The children
write 4 on the stave. Pause the recording again after
I’m younger than Gus. Ask: Who’s Gus? (Meg’s
brother) How old is he? (He’s seven.) Who is
younger, Meg or Gus? (Meg is younger.) The
children write 7 in the box.
At the end ask: Is Grandad young? Is Gran
young? Who is old? Who is young? etc.  

ph
ic

Warm up AB 52 

EYFS

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

page 60

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: G [1.36b],
g [1.10b], goat keyword [2.20a]; Poster 2.12; Family vocabulary
cards [online resource 2.31]; Sound talking toy

•

resource 2.2 for actions.)

rn

Activity Book

the My family song. The children sing and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 185, and online

Le
a

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Use Poster 2.12 to revise family vocabulary, e.g. Gran,
Grandad, mum, dad, sister, brother, baby.
Put flashcards for these words on the board.

Rhyme: My family (V1–2) 2.30

Time: 10 min

g

Time: 10 mins
• Say: If you are four, stand up. Go round the class asking: How
old are you? Are you four? Are you five? etc until all the fouryear-olds are standing.
• Ask the children about others, e.g. Sara, how old is (Name)?
• Ask: How many children are four? How many children are five?
Count together.

Time: 10 mins
Revise family relationships using Poster 2.12 as above.
Put the flashcards up round the room. Say names of
family members at random, e.g. dad. The children
point to or go to the appropriate card.

G

the usual procedure for the
Letters and sounds activity.
See the Activity Book notes
on page 36.
The practice words are
gate, go, good, bag, big, leg.
Keyword: goat.
For the lower case g say: up and round and down

•
• and round and up, and down and out.

For the upper case G say: up and round and down and
round and up, to the middle and across.

•
•
•

•

Extension: Pairs

Time: 5 mins
• The children play Pairs with vocabulary cards for mum, dad,
Gran and Grandad. See the instructions on page 18.

Write: g, G.

•
•



Time: 10 mins
Using the goat keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

• Help the children find page 60.

Unit 7 • Lesson 1
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Rhyme: My family (V1–2) AB 63

Time: 5 mins
the song. Encourage the children to join in. (See
• Play
audio script, page 185, and online resource 2.2 for

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

actions.)

Lesson 2 • English: Dad and Grandad page 53

Warm up
EYFS

Seek and say: f 2.31 

to introduce and practice the
sound /f/. Example words:
children’s own names which
contain /f/, un, off, careful.
Keyword: fish.
For the lower case f say: up

f

lG
eo

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35

Time: 15 mins

g

in

man, hair, grey. Revise old. Play the first part
• Teach
of the audio twice. Ask questions, e.g. Who is this?

Point to his hair. What colour is his hair? What
colour are his eyes? Is he a boy? Is he young?
What’s his name?
Ask: Can you find a label with the letter f on
it? What does it say? (Fred)

•
brown, black. Repeat the procedure for the
• Teach
second audio section.
Ask: Can you find the label Adam? Can you
• sound
it out and say the name? (A-d-a-m –
Adam.)
the sentences as a class.
•• Practise
Put the character cut-outs for Tarik and Dona on the

gr
a

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Who’s missing? from Lesson 1, page 111.

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and respond to simple questions about appearances with
Yes/No or by pointing; trace f, F neatly.
• Most children will be able to: use the new vocabulary to
give single-word responses, e.g. black, Fred; produce
neat, free-hand versions of the letters f, F.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer descriptions,
e.g. (He has) black hair.

rn

New sound: f /f/; write lower case f and upper case F;
revise sight words: has, his
New language (productive): fish; black; grey; brown; hair;
man; young

Success criteria

Le
a

Lesson aims

New language (receptive): Guess who this is; Who
has …?

ph
ic

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: f [1.9b], F [1.35b],
fish keyword [2.21a], Gran [2.76a], Grandad [2.77a],
mum [2.78a], dad [2.79a], brother [2.80a], sister [2.81a],
baby [2.82a], grey [2.83a], brown [2.84a], black [2.85a];
Character cut-outs for Tarik and Dona [online resource 2.9];
Sound talking toy

board. Help the children to make similar statements
about them, e.g. Tarik/Dona has black hair. He/She
has brown eyes. He/She is a boy/girl. He/She is young.
Give the characters ages, or ask the children to decide,
and add He/She is four/five.

at
io

na

• and round and down and
out, to the middle, across.
Take
out the Sound talking toy. Point to the fish
• flashcard
and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the

N

•

toy answer: f-i-sh. Say: f-i-sh – fish. Encourage the
children to sound out f-i-sh and blend fish. Repeat this
with f-u-n – fun.
Say: Look at page 53. Display page 53 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: Can you find the letter f?

Rhyme: Sounds 1.25 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Sounds chant. The children say the chant and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

Look, listen and match. 2.32

Extension

Time: 5–10 mins
• Pick some children with black/brown hair and eyes for the
class to make sentences about.

Top tip: This kind of personalisation is very important for
motivating the children because it relates to them.

Game: Whose Grandad?

•
Say: Look at the picture on Pupil’s Book page 53
• again.
Set the scene: Pat is talking about her family.
••
Ask: Do you know who the people are?


112

Time: 15 mins

Unit 7 • Lesson 2

Time: 15–20 mins
The children draw and colour a picture of one of their
grandparents or family members.
Go round and talk to them about their work.
Ask them to describe their special person/people to
the class.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

some of the finished pictures on the board.
•• Put
Invite the class to say whose grandparents each
picture is of, e.g. It’s (Sara)’s Gran.

Rhyme: Head, shoulders, knees and
Time: 5 mins
toes 2.27 

Alternative

page 61

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Robot says from the Pupil’s Book
Lesson 2, Alternative, above.

•

Look and say.

lG
eo

Extension: Tim and Ted. AB 58  Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 56. Play the audio and have the
children read along in their books.

na

Letters and sounds: f, F AB 64

Time: 10 mins

•
•
• and round and down and

N

at
io

Using the f, F and fish keyword flashcards, follow the
usual procedure for the Letters and sounds activity.
See the Activity Book notes on page 36.
The practice words are fun, off,
careful. Keyword: fish.
For the lower case f say: up

out, to the middle, across.

For the upper case F say:

down, to the top, across,
to the middle, across.

• Help the children find page 61.
Look, read and match.

F

Time: 5–10 mins
Stick the fish keyword flashcard on the board. Use
the Sound talking toy. Ask: What’s this? The toy
whispers to you. Say: f-i-sh. Encourage the children
to blend fish.

EYFS

•

••

Listen, colour and draw.

Time: 5 mins
Use the flashcards to revise black, brown and grey.
Ask the children to have these coloured pencils ready:
black, grey and brown. Tell the children what colour
each animal is and have them colour accordingly. Say:

EYFS

ph
ic

•
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•

Time: 5 mins
Practise reading the sight words has, his, are, the, is.
Write Ted has sand in his hand. on the board and
draw word shapes around has and his. Elicit the words.
Ask the children to find them in their sight words
envelopes. Read the sentence as a class.
Repeat the steps, using the sentence Tim and Ted are
on the sand. to practise are and the. And finally Mum
is mad. to practise is.

can see. (a fish, a goat, a dog) Ask the children if they
recognise any of the letters in the labels. Then point to
the words and read through them. The children follow
with their fingers and repeat.
The children draw lines to match the words to the
pictures. Check the children’s work. They hold up
their books. Ask: What’s this? as you point to the
pictures. Elicit the answers.

g

Warm up

for dog. Revise goat.
•• Repeat
Ask the children to look at page 61 in their books.
Point to the pictures and ask the children what they

in

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: F [1.35b],
f [1.9b], fish keyword [2.21a], goat keyword [2.20a], dog
[1.87a], grey [2.83a], black [2.85a], brown [2.84a]; Large
sight words cards has, his, are, the, is [online resource 2.5];
Sight words envelopes (one per child); Sound talking toy

•

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

rn

Activity Book

for actions.)

Le
a

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Revise the body words lips, mouth, tongue, nose, hair,
eyes, tummy, back, foot.
Play Robot says (see page 19) with these words, e.g.
Robot says touch your nose.

the song. The children sing and do the actions.
• Play
(See audio script, page 185, and online resource 2.2

The goat is grey. The fish is brown. The dog is
black.

children draw around the pictures as neatly as
• The
they can.

Extension: Colour spot

Time: 5 mins
• Play the game Colour spot. Follow the instructions on page 18.

Write: f, F.

•
•


Time: 10 mins
Using the fish keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

Rhyme: My family (V1–2) AB 63

Time: 5 mins
the song. Encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 185, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

Unit 7 • Lesson 2
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Lesson 3 • Maths: How many spots? page 54

• All children will be able to: understand the meaning of the
new words and respond to questions about number by
pointing or by gesture; trace 19 neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand the meaning
of the new words and use them to respond to questions
about number: nineteen; produce neat, free-hand versions
of 19.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. (The) red bug (has) four (spots), altogether 19 (spots).

EYFS

Hide and seek: 19 2.33 

9

lG
eo

children to repeat. Follow
the procedure from Unit 3,
page 55.
Practise writing 19 with the
class, as in Unit 2, Lesson 3,
page 39. For 1 say: Start at
the top, and down. For 9 say: Up and round and

na

•

down and round and up, and down.

at
io

Rhyme: Lizards [to 19 ] 2.34


Time: 10 mins
Play the Lizards song. The children sing and do the
actions. (See audio script, page 185, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

•

• bug. How many legs does it have? How many
legs on the yellow bugs? Count together from 1
to 18.

Extension
Time: 10 mins
• Ask the children to count in different ways: count a group and
count on another group; start at different numbers; recognising
up to five items without counting, etc. Say: Look at this bug.
How many spots does it have? Can you say without counting?
Look at this bug. How many feelers does it have? How many
feelers on two bugs? Three bugs? Help the children to count
on in twos.

•

on the IWB. Set the scene. Sid and his Grandad are
looking at some bugs.
Ask: What can they see? Say: Find and read the
label bug. Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to
the bug and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the
toy answer: b-u-g. Say: b-u-g – bug. Encourage the
children to sound out b-u-g and blend bug.
Ask: What colour are the bugs? How many
red/yellow bugs are there? Teach spots. Say:
Look at this bug. Point to a bug. Ask: What colour

are the spots? How many spots does it have?
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•

Game: Spin a bug

Time: 20 mins
Play Spin a bug. This is a type of Spinner game. (See
page 19.) Divide the class into two teams. Each team
tries to collect all the body parts to make a bug.
Each body part has a number. They need to get that
number on the spinner to collect the part. They can
collect as many spots as they get sixes, but they must
have at least one.
If you are doing the drawing on the board, as they
collect body parts, draw their bug in their box. The
first team to finish is the winner.

EYFS

Look, count and answer. Time: 10 mins

Look at the picture on Pupil’s Book
• Say:
page 54 again. Display page 54 of the Pupil’s Book

•

Count together to 12.
Revise legs. Point and say: Look at this yellow

N

•

•

gr
a

19 on the board. Play
• Write
the audio for 19 for the

Time: 15 mins

How many spots on the red bugs? Let’s count.
Count together. How many spots on the yellow
bugs? Let’s count. Count together. Altogether?
Let’s count. Count together to 19.
Teach feelers. Point and say: Look at this bug.
What colour are the feelers? How many
feelers does it have? How many feelers on the
red bugs? Let’s count. Altogether? Let’s count.

ph
ic

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Play a naming game using flashcards of all the
animals, birds and insects taught so far.
Divide the class into teams of four. Show a flashcard.
The teams decide what the animal is and get one
point if they can say it correctly. If they can say it
correctly, put it onto the board. If they can’t, put it
back in the pack. Continue until all the animals have
been named. The winning team is the one with the
most points.

g

Warm up

in

Numbers and counting: 19; write 19
New language (productive): nineteen; bug; spots

Success criteria

rn

Lesson aims

New language (receptive): feelers

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 1–19
[2.31b–2.49b], monkey [1.15a], snake [1.16a], spider
[1.17a], kangaroo [1.18a], camel [1.23a], duck [1.24a],
elephant [1.26a], parrot [1.35a], giraffe [1.37a], lion [1.38a],
bear [1.50a], beetle [1.56a], lizard [1.59a], fish [1.61a],
cow [1.62a], horse [1.63a], cat [1.64a], dog [1.87a], rabbit
[1.89a], dolphin [2.51a]; Number cards 0–19 [online
resource 2.10], a spinner [online resource 2.25]; Sound
talking toy

Alternative

•

Time: 10 mins
The children can work together or individually.
Ask them to look at the picture on page 54 again.
Draw their attention to the numbers again. Say e.g.

I’m thinking of a bug. Which one is it? It is
red. Pause to give them time to find the red bugs.
Continue: It has two spots. Which one is it? They
can point or hold up the right number of fingers.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Rhyme: One, two. How are you?
[to 10 ] 1.29 
Time: 5–10 mins
the chant. The children say the chant and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 174, and online

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers.

resource 2.2 for actions.)
page 62
around the groups of circles so the three groups
• Draw
are clear. Point to the first group and ask: How

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 0–19
[2.30b-2.49b]; Poster 2.3, Poster 2.4; a spinner [online
resource 2.25]; Sound talking toy

many? Elicit 8. Repeat with the other groups. Ask:
How many altogether? (19)

Warm up

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Statues. Follow the instructions on
page 109.

Rhyme: Lizards [to 19] AB 65

Time: 5–10 mins

the children find page 62. Point to the picture.
• Help
Ask: What can you see? (bugs) Tell the children to

•

count the bugs in each group and write the number on
the stave underneath.
Ask the children to count all the bugs. Ask: How
many bugs? (19)

g

Activity Book

down and round and up, and down.

Game: Spin a bug

gr
a

ph
ic

Time: 5–10 mins
• Play the game from the Pupil’s Book Lesson 3, page 114.

Rhyme: Ten green bottles AB 18

Time: 5 mins
the song. Encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 175, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Listening and attention.

at
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•

Count, write and colour.

Time: 10 mins
Display Poster 2.3 and Poster 2.4. Draw 19 circles on
the board in three groups of 8, 5 and 6 circles.

EYFS

lG
eo

•
•

Pretend to listen to the toy whispering to you. Say
s-i-x out loud, sounding puzzled. Encourage the
children to blend: six. Repeat with ten.
Play What’s missing? with a selection of number
flashcards. Follow the instructions on page 19.
Play the audio. The children sing the song.
(See audio script, page 185, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Le
a

rn

in

Write: 19.

Time: 10 mins
the numbers from 0 to 19. Stick the flashcards
• Revise
one at a time on the board in order and ask the
the number 19 flashcard, follow the usual
• Using
children to call them out.
procedure for the number-writing exercise. See the
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to 6 and ask
Activity Book notes on page 41. For 1 say: Start at
• the
toy and the children: What number is this?
the top, and down. For 9 say: Up and round and

N

Lesson 4 • Maths: Funny frogs page 55
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 0–20 [2.30b–2.50b],
frog [2.86a]; Number cards 0–20 [online resource 2.10]
different lengths of wool or thick string; Sound talking toy

Lesson aims
Numbers and counting: 20; write 20
New language (productive): twenty; frog; short; shorter
than; long; longer than; funny
New language (receptive): freckled; log; catching; most;
pool; cool; Where it is; How?

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand shorter and longer
and respond to questions with Yes/No or a gesture; trace
20 neatly.
• Most children will be able to: use shorter and longer
to compare two items; produce neat, free-hand versions
of 20.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. This (frog has) longer legs.

Unit 7 • Lesson 4

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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20 on the board. Play
• Write
the audio for 20 for the

•

children to repeat. Follow
the procedure from Unit 3,
page 55.
Practise writing 20 with the
class, as in Unit 2, Lesson 3,
page 39. For 2 say: Up and

Time: 15 mins

20

round and down and across. For 0 say: Up and
round and down and round and up.

Extension

can he catch? How? Who has longer legs?
Who has a longer tongue? Which frog is Fran/
Finn?

the children to draw a line to match the label
• Help
to the correct frog.

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Ask two children to come to the front. Ask: Who has longer/
shorter arms? Who has longer/shorter legs? Help the others
to answer.
• Repeat with other pairs.

Time: 10 mins
• Bring several children to the front. Give out the 0–20 flashcards
randomly. The children hold the flashcards up in front of them.
Have the others help put the cards in order. Ask: What’s next/
the next number? What’s before/after (N)?

•

Rhyme: Numbers [to 20 ] 2.36

Time: 10 mins

•

resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS

Alternative

lG
eo

gr
a

Time: 20 mins
Teach long, longer and short, shorter. Demonstrate
with something, e.g. skipping ropes.
Say: Look at page 55. Display page 55 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. This is a picture on
Lin’s tablet.
Ask: What can you see? Use the flashcard or
picture to teach frog. Ask: Can you find the label
with frogs on it? Help them read frogs.
Revise leg, jump, good at jumping, tongue. Say: Can
you find and point to the bugs? Take out the
Sound talking toy. Point to a bug and ask the toy:
What’s this? Have the toy answer: b-u-g. Say:
b-u-g – bug. Encourage the children to sound out
b-u-g and blend bug. Guide the class to count 20 bugs.
Teach catch.

•
•

Activity Book

the song. The children sing and do the actions.
• Play
(See audio script, page 186, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

[2.30b–2.50b], frog [2.86a]; Poster 2.3, Poster 2.4; Sound
talking toy

Warm up

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Frogs and bugs. See the instructions in
the Alternative game for Pupil’s Book, Lesson 4, above.

116

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Listening and attention; Space, shape and measures.

page 63

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 0–20

•

Time: 15 mins
If you have a large space available, play Frogs and
bugs. Two children are frogs. The others are bugs. The
frogs can only move by jumping. They catch the bugs
by touching with an outstretched arm/hand. When
they have been caught, bugs become frogs.
Continue until there are no bugs left.

Rhyme: Five funny freckled frogs 2.38

Time: 10 mins

N

at
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•
•
•
•

Look, listen and match. 2.37

na



•
•

ph
ic

the Numbers song. The children sing and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 186, and online

Game: Guess how long

Time: 10 mins
Cut several different lengths of wool or thick string.
The children help to sort them into length order. Look
at them and compare them. Say: This is longer
than that, etc. Ask the class to point to a longer one,
a shorter one, etc.
Put the pieces of wool into a bag. Pull one out and
hold it up. The children guess whether the next piece
you pull out will be longer (hold their arms out wide)
or shorter (put their hands close together).
Pull out another piece and have them help to compare
the two pieces side by side. Ask: Who was right?
Repeat several times.

EYFS

g

Hide and seek: 20 2.35 

in

EYFS

Ask: Can you find and read the label Fran/
• Finn?
Ask: Which frog is Fran/Finn? Say: Let’s
listen to the frogs and find out.
Play the audio. Teach funny. Ask: Who is this
• (talking)?
Is he good at jumping? Why? What

rn

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Show me! (see page 18) with flashcards of the
numbers 1–19.

Le
a

Warm up

Unit 7 • Lesson 4

Rhyme: Numbers [to 20 ] AB 66

Time: 10 mins
Poster 2.3 and Poster 2.4. Point to the numbers
• Display
from 0 to 20 one at a time. As you point to them, ask

•

the children to say the number. Then say a number
and ask a volunteer to go to the poster and point to it.
Play the audio and encourage the children to sing the
song. (See audio script, page 186, and online resource
2.2 for actions.)

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Listen and stick. AB 67 

•
•
•

Time: 10 mins
Take out the Sound talking toy. Stick the frog
flashcard on the board and ask the toy and the
children: What’s this? Pretend to listen to the toy
whispering to you. Say f-r-o-g out loud, sounding
puzzled. Encourage the children to blend frog.
Help the children find page 63. Tell the children to
look at the frogs in the race. Show them where to find
the stickers. Explain that they will stick the stickers on
the frogs from left to right (last to first). Read out the
numbers and the children point to them.
Play the audio and have the children stick the stickers.

•

Listen, point and say.

Time: 5 mins
Ask: Which frog is last/next/first? Elicit the
numbers. Ask: Which frog has longer legs? (20)

EYFS

Extension

Time: 5 mins
• Play Find it! with the number flashcards. See page 18. Call out
a number and the children point to it.

Write: 20.

Time: 10 mins
Using the number 20 flashcard follow the usual
procedure for the number-writing exercise. See page 41.
For 2 say: Up and round and down and across. For
0 say: Up and round and down and round and up.

EYFS

•

Rhyme: A monkey can climb. AB 47

Time: 5 –10 mins
the song and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 181, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

in

g

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Shape, space and measures; Moving and handling

gr
a

Lesson aims

na

lG
eo

New sound: j /dZ/; write lower case j and upper case J
New language (productive): jug; blond; long (hair); short
(hair); lady; old; glasses
New language (receptive): as; Here he/she …; How is …
different now?

Warm up 2.38 

at
io

Time: 10 mins
Play Five funny freckled frogs. The children sing and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 186, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS



•

Letters and sounds: j 2.39

N

•

Le
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Success criteria

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and respond to simple questions about differences
between children of different ages with Yes/No or by
pointing; trace j, J neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand the new
vocabulary and make short comments on the differences
between people of different ages, e.g. (can’t) walk;
produce neat, free-hand versions of the letters j, J.
• Some children may be able to attempt to give longer
answers, e.g. now (can) walk.

ph
ic

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: j [1.13b], J [1.39b],
jug keyword [2.22a], baby [2.82a]; Poster 1.2, Poster 2.9;
Character cut-outs for Miss Hill, Sam, Tarik, Sid, Lin, Dona,
Pat [online resource 2.9]; four photos: a baby, a child, a
young adult, an old adult; a photograph of each child in the
class as a baby; Sound talking toy

rn

Lesson 5 • Science: Young and old page 56

Use and adapt the procedure
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35
to introduce and practice
/dZ/. Example words: children’s
own names which contain /dZ/,
jump, jacket. Keyword: jug.
For the lower case j say: down

Rhyme: Our world 1.13 

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 172, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

Time: 15 mins

j

• and out, to the top, dot.
out the Sound talking toy.
• Take
Point to the jug flashcard and ask the toy: What’s

this? Have the toy answer: j-u-g. Say: j-u-g – jug.
Encourage the children to sound out j-u-g and
blend jug.



•
•
•
•

Look, listen and stick. 2.40
Time: 20 mins

The aim of this lesson is to understand that humans
grow and change as they get older.
Revise descriptions using the character cut-outs. Use
Miss Hill to teach woman. Use Pat to introduce blond.
Demonstrate long (hair). Revise baby.
Say: Look at page 56. Display page 56 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: Who is this? (They are all the
same person, at different ages.) Ask: Can you find,
point to and read Jan? Take out the Sound talking
toy. Point to Jan and the label Jan. Ask the toy: Who’s
this? Have the toy answer: J-a-n. Say: J-a-n – Jan.
Encourage the children to sound out J-a-n and blend Jan.
Say: Here are three pictures of Jan. Which
picture is first? Next? Now? Say: Let’s listen and
find out. Play the audio in sections, stopping as before
Unit 7 • Lesson 5

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Alternative

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Use actions to revise the verbs of movement: walk/
run/jump/climb.
Show the four photos you brought in and ask
questions about the baby, child, young adult and old
adult. Ask: Can the baby walk/talk/run/jump/

climb? Can the boy/girl walk/talk/run? Can
the man/woman walk/talk/run? Can the old
man/lady run/jump/climb? What do you
think?

Time: 10 mins
• Choose two or three photographs of the children as babies.
Ask: How is he different now? Is he bigger/smaller? Does she
have more/less hair? etc.

Alternative

•
•

Rhyme: Are you bigger? 1.71


•

•

page 64

gr
a

Activity Book

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; The world.

ph
ic

the correct baby?

Time: 10 mins
Use Poster 2.9 to revise plane, car, tree, hat, bee, cat.
Play the chant. The children say the chant and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 180, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Le
a

Game: Guess the baby

Time: 10 mins
Display six photographs of the children in the class as
babies and have the six children themselves in front
of the class. Ask: Can you match each child with

Time: 10 mins
The children draw a picture of themselves as babies
and as they are now. They draw an arrow from the
baby to the child.
Go round asking them to talk about how they are
different now, e.g. I am bigger. I have hair, I can
walk, etc.

g

Time: 10 mins
• Discuss differences between people of different ages. Say:
Look at Picture one. Jan is a baby. Can babies run? Can babies
walk? talk? etc.

Extension

in

Extension

could make a class display of the photographs for
• You
visitors to guess too.

rn

•

to ask questions and check understanding. Help them
to match the number stickers to the correct pictures.
Ask again: Which picture is first? Next? Now?
Play the audio again and practise the sentences as
a class.

lG
eo

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: J [1.39b],
j [1.13b], jug keyword [2.22a]; Poster 2.3, Poster 2.4;
a spinner [online resource 2.25]; Sound talking toy

Warm up

•

Time: 5 mins



na

N
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Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 66. Point to the bun.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Ask the toy and the
children: What’s this? Pretend to listen to the toy
whispering to you. Say: b-u-n out loud, sounding
puzzled. Encourage the children to blend: bun. Repeat
for pop, mum, sand, hand, bad, sad.

Extension: Tim and Ted. AB 58  Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 56. Play the audio and have the
children read along in their books.

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Time: 5 mins
the chant. Encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See the audio script on page 178.)

Unit 7 • Lesson 5

Time: 10 mins

J

procedure for the Letters
and sounds activity. See the
Activity Book notes on
page 36.
The practice words are jump,
jacket. Keyword: jug.
For the lower case j say: down
and out, to the top, dot. For the upper case J say:

•
•
down and round and up, to the top, across.
• Help the children find page 64.
Count, draw and say.

•

Time: 10 mins
Display Poster 2.3 and Poster 2.4 to support the
children. Ask the children to join the dots and say
what they find. (a jug, a girl) Ask: What sound does
jug start with? Elicit /dZ/. Repeat for girl.

•

Read and stick.

Time: 10 mins
Write the word jug on the board. Ask the Sound talking
toy and the children: What word is this? Can you
read the word? Have the toy whisper to you and
say: j-u-g. Encourage the children to blend jug.
Show the children where to find the stickers. Which
letters do they recognise? Can they read jug? Read

EYFS

•
118

Letters and sounds: j, J AB 68

the j, J and jug keyword
• Using
flashcards, follow the usual

Play the game Spin a bug. See page 114.

Look and read.

••

EYFS

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

•

them out and have the children repeat. The children
then stick the stickers in the correct spaces.
Ask the children to think of other words that start
with the letter j.

Write: j, J.

•



Time: 10 mins
Using the jug keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.

the words for the letter formation from Letters
• Say
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

Extension: Robot says

Time: 5 mins
• Play the Robot says game including jump. (See page 19.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

Lesson 6 • Science: Animal families page 57

Lesson aims

New language (receptive): penguin; What does (it)
look like?

Success criteria

rn

in

g

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and respond to questions about the animals’ appearances
with Yes/No or by pointing; trace l, L neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand and use the new
vocabulary in simple descriptions, e.g. long (tail); produce
neat, free-hand versions of the letters l, L.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. (The) horse (is) white. (The) lion (is) brown.

Le
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You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: l [1.15b], L [1.41b],
leg keyword [2.23a], Sam [1.7a], Tarik [1.8a], Dona [1.4a],
Lin [1.5a], Pat [2.30a], Sid [2.31a], Miss Hill [1.6a], monkey
[1.15a], elephant [1.26a], camel [1.23a], lizard [1.59a], snake
[1.16a], spider [1.17a], kangaroo [1.18a], duck [1.24a],
parrot [1.35a], giraffe [1.37a], lion [1.38a], bear [1.50a],
beetle [1.56a], fish [1.61a], cow [1.62a], horse [1.63a],
cat [1.64a], dog [1.87a], rabbit [1.89a], dolphin [2.51a],
frog [2.86a]; Poster 1.2; a photograph of each child in the
class as a baby; Sound talking toy

ph
ic

New sound: l /l/; write lower case l and upper case L
New language (productive): leg; mother; father; white

Warm up
EYFS

gr
a

Letters and sounds: l 2.41

lG
eo

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the Guess the baby game from Lesson 5, page 118.

EYFS

Listen and match. 2.42  Time: 20 mins

the language of describing people. Use Pupil’s
• Revise
Book pages 4–5 and the IWB or the character

•

flashcards to make more sentences describing
appearances: Sam: short/red hair, blue eyes; Miss Hill:
green eyes, etc. Describe the children in the class too,
especially features not mentioned previously, e.g.
long/short hair.
Say: Look at page 57. Display page 57 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: Can you find and point to

•
• and out.
out the Sound talking toy. Point to a leg and ask
• Take
the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer: l-e-g.

Read the word lion. Match it to the picture of the lion.
Revise: tail, horse, black, white, brown, grey, long,
short. Teach penguin, white, mother, father. (Explain
that Mummy/Mum and Daddy/Dad are the special
names children use for their mother and father.) Ask:



and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35

l

the label starting with l? What does it say?

N
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to introduce and practice /l/.
Example words: children’s
own names which contain
/l/, Lin, listen, long, tail, old.
Keyword: leg.
For the lower case l say: down

Time: 15 mins

Say: l-e-g – leg. Encourage the children to sound
out l-e-g- and blend leg. Repeat this with L-i-n and
o-l-d.

Rhyme: Our world 1.13 

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Can you find and point to the baby/babies in
each picture?

the audio. The children listen and match each
• Play
picture to the correct number.
the audio in short sections, pausing after each
• Play
sentence to check the details/understanding. At the

•

end of each description, help the children to draw lines
to match each picture to the right number.
Practise the audio as a class.

Unit 7 • Lesson 6
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questions to describe, compare and contrast
• Ask
the animals: What colour is the lion? Does the

penguin have a long tail? Look at the baby/
mother lion. Look at the father lion. Are they
the same colour/size? etc.

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Ask: How many baby lions? How many babies altogether? How
many animals altogether?
• Use other animal flashcards (monkey, elephant, camel, lizard)
to elicit simple descriptions of their appearance.

Top tip: Activities can be made more appealing for the

are thinking of. Give clues about the appearance of
one of the characters until they guess correctly. Say,
e.g.: This boy/girl has black hair. This boy/girl
has short hair, etc.

Alternative

•

Rhyme: Colours (V1–2) 2.43


•

children by using plastic models or soft toys of the animals.

in

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: L [1.41b],
l [1.15b], leg keyword [2.23a]; Up to six Units 2–6 large sight
words cards [online resource 2.5]; Sight words envelopes
(one per child); Sound talking toy

Warm up AB 66 

Look and say.

lG
eo

Time: 5 mins
Play Find the word to revise the Unit 6 sight word his
and a selection of sight words from Units 2 to 5.
Stick his on the board and draw a word shape around
it if you have not already done so. Elicit the word. Ask
the children to find the same word in their sight words
envelopes. Repeat with the other sight words you
want to revise.

at
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•
•

Extension: Tim and Ted AB 58 

N

Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 56. Play the audio and have the
children follow the rhyme in their books.
EYFS
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•

Letters and sounds: l, L AB 69

Time: 10 mins
Using the l, L and leg keyword
flashcards, follow the usual
procedure for the Letters and
sounds activity. See the Activity
Book notes on page 36.
The practice words are Lin,
listen, long, tail, old.
Keyword: leg.
For the lower case l say: down
and out. For the upper case L say: down and across.
Help the children find page 65.

120

point to the baby lion/duck?

questions to describe, compare and contrast the
• Ask
animals, e.g. Look at the baby/mother lions. Look
at the father lion. Are they the same size?
children match the baby animals to their mother
• The
and father. They hold up their books for checking.

gr
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•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song Numbers [to 20] and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 186, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Look and match.

Time: 5 mins
Say: Look at the pictures. Revise mother lion and
father lion. Repeat for duck. Ask: Can you find and

EYFS

•

rn

page 65
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Activity Book

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

ph
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•

Time: 10 mins
Say: Look at page 4. Display page 4 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask the children to guess who you

Time: 10 mins
Play the Colours song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 187, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

g

Game: Guess who?

Time: 10 mins
Play Guess what? following the same procedure as
Guess who? using animal flashcards.

L

Unit 7 • Lesson 6

Read and match.

Time: 5 mins

lion and duck on the board. Ask: Can you find
• Write
and point to the word starting with l? What
does it say? Read the word. Repeat for duck.
Explain
children should now match the mother
• and fatherthatanimals
to the words in their books. The
children hold up their books for checking.

Write: l, L.

•
•



Time: 10 mins
Using the leg keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

Rhyme: A home for me AB 30


•

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant. Encourage the children to join in. (See
audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2 for
actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Lesson 7 • Values: Play quietly page 58

Warm up

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Guess what? using animal flashcards, as in
Lesson 6, page 120.

Reading
Time: 15 mins
Use the keywords flashcards to revise the letters
learned so far: s, t, p, a, i, n, m, d, o, b, c, k, r, e, h, u, g,
f, j, l.
Say: Now let’s read some words. Use sound
buttons to teach if. Follow the procedure in Unit 3,
Lesson 7, page 62.
Use sound buttons to teach CVC words fan, let, log,
Jack, Jim.
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Rhyme: Values 1.17 



•
•
•

Look, listen and draw. 2.44

at
io
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Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.3. Play the Values song. The children
sing and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 58. Display page 58 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. The children are
playing. Grandad is asleep in a chair. Say: Can you
find anything with words you know? (doll, bin,
cup, bun, hand, sock) Ask the children to point to the
items. Then ask them to sound out the words.
Say: Can you find the labels Grandad, sock and
doll? Revise asleep.
Say: Look at the picture again. Ask: Who is
noisy? Who is quiet? Point and ask: Are they/Is
he playing quietly? Revise noisy, quiet(ly). Teach
shout/yell. Ask: What do you think Mummy says?

N

•

g
the audio at least twice, the first time straight
• Play
through, the second time pausing at the end of each
line to check comprehension. Revise kind, helpful.
the sentences from the audio as a class.
•• Practise
Help the children to complete the happy/sad faces.

ph
ic

EYFS

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and answer questions with Yes/No or by pointing; sound
out the words if, fan, let, log, Jack, Jim, Jill; follow and
enjoy the phonics rhyme.
• Most children will be able to: understand the new
vocabulary and give short answers to questions, e.g. Noisy;
blend and read if, fan, let, log, Jack, Jim, Jill; recognise and
read we, some, see, onto, into, oh.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. They (are) noisy. (They are) not kind; read if, fan, let,
log, Jack, Jim, Jill without blending.

in

Reading: if; fan; let; log; Jack; Jim; Jill; phonics rhyme
New sight words: we, some, see, onto, into, oh
New language (productive): run about; quietly; (be) noisy;
yell; shout; helpful

Success criteria

rn

Lesson aims

New language (receptive): Hush! picnic; jam; fun; jug;
rug; Oh no!

Le
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You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: keywords sun to leg
[2.4a–2.23a], monkey [1.15a], snake [1.16a], spider [1.17a],
kangaroo [1.18a], camel [1.23a], duck [1.24a], elephant
[1.26a], parrot [1.35a], giraffe [1.37a], lion [1.38a], bear
[1.50a], beetle [1.56a], lizard [1.59a], fish [1.61a], cow
[1.62a], horse [1.63a], cat [1.64a], dog [1.87a], rabbit
[1.89a], dolphin [2.51a], frog [2.86a]; Poster 1.3; Unit 7 large
sight words cards, Unit 7 small sight words cards (one set per
child) [online resource 2.5]; Sight words envelopes (one per
child); Sound talking toy

Top tip: Set up the scene shown in the picture. Improvise
using chairs and tables and with different children taking the
different roles.

Self/Peer assessment

the sticker after the parents have completed
• Award
the relevant section of the Parent Booklet, or as
appropriate over the next session(s). Make sure
everyone gets a sticker fairly quickly.

Game: Missing words

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Missing words (see page 19) with sight words.

Rhyme: We’re not noisy! 2.45


•

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant. The children say the chant and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 187, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

Unit 7 • Lesson 7

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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page 66

•

Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this activity. See page
62 for guidance. This time the children are going to
practise reading the words: fan, if, let, leg, Jack, Jim.

Find and say. 

•

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 66. Follow the usual
procedure for this activity. See page 47 for guidance. This
time, the children might know: glass, jam, bun, frog, bug.

Phonics rhyme: The picnic 70


Time: 10 mins

lG
eo

Lesson 8 • Art: My special person page 59

na

You will need: Class audio; Poster 1.4; Unit 7 phonics cards
[online resource 2.6]; pieces of string, rope or wool of different
lengths; paper plates or circles of stiff paper/thin card

Lesson aims

N

at
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Spelling: if; fan; let; log; jug; Jan
New language (productive): plate; add; curl
New language (receptive): beard; other facial features as
required, e.g. eyebrow

Warm up

•

Extension: Colour and say.

Time: 10 mins
• The children can colour the phonics rhyme colouring picture.
Follow the usual procedure for this activity. See page 47 for
guidance. Discussion questions could include: Who is this?
What’s that? Is it a bug/frog/rug/bag? etc. This time the caption
is: Off on a picnic.

Look, listen and say. AB 71


•

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading.

Time: 10 mins
Play Guess how long from Lesson 4, page 116 with
pieces of string, rope or wool of different lengths.

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary;
spell if, fan, let, log, jug, Jan.
• Most children will be able to: describe their special person
in short phrases, e.g. grey hair; listen to a known phoneme
and write the correct grapheme.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer phrases, e.g.
(My) gran (has) grey hair.

Rhyme: Art 1.20 

•

Spelling

•
••

Time: 15 mins
Say the sounds for the letters g, f, j, l. Say: Show me
the letter that makes the sound. The children
show the letter using phonics cards for the letters
g, f, j, l.
Follow the procedure in Unit 2, Lesson 8, page 48.
Practise spelling if, fan, let, log, jug, Jan, jam. Draw a
two- or three-phoneme frame as required.

122

Unit 7 • Lesson 8

Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure to teach this unit’s sight
words. See page 47 for guidance.

gr
a

the usual procedure for this activity. See
• Follow
page 47 for guidance.

the audio again. Encourage the children to follow
• Play
in their books and join in.

g

Read and say.

Listen, point and say. AB 70  Time: 5 mins

in

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Our world (V1) song and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 172, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

•

rn

Warm up AB 11 

Find and read.
Time: 10 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this activity. See page
47. This time the children should read: jug, bag, log, rug.

EYFS
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You will need: Unit 4 phonics cards (o, b), Unit 5 phonics
cards (r, u), Unit 7 phonics cards (g, j, l) (one set for the
teacher and one set per child) [online resource 2.6], Phonics
rhyme colouring picture (one per child) [online resource R24],
Unit 7 large sight words cards, Unit 7 small sight words
cards (one set per child) [online resource 2.5]; Sight words
envelopes (one per child); Sound talking toy

ph
ic

Activity Book

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.4. Play the Art song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

•

Design and make.

Time: 20–30 mins
Explain that the children should choose a favourite
special person to make a face plate puppet of. They
draw or paint eyes, a nose and a mouth on a paper
plate or circle of stiff paper. They add hair in wool or
paper strips. (To curl a paper strip, hold it firmly under
the edge of a ruler and pull the ruler gently upwards
towards you.) They attach a thin stick or ruler to the

EYFS

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Activity Book

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Have the children use their puppets to practice the language
from Lesson 1. (See audio script 185.) Who is this?/This is
(Name)./How old is (Name)? He’s/She’s (five).

Game: Choose 1.19 

•

Time: 10 mins
Offer one child who has worked well, tried hard, been
polite, etc the opportunity to choose from two known
games. Play the Dipping rhyme chant and encourage
the children to join in. (See audio script, page 173.)

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5 

g

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 171, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

in

•

their puppet and say some things about him/her.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Exploring and using media and materials.

rn

•
•
•
•

the exhibition of favourite people puppets as an
• Use
opportunity to have each child come out, point to

Le
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•

back to hold the puppet by. Alternatively, features can
be added with felt tips, wax crayons, coloured pencils
or paints.
Show one finished puppet. Talk about the features of
the person you have chosen, e.g. eyes, hair. Say: Look
at the pictures on Pupil’s Book page 59. Display
page 59 of the Pupil’s Book on the IWB.
Demonstrate each stage, talking about everything you
are doing as you go.
When they have finished, encourage them to help
with tidying away the materials and clearing the
tables.
Ask the children to “help you write” a caption for
display, e.g. My dad.
With the class, repeat My dad several times. Ask
what the first word is. Write it. Remind them that we
need a space before the next word, and mark where to
start. Ask them to say the caption again. Ask what the
next word is. Ask what letters are needed. Sound out
and spell dad letter by letter, writing each one as you
do so.
Put the finished caption next to your puppet. Ask
them to read it as you point to the words.

page 67

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Time: 5 mins

gr
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You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: bag keyword
[2.13a], frog [2.86a]; Unit 2 phonics cards (s, a), Unit 3
phonics cards (n, m, d   ), Unit 7 phonics cards (g, f, j, l    ) (one
set for the teacher and one set per child) [online resource
2.6]; Sound talking toy

Warm up

lG
eo

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Frogs and bugs from Pupil’s Book,
Lesson 4, page 116.

na

Phonics rhyme: The picnic AB 70

Time: 5–10 mins

the chant. Encourage the children to join in. (See
• Play
audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

•

Listen and circle.

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 67. Point to the words at
the top of the page. Explain that the children should
listen to you and circle the word they hear. Say: One.

EYFS

Jug, jug. Two. Log, log. Three. Fan, fan.

talk: b-a-g. Repeat for frog. Now draw a bug on the
board and repeat. Finally, do the same for log and rug.
Revise the phonics rhyme from Unit 7, Lesson 7. Play
the audio and encourage the children to follow the
words line by line.

N
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Look, trace and write.
Time: 5 mins
the Sound talking toy. Stick the bag flashcard
• onTaketheoutboard
to the pictures. Ask the children what they can
and have the children ask the toy: What
• Point
see. (a bug and a fan) Ask them to trace and then
is this? Encourage the children to answer in sound

Look and spell.

•

Time: 10 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. For
guidance, see page 49. This time the children learn
to spell jug, rug, jam, bag, bun, log, if, fan let, Jan.

EYFS

copy the words.

Draw.

•

Time: 5 mins
The children then draw around the bug and the fan,
following the directional arrows and the dotted lines.

Listen and write. AB 72 

•

Time: 5 mins
Children listen to the I spy audio and write the first
letter of the word they hear.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention

Unit 7 • Lesson 8

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Unit 8 Aims and objectives
English

Understanding the world (Science)

• Literacy: learn the phonemes v /v/, y /j/, x /ks/, w /w/
• Language and communication: use can to ask for
permission and make simple requests

• Distinguish different ways of moving objects: push, pull
• Distinguish different kinds of movement: bouncing,
walking, rolling

Maths

Values

• Numbers and counting: revise counting numbers
up to 20; Doubling: 1 and 1 is 2
• Shape, space and measures: describe and make
repeating patterns; say what comes next in a sequence;
3D shapes: ball (sphere)

• Respecting public spaces

Expressive arts

in

g

• Exploring and using materials: use simple tools and
techniques to assemble and join materials
Advance preparation: a fairly large cardboard box, three
healthy snack wrappers, three plastic bottle tops, a bouncy
ball and a coin

Lesson aims

Le
a

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and respond to questions by gesture or with Yes/No; trace
v, V neatly.
• Most children will be able to: respond to simple questions
with one- or two-word answers, e.g. (mummy) push;
produce neat, free-hand versions of the letters v, V.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. Lin wants mummy (to) push.

lG
eo
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New sound: v /v/; write lower case v and upper case V
New language (productive): van; bus; roundabout; push
New language (receptive): All right; OK; Here we go; want
to do; hold on

Success criteria

ph
ic

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: v [1.25b],
V [1.51b], van keyword [2.24a], car [1.44a], bus [2.87a],
motorbike [1.74a]; Poster 2.12; Character masks for Lin’s
mum, Lin and Dona [online resource 2.8]; Sound talking toy

rn

Lesson 1 • English: On the roundabout page 60

Warm up 2.30 

na

EYFS

Seek and say: v 2.46 

at
io

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Use Poster 2.12 to revise family words. Play My family
(V1–2) The children sing and do the actions. (See audio
script, page 185, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35

•

the letter v? Where is it?

124

Unit 8 • Lesson 1

the Letters and sounds chant. The children say
• Play
the chant and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 178, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Time: 15 mins

v

to introduce and practice the
sound /v/. Example words:
children’s own names which
contain /v/, very, visit, have,
five, heavy. Keyword: van.
For the lower case v, say:
down and up.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the van
flashcard and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the
toy answer: v-a-n. Say: v-a-n – van. Encourage the
children to sound out v-a-n and blend van.
Say: Look at page 60. Display page 60 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: Can you find and point to

N

•
•

Rhyme: Letters and sounds 1.58

Time: 10 mins

EYFS



•
•
•
•

Listen, read and match. 2.47

Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 60. Display page 60 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. The children are in
the park. Ask: Can you see anything with a v
sound? Revise van if necessary. Find, blend and read
the labels bus and van.
Ask: Who/What can you see? Elicit: Lin, Dona,
Lin’s mummy; a (motor) bike. Teach roundabout.
Teach push. Demonstrate: push it; it goes round and
round. Teach bus.
Say: Look at the picture and listen. Play the
audio at least twice. The second time, pause the
recording after each speaker to ask questions. Ask:
What does Dona ask? (Can we play on the
roundabout?) What does Lin ask? (Can you push?)
Prompt with the beginning of the sentence and have
the children finish the sentences.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Where is Lin/Dona? Help the children draw
• Ask:
lines from the labels to the correct vehicle.
and repeat the dialogue as a class, line by line,
• Listen
in two short sections. Then divide the class in three

Top tip: With dialogues, allow the children several

opportunities to say the lines with the recording all together before
dividing them into groups to say a particular character’s lines. Then
you can move on to individual work.

Extension 

Warm up

lG
eo
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Time: 5 mins
This activity revises the phonics rhyme The picnic.
Play the game Which one? to practise jug, jam, bag,
rug and bun. See the instructions on page 18. Use the
objects (or flashcards).

Extension: The picnic AB 70 

at
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Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 66. Play the audio and have the
children follow the rhyme in their books.

Letters and sounds: v, V AB 73

Time: 10 mins

•
•
•

EYFS
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V

Using the v, V and van
keyword flashcards, follow the
usual procedure for the Letters
and sounds activity. See the
Activity Book notes on
page 36.
The practice words are
very, visit, have, five, heavy.
Keyword: van.
For the lower case v, say: down and up. For the
upper case V, the words are the same.
Help the children find page 68.

N

•

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention; Moving and handling.

in

•

Elicit answers. Use the Sound talking toy to segment
the words and blend them with the children.
Say: Look at the pictures. Elicit what they are.
Make sure the children have a blue, grey, red, yellow,
black and brown crayon ready. Briefly revise the
colours if necessary. Ask the children to listen to the
audio and colour the pictures accordingly. Pause
between each vehicle to give the children time to
colour.
Check answers by asking: What colour is the car/
bus/van? and eliciting answers.

ph
ic

Time: 5 mins
Play Robot says! with parts of the body that the
children know. See page 19.

Look and read. AB 70 

•

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the Alphabet song and encourage the children to
join in. (See audio script page 171.)

page 68

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: V [1.51b], v
[1.25b], van keyword [2.24a], bus [2.87a], cars [1.44a], bag
[2.13a], bun [2.75a], jug [2.22a]; Poster 2.5; some jam, a
rug, (objects or pictures of them); Sound talking toy

•

Rhyme: Alphabet 1.3 

rn

Activity Book

•

Time: 15 mins
If there is space in the classroom, include a wider
range of actions and ask the children to act out, rather
than mime, all the actions.

g

Time: 10 mins
• Choose groups of three children to act out the dialogue using
the character masks.

Alternative

Le
a

•

and practise each section with each group taking the
part of one character.
Finally practise the whole dialogue with each group
taking the part of one character.

••

Game: Statues

Time: 15 mins
Play Statues as in Unit 5, Lesson 2, page 84.
Revise the mimes. Add push and round and round. The
children could also pretend to be in the bus, drive the
bus, ride the motorbike or go on the roundabout.

EYFS

Listen and colour. AB 74

•

•

Read and match.

Time: 5 mins
Can the children find any words beginning with the
sound /v/? (van) Help the children to read the labels. The
children draw lines to match the pictures to the words.

EYFS

Game: Statues

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game from Pupil’s Book, Lesson 1, above.

Write: v, V.

•
•



Time: 10 mins
Using the van keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

Rhyme: The wheels on the bus AB 8
Time: 5 mins
Display the poster. Play the song The wheels on the
bus and encourage the children to join in. (See audio
script, page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

•

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

Time: 5–10 mins
Use flashcards to revise bus, car and van. Stick them
on the board one by one and ask: What’s this?
Unit 8 • Lesson 1

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Lesson 2 • English: Can I …? page 61

EYFS

Seek and say: y 2.48 

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35

y

Rhyme: Sounds 1.25 

at
io
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Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Sounds chant. The children say the chant and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Time: 20 mins
Say: Look at Picture 1 on page 61 again. Ask:
Who can you see? Where are they? Elicit: Sam
and Sid at the park with Sam’s dad. Teach: swing.
Remind the children of: push, heavy.
Ask: Can you read the word on the label? (yes)
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to Tarik and ask
the toy: Is this Tarik? Have the toy answer: y-e-s.
Say: y-e-s – yes. Encourage the children to sound
out y-e-s and blend yes.
Ask: What does Sam want? Say: Let’s listen and
find out. Play the first audio twice without stopping.
The children answer the question: What does Sam
want? (To push (the swing), and/or an ice cream.)

•

•
•
•
•
•

• and find out.
the second audio as above. Check understanding.
• Play
Replay the whole dialogue while they listen. Practise

Listen, read and match. 2.49 

N

•
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• and round and up and down and out.
Look at page 61. Display page 61 of the Pupil’s
• Say:
Book on the IWB. Ask: Can you find the letter y
hidden in the pictures?

•

questions. Say: What does Sam want? (to push)
What does he say? (Can I …?) What does his
dad say? (No) Why not? (heavy) Now what
does Sam want? (ice cream) What does he say?
(Can I have…?) What does his dad say? (Yes)
Replay the whole dialogue while children listen.
Practise the audio.
Help the children to draw a line from the label yes to
the correct person. (Sam’s dad)
Say: Look at picture 2. Ask: What do Tarik and
his dad want? (They want some juice.)
Teach pull. Remind the children of button, juice, door.
Introduce machine if necessary.
Ask: Can you see and point to a word with
letter y? Help them find and read yum. Take out the
Sound talking toy. Point to the juice and ask the toy
a question: Yum? Have the toy answer: y-u-m. Say:
y-u-m – yum. Encourage the children to sound out
y-u-m and blend yum.
Ask: What does Tarik want? Say: Let’s listen

gr
a

to introduce and practice the
sound /j/. Example words:
children’s own names which
contain /j/, yes, you, yellow.
Keyword: yogurt.
For the lower case y say: down

Time: 15 mins

after each speaker to ask questions and check
• Stop
understanding. Encourage repetition of Can I …?

g

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Play a game to revise the characters’ names. Use
the character cut-outs on the board with a number
written above each one.
Ask: Who is number one? Elicit: (It’s) Miss Hill/Lin.

in

Warm up

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and respond to simple questions with Yes/No or with a
gesture; trace y, Y neatly.
• Most children will be able to: use the new vocabulary to
give single-word responses, e.g. swing, pull; produce neat,
free-hand versions of the letters y, Y.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer descriptions,
e.g. push (the) button (then) pull (the) door.

rn

New letters: y /j/; write lower case y and upper case Y;
Unit 7 sight words: we, some, see, onto, into, oh

Success criteria

Le
a

Lesson aims

New language (productive): yogurt; swing; pull; OK; I’m
sorry; In a moment
New language (receptive): machine

ph
ic

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: y [1.28b], Y
[1.54b], yogurt keyword [2.25a], apple keyword [2.7a],
orange keyword [2.12a], banana [1.69a], cake [1.68a], juice
[2.47a], burger [1.72a], ice cream [1.84a], pizza [1.77a], lolly
[1.82a], biscuit [1.67a]; Character cut-outs for Miss Hill, Sam,
Tarik, Sid, Dona, Lin and Pat [online resource 2.9]; Unit 6 food
vocabulary cards [online resource 2.30]; a large cardboard
box; three healthy snack wrappers; three plastic bottle tops

•
•

the audio in short sections as previously, first as a
class and then in groups per character. Finish with the
whole dialogue.
Help the children to draw a line from the label yum to
the correct person. (Tarik)
Practise Can I? for simple requests with the whole class.
Using flashcards or food vocabulary cards, have the
children ask for things, e.g. apple, orange, banana. Can I
have an apple, (please)? Give the apple card to the child.
Say: Of course/Yes, here (you are). Encourage the
child to say Thank you.

•
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Extension

Time: 5–10 mins (each time)
• Make a snack machine. Cut a small hinged door near the bottom
of a large cardboard carton. Stick three healthy snack wrappers
to show the “choices”, and three plastic bottle top “buttons”.
• Appoint a snack monitor to be in charge of the model machine,
and allow the children to play with the snack machine, e.g. Can
I have a …? Yes, push the button and pull the door.

Look and say.

Time: 5 mins

•

lG
eo

gr
a

around it. Elicit the word. Ask the children to find the
word in their sight words envelopes. Then read again as
a class. Repeat with the other sight words for Unit 7.
The children use their sight words cards to play Pairs.
See page 18.

Extension: The picnic AB 70
Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 66. Play the rhyme and encourage
the children to read along.

na

Letters and sounds: y, Y AB 75

Time: 10 mins
Using the y, Y and yogurt
keyword flashcards, follow the
usual procedure for the Letters
and sounds activity. See
the Activity Book notes on
page 36.
The practice words are yes,
you, yellow. Keyword: yogurt.
For the lower case y say:

N

at
io

•

Y

•
• down and round and up and down and out.
For the upper case Y say: down, to the top and

down and down.

Help the children find page 69.

Read and stick.

Time: 5 mins
Put the flashcards for apple, pizza and yogurt on the
board. Elicit what they are. Ask the children what
letter each items starts with. Elicit /œ/, /p/ and /j/.
Say: /œ/, /œ/, /œ/ apple. The children point to the
apple flashcard. Repeat with pizza and yogurt.

EYFS

•

g

•

Listen and draw. AB 76 

Time: 5 mins
Teach yuk and yum. Hold up the apple flashcard.
Smile, rub your tummy and say: Mmm, an apple.
Yum! Ask the children who like apples to raise their
hands. Repeat with yogurt. Hold up the orange
flashcard, but this time frown and say: Oh no, an
orange. Yuk! Ask the children who don’t like oranges
to raise their hands. Repeat with pizza.
Show the children the pictures of the food items in
their books and elicit what they are. (an apple, a pizza,
a yogurt) Say the words and encourage the children
to point to the correct pictures. Tell the children that
Tarik will say which food he likes or doesn’t like.
Explain that they should draw a smile under the food
he likes and a sad mouth under the food he doesn’t
like. The children listen to the audio and draw happy
or sad faces.

EYFS

ph
ic

reading the Unit 7 sight words. Stick the sight
• Practise
word card we on the board and draw a word shape

the stickers above the correct label.

in

Time: 5 mins
Play the song Numbers [to 20]. Encourage the children
to join in. (See audio script, page 186, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

the children to read the labels, and then to find
• Help
the stickers at the back of the book. The children put

rn

Warm up AB 66 

•

Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention; Moving and handling.
EYFS

page 69

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: Y [1.54b],
y [1.28b], yogurt keyword [2.25a], apple keyword [2.7a],
orange keyword [2.12a], pizza [1.77a]; Unit 7 large sight
words cards [online resource 2.5]; Sight words envelopes
(one per child)

•

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 172, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Le
a

Activity Book

•



Time: 10 mins
Play Statues as in Lesson 1, page 125. Add pull.

EYFS

•

Game: Statues

Rhyme: The wheels on the bus 1.12

Extension

Time: 5 mins
• Ask the children to think of more food words they know in
English. They can draw pictures of the food on the board. Ask
the children if these items of food are good or bad for them.
Put a smiley face by the healthy food and a sad face by the
unhealthy food. The children then say: Can I have ...?  You
answer Yes for healthy food and No for unhealthy food.

Game: Statues

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game from Pupil’s Book, Lesson 2, above.

Write: y, Y.

•
•



Time: 10 mins
Using the yogurt keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

Rhyme: Pat-a-cake AB 55 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 183, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention; Moving and handling.
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Lesson 3 • Maths: How many legs? page 62

Lesson aims
Numbers and counting: 0–20; write 10–15
New language (productive): worm
New language (receptive): furry; above; caterpillar

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand the new language
and respond to questions about numbers by pointing;
trace the numbers neatly.
• Most children will be able to understand the new language
and respond to questions about numbers with single
words, e.g. eight, cat.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. (the) spider (has) eight (legs).

Warm up

Top tip:

Rhyme: Twenty legs 2.50 

•
•
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g

the spider, 1, 2 … 8. 8. Now the bee. Start with
8. 9, 10 … 14. 14. Next, the cat. Start with 14.
15, 16, 17, 18. 18. And the bird. Start at 18.
19, 20. 20. And the worm? The worm has no
legs. So we’re finished. 20 legs altogether.

lG
eo

na
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•

Find and count.

Time: 15 mins
Say: Look at page 62. Display page 62 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Elicit/revise the names and colours
of the animals: spider (black), bee (yellow and black),
cat (white), bird (brown), worm (grey). Teach worm.
Revise web.
Ask: What can you see? Look! Can you see a
(spider)? For each animal ask: What colour is it?
How many legs does it have? Remind them that
no legs = zero.
Say a number (0, 2, 4, 6, 8) and ask the children to
point on the page or IWB to the animal with that
number of legs.
Ask: Can you find and point to the word cat/
yellow/black? Read each word in turn with the

EYFS

•

in

Time: 10 mins
Play the Twenty legs song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 188, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

N

•

•

Ask: Where is the bee? (It’s in front of the gate.)
Ask: How many legs altogether? Help them to
count all the legs. Count in order of number of legs,
starting with the highest, i.e. spider, bee, cat, bird,
worm. Remind the children to hold the last number
arrived at in their heads so that they can count on.
You can put each sub-total on the board in turn, and
then cross it out as you add the next one. Say: First

gr
a

Always revise a particular vocabulary set before
an activity. For this lesson, use flashcards, plastic animals and
soft toy animals to revise all the known names of animals,
insects and birds.

• hidden in the picture?
Practise recognising the animals. Say: Find and
• point
to the bird/cat/worm/bee/spider.
Ask:
Where
the spider’s web? (It’s on the gate.)
• Ask: Where’sisthe
bird? (It’s in the tree.)

rn

•

Numbers: Doubles (1)

Time: 20 mins
Use convenient classroom objects, e.g. books, to teach
doubling. Give two of the children the same item
each. Elicit (Name) has one and (Name) has one.
Teach One and another one makes …? Two. Repeat
with other objects, e.g. two pencils, two rulers.

EYFS

ph
ic

•

class. Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the
picture of the cat and ask the toy: What’s this?
Have the toy answer: c-a-t. Say: c-a-t – cat.
Encourage the children to sound out c-a-t and
blend cat.
Ask: Can you find and point to the number 20

Time: 10 mins
Play the Can I have a/an …? game using the food
flashcards on the board.

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: apple keyword
[2.7a], orange keyword [2.12a], banana [1.69a],
cake [1.68a], juice [2.47a], burger and chips [1.72a], ice
cream [1.84a], pizza [1.77a], lolly [1.82a], biscuit [1.67a];
Poster 1.10; Sound talking toy

Game: Build a bug

• Play Build a bug. (See page 19.)

Time: 15 mins

Rhyme: Incy Wincy spider 2.51
Time: 5–10 mins
Display Poster 1.10. Play the song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 188, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

•

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers.
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Activity Book

page 70

AB 66

Time: 5–10 mins
Revise the numbers from 0 to 20. Hand out the
flashcards and have the children stand up when you
call out their number.
Display Poster 2.3 and Poster 2.4. Stick all the number
flashcards on the board and play What’s missing?
Follow the instructions on page 19.
Play the audio. The children sing the song. This song
can be practised in class and then repeated at home
with parents. (See audio script, page 186, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

•
•
•

Listen and colour.
Time: 10 mins
Help the children find page 70. Point to the picture.
Ask the children what they can see. (a worm) Ask
How many legs? (zero)
Make sure the children have the correct crayons
ready. Tell the children to listen to your instructions
and colour the worm the correct colour. Say: Colour

gr
a

•
•

Rhyme: Twenty legs AB 77
Time: 5–10 mins
Stick the animal flashcards on the board and elicit what
they are. Ask the children how many legs each animal
has and how many legs there are altogether. (14)
Play a miming game. Give the children instructions to
mime different animals, e.g. Boys are snakes, girls

•
•

are cats.

the song Twenty Legs and encourage the children
• Play
to join in. (See audio script, page 188, and online

ph
ic

EYFS

•
•

Time: 10–15 mins
Stick the number flashcards 10 to 20 around the
room. Call out a number and a child’s name. The child
finds the number and stands next to it.
Practise writing the numbers 10 to 15 with air-tracing.
Then the children trace over the numbers and say
what they are.

g

Rhyme: Numbers [to 20 ]

Trace and say: 10–15.

in

•

Time: 5 mins
Play Match to revise a set of vocabulary. See the
instructions on page 18.

children to say the colours of the numbers you ask
• Ask
at random, e.g. What colour is 16?
to the head and the tail and elicit what they are.
• Point
The children can choose what colour to use.

rn

Warm up

and 10 blue. Colour 12 and 15 green. Colour 8
and 13 brown. Colour 9 and 16 white. Colour
4 and 14 black. Colour 6 and 11 grey. Colour
17 and 19 yellow. Colour 18 and 20 red.

Le
a

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 0–20
[2.30b–2.50b], spider [1.17a], snake [1.16a], monkey
[1.15a], cat [1.64a]; Poster 2.3, Poster 2.4; two sets of
vocabulary cards (choose a set you would like your class to
revise) [online resource 2.4]

lG
eo

1 and 3 yellow. Colour 2 and 5 red. Colour 7

resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Listening and attention.

Lesson 4 • Maths: What’s next? page 63

at
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You will need: Class audio; Character masks for Pat and
Dona [online resource 2.8]; patterned wrapping paper or
fabric; Sound talking toy

Lesson aims

N

Numbers and counting: 1–20; write 16–20
New language (productive): What’s next? pattern
New language (receptive): double

Warm up 2.51 

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Display Poster 1.10. Play Incy Wincy spider. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 188, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Numbers: Doubles (2)
Time: 10 mins
Have one boy come to the front and stand to one side
of you. Say: How many boys? One. Let’s have
another one. How many now? Count along 1, 2.
Two. One and another one makes two. Have
the class repeat.

EYFS

•

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand the new language
and respond to questions about patterns or position with
Yes/No or by pointing; trace the numbers neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand the new language
and respond to questions about patterns or position with
single words, e.g. frog, green; complete the patterns correctly.
• Some children will be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. (the) green frog (is) next.
children. Have two girls stand to one side.
• Change
Say: How many girls? Two. Let’s have another

two. How many now? Count along 1, 2, 3, 4.
Four. Two and another two makes four. Have
the class repeat.

Rhyme: One, two. How are you? [to 12]
2.52 

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the chant. The children say the chant and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 188, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)
Unit 8 • Lesson 4
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Listen and choose. 2.53  Time: 15 mins

examples of regular patterns, e.g. on wrapping
• Show
paper or fabric. Teach pattern.
Let’s make a pattern with children. Bring
• Say:
the children to the front. Say: Let’s have a boy …

and now a girl … and another boy … and now
a girl, etc. Say: Tell me about the pattern.

Time: 10 mins
• Have two kinds of cut-out shapes, all the same size and colour,
e.g. red squares and yellow triangles. Give them to some of the
children and arrange the shapes alternately in a line.
• Ask the class to say the pattern: e.g. square, triangle, square,
triangle.

Game: Patterns

Time: 10 mins
Put a pattern of paper shapes, e.g. squares and
triangles, on the board.
Give out sets of the same shapes to two teams. Which
team can re-create the pattern first?
Repeat with different patterns.

EYFS

(First there’s a boy and then a girl, etc.) Also accept:
one boy, one girl, etc.
Say: Look at page 63. Display page 63 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. The girls want to
make a pattern on the computer.
Revise/elicit bug, frog, it’s red, it’s green. Say: Can

•
•
•

the labels? Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to
the red bug and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the
toy answer: b-u-g. Say: b-u-g – bug. Encourage the

Extension

bug? Is it a frog? What colour is it? Let’s listen
and check.

•
•

Time: 15 mins
Put a pattern (using different colours) on the board,
e.g. 2 red circles, 1 yellow circle, 2 red circles, etc.
The children copy the pattern onto a piece of paper.
Repeat with a different pattern.
On a second piece of paper the children can create
their own patterns and talk about them.

in

Stop at the chime. Play the audio again, stopping
after every line, to repeat and have them point to the
animals in turn.
Ask: What’s next? Elicit suggestions from the
children. Say: Let’s listen and find out. Is it a

Alternative

rn

• to the animals when they say the names.

Le
a

children to sound out b-u-g and blend bug. Repeat this
with red and frog.
Say: Listen to the girls. Play the audio. Say: Point

Time: 10 mins
• Play Patterns using all the same shapes, but in different
colours.

Rhyme: Colours (V1–2) 2.43 Time: 10 mins

ph
ic

•
• you find and point to the word bug/frog on

•

Extension

g

EYFS

gr
a

Play the Colours song. The children sing and do
the rest of the audio. Confirm that the answer is
•
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 187, and online
the green frog and help them to draw a circle round it.
resource 2.2 for actions.)
the audio in short sections, first as a class and
• Practise
then later with half the class being Pat and half being

Activity Book

page 71

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Frogs and bugs from Pupil’s Book,
Unit 7, Lesson 4, Alternative game, page 116.

N

•
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You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 10–20
[2.40b–2.50b]; Poster 2.1, Poster 2.2

Warm up

Look and draw.

••
•
••

Time: 10 mins
Help the children find page 71.
Revise circle and triangle with drawings on the board.
Point to the first pattern. Ask the children what they
can see. Ask: What’s next? The children look at their
books and work out the pattern. They draw the next
shape in the pattern (a triangle). Check answers.
Revise ruler and pencil with objects. As before, the
children look at their books, work out the pattern and
draw the next object in the sequence.
Check answers. Ask: What’s next? Elicit: (a) ruler.
Point to the third pattern. Ask the children what they
can see and elicit frogs and bugs. The children look
at the order the pictures are in. Ask: What’s next?
Elicit: a bug. They draw a bug.
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EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Listening and attention; Shape, space and measures.

lG
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Dona. Build up to the whole dialogue if possible. Pairs
could then use character masks and the Pupil’s Book
picture on the IWB to do the dialogue for the class.

Extension

Time: 5 mins
• Place boys and girls in a line at the front of the class in a
pattern, e.g. two boys, two girls, two boys. Ask: What’s next?
and elicit the correct pattern. Use a number of variations.

Rhyme: Numbers [to 20 ]


AB 66
Time: 5–10 mins

two circles on the board. Ask: How many
• Draw
circles? Elicit two. Say: Let’s have another two.

Draw two more circles. Ask: How many circles
now? 1, 2, 3, 4. Four. Say: Two and another two
makes ... four.

Poster 2.1 and Poster 2.2. Point to the
• Display
numbers from 0 to 20 one at a time. As you point to

•

them, ask the children to say the numbers. Then say
a number and ask a volunteer to go to the poster and
point to it.
Play the audio and encourage the children to sing the
song. (See audio script, page 186, and online resource 2.2
for actions.) This song can be practised in class and then
repeated at home with parents.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

•
•

Trace and say: 16–20.

Time: 16–20 mins
Stick the flashcards for 10 to 20 around the room.
Play Show me! See the instructions on page 18.
Practise how to write the numbers 16 to 20 with
air-tracing. Then the children trace over the numbers
and say what they are.

EYFS

Rhyme: Twenty legs AB 77 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 188, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Shape, space and measures; Moving and handling.

Lesson 5 • Science: Push or pull? page 64

Success criteria

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: x [1.27b],
X [1.53b], box keyword [2.26a]; Poster 1.2; Poster 2.10;
Push and pull worksheet (one per child) [online resource
2.32]; a camera (optional); Sound talking toy

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and respond to simple questions about pushing and pulling
with Yes/No, a gesture, or by pointing; trace x, X neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and use it to give single-word responses, e.g. push, pull;
produce neat, free-hand versions of the letters x, X.
• Some children may be able to attempt to give longer
answers, e.g. (The) window open(s) (with a) push.

Lesson aims

EYFS

Letters and sounds: x 2.54

gr
a
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down.

x

Rhyme: Our world 1.13 

at
io

EYFS

na

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Look, listen and stick. 2.55

N

•

Time: 15 mins
Use Poster 2.10 to revise push and pull. Also, ask
individual children to push against your hand, or pull
on the end of ruler or pencil. They can push their own
hands one against the other, and also try pulling them
apart.
Say: Look at page 64. Display page 64 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: Can you find, point to and
read ox and box? Take out the Sound talking toy.
Point to the ox and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the
toy answer: o-x. Say: o-x – ox. Encourage the children
to sound out o-x and blend ox. Repeat this with b-o-x.
Teach cart, pushchair. Point and say: cart,
pushchair. Check understanding of the photographs.
Play the audio, pausing at the first chime in each
section for the children to answer.

•

rn

in

Time: 10 mins
Use and adapt the procedure
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35
to introduce and practice x.
Example words: children’s own
names which contain /ks/, next,
six, sixteen. Keyword: box.
For the lower case x say:

•
•
• down, to the top and

Ask: Is this a push or a pull? / Does the cart
• move
with a push or a pull?
Say:
Let’s
listen and find out. Play the rest of the
• section. Pause
again for the children to repeat. Ask:
Were you right?
the children to find and stick each sticker beside
• Help
the appropriate picture.
• Practise the audio as a class.

ph
ic

• Play Statues as in Lesson 2, page 127.

Time: 10 mins

Le
a

Warm up

g

New sound: x /ks/; write lower case x and upper case X
New language (productive): box; ox; cart; pushchair
New language (receptive): move; near; away

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Go on a push/pull walk around the school or classroom. Find
examples of things in the environment that move with a push
or a pull. (Suggestions: pushing/pulling doors or door handles,
windows, cupboard doors, drawers, chairs, a trolley; pushing on/
off switches; pulling blind cords or curtains.)
• If possible, photograph or draw them for a class display.
• Print and give each child a Push and pull worksheet to
complete at home or during a walk around school.

Top tip: Have some toys available in the classroom which the
children can push (e.g. toy cars), or pull (e.g. larger toys on wheels
with a string at the front). They can then do the action and say the
words at the same time.

Game: Robot says

•

•
•
•

Time: 10 mins
Play Robot says (see page 19). Prompt with verbs of
movement: run, swim, fly, jump, walk, move, shake,
hop. Include push and pull. The children mime the
actions.

Rhyme: Push it away! 2.56
Time: 5–10 mins
Play the chant. The children say the chant and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 188, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

•

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

Unit 8 • Lesson 5
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page 72

Look and read.

•

Time: 5 mins
Revise jug, frog, bug. Play Which one? See the
instructions on page 18.

•
•
•
•

Extension: The picnic AB 70 

Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 66. Play the audio and have the
children follow the rhyme in their books.

•

Letters and sounds: x, X AB 78

Time: 10 mins
Using the x, X and box
keyword flashcards, follow the
usual procedure for the Letters
and sounds activity. See the
Activity Book notes on
page 36.
The practice words are next,
six, sixteen. Keyword: box.
For the lower case x say:
down, to the top and down. For the upper case X
the words are the same.
Help the children find page 72.

Time: 10 mins
Using the box keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

Rhyme: The wheels on the bus AB 8

Time: 5 mins
Poster 2.5. Play the song and encourage the
• Display
children to join in. (See audio script, page 172, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

lG
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X

•
•
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Time: 5 mins
Play the rhyme and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Revise the letters o, c, and b. Write them on the board
and elicit their sounds. Practise air-tracing these three
letters, and then ask the children to trace them on
each other’s backs.
Tell the children to look the pictures. Ask: What’s
this? Elicit: an ox, a box, a cart.
The children look at their books. Say: Point to the
picture that starts with /Å/? Say: That’s right.
Ox starts with /Å/. Repeat for the other pictures.
The children write the missing first letter on the stave
for each picture. Move around the room to monitor
the children’s work. Check the answers with the class.
Say: Point to the word starting with o? What
does it say? Read the word.

Write: x, X.

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

EYFS

Look, choose and write the letter.

rn

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 2.7. Play the song A home for me and
encourage the children to join in. (See audio script,
page 178, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)



g

Warm up AB 30 

EYFS

in

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: X [1.53b],
x [1.27b], box keyword [2.26a], frog [2.86a]; Poster 2.5,
Poster 2.7

Le
a

Activity Book

at
io

na

•
•
•

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

N

Lesson 6 • Science: Move! page 65
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: w [1.26b],
W [1.52b], wind keyword [2.27a]; Poster 1.2; a bouncy ball
and a coin; elastic; foil; glue; tissue paper; a strip of cloth,
ribbon or crêpe paper; Sound talking toy

Lesson aims
New sound: w /w/; write lower case w and upper case W
New language (productive): wind (n.); bounce; coin; roll
New language (receptive): What does (it) sound like? the
bottom of the garden; round here; all that he can do; all
day/night; wiggle

132
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Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and respond to questions about ways of moving with Yes/
No, or an action; trace w, W neatly.
• Most children will be able to: use the new vocabulary in
single-word descriptions, e.g. ball; produce neat,
free-hand versions of the letters w, W.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. A ball bouncing.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35

Time: 15 mins

w

to introduce and practice w.
Make the children aware of
the difference between the
pronunciation of the alphabet
letter name w as /’døblju:/
and its usual pronunciation
as /w/ in words the children know. Example words:
children’s own names which contain /w/, we, twenty,
window. Keyword: wind (n.).
For the lower case w say: down and up and down

• and up.
out the Sound talking toy. Point to the wind
• Take
flashcard and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the

toy answer: w-i-n-d. Say: w-i-n-d – wind. Encourage
the children to sound out w-i-n-d and blend wind.

Rhyme: Our world 1.13 

EYFS

Listen and match. 2.58  Time: 20 mins
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ready a bouncy ball and a coin. Teach bounce.
• Have
Demonstrate with the ball. Revise roll with the coin.
Revise walk.
Look at page 65. Display page 65 of the Pupil’s
• Say:
Book on the IWB. Ask: What can you see? Elicit/
say: children walking; a ball bouncing; a coin rolling.
Ask: Can you find, point to and read the word
• walk/bounce/roll?
Check understanding, then help
the children to read the labels.
Ask: What do the things in the pictures sound
• like?
See if the children can imitate the noises. Say:

Let’s listen and find out.

N

Activity Book

Warm up

Time: 5 mins
Play the Robot says game making sure to include push
and pull. Follow the instructions on page 19.

Look and say.

•

Alternative

•

Time: 10 mins
Make a bouncing bug (for the Wiggly woo song), as
follows. Tie a length of thin elastic round a piece of
foil and scrunch the foil up into a ball (or use a real
ball). Leave a long piece of elastic out of the ball.
Use strong glue to cover the ball with small pieces of
torn up tissue paper. Draw on some eyes, and stick
on paper/foil wings, legs, feelers, etc. Tie the bug to a
chair or door handle. Pull the elastic gently and watch
him bounce.

Rhyme: Wiggly woo 2.59 

Time: 10 mins

wiggle.
•• Teach
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 189, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
could make a Wiggly woo using a strip of cloth,
• You
ribbon or crepe paper. Wiggle it with one hand along
the desk to simulate the movement of ‘wiggling’.
could also prepare a bouncing bug ahead of time.
• You
The class would then have a Bouncing bug and a
Wiggly woo to accompany the song.
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention; Moving and handling.

page 73

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: W [1.52b],
w [1.26b], wind keyword [2.27a]; Unit 7 large sight words
cards [online resource 2.5]; a ball; Sight words envelopes
(one per child) Sound talking toy

•

•

Game: Robot says

Time: 10 mins
Play Robot says as in Pupil’s Book, Lesson 5, page 131
using bounce, walk and roll.

EYFS

ph
ic

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 172, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

•
•

draw lines from each picture to the correct number.
Demonstrate the sounds again using a real coin and
ball. Ask children to demonstrate walking, to bounce
the ball (gently) or to roll the coin.
Say: Close your eyes and listen. Ask: What is it?
Perform some more movements (one at a time) for
them to guess what you did from the noise you made,
e.g. walk across the room, drop a book, close a drawer,
open a door.

g



Letters and sounds: w 2.57

is that sound? The children answer. Help them to

in

EYFS

the audio straight through once or twice. Play
• Play
it through again, pausing at each chime. Ask: What

rn

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Statues with movements as in Lesson 5,
page 131. Include push/pull.

Le
a

Warm up

Time: 5 mins
Play Find the word with the sight words from Unit 7.
See the instructions in the Activity Book notes on
page 120.

Extension: The picnic AB 70 

Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 66. Play the audio and have the
children read the rhyme in their books.

Rhyme: You put your right arm up!
AB 52 
Time: 5 mins
the song and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 183, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Unit 8 • Lesson 6

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

133

around the classroom. Say: Look! I can … walk.

Encourage the children to mime bouncing a ball, to
wiggle like worms and to walk around the classroom.
Show them the labels. Ask: Can you find and point

• to the word starting with b? What does it
Lesson 7 • Values: It’s your park! page 66

lG
eo

Lesson aims

Time: 10 mins
Play Robot says as in Lesson 6, page 133.

N

•
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Reading: ox; box; wet; yes; yet; van; vet: phonics rhyme
New sight words: she, no, go, for
New language (productive): pick; chase; plants; drop;
annoy; kind
New language (receptive): behave; wrong

Warm up

Reading
Time: 15 mins
Use the keyword flashcards to revise the letters
learned so far: s, t, p, a, i, n, m, d, o, b, c, k, r, e, h, u, g,
f, j, l, v, y, x, w.
Say: Now let’s read some words. Use sound
buttons (see page 14) to teach ox. Follow the
procedure from Unit 3, Lesson 7, page 62.
Use sound buttons to teach CVC words box, next, wet,
yes, yet, van, vet.

EYFS

•
•
•

Rhyme: Values 1.17 

•

Time: 5 mins
• Play the game Robot says including bounce. See the
instructions on page 19.

Write: w, W.

•
•



Time: 10 mins
Using the wind keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

Rhyme: A monkey can climb. AB 47

Time: 5 mins
the song and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 181, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

Success criteria

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and answer questions with Yes/No or by pointing; sound
out the words ox, box, wet, yes, yet, van, vet; follow and
enjoy the phonics rhyme.
• Most children will be able to: use the new vocabulary in
short responses, e.g. pick flowers; blend and read ox, box,
wet, yes, yet, van, vet; recognise and read she, no, go, for.
• Some children may be able to: attempt longer answers,
e.g. (It’s) not good (to) pick the flowers; read ox, box, wet,
yes, yet, van, vet without blending.

gr
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: keywords
sun to wind [2.4a–2.27a]; Poster 1.3; Unit 8 large sight
words cards [online resource 2.5]

Extension: Robot says

g

Look, read and stick.

Time: 5 mins
Revise bounce, walk and wiggle. Bounce the ball and
say: Look! A ball can … bounce. Then wiggle like
a worm and say: Look! I can … wiggle. Walk

EYFS

•

W

usual procedure for the Letters
and sounds activity. See the
Activity Book notes on
page 36.
The practice words are we,
twenty, window. Keyword:
wind (n.).
For the lower case w say: down and up and down
and up. For the upper case W the words are the same.
Help the children find page 73.

in

•
•
•

where to find the stickers. They stick them in the
correct spaces.

Time: 10 mins

rn

the w, W and wind
• Using
keyword flashcards, follow the

say? Read the word. Repeat for w. Show the children

Le
a



Letters and sounds: w, W AB 79 

ph
ic

EYFS

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.3. Play the Values song. The children
sing and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS



•
•
•
•

Look, listen and draw. 2.60

Time: 20 mins
Say: Look at page 66. Display page 66 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. There are children in
the park.
Teach pick, flowers, chase, rubbish. Demonstrate drop.
Revise path, plants, remember.
Ask: Can you find and point to the labels park
and duck? Help the children to read the words.
Ask: Can you see things that make you sad or
happy? Look at the different parts of the picture,
identify what is happening, and ask: Is it a good

thing or a bad thing?

Play the audio at least twice. Say: Point to what
• they
talk about after each chime.
Help
the
to draw a happy or sad mouth on
• each facechildren
depending on whether the behaviour is
good or bad.

134
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Extension

Time: 10 mins

• Ask about good ways to behave.
• Practise the sentences from the audio as a class and then in
groups, e.g. Group 1: Don’t walk on the plants; Group 2: Walk
on the path.

Self/Peer assessment

at the flowers? … pick the flowers? … chase
the ducks? … walk on the paths?… walk on the
plants? … drop litter? The children sit down if the

answer is no.

Warm up AB 47 

lG
eo

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 74. Follow the usual
procedure for this activity. For guidance see page 47.
They might know: box, sad, van.

na

•
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Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this activity. See
page 62 for guidance. This time the children learn
to read: ox, wet, yes, yet.

Find and say.

the song. The children sing and do the actions.
• Play
(See audio script, page 176, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; The world.

EYFS

Find and read.

Time: 10 mins

in

g

the usual procedure for this activity. See
• Follow
page 47 for guidance. This time the children learn
to read Viv, sad, box, van, Win.

Listen, point and say. AB 80  Time: 5 mins
the audio again. Encourage the children to follow
• Play
in their books and join in.

Extension: Colour and say.

Time: 10 mins
• Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. See page 47 for
guidance. This time the discussion questions could include:
Who is this? What’s that? Is it a box/pet/vet/Viv/Win/
Yan? etc. This time the caption is: Viv is in a fix.

ph
ic

Time: 5 mins
Play the A monkey can climb song and encourage
the children to join in. (See audio script, page 181,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Read and say.

•

Rhyme: The sun has got his hat on!
1.39 
Time: 5 mins

page 74

You will need: Activity Book audio; Unit 2 phonics cards
(s, a), Unit 3 phonics cards (i, n, d  ), Unit 4 phonics cards
(o, b), Unit 5 phonics card (e), Unit 8 phonics cards (v, V,
W, x  ), (one set for the teacher and one per child) [online
resource 2.6]; Phonics rhyme colouring picture (one per child)
[online resource R25]; Unit 8 large sight words cards, Unit 8
large sight words cards (one set per child) [online resource
2.5]; Sight words envelopes (one per child); Sound talking toy

•

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Missing words (see page 19) with Unit 8 sight words.

rn

Activity Book

Game: Missing words

Le
a

•

Time: 10 mins
Ask the class to stand. Ask questions with: In the park,
is it OK to ...? Ask: In the park, is it OK to look

with one question where everyone sits down
• Finish
and you award the stickers.

Look, listen and say. AB 81


•

Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this unit’s sight words.
See page 47 for guidance.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading.

at
io

Phonics rhyme: Viv the vet AB 80

Time: 10 mins

N

the usual procedure for this activity. For
• Follow
guidance see page 47.

Lesson 8 • Art: Climb up and slide down page 67
You will need: Class audio; Poster 1.4; Unit 8 sight words
[online resource 2.5]; Unit 8 phonics cards (one set for the
teacher and one per child) [online resource 2.6]; Unit 8 large sight
words cards; Ladybird template (one per child), printed on thin
card and cut out [online resource 2.33]; two short lengths (3 cm
each) cut from a drinking straw; sticky tape; 1 m lengths of string;
paper clips; small coins; felt tips to colour/decorate the bug; for
the alternative activity: paint; items to be used as printing stamps

Lesson aims
Spelling: ox; wet; yes; van
New language (productive): tape; (drinking) straw; fix; loop

New language (receptive): through; paper clip; sticky
tack; let go

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
but may need support to produce it; spell ox, wet, yes, van.
• Most children will also be able to: describe their work,
using single words, e.g. pull, climb; spell ox, wet, yes,
van; listen to a known phoneme and write the correct
grapheme.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer phrases, e.g.
(I) pull (and the) bug climbs.
Unit 8 • Lesson 8
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Warm upTime: 5–10 mins
Missing words with Unit 8 sight words.
• Play
(See page 19.)

Rhyme: Art 1.20 

g

in

Extension
Time: 5 mins
• Depending on which activity you did, the children can either
play with their climbing bugs in pairs or show their pattern to
the class and describe it simply, e.g. red (circle), blue (circle).

Game: Choose 1.19 

•

Time: 10 mins
Reward a child who has done well in some way by
offering them the choice of one of two games for
the class to play. Play the Dipping rhyme chant and
encourage the children to join in. (See audio script,
page 173.)

na

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Goodbye song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 171, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Exploring and using media and materials.

at
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•
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•
•

•

Time: 30 mins
Make available dishes of thin paint and a selection
of items the children can use as stamps, e.g. sponges,
pencil ends. The children choose two colours and
shapes to make a repeating pattern.

rn

•

Alternative

Colour and make.

Time: 30 mins
The children make a climbing bug. Each child needs:
one bug outline, printed on thin card and cut out;
felt tips; two short lengths (3 cm each) of drinking
straw; sticky tape; 1m of string; two paper clips;
one small coin.
Say: Look at the pictures on Pupil’s Book page
67. Display page 67 of the Pupil’s Book on the IWB.
Talk about the pictures with the class.
Demonstrate each stage, talking about each stage.
Colour the bug. Tape the straws vertically to the back
about halfway down. Push the string up through one
straw and back down through the other. Fix the paper
clips to the ends (to stop it coming out again). Loop
the string over a door handle. Gently pull the strings in
turn to see the bug climb. Let go and it will slide back
down. Tape a coin near the bottom edge of the bug to
help it climb better.
Show one finished bug. Demonstrate that if you pull it
climbs; if you stop it slides back down.
Help the children to make their climbing bugs.
Encourage the class to help with tidying away the
materials and clearing the tables.

EYFS
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•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.4. Play the Art song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

letter(s). The children say the letters. Write a. Remind
them about leaving a space before the next word.
Mark where to start. Ask them to say the phrase
again. Ask what the next word is, and then what the
letters are and write red. Continue for bug sounding
and spelling the word letter by letter, writing as you
do so.
Ask the class to read it as you point to the words. Put
it on display next to a finished red bug.

ph
ic

•
••

Spelling

Time: 15 mins
Say the sounds for the letters v, j, x, w. Say: Show me
the letter that makes the sound. The children
show the letters using phonics cards for v, j, x, w.
Follow the procedure in Unit 2, Lesson 8, page 48.
Practise spelling ox. Begin to practise CVC words, e.g.
wet, yes, van. Use a two- or three-phoneme frame as
required.

EYFS

some demonstration writing: a red bug. Ask the
• Dochildren
to “help you write” the caption, a red bug,
for display.
the class, repeat the phrase several times. Ask
• With
what the first word is. Sound it out and ask for the

page 75

N

Activity Book

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: van keyword
[2.24a], box keyword [2.26a]; Unit 2 phonics cards (s, t, a),
Unit 3 phonics card (n), Unit 4 phonics card (o), Unit 5 phonics
card (e), Unit 8 phonics cards (v, y, x, w) (one set for the
teacher and one set per child) [online resource 2.6]; Sound
talking toy

Warm up AB 30 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant A home for me (See audio script,
page 178, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Phonics rhyme: Viv the vet AB 80

Time: 5–10 mins

•

Use the flashcards and the Sound talking toy to
practise segmenting and blending box and van.

136
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Which one? to revise box, van, vet, wet, yes.
• Play
See the instructions on page 18.
the children find page 74. Revise the phonics
• Help
rhyme from Unit 8, Lesson 7. Play the audio and
encourage the children to follow the words line by line.

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Play the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• (See
audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Look and spell.

•

Time: 10 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. See page
49 for guidance. This time the children learn to spell
van, ox, wet, yes, vet, box.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Listen and circle.

•

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 75. Point to the words at
the top of the page. Explain that the children should
listen to you and circle the word they hear. Pause
after each word and have them hold up their books
for checking. Say: One. Vet, vet. Two. Yes, yes.

Three. Ox, ox.

•

Look, trace and write.

Time: 5–10 mins
Point to the pictures. Ask the children what they can
see. (a box and a van) Show them the words. Air-trace

EYFS

them as a class. Ask them to trace and then copy the
words in their books.

•

Listen and write. AB 82 

Time: 5 mins
Children listen to the I spy audio and write the first
letter of the word they hear.

EYFS

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention; Moving and handling.

Activity Book Review 4

Warm up

gr
a

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Time: 5 mins

lG
eo

the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
EYFS

Time: 10 mins
Revise the letter f with the f and F flashcards and a
simple drawing of a fan. Stick them on the board. Point
to the fan and ask: What sound does fan start
with? Elicit: /f/. Randomly point to the fan drawing
or the letter flashcards. The children say fan when you
point to the picture and /f/ if you point to the letters.
Revise the letter j with the keyword flashcard. Hold up
the card and ask, eg: What sound does jug start
with? Elicit: /dZ/. Randomly show the picture and
word sides of the flashcard. When the children see the
picture they say jug and when they see the word they
say /dZ/. Practise air-tracing the letter with the class.
The children can trace the letters on each other’s backs
too. Revise the letter x with the keyword flashcard. Ask:

•

N
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Look, choose and write the letter.

na
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Game: Pairs

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the game to revise family vocabulary. See the
instructions on page 18.

ph
ic

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Frogs and bugs game. See page 116 for
instructions.  

rn

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: f [1.9b],
F [1.35b], box keyword [2.26a], jug keyword [2.22a]; Poster
2.3, Poster 2.4; Two sets of Family vocabulary cards [online
resource 2.31]

•
•

the pictures. Point to the fan. Ask: What’s this?
(a fan) Repeat with box and jug.
Show the children the letter bank and elicit the letters.
Tell the children they should choose a letter from the
letter bank to complete the words under the pictures.
Check answers. Ask, e.g. What sound does fan
start with? (/f/). Read the completed labels as a
class and invite individuals to read them too.

Le
a

Let’s remember
Lesson 1 page 76

Which sound does box end with?

• Help the children find page 76. The children look at

Listen, count and write. Time: 10 mins
Revise the numbers from 0 to 20 with Poster 2.3 and
Poster 2.4. Call out a number and ask a child to go
to the correct poster and point to it. Then chant the
numbers as a class. Pause every so often to allow the
children to call out the next number.
Write the numbers 11–20 on the board. Encourage the
children to air-trace the numbers as you write each one.
The children then look at the pictures in the second
exercise. Ask: What can you see? (a caterpillar,
a bug and a bird) Tell the children they need to count
the number of legs each animal has and write the
number under each picture.
Check the answers. Say: Look at the caterpillar.
How many legs? (12) Repeat for bug (6) and bird (2).
Ask the children to count up all the legs. Ask: How
many altogether? (20)

EYFS

•
•
•
•
•

Rhyme: Twenty legs AB 77 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 188, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Numbers; Listening and attention.

Unit 8 • Review
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Lesson 2

page 77

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: van keyword
[2.24a], 0–20 [2.30b–2.50b], Animal flashcards to play
Guess what?; Sound talking toy

Warm up

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Statues. See the instructions on
page 108.

Rhyme: Numbers [to 20 ] AB 66

Time: 5–10 mins

the children to look at the second exercise.
• Tell
Explain that they are going to write some words.

Point to the first picture. Ask the children: What’s
that? Help them segment v-a-n. Tell them to choose
the correct letters and to write the word van. Repeat
for bug and fan.

Game: Guess what?

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the Alternative game from Pupil’s Book, Unit 7,
Lesson 6 on page 120 to revise animal descriptions.

Colour and stick.

•
Show me! to revise the numbers from 0 to 20. Use
• Play
the number flashcards. See the instructions on page 18.
ask individual children to fetch a number that
• Then
you say and to stick it anywhere they like on the

Time: 5 mins
Children stick their reward sticker and colour the
trophy.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Moving and handling.

•

Read and match.

Look, spell and write. Time: 10 mins
Revise fan, bug and van with flashcards or drawings.
Hold up the Sound talking toy and point to the first
flashcard or drawing. Have the children tell the toy
what it is in sound talk. The toy nods or says y-e-s if
they are correct.

g
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EYFS

•

letters g, G.
R19b) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters f, F.
R20a) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters j, J.
R20b) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters l, L.
R21a) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters v, V.
R21b) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters y, Y.
R22a) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters x, X.
R22b) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters w, W.
R23a) Number writing practice: 19.
R23b) Number writing practice: 20.
R24)   Phonics rhyme colouring picture for Unit 7.
R25)   Phonics rhyme colouring picture for Unit 8.

gr
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•

Time: 5 mins
Use the Sound talking toy. Tell the children to look
at the words. Ask: Can you find and point to the
word starting with v? What does it say? Have
them sound out and blend the word (v-e-t – vet).
Repeat for jug and frog. The children draw a line to
match the picture to the correct word. The children
hold up their books for checking.

For Review 4, choose from the following activities:
•R19a) 
Letter writing practice: lower and upper case

Le
a

Count, draw and say.
Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 77. Ask pupils to join the
dots, counting the numbers as they do so. When they
have finished ask: What’s that? (a frog)

EYFS

Supplementary online activities

ph
ic

•

board. When all the numbers are on the board, ask
two children to put the numbers in order. The rest of
the class should help.
Play the song and encourage the children to sing it.
(See audio script, page 186, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
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Unit 9 Aims and objectives
English

Understanding the world (Science)

• Literacy: learn the phonemes qu /kw/, z /z/;
consolidation of learned VC and CVC words
• Language and communication: statements about likes
and dislikes; talk about favourites, and express simple
preferences; learn a wider range of food and drink words

• Investigate plants and animals
• Make observations of animals and plants
• Learn that plants provide food for humans

Values
• Recognise healthy and unhealthy foods

• Numbers and counting: review numbers 1–20; count
and group sounds and objects; compare two sets of
objects and identify more or fewer objects
• Shape, space and measures: comparison by height:
shorter, taller

Expressive arts
• Exploring and using media and materials: make a fruit
collage
Advance preparation: Collect lids if needed for alternative
art lesson

g

Maths

Lesson aims

lG
eo
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New sound: Letters: qu /kw/; write lower case qu and
upper case QU
New language (productive): quiet; quiz; favourite; What’s
your favourite animal?

Warm up 1.29

na

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the One, two. How are you? chant. The children
say the chant and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 174, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS
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Seek and say: qu 2.61

N

and adapt the
• Use
procedure from Unit 2,

•
•

rn

New language (receptive): dog; bat (the animal); squirrel

Le
a

Success criteria

• All children will be able to: understand favourite animal
and indicate it by pointing to a picture; trace qu, QU neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand favourite animal
and name the animal in a single-word response; produce
neat, free-hand versions of the letters qu, QU.
• Some children may be able to understand favourite animal
and attempt a longer response, e.g. (My) favourite animal
(is a/an) (animal name).

ph
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You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: q [1.20b], Q [1.46b],
quiet keyword [2.28a], monkey [1.15a], snake [1.16a], spider
[1.17a], kangaroo [1.18a], camel [1.23a], duck [1.24a],
elephant [1.26a], parrot [1.35a], giraffe [1.37a], lion [1.38a],
bear [1.50a], beetle [1.56a], lizard [1.59a], fish [1.61a],
cow [1.62a], horse [1.63a], cat [1.64a], dog [1.87a], rabbit
[1.89a], dolphin [2.51a], frog [2.86a]; a cardboard square

in

Lesson 1 • English: Favourite animals page 68

Time: 15 mins

qu

Lesson 1, page 35 to
introduce and practice the
new sound. Introduce the
letters q and u as ‘friends’
that often go together in
words as qu. Remind the
children of the alphabet name of letter q as /kju:/ and
letter u as /ju:/. Elicit and practise.
Point out that when the two letter ‘friends’ are
together in a word, as qu, they make the sound /kw/.
Elicit and practise. Example words: question, square.
Keyword: quiet.
For the lower case q say: up and round and down
and round and up, and down and out. For the
lower case u say: down and round and up and

down and out.

Look at page 68. Display page 68 of the Pupil’s
• Say:
Book on the IWB. Ask: Can you find and point to
the letters qu in the picture?

Rhyme: Letters and sounds 1.58

Time: 10 mins
the Letters and sounds chant. The children
• Play
say the chant and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 178, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS



Listen, draw and say. 2.62
Time: 20 mins

Look at the picture on Pupil’s Book
• Say:
page 68 again. Set the scene. The children are doing
an animal quiz. Teach quiz. Ask: Can you find and
point to a label that starts with qu? What
does it say? (quiz)
Hold up a cardboard square. Ask: What’s this? Elicit
and practise: (It’s a) square. Ask: Can you find and
point to a square in the picture?
Say: Look at question 1. What is this animal?

•
• Support the children in reading the label and teach squirrel.
Look at question 2. What animal can you
• Say:
see? Elicit: a kangaroo. Repeat for questions 3 and 4.
(an elephant, a rabbit)
Unit 9 • Lesson 1
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and practise favourite in sentences (My
Game: Animal sounds Time: 10 mins
• Teach
favourite animal is …) and in the question What’s
Animal sounds, a type of Cloud game
• Play
your favourite animal?
(see page 18). Put two circles (clouds) on the wall,
Play each part of the audio at least twice. Say: Listen
• and
where the children can reach.
look at the picture. Point to the correct part.
a set of flashcards of common animals which
• Display
the second playing, pause the audio after each
• During
make a characteristic sound, e.g. cat, horse, lion, duck,
section and ask: What is Lin’s favourite animal?
cow, elephant, monkey, snake, dog.
(A kangaroo) What is Tarik’s favourite animal?
the game, revise the sounds of the animals.
•• Before
(An elephant) What is Sid’s favourite animal?
Bring two confident the children to the front. Make
(A squirrel)
the sound of one of the animals and see which child
the audio again while the children draw lines
• Play
can be first to touch the correct picture for the sound.
from the person to the animal and practise the
• Change the children and repeat.
dialogue in short sections.
these sentences: Lin’s favourite animal is a
• Practise
Rhyme: I like animals 2.63 Time: 10 mins
kangaroo. Tarik’s favourite animal is an elephant. Sid’s
the I like animals song. The children sing and do
favourite animal is a squirrel.
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 189, and online
EYFS

resource 2.2 for actions.)

Extension

g

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention; The world.

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: q [1.20b],
Q [1.46b], quiet keyword [2.28a], s [1.22b], 1–20 [2.31b–2.50b];
a selection of animal flashcards; Poster 2.3, Poster 2.4, Poster
2.5; Sound talking toy

Warm up AB 8

Look and read.

na

Time: 5 mins
Write these words on the board one at a time: vet,
Viv, ox, wet, yes. Use the Sound talking toy to help the
children segment and blend the words.
Play the game Which one? to revise van, box, frog,
jug, cat, bus. Follow the instructions on page 18.

at
io

•
•

For the lower case q say: up and round and down
• and
round and up, and down and out.

For the lower case u, say: down and round and up

and down and out.

For the upper case Q say: Up and round and down
• and
round and up, to the middle and down. For
the upper case U say: down and round and up.
• Help the children find page 78.

gr
a
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•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song The wheels on the bus. Display Poster
2.5 and encourage the children to join in. (See audio
script, page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Le
a

page 78

ph
ic

Activity Book

rn

in

Time: 10 mins
• Use flashcards to revise animals. Ask: What’s your
favourite animal?

Count and draw.

•
••

Extension: Viv the vet AB 80

N

Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 74. Play the rhyme and encourage
the children to join in.
EYFS



Letters and sounds: qu, QU AB 83

the q,
• Using
Q and quiet

•

140

Read and write.

•

Time: 10 mins

QU

keyword
flashcards,
follow
the usual
procedure
for the
Letters and sounds activity. (See page 36.)
The practice words are question, square. Keyword: quiet.

Unit 9 • Lesson 1

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 2.3 and Poster 2.4. Hand out the
flashcards for 1 to 20. Call out each number and have
the child with that flashcard stand up. Then have
them come to the front of the classroom. Help them
to stand in order.
Revise squirrel using the Pupil’s Book picture.
The children do the dot-to-dot puzzle. They can count
aloud as they do the puzzle. Then they say what
animal they have found (a squirrel).

•

Time: 5 mins
Revise the letter s, with the letter flashcard. Practise
air-tracing the letter. Show the children the label on the
page and explain that the first letter is missing. Point
to the dot-to-dot puzzle of the squirrel. Say: Squirrel
starts with … /s/. The children write the initial letter
to complete the label.
Help the children to read the label. Can they recognise
the letters qu? Can they recognise any other letters?

Extension

Time: 5 mins
• Use flashcards to revise animals. Ask: What’s your favourite
animal? They say which animals they like. Then get confident
children to ask others the same question.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

•
•

Write: qu, QU.

Time: 5 mins
Using the quiet keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters and
sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

EYFS

Rhyme: I like animals AB 84

 Time: 5 mins

the song and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 189, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

Lesson 2 • English: At the zoo page 69

g

rn

Who can you see? Elicit: Dona and Pat. Ask:
• Ask:
Where are the children? Prompt the answer: The
children/They/Dona and Pat are at the zoo.
out the Sound talking toy. Point to the toy and
• Take
ask a question: Where are they? Have the toy

ph
ic

New sound: z /z/; write lower case z and upper case Z
New language (productive): zebra; snack
New language (receptive): hungry; thirsty; cheese; grapes

Warm up

Time: 10 mins
Play Animal sounds, as in Lesson 1, page 140.

Seek and say: z 2.64
Time: 15 mins
Use and adapt the procedure
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35
to introduce and practice the
sound /z/.
Introduce the letter z with its
letter name /zed/, and its
pronunciation /z/.
Example words: zigzag, zero,
zoo. Keyword: zebra.
For the lower case z say: across and down and

gr
a

EYFS

z
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•

• All children will be able to: understand the phrases favourite
animal and favourite snack and identify them by pointing or
attempting a single-word response; trace z, Z neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand What’s your
favourite animal? / What’s your favourite snack? and give
a one-word response to each question; produce neat,
free-hand versions of the letters z, Z.
• Some children may be able to attempt to ask and respond
to the questions What’s your favourite animal ? and What’s
your favourite snack?

Le
a

Lesson aims

•

Success criteria

in

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: z [1.29b],
Z [1.55b], zebra keyword [2.29a]; zoo animals: elephant
[1.26a], giraffe [1.37a]; pets: cat [1.64a], rabbit [1.89a],
dog [1.87a]; food: rice and beans [1.80a], burger and chips
[1.72a]; colours: grey [2.83a], brown [2.84a], black [2.85a];
action verbs: run [2.63a], skip [2.64a], jump [2.65a], hop
[2.66a]; Sound talking toy

•

N

at
io

na

•
•
••
• across.
•
Look at page 69. Display page 69 of the Pupil’s
• Say:
Book on the IWB. Ask: Can you find and point to
the letter z in the picture?

Rhyme: Sounds 1.25

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Sounds chant. The children say the chant and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS



Listen, point and answer. 2.65
Time: 15 mins

Say: Look at page 69 again. Ask: Can you find
• and
point to an animal label with the letter

z? (zebra) Read and practise zebra. Use the picture to

•

teach zebra.
Ask: Can you find another word with letter z?
(zoo) Read and practise it.

answer: z-oo. Say: z-oo – zoo. Encourage the children
to sound out z-oo and blend zoo.
Say: Look at the picture, listen, and point to the
correct part. Play each part of the audio at least twice.
The second time, pause the audio after each speaker.
Ask: What are Pat’s favourite animals? (monkeys)
What are Dona’s favourite animals? (zebras)
Divide the class in two. Practise the dialogue in sections.
Use the picture to teach: snack, cheese, grapes. Mime
thirsty and hungry.
Before the second audio ask: Who is hungry?
Who is thirsty? to set the scene. Ask: What is
Dona’s favourite snack? (cheese) What is Pat’s
favourite snack? (grapes) They listen, point and say.

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Practise this exchange:
A: Do you like elephants/rabbits/ducks? B: Yes, but my
favourite animal is (animal).
• Practise this exchange:
A: What’s your favourite snack? B: My favourite/Mine is …

Game: Odd one out

•

Time: 15 mins
Play Odd one out (see page 106). Revise the words
before you play the game. Use sets of flashcards
from known groups of words: zoo animals, pets, food,
colours and action verbs.

Unit 9 • Lesson 2
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Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Ask the children questions about the sets of words. Ask: What’s
your favourite zoo animal/pet /colour/food?
• Children can try to make sentences My favourite pet is a (name
of animal) or say a single word.

Look and say.

•
•
•

Time: 10 mins
Using the z, Z and zoo
keyword flashcards, follow
the usual procedure for the
Letters and sounds activity.
See the Activity Book notes
on page 36.
The practice words are zigzag,
zero, zoo. Keyword: zebra.
For the lower case z say: across
and down and across. For the upper case Z the words
are the same.
Help the children find page 79.

N

•

EYFS



•

Letters and sounds: z, Z AB 85

at
io

EYFS

na

Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 74. Play the rhyme and encourage
the children to join in.



g

in

Read and match.

Time: 5 mins

Show the children the labels. Ask: Can you find and
• point
to the word starting with z? What does
it say? Read the word. Repeat for each label.
children draw a line to match the animals to the
• The
correct label.

gr
a

Extension: Viv the vet AB 80

lG
eo

•
•

Time: 5 mins
Practise reading the sight word for. Write Viv is sad for
her pet. on the board and draw a word shape around
the word for. Elicit the word from the class. Ask the
children to find it in their sight words envelopes.
Repeat for is.
Now write She has a pet. Repeat the procedure for she
and has.
Clean the board and stick the sight words cards she,
no, go, for, is and has on the board. Ask the children
to read the words and tell you what they are. Play
What’s missing? See the instructions on page 19.

•
•
•

mum, Sam’s Gran and Sam’s Grandad. Have the children
listen and point to the characters.
Now point to the pictures in the second column and
ask the children what animals they can see.
Explain that the wiggly lines match the people to their
favourite animals. The children follow the lines.
Ask the children: What’s Sam’s mum’s favourite
animal? and elicit answers. Do not say whether or
not they are correct. Say: Let’s listen and find out.
Tell the children they are going to hear Sam talking to
his dad. Play the audio. Check their answers as a class.

rn

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Animal sounds. Follow the instructions
for Pupil’s Book, Lesson 1, page 140.

to the pictures in the first column. Tell the children
• Point
that these people are Sam’s family. They are Sam’s

Le
a

Warm up

•

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

page 79

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: z [1.29b],
Z [1.55b], zebra keyword [2.29a], horse [1.63a], monkey
[1.15a], cat [1.64a], lion [1.38a], duck [1.24a], cow [1.62a],
elephant [1.26a], snake [1.16a], dog [1.87a]; Poster 2.12;
Unit 8 large sight words cards, Unit 2 large sight words card
is, Unit 5 large sight words card has [online resource 2.5];
Sight words envelopes (one per child); Sound talking toy

•

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Favourites song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 190, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

ph
ic

Activity Book

Rhyme: Favourites 2.66

Z

Extension

Time: 5 mins
• Ask individual children: What’s your favourite animal? Help
them to answer: My favourite animal is a …
• Then ask: What’s your favourite snack? Help them to
answer: My favourite snack is …

Write: z, Z.

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Using the zoo keyword flashcard, follow the usual
procedure for the letter-writing exercise. See the notes
for the Activity Book on page 37.
Say the words for the letter formation from Letters
and sounds, above, while the children write the letters.

Rhyme: I like animals AB 84  Time: 5 mins
the I like animals rhyme and encourage the
• Play
children to join in. (See audio script, page 189, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

Match, listen and say. AB 86

Time: 5–10 mins
Use Poster 2.12 to revise the family words. Then revise
horse, monkey and zebra with the flashcards.

142
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Lesson 3 • Maths: Favourite fruit quiz page 70
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: zoo animals:
elephant [1.26a], giraffe [1.37a], zebra [2.29a]; pets: cat
[1.64a], rabbit [1.89a], dog [1.87a]; food: rice [1.80a], burger
[1.72a]; colours: black [2.85a], brown [2.84a], grey [2.83a];
action verbs: jump [2.65a], hop [2.66a], skip [2.64a], run
[2.63a]; banana [1.69a], apple [2.7a], grapes [2.89a], fruit
[2.70a], orange [2.12a], lemon [2.90a]; sets of classroom
objects which can be counted, e.g. books, pencils, bags,
pencil cases, lunchboxes; two bags; Sound talking toy

Lesson aims

• All children will be able to: understand the meaning
of Which/Who has more/fewer (name of object)? and
respond by pointing to the correct person; count and write
the correct number of items; neatly trace the numbers in
the number line.
• Most children will be able to: respond verbally by naming
the person; neatly write the missing numbers in the
number line.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer responses,
e.g. (Sid) has more/fewer (grapes).

EYFS

2.67

•
•

Extension

at
io

na

Time: 10 mins
• Repeat but count backwards, e.g. 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6 and 18,
17, 16, 15, 14, 13.

Rhyme: Two, four, six, eight 2.68

Time: 5–10 mins

N

the chant. The children say the chant and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 190, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS



•
•
•

rn

Look at page 70. Display page 70 of the Pupil’s
• Say:
Book on the IWB. Ask: Who can you see? (Sid,

•

Tarik) What fruit can you see? (banana, apple,
grapes, orange, lemons)
Ask: Can you find and point to the word
lemons/grapes? Help the children find the labels
lemons and grapes. Take out the Sound talking toy.
Point to the lemons and the label lemons and ask the
toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer: l-e-m-o-n-s.
Say: l-e-m-o-n-s – lemons. Encourage the children
to sound out l-e-m-o-n-s and blend lemons. Repeat
this with grapes.
Say: Let’s listen. Play the audio. Pause at the first
chime and help the children to find the sticker of the
grapes and stick it on Tarik’s empty plate. Continue
to the next chime. Help them to stick the sticker with
two lemons on Sid’s empty plate.
Ask: Who has more grapes/lemons? Who has
fewer grapes/lemons? The children answer by
naming the correct person.

ph
ic

Time: 15 mins
Play the audio and get the children to listen and clap
out the rhythm.
Using a number line on the board, demonstrate
jumping from one number to the next. The children
copy the movements on their Pupil’s Book number
lines, pages 70–71.
Start at any number, e.g. 3, and ask them to count on
several more numbers (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8).
Repeat, starting at a higher number, e.g. 9–14. Repeat
several times, with different starting numbers.

gr
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•
•

Numbers: Clapping a sequence

lG
eo

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Odd one out, as in Lesson 2, page 141.

Le
a

Warm up

in

g

Numbers and counting: Continuing a sequence
New language (productive): more; fewer; fruit;
orange; lemon
New language (receptive): clap (n.)

Success criteria

Look, listen and stick. 2.69

Time: 20 min
Collect sets of classroom objects which can be
counted, e.g. books, pencils, bags, pencil cases,
lunchboxes, etc. Divide them into two groups, one
which clearly has more items than the other. Point to
the bigger group and revise more and then point to
the smaller group and teach fewer.
Count out the items in each group. Ask: Which
has more? Which has fewer? Practise until the
concept is clear.
Use flashcards to revise banana, apple, grapes, and to
teach fruit, orange and lemons.

•
•

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Help the children to say additional sentences with more and
fewer, e.g. There are more bananas than oranges. There are
fewer bananas than apples.

Game: More or fewer?

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Show the children the two bags. Show them the
classroom items which you are going to put in the
bags, e.g. pencils, rulers, books.
Bring two children to the front of the class. Give each
one a different number of the same kind of objects.
They put the objects in their bags, then turn round to
face the class.
Using either fewer or more in the questions, ask:

• Which bag has fewer/more pencils/rulers/

books in it? The others point to one of the bags.
Say: Let’s count and find out!

the items out of each bag and count them to
• Take
establish which bag had more/fewer items. Those who
guessed correctly are the winners.
Unit 9 • Lesson 3
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Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Give sets of the same items, e.g. books, felt tips or pencils, to
pairs of children (one pair at a time). Have the pair stand up so
that the class can clearly see what each child is holding and
the approximate number.
• Ask: Who has more/fewer (pens/books/pencils)? Sara or Zeb?
The others should point and answer, e.g. Sara, or Sara has
more/fewer (pens) than Zeb.
• Repeat with different children and different numbers of items.

resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Listening and attention.

page 80

Rhyme: Numbers [to 20 ] AB 66

Time: 5 mins

Extension: More or fewer

g

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Odd one out using a selection of fruit
and animal flashcards. See the instructions for the
Pupil’s Book, Unit 9, Lesson 2, page 141.

in

Warm up

•

the lemons. How many are there? (7) Repeat for
bananas (9) oranges (10) and grapes (20).
Practise more and fewer. Say, e.g.: How many
lemons are there? (7) How many oranges
are there? (10) Are there more oranges than
lemons? (yes)

Time: 5 mins
• Play the game. Follow the instructions for Pupil’s Book,
Lesson 3, page 143.

rn

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: fruit and animals;
Poster 2.3, Poster 2.4; sets of classroom objects which can be
counted, e.g. books, pencils, bags, pencil cases, lunchboxes; two
bags; Sound talking toy

•

the Numbers song. The children sing and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 186, and online

Le
a

Activity Book

Rhyme: Numbers [to 20 ] 2.36

Time: 10 mins

Trace and write the numbers. Time: 10 mins

gr
a
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Poster 2.3 and Poster 2.4. Call out some
the numbers 1 to 20 on the board. As you point
• Display
• Write
numbers between 0 and 20. Have the children
to the numbers, have the children call them out. Rub out
air-trace them.
the odd numbers and chant the even ones with the class.
practise counting in sequence. Count from 0
Play
the
audio.
The
children
sing
the
song.
(See
audio
• script, page 186, and online resource 2.2 for actions.) • Now
to 20 slowly, pausing every now and then for the
children to say the next number using the posters.
Look and read.
Time: 5 mins
the children to look at the numbers in their books,
• Tell
trace over them, and then write the missing numbers
Help
the
children
find
page
80.
Point
to
the
pictures.
• Ask: What fruit can you see? Elicit: lemons,
in the sequence.
oranges, bananas, grapes.
Rhyme: Ten green bottles AB 18
Show the children the labels. Ask: Can you find and
• point

Time: 5 mins
to the word starting with l? What does
it say? Read the word. Repeat for each label.
the song and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 175, and online resource 2.2
EYFS

Time: 10 mins
Tell the children to count the fruit in each group and
write the correct number on the stave. Say: Count

for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Moving and handling.

N

•

Count and write the numbers.

at
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Lesson 4 • Maths: A favourite plant page 71
You will need: Class audio; sets of classroom objects which
can be counted, e.g. books, pencils, bags, pencil cases,
lunchboxes; two bags; coloured pens; Sound talking toy

Lesson aims
Numbers and counting: Consolidation of numbers 1–20
New language (productive): taller than; shorter than
New language (receptive): plenty; sorting; fixing

144

Unit 9 • Lesson 4

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand the questions Who
is shorter? and Who is taller? and respond with a gesture;
count and write the correct number of items; neatly trace the
numbers in the number line.
• Most children will also be able to: use a child’s name or
shorter and taller to respond to questions about height
or to compare the height of two people or objects; neatly
write the missing numbers in the number line.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer responses,
e.g. Emma (is) taller (than) Max.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

•
•
•
••
•

Time: 15 mins
Say numbers between 1 and 20, e.g. 12. Ask: What’s
one less than 12? Use the number line to prompt the
answer eleven.
Use the number line and ask the children to come and
demonstrate one less than (17) with other numbers.
Play the audio. Say: Listen. What is this sound?
Play each sound in turn, pausing at the chime. The
children listen and try to say what makes the sound.
Identify the sounds for them if necessary.
Repeat while the class count aloud.
If possible, play the first sound only, while the children
listen, and then repeat the same sound while listening
and counting. Then move on to the next sound. If
this is not possible, play all four sounds in turn, while
listening only, and then repeat all four for counting,
pausing in between each item as above.
Replay the audio as necessary.

Extension

the first part of the audio. Pause at the chimes
• Play
and help the children find the correct plant and draw
a line to the correct number.
Which plant is shorter? Which plant
• isAsk:taller?
Guide the class to point and say (Plant

number one is) shorter; (Plant number two is) taller.

Game: Taller or shorter? Time: 5–10 mins

EYFS

groups of four to the front of the class.
•• Bring
Point to two of them and ask: Who is taller/
shorter: (Name) or (Name)? Get the class to
point to or name the correct person.

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Invite pairs of children to stand at the front of class.
• Elicit true statements about them and guide the class to build
up sentences with shorter/taller according to their relative
heights: (Name) is taller/shorter than (Name).

Alternative

•

Time: 10 mins
Revise colours. Use coloured pens to draw a range
of simple pictures of tall and short pairs of the same
objects side by side, e.g. plants, flowers, trees, people,
buildings. Draw each item in a pair in different colours.
As you complete each picture, ask questions such
as Which plant/flower/tree/person/house is

ph
ic

Time: 10 mins
• When all the sounds have been counted separately, play the
audio again and count the total number of sounds.

bean plants the same? No. They are different.
Why? Say: Let’s listen.

g



can you see? (I can see) Lin. Where is Lin? (She’s
in) the classroom. What has Lin got? (A bean.)
What can you see? (I can see) two plants. Are the

Numbers: Count the sounds 2.70

rn

EYFS

Look at the picture again. Set the scene.
• Say:
Lin is at school studying how beans grow. Ask: Who

Le
a

•

Time: 10 mins
Play More or fewer? from Lesson 3, page 143.

in

Warm up

Rhyme: Two, four, six, eight 2.68

Time: 5–10 mins
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Listen and match. 2.71

•

taller/shorter? The red (plant) or the green
(plant)?

 Time: 15 mins

lG
eo

EYFS

gr
a

the chant. The children say the chant and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 190, and online

na

tall and short, and introduce and practise taller
the class to make statements about the pictures,
• Revise
• Ask
than and shorter than. Check understanding.
e.g. The red house is taller than the green building.
Look at page 71. Display page 71 of the
• Say:
Pupil’s Book on the IWB. Use the picture to revise
Rhyme: One, two. How are you? [to 20 ]

at
io

pot, bean and plant. Ask: Can you find and point
to the word pot/bean? Read bean with the class.

N

Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the pot and
the label pot and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the
toy answer: p-o-t. Say: p-o-t – pot. Encourage the
children to sound out p-o-t and blend pot.

Activity Book

Warm up AB 84

Time: 5 mins
Play the song I like animals. Encourage the children
to join in. (See audio script, page 189, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

•

Listen and colour.

Time: 10 mins
Help the children find page 81. Point to the pictures
and elicit what they are. (flowers and trees) Say:
Point to the taller/shorter flower. etc.

EYFS

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the chant. The children say the chant and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 191, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Shape, space and measures.

page 81

You will need: Activity Book audio; Poster 2.3, Poster 2.4;
Sound talking toy

•

2.72

the children to listen to you and to colour the
• Tell
pictures according to what they hear. Make sure they
have a yellow, red, brown and green crayon ready.
Say: The taller flower is yellow. The shorter

flower is red. The taller tree is brown and
green. The shorter tree is brown and red.

children hold up their books for checking. Ask:
• The
What colour is the taller/shorter flower? etc
and elicit answers.

Extension: Taller or shorter?

Time: 5 mins
• Play the game from Pupil’s Book, Lesson 4, above.
Unit 9 • Lesson 4

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Rhyme: Twenty legs AB 77

 Time: 5 mins

Poster 2.3 and Poster 2.4 to revise the numbers
• Use
from 1 to 20. Chant the numbers as a class. Then call

•

out numbers at random and ask individual children to
go to the poster and point to the correct number.
Play the audio and encourage the children to sing the
song. (See audio script, page 188, and online resource
2.2 for actions.).

EYFS



•

Trace and write the numbers.

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 2.3 and Poster 2.4. Count backwards
from 20 to 0 slowly. Pause every now and then for the
children to say the next number.

the children to look at the numbers in their books,
• Tell
trace over them, and then write the missing ones in
the sequence.

Rhyme: There is one fish. AB 6

Time: 5 mins
the song and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 171, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Shape, space and measures; Moving and handling.

Success criteria

rn

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: a selection of
keywords flashcards for the sounds you are revising;
Poster 1.2; Sound talking toy

in

g

Lesson 5 • Science: Plant or animal? page 72

Le
a
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Letter and sounds: Review
New language (productive): plant; animal
New language (receptive): Which of these are …?; need;
leaves, roots, etc (as required in discussion)

ph
ic

Lesson aims

• All children will be able to: understand and respond to
questions with Yes/No, a gesture, or by pointing; segment
the words on the page.
• Most children will be able to: understand the new
vocabulary and use it to give single-word responses:
animal, plant ; use the new vocabulary to stick the stickers
in the correct place; blend and read the words on the page.
• Some children may be able to: attempt to give longer
answers, e.g. Trees (are) Plants. Plants (can) not move;
read the words on the page without blending.

Warm up

•
•

Time: 15 mins
Revise a selection of letters and sounds using the
keywords flashcards.
Practise reading a selection of simple words, e.g. quick,
quiz, Liz, buzz (teach). Explain that z and zz have the
same sound.

N



Letters and sounds: Review

at
io

EYFS

na

•

talking toy. Point to the plant picture and label and
ask the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer:
p-l-a-n-t. Say: p-l-a-n-t – plant. Encourage the
children to sound out p-l-a-n-t and blend plant.
Repeat for animal.
Talk about what they can see in the pictures. Ask:

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Taller or shorter? game from Pupil’s Book,
Lesson 4, page 145.

• What is this? Is this/it an animal/plant?
Yes/No, it’s a(n) …
them draw a line from each label to the correct
• Help
example.
the words animals and plants on the board. Do
• aWrite
sorting activity using simple drawings you make on
the board of plants and animals.

Rhyme: Our world 1.13

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Look and match.

Time: 15 mins

animal and plant. Say: Look at page 72.
• Revise
Display page 72 of the Pupil’s Book on the IWB. Ask:

Can your find and point to the plant/animal
label? Help them read the labels. Take out the Sound

146
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EYFS



••

Game: What’s the difference?

Time: 10 mins
Revise vocabulary.
Use questions from the following table (for teachers’
use only) to talk about the differences between (most)
animals and plants, e.g. Can animals move? Can

plants move (to a new place)?

• The children respond by saying Yes or No.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Animals Plants
can move (to a new place)
Yes
No
need water
Yes
Yes
have bodies
Yes
No
grow in the ground
No
Yes
have leaves
No
Yes
can see or hear or smell
Yes
No

Alternative

•
•

Rhyme: Uncle Ali has a farm. 2.73

Time: 10 mins
the song. The children sing and do the actions.
• Play
(See audio script, page 191, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Top tip: In the What’s the difference? game, it is important

to accept any other observations or questions from the class. Help
with vocabulary or reformulate as appropriate, and use L1. As this
is a ‘real world’ topic, they need the opportunity to explore it and
express their ideas.

Warm up AB 52

Look and read.
Time: 5 mins
Write the names Viv, Win and Yan on the board. Use
the Sound talking toy to help the children read them.
Add pot, quiz and zoo and read these words with
the class.
Play Say the sounds to revise the animal words duck,
cat, dog, fish, frog. See the instructions on page 18.

lG
eo

•

gr
a

EYFS

•

na

Extension: Viv the vet AB 80

at
io

Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 74. Play the audio and have the
children follow the rhyme in their books, and join in.

Rhyme: I like animals AB 84


Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 189, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

N

•

in

rn

•

are in their books. Tell them to stick the plants under
the plant heading and the animals under the animal
heading.
Call out plant or animal and have the children point
to the correct pictures and repeat.

Extension

Time: 2 mins
• If the children are confident, divide them into pairs. One child
points to a picture and the other child says plant or animal.
They then swap over.

Read, circle and say.

Time: 10 mins
Help the children to read the words. Ask: Can you

• find and point to the word starting with s?

What other letters do we know? What does it
say? Read squirrel. Repeat for lemon. Ask the children
to circle the pictures that match the word.

Rhyme: A monkey can climb. AB 47

Time: 5 mins
the song and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 181, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

Read, stick and say.

Time: 10 mins
Revise animal and plant with the flashcards. Hold
them up one at a time and ask: Plant or animal?
Elicit answers.
Write plant on the board, read the word, and
encourage the children to read with you. Repeat
for animal. Hand out the flashcards. Invite the
children to come and stick them on the board in
the correct place.

EYFS

•
•

the children find page 82. Encourage them to
• Help
read the labels. Show the children where the stickers

ph
ic

Time: 5 mins
Play the song You put your right arm up! and
encourage the children to join in. (See audio script,
page 183, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

g

page 82

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: duck
[1.24a], cat [1.64a], fish [1.61a], frog [2.86a], dog [1.87a],
orange [2.12a], apple [2.7a], potatoes [2.91a], carrots
[2.94a] ; Sound talking toy

•

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; The world.

Le
a

Activity Book

Time: 20 mins
Ask the children to draw and colour one favourite
animal and one favourite plant.
This could be done as homework, and then brought
into class to display and talk about.

Unit 9 • Lesson 5
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Lesson 6 • Science: Our food page 73

EYFS



•
•

Letters and sounds: Review

Time: 15 mins
Revise a selection of letters and sounds using the
keywords flashcards.
Include blending and reading a selection of known
CVC words.

Rhyme: Our world 1.13

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Ask: Where do chips/oranges come from? Where does bread
come from?
• Ask: Do you know any other foods from plants? Accept
answers in L1 and provide vocabulary as necessary.

Game: Beans!

•
•

Top tip: If you can, bring an orange, a potato and a bag of

Time: 15 mins
Elicit what the children already know about where their
food comes from. Check understanding and accept
answers in L1, reformulating as appropriate. If they say
food comes from shops, ask where the shops get it from.
Use real objects and/or flashcards to introduce the
new foods. Mime/demonstrate grow. Revise food,
ground, plant, juice.
Say: Look at page 73. Display page 73 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: What can you see?
Check understanding. Remind the children that these
are all plants.
Help the children find the stickers. Check the children
know what each is. Ask: Can you match the foods
with where they come from? Say: Let’s listen

•

at
io

•
•

Listen and stick. 2.74

N

•

na

flour into class. Also bring in some beans for the Beans game.
EYFS

and find out.

148
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Time: 10 mins
Draw or bring in different kinds of beans found locally,
and adapt this activity accordingly.
Practise mimes for different kinds of beans, e.g. runner
beans: run on the spot; jumping beans: jump up and
down/side to side, feet together; climbing beans: make
climbing motions; broad beans: stand with arms and
legs wide apart; chilli beans: wave hands in front of
open mouth; jelly beans: wriggle all over.
Call out the different kinds of bean in random order.
The children carry out the action until the next call.

gr
a

lG
eo

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

the audio, pausing and helping them to match
• Play
the stickers.
• Practise the audio as a class.

g

••

Time: 10 mins
Write the words animals and plants on the board.
Do a sorting activity using a selection of simple
pictures you draw of plants and animals.

in

Warm up

rn

Letter and sounds: Review
New language (productive): potatoes; bread; grow; oranges
New language (receptive): wheat; tomatoes; peas;
carrots; plant (v.); seed; come from

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and respond to questions with Yes/No or an action;
recognise the initial sound of the new vocabulary.
• Most children will be able to: use the new vocabulary in
single-word answers, e.g. trees; neatly write the missing
letters.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer answers,
e.g. oranges grow (on) trees.

Le
a

Lesson aims

Success criteria

ph
ic

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: a selection of
keywords flashcards for the sounds you are revising;
Poster 1.2; Units 6 and 9 food vocabulary cards [online
resources 2.30 and 2.34]; pictures drawn by teacher of some
plants and animals; different kinds of beans; an orange; a
potato; a bag of flour

•

Alternative

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Match (see page 18) with words from the unit
plus other food items, using any of the vocabulary
taught so far.

Rhyme: Tomatoes, peas and carrots
2.75

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Introduce the new words in the rhyme: tomatoes, peas,
carrots, seed, plant (v.), using real foods or flashcards.
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 191, and online resource 2.2 for
actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Listening and attention.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

page 83

Look and say.

•

Time: 5 mins
Play What’s missing? to revise the Unit 8 sight words:
she, no, go, for. Also revise have, he, his from
Units 5 and 6. Follow the instructions on page 19.

Extension: Viv the vet AB 80

Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 74. Play the rhyme and encourage
the children to read along.

Rhyme: A home for me
AB 30

EYFS

Look and circle the letter.

Time: 10 mins
Help the children find page 83. Point to the pictures
and ask: What can you see? Elicit: tomatoes, peas

lG
eo

•

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Ask the children which letters they can see in the box.
(g, b, p) Practise air-tracing the letters.
Say: Look at the pictures. Elicit what they can see.
(bread, grapes, pot) Say: Grapes starts with … /g/.
Repeat for bread, pot. The children write the missing
letter to complete the word. What other letters do
they recognise? Help them to read the completed
labels.

Game: Beans!

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the game Beans! Follow the instructions for the
Pupil’s Book, Lesson 6, page 148.

Rhyme: Pat-a-cake AB 55

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 183, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

gr
a





Look and write the letter.

ph
ic

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the audio and encourage the children to sing the
song. (See audio script, page 178, and online resource
2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

g

•

Time: 5 mins
Play Snap! with Unit 9 food vocabulary cards. (See
page 18.)

in

Warm up

•

and carrots. Say: Tomatoes starts with ... / t/.
Repeat for carrots and peas.
Tell the children to circle the letters under the pictures
for the letter each food starts with. The children hold
up their books for checking.

rn

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards:
peas [2.93a], carrots [2.94a], tomatoes [2.71a],
potatoes [2.91a], bread [2.92a]; Unit 9 food vocabulary cards
(four sets) [online resource 2.34]; Units 5, 6 and 8 large sight
words cards; Sight words envelopes (one per child)

Le
a

Activity Book

Lesson 7 • Values: Healthy food page 74

at
io

na

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: keywords sun to
zebra [2.4a–2.29a]; your choice of flashcards for healthy and
unhealthy food and drinks; Poster 1.3; Unit 9 food vocabulary
cards [online resource 2.34]; Unit 9 large sight words cards
[online resource 2.5]

N

Lesson aims

Reading: off; quiz; Zak; buzz; tell; Miss; phonics rhyme
New sight words: what, of, noise, there
New language (productive): healthy; vegetable
New language (receptive): fizzy; crisp; unhealthy

Warm up

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Pairs with food vocabulary cards. See the
instructions on page 18.

•

Reading

Time: 15 mins
Use the keyword flashcards to revise all the letters
taught: s, t, p, a, i, n, m, d, o, b, c, k, r, e, h, u, g, f, j, l, v,
y, x, w, qu, z.

EYFS

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand healthy food and
point to examples; sound out the words off, quiz, Zak,
buzz, tell, Miss; follow and enjoy the phonics rhyme.
• Most children will be able to: recognise the words healthy
food and give appropriate responses to examples in yes/
no questions, or name one or two healthy foods; blend
and read off, quiz, Zak, buzz, tell, Miss; recognise and read
what, of, noise, there.
• Some children may be able to: attempt to give examples of
healthy and unhealthy foods in sentences, e.g. Apples (are)
healthy (food); Sweets (aren’t) healthy / (are) unhealthy ;
read off, quiz, Zak, buzz, tell, Miss without blending.

Now let’s read some words. Use sound
• Say:
buttons to teach fox. Follow the procedure from
Unit 3, Lesson 7, page 62.
• Use sound buttons to teach quiz, Zak, buzz, tell, miss.

Rhyme: Values 1.17

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.3. Play the Values song. The children
sing and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)
Unit 9 • Lesson 7
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•

pictures. Find the unhealthy food. Draw a line
from ‘no’ to the unhealthy food.

the children to draw lines from yes to the
• Help
healthy food pictures and from no to the unhealthy
food pictures.

itself, but becomes unhealthy when too much is eaten.

Extension
Time: 5–10 minutes
• Ask the children to make sentences to encourage healthy
eating and to discourage unhealthy eating.
• Use these words: Eat a lot of (oranges). This is a healthy food.
Don’t eat a lot of (sweets). This isn’t a healthy food.

Self/Peer assessment

Game: Missing words

•

g

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Challenge the class to name foods. Decide together
whether the foods are healthy or unhealthy.
Award the stickers at the end the class.
Time: 10 mins
Play Missing words with Unit 9 sight words. (See
page 19.)

in

•
•

and drinks, e.g. apple, orange, banana, water, milk, and
a few unhealthy foods and drinks, e.g. sweets, cake,
biscuits, fizzy drinks.
Show the food flashcards and get the children to
classify them under the smiley face for healthy or the
sad face for unhealthy.
Say: Look at page 74. Display page 74 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: Can your find and point to
the label yes/no? Help them to sound out or read
and recognise the words.
Say: Look at the pictures. Ask: Do you know the
foods? Say: Find the healthy food. Draw a line
from ‘yes’ to the healthy food. Say: Look at the

Top tip: Remember that none of these foods is unhealthy in

rn

vegetables and fizzy (as in fizzy drinks).
•• Teach
Draw a smiley face and a sad face on the board. Use
flashcards or pictures you draw of a few healthy foods

examples of healthy and unhealthy food, e.g. biscuits
are unhealthy; oranges are healthy; fruit is healthy.

Le
a

isn’t good for you.

the children to talk about the photos
• Encourage
of healthy and unhealthy food. Help them to give

Rhyme: Rice and beans 2.15

Time: 5–10 mins
the song. The children sing and do the actions.
• Play
(See audio script, page 183, and online resource 2.2

ph
ic

•

Look and match.

Time: 20 mins
Teach healthy and unhealthy, using the words good
for you / not good for you. Teach healthy food by
saying: Healthy food is good for you. Teach
unhealthy food by saying: Unhealthy food isn’t
good for you. Teach a healthy drink by saying
A healthy drink is good for you. Teach
unhealthy drink by saying: An unhealthy drink

EYFS

for actions.)

page 84

lG
eo

Activity Book
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a

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Health and self-care.

N
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You will need: Activity Book audio; Unit 2 phonics cards
(s, s, t, a), Unit 3 phonics cards (i, m, d ), Unit 4 phonics cards
(o, b, c, k ), Unit 5 phonics cards (e, u ), Unit 7 phonics cards
(g, f, f, l, l ), Unit 9 phonics cards (qu, z, z, Z  ) (one set for the
teacher and one set per child) [online resource 2.6]; Phonics
rhyme colouring picture (one per child)  [online resource R27],
Unit 9 small sight words cards [online resource 2.5] ; Sight
words envelopes (one per child); Sound talking toy

Warm up AB 11

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song Our world (V1) and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 172, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Read and say.

•

Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. (See
page 62.) This time the children should read: quiz
and Miss.

bug, mum, dog, duck. They might also remember girls,
and boys from Level 1.

Phonics rhyme: The trip AB 87

Time: 5 mins
the usual procedure for this exercise. (See
• Follow
page 47.)
EYFS

Find and read.

the usual procedure for this exercise. (See
• Follow
page 47.) This time the children should learn to read:

buzz, bug, dog, duck, fizz.

Listen, point and say. AB 87


•

Time: 5 mins
Play the audio again. Encourage the children to follow
in their books and join in.

Find and say.

•

Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise.
(See page 47.) This time the children might know: bus,

150
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Extension: Colour and say.

Time: 30 mins
• Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. (See page 47.)
Discussion questions could include: Who is this? What’s that? Is
it a bug/dog/duck/mum? etc. This time the caption is: We hop
off the bus.

Look, listen and say. AB 88


•

Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this unit’s sight words.
(See page 47.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading.

Lesson 8 • Art: An orange tree collage page 75

Spelling
Time: 15 mins
Say the sounds for the letters qu, z. Say: Show me
the letter that makes the sound. The children
show the letters using phonics cards for the letters
qu, z.
Follow the procedure in Unit 2 Lesson 8, page 48.
Practise spelling off, quiz, Zak, buzz, tell, Miss.

lG
eo

na

Rhyme: Art 1.20

at
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Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.4. Play the Art song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

N

•
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Time: 10 mins
Play Tomatoes, peas and carrots. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 19, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

••

talking to them about their work.
•• GoWhenrounddry,theglueclass,
or pin the oranges to the tree.

ph
ic

Warm up 2.75

rn

Spelling: off; quiz; Zak; buzz; tell; Miss
New language (productive): arrange
New language (receptive): beans; peas; lentils

•

• All children will be able to: understand comments about
their work but will need support to produce any comments
themselves; spell off, quiz, Zak, buzz, tell, Miss.
• Most children will be able to: describe their work in single
words: orange, finished; spell off, quiz, Zak, buzz, tell,
Miss; listen to a known phoneme and write the correct
grapheme.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer phrases, e.g.
(My) orange (is) finished.

in

Lesson aims

•

Success criteria

g

You will need: Class audio; Poster 1.4; Unit 9 phonics cards
[online resource 2.6]; orange tree template (one per child)
[online resource 2.35]; lentils (red, yellow or orange); one
card circle for each child; strong glue and spreaders; backing
paper; drawing pins; oranges for sharing (optional), oval card
shapes and yellow paper for the alternative activity

Arrange and stick.
Time: 20–30 mins
Prepare a “tree” for the finished oranges. Cut out a tree
trunk from brown paper and a cloud shape in green for
the leaves. Large classes might need two trees.
Prepare the “oranges”. Print out one template per
child, stick onto card and cut out. Say: Look at
page 75. Display page 75 of the Pupil’s Book on the
IWB. Explain the task.
Give each child the card circle for the base of their
orange, strong glue and a spreader, and a selection of
dried peas, beans or lentils.
Working on one small section at a time (so it doesn’t
dry before they are ready), they spread glue thinly on
their circle, and cover it neatly with the lentils.

Extension

Time: 10 mins
• Look at some real oranges with the class. Pass them round,
discuss the feel, the smell and, if appropriate, the taste.

Alternative

a lemon tree.
•• Make
Replace the card circle with a lemon shape in card.
the children tear up coloured paper into small
• Have
pieces, and use those instead of lentils.
they could draw and colour their own
• Iffruit,preferred,
vegetable or flower shapes.

Game: Choose 1.19

•

EYFS

•
•
•
•

Time: 20–30 mins

Time: 10 mins
Prepare two games and allow one child you want to
reward to choose which one the class play. Play the
Dipping rhyme chant and encourage the children to
join in. (See audio script, page 173.)

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Goodbye song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 171, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Exploring and using media and materials.

Unit 9 • Lesson 8
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page 85



•
•

•

Phonics rhyme: The trip AB 87

Time: 5–10 mins
Take out the Sound talking toy. Stick the bus flashcard
on the board and have the children ask the toy: What
is this? Encourage the children to answer in sound
talk: b-u-s. Now hop up and down. Ask: What’s this?
Encourage the children to sound out h-o-p. Finally,
make a buzzing sound. Ask: What’s this? Encourage
the children to sound out b-u-z-z.
Revise the phonics rhyme from Unit 8, Lesson 7. Play
the audio and encourage the children to follow the
words line by line.

Look and spell.

Time: 10 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. For
guidance, see page 49. This time the children learn to
spell hop, zap, off, buzz, tell, Miss, bus Zak, quiz.

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 85. Point to the words at
the top of the page. Explain that the children should
listen to you and circle the word they hear in the
correct colour. Make sure they have a red, green,
yellow and blue crayon. Say: Off, off. Circle off in

red. Buzz, buzz. Circle buzz in green. Tell, tell.
Circle tell in yellow. Miss, miss. Circle miss in
blue. Pause after each word and have them hold up
their books for checking.

•

Look, trace and write.

Time: 5–10 mins
Point to the first picture. Ask the children what they
can see (bugs). Say: What noise do bugs make?
Elicit: buzz. Show them the second picture and ask
them what they can see. (a quiz) Tell them to trace
and write the words.

EYFS

Listen and write. AB 89

•

Time: 5 mins
Children listen to the I spy audio and write the first
letter of the thing they hear.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.
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•

Listen and circle.

Le
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EYFS

for actions.)

ph
ic

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant You can’t make a spoon out of paper!
Encourage the children to join in. (See audio script,
page 175, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2

g

Warm up AB 20

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Time: 5 mins

in

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcard: bus [2.87a];
Unit 2 phonics cards (s, s, t, a, p), Unit 3 phonics cards
(i, m), Unit 4 phonics cards (o, b), Unit 5 phonics cards
(e, h, u, u), Unit 7 phonics cards (f, f, l, l ), Unit 9 phonics
cards (q, z, z, Z ) (one set for the teacher and one set per
child) [online resource 2.6]; Sound talking toy

rn

Activity Book
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Unit 10 Aims and objectives
English

Values

• Literacy: review the alphabet and the letter sounds
learned
• Language and communication: expressions of thanks
and appreciation; statements and questions with be and
have

• Being polite, showing appreciation

Maths
• Numbers and counting: review numbers 1–20
• Shape, space and measures: common 3D shapes: tube

Expressive arts
• Exploring media: make a firework picture
Advance preparation: cylindrical shapes (e.g. kitchen paper
tubes, pencil pots, cardboard food containers, cotton reels),
cube shapes, balls, oranges, square food packets/boxes; one
wrapped parcel with a small prize inside for Pass the parcel

Understanding the world (Science)

in

g

• New Year celebrations around the world
• Observe and describe different directions of movement

Lesson aims

Warm up 2.73 

lG
eo

gr
a

Revised sounds: p /p/; g /g/, f /f/, j /dZ/, l /l/
New language (productive): present (n.); … for you;
Great! It’s lovely; Thank you very much; Can I open it? Of
course; Open it and see!
New language (receptive): pass; parcel

na

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Uncle Ali has a farm song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 191, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

at
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•

Seek and say: p 1.33 

N

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35
to practice the sound /p/.
the children of the
• Remind
alphabet letter name p as

•
•

Le
a

Success criteria

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and respond to questions by gesture, or with Yes/No; sound
out the words on the page; trace the sentence neatly.
• Most children will be able to: respond to simple questions
with one- or two-word answers, e.g. Open (it); sound out
and blend the words on the page; read the sight words;
produce a neat, free-hand version of the sentence.
• Some children may be able to: attempt longer answers,
e.g. Open (it) and see; read the words on the page without
blending.

ph
ic

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: p [1.19b],
P [1.45b], pen keyword [2.11a], monkey [1.15a], teddy
[1.49a], kite [1.22a], present [2.96a]; Toys vocabulary cards
[online resource 2.36]; one wrapped parcel in lots of layers of
newspaper with a small prize inside; Sound talking toy

rn

Lesson 1 • English: Presents page 76

p

Time: 15 mins

/pi:/ and its pronunciation in
many words as /p/.
Example words: page, picture,
apple, Pat, cup. Keyword: pen.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to a pen and ask
the toy: What’s this? Have the toy answer: p-e-n.
Say: p-e-n – pen. Encourage the children to sound
out p-e-n and blend pen. Say: Look at page 76.
Display page 76 of the Pupil’s Book on the IWB. Ask:

Can you find and point to the letter p in the
picture?

Rhyme: Letters and sounds 1.58

Time: 5 mins
Look at page 76 again. Set the scene.
• Say:
Say: It’s a national festival and everyone is
celebrating. The children have presents.

•

Use the flashcard to teach present.
Play the chant. The children say the chant and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 178, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

Listen and stick. 2.76 

Time: 15 mins

Ask: Can you find and point to the words
• present
and cup? Read the labels with the class.
Take
out
the
Sound talking toy. Point to the cup and
• ask the toy: What’s
this? Have the toy answer:

c-u-p – cup. Encourage the children to sound out

•

c-u-p and blend cup.
Ask: Can you guess what the presents are? Find
and revise the stickers. (monkey/teddy) Ask: Who
has the teddy? Who has the monkey? Say:

Let’s listen and find out.

Unit 10 • Lesson 1

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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and practise the audio. Help the children to
• Play
match the stickers to the correct child. Ask: What

is Tarik’s/Pat’s present? Does he/she like it?
What does daddy/mummy/Tarik/Pat say?

Extension 

Time: 10 mins
• Practise the dialogues using teddy, monkey, kite and present
flashcards as prompts.

Top tip: Wrap the parcel loosely, keep it moving rapidly round
the circle and allow enough time for the child to get a layer off
before starting the music/clapping again.

Alternative 

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Snap! with toy vocabulary cards. (See page 18.)

Rhyme: Alphabet 1.3 

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Alphabet song. The children sing. (See audio
script, page 171.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): reading; Listening and attention; Moving and handling.

Look and read. AB 87 

na

at
io

•
•

Time: 5–10 mins
This exercise revises the phonics rhyme The trip and
some of the known CVC and VC words.
Display the flashcards for bug, dog, duck and bus. Use
the Sound talking toy. Point to each one in turn and
ask: What is it? Encourage the children to segment
and blend the words.
Play the game Which one? to revise the following
words: buzz, Miss, off, quiz. See the instructions on
page 18.
Help children to find page 84. Play the rhyme and
encourage the children to read along in their books.

N

•
•

Letters and sounds: Review 

•
•

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Statues. See the instructions on page 127.

lG
eo

•

and down and out. For G say: up and round and
down and round and up, to the middle and
across. The children can trace the letter on the floor,

Time: 10 mins
This time the letters g, G, f, F, j, J and l, L will be
revised.
Stick the goat keyword flashcard on the board. Ask the
children to tell you the name of the letter. Then ask
the children, individually and as a class, to tell you the
sound the letter makes. Have the Sound talking toy
nod if the children tell you the right sound (or have
the toy say y-e-s). Ask: Which words do we know
with this sound? Encourage the children to make
suggestions. The practice words are: gate, go, good,
bag, big, leg, goat. Have the children orally segment
and blend the words which are phonically regular.

154
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the desk or a partner’s back.
Repeat for f, F, j, J and l, L. The practice words are: f:
fish, fun, off, careful; j: jump, jacket, jug; l: Lin, listen,
long, tail, old, leg. See pages 113, 118 and 120 for the
words to say as you write the letters.

gr
a

Warm up 

revise air-tracing for g and G. For g say:
• Ifupyouandwish,round
and down and round and up,

Le
a

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: goat keyword
[2.20a], fish keyword [2.21a], jug keyword [2.22a], leg keyword
[2.23a], dog [1.87a], duck [1.24a], bus [2.87a], bug [1.56a];
Poster 2.12; Unit 2 phonics card (a), Unit 3 phonics cards (m, n),
Unit 4 phonics card (o), Unit 5 phonics cards (r, u), Unit 7 phonics
cards (g, f, j, j ) (one set for the teacher and one per child) [online
resource 2.6]; Sound talking toy

rn

page 86

ph
ic

Activity Book

in

g

•
•
•

Game: Pass the parcel 

Time: 15 mins
Before class, wrap a small item in lots of layers of
newspaper. In a large class, have several parcels.
The children sit in a circle and pass the parcel round to
music or a handclap.
Stop the music/handclap. The child holding the parcel
when the music stops asks: Can I open it? and the
class replies: Yes, of course! The child with the parcel
takes off one layer of paper.

EYFS

him or her a small task to do, e.g. read or spell a
• Give
word or name a flashcard or object. Match the task to
the child, so that this is lots of fun.
child to remove the last layer of paper and find
• The
the object in the middle is the winner.

•
•
•
•
•

Look, read and stick. 

Time: 10 mins
Write fan, frog and jug on the board. The children know
all the sounds now, so some of them may be able to read
the words themselves. Elicit the words from the class.
Help the children to find the stickers. Point to the
word fan on the board, read it, and ask the children to
find and point to the correct word sticker. Repeat for
frog and jug.
Help the children find page 86. The children stick the
stickers and hold up their books for checking.
Put the children into pairs. Hand out the phonics  
cards. Ask the children to make the words.
Ask the children to suggest someone they know who
might like a toy frog for a present, e.g. their brother.
Repeat for jug and fan.

EYFS

Look, trace and write.

•
•
•



Time: 10 mins
Hold up the Sound talking toy. Stick the jug keyword
flashcard on the board and ask: What’s this? The
children sound out j-u-g. If they are correct, the toy
says y-e-s. Point to the picture of Jill in their books.
Ask: Who’s this? The children sound out J-i-ll. If they
are correct, the toy says: y-e-s.
Write the sentence: Jill has a jug. on the board. Draw a
word shape around the sight word has. Elicit the word.
Tell the children they are going to write Jill has a jug.
Show them the exercise in their books.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

EYFS



•

Rhyme: My family (V1–2 ) AB 63 

Time: 10 mins
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 185, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention; Moving and handling.

Lesson 2 • English: Who is it for? page 77
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: b [1.5b], B [1.31b],
bag keyword [2.13a]; Units 1–9 flashcards for alternative
activity; Toys vocabulary cards [online resource 2.36]; hard
and soft toys that the children know; Sound talking toy

Success criteria

Warm up 

Extension

Seek and say: b 1.61 

and adapt the procedure
• Use
from Unit 2, Lesson 1, page 35
to practice the sound /b/.
the children of the
• Remind
alphabet sound of letter b as

lG
eo
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•

/bi…/ and its pronunciation in
many words as /b/. Contrast
the sounds /p/ and /b/.
Example words: book, big, boat.
Keyword: bag.
Take out the Sound talking toy. Point to the bag
flashcard and ask the toy: What’s this? Have the
toy answer: b-a-g. Say: b-a-g – bag. Encourage the
children to sound out b-a-g and blend bag.
Say: Look at Picture 1 on Pupil’s Book page 77.
Display page 77 of the Pupil’s Book on the IWB. Ask:

N

•

Time: 15 mins

b

Can you find and point to the letter b in the
picture?

Rhyme: Sounds 1.25 

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the Sounds chant. The children say the chant and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

in

rn

Time: 10 mins
• Talk about presents with the class. Ask: Why do people get
presents? Ask: Do you like presents? Help with vocabulary
as required. Discuss when they get presents in their own culture.

ph
ic

EYFS

gr
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•

Time: 10 mins
Play Pairs (see page 18) with the toys vocabulary
cards.

Le
a

Lesson aims

g

Revised sounds: b /b/; v /v/; y /j/; x /ks/; w /w/
New language (productive): What a lovely …; Who is it
for? It’s for …; These are pretty …
New language (receptive): Can you guess? get

• All children will be able to: understand the new structures
and respond to questions with Yes/No; sound out the
words on the page; trace the sentence neatly.
• Most children will be able to: understand and give short
responses, e.g. (her) Gran; complete the words on the
page neatly; read the sight words; produce a neat, freehand version of the sentence.
• Some children may be able to: attempt longer answers,
e.g. It’s for her/Pat’s Gran; read the text without blending.

Listen and answer. 2.77 Time: 15 mins

Look at page 77 again. Set the scene. Miss
• Say:
Hill is talking to Sid and Dona. Revise necessary
vocabulary.
What can you see? Elicit: I can see Sid/Dona,
• Ask:
some pictures, etc.
What does Sid/Dona have? Who is it for?
• Ask:
Say: Let’s listen and find out.
• Play the audio and practise.

Game: Can you guess? 

•
•

Time: 10–15 mins
Have some hard and soft toys that the class know.
Revise hard and soft. The children feel the toys and
say: (The) car (is) hard. / (The) teddy (is) soft.
Draw a toy on the board slowly, bit by bit, stopping
frequently to ask: Can you guess what it is? The
children can ask questions: Is it hard/soft? or just
guess. Is it a camel?

Alternative

•

Time: 10–15 mins
Play What’s missing? (see page 19) with flashcards
from the whole course, using about six for each round.

Rhyme: The present 2.78 

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the chant. The children say the chant and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 192, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Extension 

Time: 10 mins
• Using the flashcards from the game just played, put a number
of suitable “present” cards in a box or a bag.
• Once the children are familiar with the rhyme, pause after Yes,
it’s a … Have them take turns to pick a card and substitute
what’s on their card for “present”, then continue with “just for
me” e.g. Class: Yes, it’s a … Child: teddy … Class: … just
for me!
Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): reading; Listening and attention.
EYFS

Unit 10 • Lesson 2

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Activity Book

page 87

•

Look and say. 

•

Extension: The trip AB 87 

Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 84. Play the rhyme and encourage
the children to join in.

•

Look, trace and write.

•

Letters and sounds: Review 

ph
ic

•
•

 Time: 10 mins
Hold up the Sound talking toy. Show the children the
picture of Viv and ask: Who’s this? The children
sound out V-i-v. Ask: What’s her job? The children
sound out v-e-t. If they are correct the Sound talking
toy says y-e-s.
Write the sentence: Viv the vet. on the board. Draw a
word shape around the sight word the. Elicit the word.
Tell the children they are going to write Viv the vet.
Show them the exercise in their books.

na

Rhyme: My family (V1–2) AB 63

Time: 5 mins
the song and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 185, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Listening and attention; Moving and handling.
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Time: 10 mins
This time the letters v, V, y, Y, x, X and w, W will be
reviewed.
Stick the van keyword flashcard on the board.
Ask the children to tell you the name of the letter.
Then ask the children, individually and as a class, to
tell you the sound it makes. Have the Sound talking
toy nod if the children tell you the right sound (or have
the toy say y-e-s). Ask: Which words do we know
with this sound? Encourage the children to make
suggestions. The practice words are very, visit, have,
five, heavy, van. Have the children orally segment and
blend the words which are phonically regular.
If you wish, revise air-tracing for the lower and
upper case letters v, V. For v say: down and up.
For V the words are the same. The children can
trace the letter on the floor, the desk or a partner’s
back.

Read and match. 

Time: 5 mins
Show the children the labels. Help them to read the
words: van, doll, socks. They know all the sounds and
should be able to decode the words. They draw a line
to match the pictures to the words.

EYFS

g

•

Time: 5 mins
Practise reading the sight words from Unit 9. Stick the
sight words card what on the board and elicit it. Ask
the children to find it in their sight words envelopes.
Repeat with of, noise and there.
Put the children into pairs. They lay out all the
sight words they have learned so far, put them into
matching pairs and read them aloud.

Listen and match. AB 90  Time: 5 mins
Show the children the characters on the page. Ask
about the presents one by one. Ask: Who is it for?
Allow them to answer but do not tell them whether
or not they are correct. Say: Let’s listen and find
out. The children listen to the audio and match the
presents to the characters.

EYFS

in

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song Alphabet and encourage the children to
join in. (See audio script, page 171.)

w: we, twenty, window, wind. The words to say as you
write the letters are on pages 127, 132 and 134.

rn

Warm up AB 2 

for y, Y, x, X and w, W. The practise words are:
• Repeat
y: yes, you, yellow, yogurt; x: next, six, sixteen, box;

Le
a

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: van keyword
[2.24a], yogurt keyword [2.25a], box keyword [2.26a], wind
keyword [2.27a]; Unit 9 large sight words cards [online resource
2.5]; Sight words envelopes (one per child); Sound talking toy

Lesson 3 • Maths: Let’s celebrate! page 78
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 0–20 [2.30b–2.50b];
Number cards 0–20 [online resource 2.10]; a collection of 3D
shapes from food packets, etc; Sound talking toy

Lesson aims
Numbers and counting: Review 0–20
New language (productive): tube; rocket
New language (receptive): firework(s); outside; surface;
thin, stick

156

Unit 10 • Lesson 3

Success criteria
• All children will be able to identify a cylinder/tube by
pointing.
• Most children will be able to: recognise and name a
cylinder/tube; count on and write the correct number of
fireworks neatly.
• Some children may be able to identify some properties of
a cylinder/tube, e.g. roll, flat.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Numbers: Review (0–20) Time: 15 mins

numbers 0–20, using number cards. Order 0–20
• Revise
•
on the board, or use the number line in the Pupil’s
Book or on the IWB.
•
Look at Picture 1 on Pupil’s Book page 78.
• Say:
Display page 78 of the Pupil’s Book on the IWB. Ask:
Can you find and point to number 10 in the
•
picture?

Rhyme: Numbers [to 20 ] 2.36

Time: 5–10 mins
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Time: 10 mins
• Revise numbers, colours and line shapes. Ask: What shape is
the black and red firework? How many lines on the box
firework? Which firework has curved lines?
EYFS



•

Game: What’s in the bag?

Time: 10 mins
Play What’s in the bag? with a collection of 3D
shapes. With their eyes closed, the children take it in
turns to feel an object and guess what it is.

Alternative

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Practise a simple mime for each 3D shape. Have real
items in a box or bag.
Count to three: the children mime an item and freeze.
At the same time, pull out one item from the box.
Those who are making that shape are the winners.
Repeat.

Rhyme: Shapes (V1–2) 2.80


•

Time: 5–10 mins
Revise tube and box. Play the chant. The children say
the chant and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 192, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Shape, space and measures.

page 88

N

Activity Book

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 0–20
[2.30b–2.50b]; Number cards 0–20 (one set per child)
[online resource 2.10], Number bingo! sheets (one per child)
[online resource 2.13]; a soft ball, a box, a tube; Sound
talking toy

Warm up 

•

Extension 

ph
ic
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•
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•

Listen and count. 2.79 

Time: 20 mins
Say: Look at page 78. Display page 78 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. It’s a celebration. There
are fireworks. Ask: Who can you see? Elicit: Miss
Hill and the children. Ask: What can you see?
Ask: Can you find and point to the words
black/red/green? Sound out, blend and read the
labels with the class. Take out the Sound talking toy.
Point to the firework and ask the toy: What colour?
Have the toy answer: r-e-d. Say: r-e-d – red.
Encourage the children to sound out r-e-d and blend
red. Repeat this with black and green. They will still
need help with ee /i…/.
Talk about the noises fireworks make. Explain they will
hear some firework noises. The children have to count
the number of noises they hear.
Play the first section of the audio. Play it again,
pausing after each set of noises and helping the
children to count the noises in each group.
Play the second section. Children count up and say the
total, and then count on in the next set.
Revise box and ball. Revise and count flat, curved,
faces, edges, roll, slide.

EYFS

the picture. Are they near or far? Why?

g

the Numbers [to 20] song. The children sing and
• Play
do the actions. (See audio script, page 186, and online

sides? How many flat faces does it have? (One
curved face and two flat faces) Ask: Can it roll?
(Yes) Can it slide? (Yes)
Teach rocket. (A firework on a stick; it goes up into
the sky.)
Ask the class to point in turn to the box shapes, the
ball shapes and the tubes. Say: Circle the tubes.
(one firework and the tube part of the rocket)
Use the illustration to elicit and then remind the class
that fireworks are dangerous. They must never touch
them or go near them. Say: Look at the people in

in

EYFS

and pass around tubes. Teach tube. Ask: How
• Show
many surfaces does it have? Does it have

rn

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the Can you guess? game from Lesson 2, page 155.

Le
a

Warm up 

Time: 5 mins
Play the game Frogs and bugs. See the instructions on
page 116.

Rhyme: Numbers [to 20] AB 66

Time: 10 mins
out a set of number cards from 0 to 20 to each
• Give
child. Hold up a number flashcard. The children hold up

20 children stand in a circle. They pass/throw
• Have
the ball around the circle clockwise and count from

•

1 to 20 as it goes past each child. They can then do
this anticlockwise and count down from 20 to 1. Make
sure that everyone has at least one turn.
This song can be practised in class and then repeated
at home with parents. Play the audio. The children
sing the song. (See audio script, page 186, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

•

Count, draw and say. 

Time: 10 mins
Take out the Sound talking toy. Hold up the ball and
ask the toy and the children: What’s this? Pretend
to listen to the toy whispering to you. Say b-a-ll out

EYFS

the corresponding number card and say the number.
Unit 10 • Lesson 3

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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  loud, sounding puzzled. Encourage the children to
blend ball. Repeat for box. Hold up the tube and revise
tube.
Help the children find page 88. Show the children the
dot-to-dot puzzles. The children join the dots and
count the numbers as they do so.
Ask the children what shapes they found. Ask: What’s
this? Elicit: It’s a tube/box.

•
•

EYFS



•

Repeat for tubes. (7) Ask: How many fireworks
altogether? The children count the total number
of fireworks. (13) Air-trace the number. The children
write it in their books.

Game: Number bingo! 

•

Time: 10 mins
Play this game using the number cards 10–20 to
practise the numbers. See the instructions on page 19.

Rhyme: Twenty legs AB 77 

Count and write.

Time: 5 mins
Show the children the pictures at the bottom of the
page and elicit what they are. (fireworks) Ask: What
shapes are the fireworks? (balls and tubes) Ask:
How many balls? The children count. (6) Air-trace
as a class, and have a child write it on the board.

•

Time: 5 mins
Listen to the audio and sing the song with the
children. (See audio script, page 188, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Shape, space and measures.

Warm up 

lG
eo

Time: 10 mins
Play What’s in the bag? with shapes, as in Lesson 3,
page 157.

Numbers: Review (0–20 )  Time: 15 mins
Revise numbers 0–20, as in Lesson 3, page 157.
Say: Look at page 79. Display page 79 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Ask: Can you find and point to

at
io
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EYFS

••

number 20 in the picture?

N

Rhyme: Numbers [to 20 ] 2.36

Time: 5–10 mins

•

Play the Numbers [to 20] song. The children sing and
do the actions. (See audio script, page 186, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS
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Numbers and counting: Review 0–20
New language (productive): enough
New language (receptive): each

•

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and respond to questions with Yes/No, or a gesture; follow
the number key correctly.
• Most children will also be able to: respond with single
words, e.g. Yes/No, enough; count on and write the correct
number of fireworks neatly.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer descriptions,
e.g. (There is) one each.

ph
ic

Lesson aims

Success criteria

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: 0–20
[2.30b–2.50b]; Number cards 0–20 [online resource 2.10];
five parcels (boxes) and a large bag; a collection of 3D shapes
from food packets, etc.

Listen and match. 2.81 

Time: 15 mins

3D shapes and properties.
•• Revise
Say: Look at page 79. Display page 79 of the Pupil’s
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. The boys are at a

and practise the audio. Help the children to
• Play
match each present to the correct boy by drawing a
line between them.
Ask: How many boys are there? How many
• presents
are there? Are there enough presents

for everyone? Is there a present each?

Extension 

Time: 10 mins
• Ask: What shape/colour is (Name)’s present; Whose
present is a tube shape?

Game: A present each 

•
•
•

party. There are presents. Ask: What can you see?

•

Who can you see?

Elicit the shape of each present. For each one ask:
Whose present is this? Can you guess? Put
children’s ideas on the board. They listen and see which
are correct. Sound out and blend each as you write, e.g.
b-o-x – box. Say: Let’s listen and find out.

158
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Lesson 4 • Maths: Party-time! page 79

Unit 10 • Lesson 4

•

Time: 10–15 mins
Have ready five presents (boxes) and a large bag.
Out of sight, place a random number of the boxes
in the bag.
Have number cards 1–5 in a small bag. Ask a child
to choose a number card and pick that number of
children to come out to the front and line up.
Together, count the children. Turn out the presents and
ask if there are enough presents for one for each child.
Check by asking each child in turn to come and take a
parcel, counting aloud as they do so. Elicit: No, (there
are) not enough; Yes, (there are) enough; There are more!
Repeat until all the children have got a present.

Extension 
• Play A present each with ten presents.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Time: 10 mins

Alternative

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Shape, space and measures.

page 89

Warm up 

Time: 5 mins
Play Robot says to practise the vocabulary for
movements. See the instructions on page 19.

•

11 brown. 12 red. 13 blue. 14 yellow. 15 green.
16 black. 17 grey. 18 white.
Ask the children what the picture is and elicit in L1 a
dinosaur at a party.

g

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: 1–20
[2.31b–2.50b], blue [1.31a], red [1.33a], yellow [1.39a],
green [1.54a], grey [2.83a], brown [2.84a], black [2.85a];
presents for the game

•

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the song. The children sing and do the actions.
(See audio script, page 174, and online resource 2.2 for
actions.)

in

Activity Book

Rhyme: Five little buns 1.28


Count and write. 
Time: 10 mins
Ask the children what they can see. (fireworks) Ask
them what shapes the fireworks are. (tubes and boxes)
Ask: How many boxes? The children count. (11)
Air-trace as a class, and have a child write it on
the board. Repeat for tubes. (4) Ask: How many
presents altogether? The children count the total
number of presents. (15) Air-trace the number. The
children write it in their books.

EYFS

•

ph
ic

Rhyme: Numbers [to 20] AB 66

Time: 5 mins

rn

•
•

child to sit on the chair when the music/beat stops
• The
is the winner.

Le
a

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Musical chairs. Have the class arrange their chairs
in a circle or double line, facing outwards. Each child
sits on their chair and then walks round the outside
of the ring or row of chairs to music or a steady beat.
When the music/beat stops, each child sits down on the
nearest chair.
Remove one chair each time, so there are never enough
chairs for the number of children. Anyone who doesn’t
get to chair must sit out for the rest of the game.
When there are only two chairs left, they can be spaced
out, with two other chairs, facing inwards, that the
children must walk (not run) round to get to a chair.

out number flashcards from 1 to 20 to the
• Hand
children. Call out a number and the child holding it

gr
a

Look and colour. 

at
io

na

Time: 10 mins
Revise the known colours with the children. Help them
find a green, red, yellow, blue, brown, black, grey and
white crayon.
Help the children find page 89. They colour the
puzzle picture according to the code. Stick the colour
flashcards, and a piece of white paper for white on the
board and write the following numbers next to them:

Game: A present each 

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the game to revise enough. See the instructions
on page 158.

Rhyme: Ten green bottles AB 18

Time: 5 mins
the song with the class and encourage them
• Sing
to join in. (See audio script, page 175, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Numbers; Shape, space and measures.

N

•
•

lG
eo

•

stands up. Then have them form a line, in order, at the
front of the class.
Play the song and encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 186, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Lesson 5 • Science: New Year page 80
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: keywords
flashcards for the letters being revised, some flashcards from
Units 1–10 for the warm up; Poster 1.2

Lesson aims
Letters and sounds: Review
New language (productive): New Year; dance; exciting;
bonfire; beautiful
New language (receptive): piñata

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary
and respond to simple questions with Yes/No or by pointing;
sound out the words on the page; trace the sentence neatly.
• Most children will be able to: respond with single words
or short phrases, e.g. lion dance, Lin; complete the words
on the page neatly; read the sight words; produce a neat,
free-hand version of the sentence.
• Some children may be able to: attempt to give longer
answers, e.g. Fireworks and (a big) bonfire; read the text
without blending.
Unit 10 • Lesson 5

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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•
•
•
•
•

Listen and match. 2.82 

Time: 20 mins
Elicit in L1 what the children know about New Year in
their own culture.
Say: Look at the pictures on Pupil’s Book page
80. Display page 80 of the Pupil’s Book on the IWB.
Ask: Who can you see? What can you see?
Revise party, fireworks, lion, stick. Teach dance and
piñata.
Ask: What do the children in our book do at
New Year? Say: Let’s listen and find out.
Play the audio, checking for understanding, with
repetition and questions: What does Lin/Sam/

EYFS

Dona have at New Year? Who has a lion
dance/a party/sweets and toys? Does he/she
like … Elicit: Yes, (it’s) exciting/great/fun.

Activity Book

lG
eo

page 90

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant Point to your clothes. Encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 179, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

at
io

•

na

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: hat keyword
[2.18a], fish keyword [2.21a], jug keyword [2.22a], leg
keyword [2.23a], box keyword [2.26a], quiet keyword [2.28a],
zebra keyword [2.29a]; Sound talking toy

Warm up AB 37 

•

N

Look and read. 

•

Time: 5 mins
Stick the flashcards for box, fish, jug, leg and hat on
the board. Tell the children to tell the Sound talking
toy what they are in sound talk. Do this as a class and
with individuals. Pretend the toy is listening to them. If
they are correct the toy nods or says y-e-s.
Play the game Which one? to revise buzz, off, quiz,
tell and Miss. (Follow the instructions on page 18,
but this time write the words on the board and have
the children point to them rather than using picture
flashcards.)

Extension: The trip AB 87 

Game: What’s missing? 

•

Time: 10 mins
Play What’s missing? (see page 19) with sets of six
vocabulary flashcards.

Alternative 

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Have the children draw and colour a picture of a
fireworks display or a Chinese dragon.
This could be done at home, then brought to class for
display and discussion.

Rhyme: Five noisy fireworks 2.83

Time: 5–10 mins
the chant. The children say the chant and do
• Play
the actions. (See audio script, page 193, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; People and communities.
EYFS

gr
a

the children to match the characters with the
• Help
correct pictures.

Time: 10 mins
• Ask the children if they have these things at New Year, using
the same structures: What do you have? Presents? Sweets?
Money? Help with vocabulary as required.

g

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Extension 

in

Rhyme: Our world 1.13 

celebrations, especially if you have children from different ethnic
backgrounds in the class. What is done at New Year varies from
culture to culture, and may have greater or lesser significance.

rn

•
•

Letters and sounds 

Time: 15 mins
Revise a selection of letters and letter sounds using
keywords flashcards.
Practise reading a selection of known CVC words.

EYFS

Top tip: Be sensitive when dealing with New Year

Le
a

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Pairs (see page 18) with your choice of flashcards
from the whole course.

ph
ic

Warm up 

Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 84. Play the rhyme and encourage
the children to join in.

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Time: 5 mins
the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
EYFS



•
•

•

Letters and sounds: Review

Time: 10 mins
This time the letters qu, QU, z, Z and zz will be
reviewed.
Stick the quiet keyword flashcard on the board. Ask
the children to tell you the names of the letters. Then
ask the children, individually and as a class, to tell you
the sounds they make. Have the Sound talking toy
nod if the children tell you the right sound (or have
the toy say y-e-s). Ask: Which words do we know
with this sound? Encourage the children to make
suggestions. See page 140 for the practice words.
Have the children orally segment and blend the words
which are phonically regular.
If you wish, revise air-tracing for the lower case and
upper case letters qu, QU. For q say: up and round

and down and round and up, and down and
out. For Q say: Up and round and down and
round and up, to the middle and down. The

practice words are question, square, quiet.
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children can trace the letter on the floor, the desk
children write the correct word next to each
• The
• The
or a partner’s back.
present.
for z and Z. The practice words are zigzag,
• Repeat
Look, trace and write.
 Time: 5 mins
zoo, zero, zebra. For z say: across and down and
across. For Z the words are the same. For zz write the
the children the picture of the bugs. Ask: What
• Show
letters on the board and follow the same procedure.
do bugs do? Prompt gently if necessary. Say: Bugs …
are going to write Bugs zap and buzz. Show them the
exercise in their books.

Rhyme: Five noisy fireworks AB 91

Time: 5 mins
the chant with the children. (See audio script,
• Say
page 193, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

in

g

•
•

/z/ … zap … and /b/ … buzz. Tell the children they

Match and write. 

Time: 10 mins
Point to the pictures and elicit what they are.
(presents) Tell the children to look carefully at the
presents and try to guess what the presents are.
Now show them the word bank. They should be able
to sound out and blend these words as they know all
the sounds. Write the words on the board (hat, socks).
Use the Sound talking toy and ask the children to tell
the toy in sound talk what the words are. The toy
nods if they are correct or says y-e-s.

EYFS

ph
ic

Lesson aims

•

Letter and sounds: Review
New language (productive): rocket; wheel; candle; out

•

gr
a

Success criteria

na

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Five noisy fireworks. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 193, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Letters and sounds 
Time: 15 mins
Revise a selection of letters and sounds using
keywords flashcards.
Practise spelling a selection of known CVC words.

Rhyme: Our world 1.13 

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.2. Play the Our world song. The
children sing and do the actions. (See audio script,
page 172, and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Listen and stick. 2.84  Time: 15 mins
Revise movement vocabulary: round and round, up
and down, using movements and gestures.
Teach out, in the sense of movement in different
directions away from you, by gesture and mime.
Say: Look at the pictures on Pupil’s Book
page 81. Display page 81 of the Pupil’s Book on the
IWB. Ask: What can you see? (fireworks) Use the

EYFS

•
•
•

•
•

N

EYFS

•
•

at
io

•
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will be able to: understand the expressions
• Allup, children
down, out and round and round, and demonstrate

Warm up 2.83 

the movement by gestures when shown a known
picture; follow the number key correctly.
Most children will be able to: recognise the expressions
up, down, out and round and round, and say the
expressions with support when shown a known
picture.
Some children may also be able to: understand and
use expressions side to side, up, down, out, round
and round, up and down to describe directions of
movement independently.

Le
a

You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: keywords for letters
being revised; Poster 1.2; Units 1–10 CVC word cards [online
resource 2.7]

rn

Lesson 6 • Science: Fireworks! page 81

•
•

individual photos to teach/revise the words rocket,
wheel, candle.
Say: Can you find and point to the word
rocket/wheel/candle? Help the children to read
the labels.
Say: Look at the rocket/wheel/candle picture.
Ask: Up? Out? Down? Round and round? Get the
children to show you with gestures the movements. If
they need help with the words, demonstrate and say
the movement.
Say: Let’s listen. Play the audio three times, pausing
after each movement.
During the first listening, say: Look at the pictures.
During the second listening, say: Show me the
action for the pictures. During the third listening,
say: Stick the correct sticker on each picture.

Extension 

Time: 5–10 mins
• Ask: How do the fireworks move? Help the children to build
up sentences, e.g. by saying the first half of the sentence and
getting the children to complete it: The rocket goes up and up.
The wheel goes/moves round and round. The little stars go up
and down.

Unit 10 • Lesson 6

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Activity Book

•

Rhyme: You put your right arm up!
2.12 
Time: 5–10 mins
the song. The children sing and do the actions.
• Play
(See audio script, page 183, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading. Listening and attention; Moving and handling.

page 91

You will need: Activity Book audio; Units 2–9 large sight
words cards [online resource 2.5]; Sight words envelopes
(one per child)

Extension: The trip AB 87 

na

Time: 5 mins
• Help the children find page 84. Play the rhyme and encourage
the children to read along.

at
io

Rhyme: Five noisy fireworks
AB 91 

g

Look, read and colour. 

•

Time: 10 mins
Help the children to find page 91. Tell the children to
have red, blue, yellow and green crayons ready. The
children look at the key and colour the fireworks. Ask:
What colour is the rocket? (red and blue), etc.

Game: Fireworks! 

•

Time: 10 mins
Play the miming game from the Pupil’s Book, above.

Time: 5 mins
Revise the types of fireworks and their movement.
Draw a rocket, a Catherine wheel and a Roman

Rhyme: You put your right arm up!
AB 52 
Time: 5 mins
the song and encourage the children to join in
• Play
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 183, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

N

•

2.2 for actions.)

gr
a

•
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•

Look and say. 

Time: 5 mins
Practise reading the sight words from Unit 9. Stick the
large sight words card what on the board and elicit it.
Ask the children to find it in their sight words envelopes.
Repeat with of, noise and there. Then play What’s
missing? See the instructions on page 19.
Stick all the sight words they have learned so far
around the classroom. Play Show me! See the
instructions on page 18.

EYFS

the audio and encourage the children to say the
• Play
chant. (See audio script, page 193, and online resource

in

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the song A monkey can climb and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 181, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

candle. Ask: How do the fireworks move? Say:
The rocket goes … up and up; The wheel
goes … round and round; The little stars go …
up and down.

ph
ic

Warm up AB 47 

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Missing words (see page 19) with CVC words from
Units 1–10.

rn

•

Alternative 

Le
a

•

Game: Fireworks! 

Time: 10 mins
Draw three fireworks on the board: a rocket, a Roman
candle (tube-shaped) and a Catherine wheel (a spiral).
Either colour them red, green and yellow or number
them 1, 2, 3.
Practise mimes for each, e.g. Rocket: slap one hand into
the other and slide one arm up into the air, making a
wheee sound; Roman candle: bring hands up into the
air and down forming a wide circle, making a cracking
sound with lips; Catherine wheel: spin one finger/hand
round in the air making a whooshing sound. Say either:
Red!/Green!/Yellow! or 1!/2!/3! to prompt the
children to mime the appropriate firework.

EYFS

Lesson 7 • Values: Good manners page 82
You will need: Class audio; Flashcards: keywords
sun to zebra [2.4a–2.29a]; flashcards of objects for sensible
and silly presents; Poster 1.3; Unit 10 large sight words cards
[online resource 2.5]; Units 1–10 CVC word cards
(for the Missing words game) [online resource 2.7]

Lesson aims
Reading: Consolidation; phonics rhyme
New sight words: look, this, be, me
New language (productive): good/bad manners;
polite; rude

162

Unit 10 • Lesson 7

New language (receptive): free; hard (difficult); never
ever; top (child’s toy); drum; carrot; hug

Success criteria
• All children will be able to: understand which of the new
phrases are polite and which are not; sound out the
reading words; follow and enjoy the phonics rhyme.
• Most children will be able to: use the new phrases to
politely say Thank you; blend and read the reading words;
recognise and read the sight words.
• Some children may be able to: explain that Eeugh! (is) not
polite. It’s bad; read the reading words without blending.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Warm up 

•

Time: 10 mins
Play Missing words with CVC words from Units 1–10.
See the instructions on page 19.

•
•
•

Reading: Consolidation

Time: 15 mins
Use the keyword flashcards to revise the letters: s, t, p,
a, i, n, m, d, o, b, c, k, r, e, h, u, g, f, j, l, v, y, x, w, qu, z.
Say: Now let’s read some words. Use sound
buttons (see page 14) to teach to and into. Follow the
procedure from Unit 3, Lesson 7, page 62.
Use sound buttons to practise words from previous
Lesson 7s.

EYFS

Rhyme: Values 1.17 

•

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.3. Play the Values song. The children
sing and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173,
and online resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS

the audio, pausing after each phrase for the children
• Play
to say good or bad according to whether the responses
they hear are polite or rude. Repeat as necessary.
• As a class, practise the polite responses only.

Self/Peer assessment 

•
•

•
•

Time: 10 mins
Have ready a collection of flashcards of objects which
would make sensible or silly presents.
Choose a child to receive a ‘present’. Say: Hello,
(Name). I have present for you. Or Here,
(Name), this is for you. Hand over one of the
flashcards without looking at the picture.
The chosen child must take it, turn it over, say what it
is, and must thank you for it politely even if it’s a silly
gift, e.g. a frog.
Show one or two nice and silly cards and have the
class respond as a group. Then award stickers to all
the class.

Listen and answer. 2.85 Time: 15 mins

lG
eo
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Extension
good/bad manners. Demonstrate and check
• Teach:
• Ask two of the children to have a dialogue at the front of the
understanding.
class, e.g. Child 1: Here. (hand over card) Child 2: (A) sock.
Look at page 82. Display page 82 of the Pupil’s
• Say:
Thank you!
Book on the IWB. Set the scene. The children have
presents.
Game: Missing words 
Time: 10 mins
they like their presents? Say: Look
• atAsk:theDogirl/boy.
Ask: Does he/she have good
Play
Missing
words
with
Unit
10
sight
words.
(See
• page 19.)
manners?
Ask: Can you find and point to the word good/
• bad?
Help the children to read the labels.
Rhyme: Please and thank you 2.86
Help
them
to
match
each
label
to
the
correct
child
in

Time: 10 mins
• the picture.
Play
the
chant.
The
children
say
the
chant
do
• the actions. (See audio script, page 193, andandonline
using L1 where necessary, how good manners
• Discuss,
means saying thank you even for something you don’t
resource 2.2 for actions.)
like. Introduce: polite, rude.
Say: Listen to these children. Ask: Do they have
• good
manners or bad manners? Are they
polite or rude?

page 92

na

Activity Book

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; managing feelings and behaviour.

Find and say. 

Warm up AB 37 

EYFS

•

N
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You will need: Flashcards: bag keyword [2.13a],
cat keyword [2.14a], jug keyword [2.22a], leg keyword [2.23a],
van keyword [2.24a], box keyword [2.26a], bus [2.87a], dog
[1.87a]; Unit 2 phonics card (a), Unit 3 phonics cards (n, m,
d, D), Unit 4 phonics card (k), Unit 5 phonics cards (r, h, u, u),
Unit 7 phonics card (g), Unit 9 phonics card (Z     ) (one set for the
teacher and one per child) [online resource 2.6]; Phonics rhyme
colouring picture [online resource R28]; Unit 10 small sight
words cards (one per child) [online resource 2.5] Sight words
envelopes (one per child); Sound talking toy

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the chant Point to your clothes. and encourage
the children to join in. (See audio script, page 179, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Look and read.

•

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 92. Follow the usual
procedure for this exercise. See page 47 for guidance.
This time the children might know: pen, hat, carrot,
cap, box, mum, dad.

Phonics rhyme: The list AB 92


•
•

Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. See
page 47 for guidance.

Find and read.
Time: 10 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. See
page 47 for guidance. This time the children will learn
to read: Zak, Dan, hug and drum. You may wish to
review pen, hat, cap, box, mum, dad.

Time: 10 mins
Play Say the sounds to revise some of the known CVC
words. Choose from: leg, fan, jug, bug, bag, cat, bus,
van, box, dog. See the instructions on page 18.
Unit 10 • Lesson 7

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Listen, point and say. AB 92


•

Time: 5 mins
Play the audio again. Encourage the children to follow
in their books and join in.

Extension: Colour and say. 

Time: 30 mins
• Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. See page 47.
This time the discussion questions could include: Who is
this? What’s that? What’s for mum/dad, etc. This time the
caption is: A big box for me.

Look, listen and say. AB 93


•

Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this unit’s sight words.
See page 47 for guidance.

Extension: Group reading 

Time: 10 mins
• Divide the class into groups of six children. In the groups,
each child reads a line of the phonics rhyme aloud. They can
practise in groups and then read in front of the class.
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading.

Lesson 8 • Art: A present for mummy page 83

Spelling: Consolidation
New language (productive): cover; wax; scratch
New language (receptive): bands (of colour); pinch; twist

Warm up 2.83 

N

Time: 5 mins
Display Poster 1.4. Play the Art song. The children sing
and do the actions. (See audio script, page 173, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

•

Colour and scratch. 

Time: 20 mins
Make a fireworks picture using white paper, felt tips,
black wax crayon and a scraper (a lolly stick or old
pencil).
Say: Look at the pictures on Pupil’s Book
page 83. Display page 83 of the Pupil’s Book on the
IWB and explain what the children should do.
Use the felt tips to cover the whole sheet of paper
with different colours. Colour over everything with a
black wax crayon. Use the scraper to remove the top
layer of wax in dots, lines, curves, zigzags, etc. This will
reveal the colours underneath, which should look like
fireworks exploding in the night sky.
Encourage the children to help with tidying away the
materials and clearing the tables.

EYFS
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Rhyme: Art 1.20 

•

Alternative 

164

Time: 20 mins
Make a card for mummy decorated on the front with a
paper flower.
Print off on card one copy per child of the Greetings
card template. Fold the card in half, with the letters
on the inside. Have the children colour the letters.
They can “sign” their name here if they wish to. Make
sure you praise them for their efforts.
For the flower on the front of the card: give each child
some layers of coloured tissue paper. Have them fold
the circles over in half and then again into four. Show
them how to pinch the centre together and twist
round into a flower shape and then how to pull out the
different layers to make a flower. Tape the flower to
the front of the card, hiding the tape with the petals.
The children finish their cards by adding a stem and
leaves with green felt tips.

gr
a
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•
••

Spelling 

Time: 15 mins
Say the sounds for the letters you are revising. Say:
Show me the letter that makes the sound. The
children show the letter using phonics cards.
Follow the procedure in Unit 2, Lesson 8, page 48.
Practise spelling a selection of known words.

EYFS

na

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play Fireworks! from Lesson 6, page 162.

• All children will be able to: understand the new vocabulary,
but may need support to produce it; spell the spelling
words.
• Most children will also be able to: describe their work,
using single words, e.g. scratch, fireworks; spell the
reading words; listen to a known phoneme and write the
correct grapheme.
• Some children may be able to attempt longer phrases, e.g.
(I) scratch (to) show (the) colours.

Le
a

Lesson aims

Success criteria

ph
ic

You will need: Class audio; Poster 1.4; Units 1–10 phonics
cards (one for the teacher and one per child) [online resource
2.6]; Greetings card template (one per child) [online resource
2.37]; white paper; felt tips; black wax crayon; scraper (lolly
stick or old pencil); circles of coloured tissue paper and sticky
tape for the Alternative activity

Unit 10 • Lesson 8

•

Game: Choose 1.19 

•

Time: 10 mins
Reward one child with a choice of two games for
the class to play. Play the Dipping rhyme chant and
encourage the children to join in. (See audio script,
page 173.)

Rhyme: Goodbye 1.5 

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the Goodbye song. The children sing and do
the actions. (See audio script, page 171, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Exploring and using media and materials.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Activity Book

page 93

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: hat keyword
[2.18a], box keyword [2.26a]; Poster 2.12; Unit 2 phonics
cards (t, p, a), Unit 3 phonics cards (n, m, d, D), Unit 4 phonics
cards (o, c, k), Unit 5 phonics cards (r, e, u), Unit 9 phonics
card (Z) (one set for the teacher and one set per child) [online
resource 2.6]; Sound talking toy

Warm up AB 63 

•

Look, trace and write.
Time: 5 mins
Point to the picture. Ask the children what they can
see (a big box). Ask them to trace and then copy the
sentence.

•

Listen and write. AB 94

•



Time: 5 mins
Children listen to the I spy audio and write the first
letter of the thing they hear.

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

ph
ic

Time: 5 mins
Follow the usual procedure for this exercise. For
guidance, see page 49. This time the children learn to
spell: pen, Zak, Dan, hug, drum, cap and top.

lG
eo

gr
a

•

Hug, hug. Two. Cap, cap. Three. Top, top.
EYFS

Time: 5–10 mins
Put the flashcards for hat and box on the board. Ask
the children to tell the Sound talking toy what they
are in sound talk. If they are correct, the toy can nod
or say y-e-s. Do this as a class and with individuals.
Display Poster 2.12 and repeat the activity to revise
mum and dad.
Help the children find page 92. Revise the phonics
rhyme. Play the audio and encourage the children to
follow the words line by line.

Look and spell. 

•

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 93. Point to the words at
the top of the page. Explain that the children should
listen to you and circle the word they hear. Say: One.

g

•

Listen and circle.

in



Phonics rhyme: The list AB 92

for actions.)

rn

EYFS

the chant and encourage the children to join in.
• Play
(See audio script, page 178, and online resource 2.2

Le
a

•

Time: 5 mins
Play the song My Family (V1–2) and encourage the
children to join in. (See audio script, page 185, and
online resource 2.2 for actions.)

Rhyme: Letters and sounds AB 34

Time: 5 mins

Activity Book Review 5

na

Let’s remember
Lesson 1 page 94

N

at
io

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: Q [1.46b],
Z [1.55b], G [1.36b], Y [1.54b], B [1.31b], cat [1.64a],
horse [1.63a], lion [1.38a], duck [1.24a], cow, [1.62a],
elephant [1.26a], monkey [1.15a], snake [1.16a], dog
[1.87a]; sets from known groups of words for Odd one
out: zoo animals: elephant [1.26a], giraffe [1.37a], zebra
[2.29a]; pets: cat [1.64a], rabbit [1.89a], dog [1.87a]; food:
rice and beans [1.80a], burger and chips [1.72a]; colours:
black [2.85a], brown [2.84a], grey [2.83a]; action verbs:
jump [2.65a], hop [2.66a], skip [2.64a], run [2.63a]; Unit 4
phonics card (b), Unit 7 phonics card (g), Unit 8 phonics card
(y), Unit 9 phonics cards (qu, z) (one for the teacher and set
per child) [online resource 2.6]; Sound talking toy

Warm up 

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the game Animal sounds using the animal
flashcards. See page 140.

Rhyme: Five noisy fireworks AB 91

Time: 5 mins
the Five noisy fireworks chant. Encourage
• Play
the children to join in as much as they can.

(See audio script, page 193, and online resource 2.2
for actions.)

Point and say. 

•

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 94. Tell the children to
look at the whole page. Call out letters and have the
children point to the correct ones. Volunteers could
have a turn at calling out letters.

EYFS



•

Look and write: QU, Z, G, Y, B.

Time: 10 mins
Hand out the phonics cards for qu, z, b, g and y to
each child. Hold up one of the upper case flashcards
(Q, Z, G, Y, B). The children hold up the corresponding
lower case phonics card.

Unit 10 • Review
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Show the children the pictures. Ask: What are
• these?
(fireworks/rockets) Ask: What movement
do rockets make? (They go up and up.)
children look at the letters on the rockets and
• The
write the corresponding upper case letters.

page 95

You will need: Activity Book audio; Flashcards: sun keyword
[2.4a], cat keyword [2.14a], zebra keyword [2.29a], 0–20
[2.30b–2.50b]; sets of classroom objects which can be
counted, e.g. books, pencils, bags, pencil cases, lunch boxes,
etc; two bags

Warm up 

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the game Musical chairs. See the instructions on
page 159.

EYFS

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play the game Taller or shorter? See the instructions
for the Pupil’s Book on page 145.

lG
eo



Game: Taller or shorter?

EYFS

/k/ sound? What does it say? Look at the
word. Can you sound out any of the other
letters? Read the word camel. Repeat for squirrel

•
•

na

at
io

N

The child with the corresponding flashcard stands up.
Then have them come to the front of the classroom
and help them to stand in sequence.
Now count up to 20 slowly, pausing now and then
for the children to say the next number up. Repeat in
reverse order, pausing for the children to say the next
number down.
Play the audio and encourage the children to sing
the song. (See audio script, page 186, and online
resource 2.2 for actions.)

Count and draw. 

•

Time: 5 mins
Help the children find page 95. The children do the
dot-to-dot puzzle. They count the numbers as they
join the dots.

166

Unit 10 • Review

and zebra.
Tell the children to circle the word zebra.

Look, spell and write. 

the numbers 0–20 with the flashcards. Hand
• Revise
out the flashcards. Call out the numbers individually.

•

Time: 5–10 mins

•
• find and point to the word starting with the

Rhyme: Numbers [to 20 ] AB 66

Time: 5–10 mins

•

Read and circle. 

Ask the children what they found after joining the
dots. Elicit: a zebra.
Invite the children to read the labels. Say: Can you

gr
a

•

EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Moving and handling.

in

Lesson 2

•

g

Time: 10 mins
Write the letters a, u, e and o on the board. Practise the
sounds with the class. Air-trace the letters for practice.
Draw pictures of a bag, bug, log and leg on the board.
Use the Sound talking toy. Ask the children: What is
it? and point to the first picture. Have the children
sound out the word to the toy. If they are correct the
toy nods or says y-e-s.

Time: 10 mins
Play this game to consolidate vocabulary. See the
instructions for Pupil’s Book, Unit 9, Lesson 2,
page 141. If you have time, repeat the extension that
follows the game.

rn

•
•

Game: Odd one out 

Choose and write the letter.

Le
a



•

children look at the pictures and write the correct
missing letter in the middle of each word.
Read the answers as a class and with individual children.

ph
ic

EYFS

the children the pictures in their books. Ask:
• Show
What can you see? (a bag/bug/log/leg) The

Time: 10 mins
Show the children the first picture. Ask the children
and the Sound talking toy: Who’s that? Help them
sound out and blend: Z-a-k – Zak. Tell them to choose
the correct letters and to write the word Zak. Show
them the next picture. Ask: What is it? Elicit: a bug.
Ask: What sound do bugs make? Elicit: buzz. Help
them sound out b-u-zz – buzz. Tell them to choose the
correct letters and to write the word buzz.

Game: More or fewer? 

•

Time: 5–10 mins
Play More or fewer? Follow the instructions on
page 143.

Stick and colour. 

•

Time: 5 mins
Children stick in the reward sticker and colour the trophy.

Extension: Goodbye AB 4 

Time: 5 mins
• Play the Goodbye rhyme. Encourage the children to join in.
(See audio script, page 171, and online resource 2.2 for
actions.)
EYFS Conforms to Statutory Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
(England): Reading; Shape, space and measures.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Supplementary online activities

R27)   Phonics rhyme colouring picture for Unit 9.
R28)   Phonics rhyme colouring picture for Unit 10.
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For Review 5, choose from the following activities:
R26a) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters qu, QU.
R26b) Letter writing practice: lower and upper case
letters z, Z.

Unit 10 • Review
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Pupil’s Book 2 Class audio track list

1.2

Rhyme: Hello! [Chant]

1.3

Rhyme: Alphabet [Song]

1.4

Unit 1, Lesson 1, Look, listen and say.

1.5

Rhyme: Goodbye [Song]

1.6

Unit 1, Lesson 2, Look, listen and say.

1.7

Rhyme: Numbers [to 5] [Chant]

1.8

Unit 1, Lesson 3, Look, listen and circle.

1.9

Rhyme: There is one fish. [Song]

1.10

Rhyme: Numbers [to 10] [Chant]

1.11

Unit 1, Lesson 4, Listen and stick.

1.12

Rhyme: The wheels on the bus [Song]

1.13

Rhyme: Our world [Song]

1.14

Unit 1, Lesson 5, Listen and match.

1.15

Unit 1, Lesson 6, Listen and stick.

1.16

Rhyme: My body (V1–2) [Song]

1.17

Rhyme: Values [Song]

1.18

Unit 1, Lesson 7, Listen and match.

1.19

Rhyme: Dipping rhyme [Chant]

1.20

Rhyme: Art [Song]

1.21

Unit 2, Lesson 1, Letters and sounds: /s/

1.22

Rhyme: Come and play! [Chant]

1.23

Unit 2, Lesson 1, Look, listen and match.

1.24

Unit 2, Lesson 2, Letters and sounds: /t/

1.25

Rhyme: Sounds [Chant]

1.26

Unit 2, Lesson 2, Look, listen and match.

1.27

Unit 2, Lesson 3, Numbers: 0

1.28

Rhyme: Five little buns [Song]

1.29

Rhyme: One, two. How are you? [to 10] [Chant]

1.30

Unit 2, Lesson 4, Numbers: 10

1.31

Rhyme: Five baby ducks [Song]

1.32

Rhyme: Shapes (V1) [Chant]

1.33

Unit 2, Lesson 5, Letters and sounds: /p/

1.34

Rhyme: Ten green bottles [Song]

1.35

Unit 2, Lesson 6, Letters and sounds: /œ/

1.36

 hyme: You can’t make a spoon out of paper!
R
[Chant]

1.37

Unit 3, Lesson 2, Letters and sounds: /n/

1.43

Unit 3, Lesson 2, Listen and point.

1.44

Rhyme: In the kitchen [Song]

1.45

Unit 3, Lesson 3, Numbers: 11

1.46

Rhyme: Lizards [to 11] [Song]

1.47

Unit 3, Lesson 3, Listen and find.

1.48

Rhyme: Ten little children [Song]

1.49

Unit 3, Lesson 4, Numbers: 12

1.50

Rhyme: Numbers [to 12] [Song]

1.51

Unit 3, Lesson 4, Listen and stick.

1.52

Unit 3, Lesson 5, Letters and sounds: /m/

1.53

Unit 3, Lesson 6, Letters and sounds: /d/

1.54

Unit 3, Lesson 6, Listen and stick.

1.55

Rhyme: A home for me [Chant]

1.56

Rhyme: Recycle! [Chant]

1.57
1.58

g

Title and copyright line

1.42

in

1.1

Rhyme: Wash [Song]

rn

Track Activity
number

1.41

Le
a

CD1

Unit 4, Lesson 1, Letters and sounds: /Å/.
Rhyme: Letters and sounds [Chant]
Unit 4, Lesson 1, Listen, point and say.

1.60

Rhyme: Colours (V1) [Song]

1.61

Unit 4, Lesson 2, Letters and sounds: /b/

1.62

Unit 4, Lesson 2, Listen and match.

1.63

Rhyme: Point to your clothes [Chant]

1.64

Unit 4, Lesson 3, Numbers: 13

1.65

Rhyme: Lizards [to 13] [Song]

1.66

Unit 4, Lesson 3, Listen and circle.

1.67

Rhyme: Holiday! [Chant]

1.68

Unit 4, Lesson 4, Numbers: 14

1.69

Rhyme: Numbers [to 14] [Song]

1.70

Unit 4, Lesson 4, Listen and circle.

1.71

Rhyme: Are you bigger? [Chant]

1.72

Unit 4, Lesson 5, Letters and sounds: /k/

1.73

Unit 4, Lesson 5, Look, listen and match.

1.74

Unit 4, Lesson 6, Letters and sounds: /k/

1.75

Unit 4, Lesson 6, Listen and match.

1.76

Unit 4, Lesson 7, Listen and draw.

1.77

Rhyme: I can remember (V2) [Chant]

1.78

Unit 5, Lesson 1, Letters and sounds: /r/

1.79

Unit 5, Lesson 1, Look, listen and say.

1.80

Rhyme: I can move my hand. [Chant]

Rhyme: I can remember (V1) [Chant]

1.81

Unit 5, Lesson 2, Letters and sounds: /e/

1.38

Unit 3, Lesson 1, Letters and sounds: /I/

1.82

Unit 5, Lesson 2, Listen, point and say.

1.39

Rhyme: The sun has got his hat on! [Song]

1.83

Rhyme: A monkey can climb. [Song]

1.40

Unit 3, Lesson 1, Listen and stick.
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1.59
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Pupil’s Book 2 Class audio track list

Unit 5, Lesson 3, Numbers: 15

2.3

Rhyme: Lizards [to 15] [Song]

2.4

Unit 5, Lesson 3, Listen, point and say.

2.5

Unit 5, Lesson 4, Numbers: 16

2.6

Rhyme: Numbers [to 16] [Song]

2.7

Unit 5, Lesson 4, Listen, point and say.

2.8

Unit 5, Lesson 5, Letters and sounds: /h/

2.9

Unit 5, Lesson 5, Look, listen and match.

2.10

Unit 5, Lesson 6, Letters and sounds: /ø/

2.11

Unit 5, Lesson 6, Listen and stick.

2.12

Rhyme: You put your right arm up! [Song]

2.13

Rhyme: We play nicely! [Song]

2.14

Unit 6, Lesson 1, Listen and answer.

2.15

Rhyme: Rice and beans [Song]

2.16

Unit 6, Lesson 2, Listen and answer.

2.17

Rhyme: Pat-a-cake [Song]

2.18

Unit 6, Lesson 3, Numbers: 17

2.19

Rhyme: Lizards [to 17] [Song]

2.20

Unit 6, Lesson 3, Look, listen and circle.

2.21

Unit 6, Lesson 4, Numbers: 18

2.22

Rhyme: Numbers [to 18] [Song]

2.23

Unit 6, Lesson 4, Look, listen and stick.

2.24

Rhyme: Two little chickens [Chant]

2.25

Unit 6, Lesson 5, Look, listen and say.

2.26

Unit 6, Lesson 6, Listen and match.

2.27

Rhyme: Head, shoulders, knees and toes [Song]

2.28

Unit 7, Lesson 1, Letters and sounds: /g/

2.29

Unit 7, Lesson 1, Listen, point and say.

2.30

Rhyme: My family (V1–2) [Song]

2.31

Unit 7, Lesson 2, Letters and sounds: /f/

2.32

Unit 7, Lesson 2, Look, listen and match.

2.33

Unit 7, Lesson 3, Numbers: 19

2.34

Rhyme: Lizards [to 19] [Song]

2.35

Unit 7, Lesson 4, Numbers: 20

2.36

Rhyme: Numbers [to 20] [Song]

2.37

Unit 7, Lesson 4, Look, listen and match.

2.38

Rhyme: Five funny freckled frogs [Song]

2.39

Unit 7, Lesson 5, Letters and sounds: /dZ/

2.40

Unit 7, Lesson 5, Look, listen and stick.

2.41

Unit 7, Lesson 6, Letters and sounds: /l/

170

Unit 7, Lesson 7, Look, listen and draw.

2.45

Rhyme: We’re not noisy! [Chant]

2.46

Unit 8, Lesson 1, Letters and sounds: /v/

2.47

Unit 8, Lesson 1, Listen, read and match.

2.48

Unit 8, Lesson 2, Letters and sounds: /j/

2.49

Unit 8, Lesson 2, Listen, read and match.

2.50

Rhyme: Twenty legs [Song]

2.51

Rhyme: Incy Wincy spider [Song]

2.52

Rhyme: One, two. How are you? [to 12] [Chant]

2.53

Unit 8, Lesson 4, Listen and choose.

2.54

Unit 8, Lesson 5, Letters and sounds: /ks/

2.55

Unit 8, Lesson 5, Look, listen and stick.

2.56

Rhyme: Push it away! [Chant]

2.57

Unit 8, Lesson 6, Letters and sounds: /w/

2.58

Unit 8, Lesson 6, Listen and match.

2.59

Rhyme: Wiggly Woo [Song]

2.60

Unit 8, Lesson 7, Look, listen and draw.

2.61

Unit 9, Lesson 1, Letters and sounds: /kw/ and /ø/.

2.62

Unit 9, Lesson 1, Listen, draw and say.

2.63

Rhyme: I like animals [Song]

2.64

Unit 9, Lesson 2, Letters and sounds: /z/

2.65

Unit 9, Lesson 2, Listen, point and answer.

2.66

Rhyme: Favourites [Song]

2.67

Unit 9, Lesson 3, Numbers: clapping a sequence.

2.68

Rhyme: Two, four, six, eight [Chant]

2.69

Unit 9, Lesson 3, Look, listen and stick.

2.70

Unit 9, Lesson 4, Count the sounds.

2.71

Unit 9, Lesson 4, Listen and match.

2.72

Rhyme: One, two. How are you? [to 20] [Chant]

2.73

Rhyme: Uncle Ali has a farm [Song]

2.74

Unit 9, Lesson 6, Listen and stick.

2.75

Rhyme: Tomatoes, peas and carrots [Song]

2.76

Unit 10, Lesson 1, Listen and stick.

2.77

Unit 10, Lesson 2, Listen and answer.

2.78

Rhyme: The present [Chant]

2.79

Unit 10, Lesson 3, Listen and count.

2.80

Rhyme: Shapes (V1–2) [Chant]

2.81

Unit 10, Lesson 4, Listen and match.

2.82

Unit 10, Lesson 5, Listen and match.

2.83

Rhyme: Five noisy fireworks [Chant]

2.84

Unit 10, Lesson 6, Listen and stick.

2.85

Unit 10, Lesson 7, Listen and answer.

2.86

Rhyme: Please and thank you [Chant]
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Rhyme: Colours (V1–2) [Song]
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Unit 7, Lesson 6, Listen and match.
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Pupil’s Book 2 audio script
1.6
Narrator:

CD1

Sid:
Pat:
Miss Hill:
1.7
Narrator:
Voice:

Lin:
Dona:
Sam:
Tarik:
1.5
Narrator:
Voice:

rn
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p, q
q, r, s
s, t
s, t, u
u, v
u, v, w
x and y and z.

1.4
Narrator:

Rhyme: Numbers: [to 5] [Chant]
I can count to five.
I can count to five.
One, two, three, four, five.
I can count to five.
 nit 1, Lesson 3, Look, listen
U
and circle.
Where are your shoes, Tarik?
They’re under the table. [chime]
Where are the cars, Sid?
They’re on the table. [chime]
Where’s the teddy, Dona?
It’s in the toy box.

Le
a

1.8
Narrator:

lG
eo

h, i
i, j, k
k, l
k, l, m
m, n
m, n, o
o and p and q

 nit 1, Lesson 2, Look, listen
U
and say.
Hello. I’m Miss Hill. What’s your
name?
Hello. My name’s Sid.
And my name’s Pat. Hello.
Welcome to our class, children.
I’m your teacher.

g

Rhyme: Alphabet [Song]
a, b
a, b, c
c, d
c, d, e
e, f
e, f, g
g and h and i

Sid:
Tarik:
Tarik:
Sid:
Pat:
Dona:

ph
ic

1.3
Narrator:
Voices:

Miss Hill:

Rhyme: Hello! [Chant]
Hello, hello, hello.
How are you?
Hello, hello, hello,
I’m fine, thank you.
(Chant repeated)

gr
a

1.2
Narrator:
Voice:

 nit 1, Lesson 1, Look, listen
U
and say.
Hello, Dona. How are you?
Hello, Lin. I’m fine, thank you.
Hello, Tarik. It’s nice to see you.
Hello, Sam. It’s nice to see you, too.
Rhyme: Goodbye [Song]
Goodbye, Dona. Goodbye Sam.
Goodbye, Tarik. Goodbye Lin.
Goodbye friends, goodbye to you.
Goodbye, goodbye, goodbye,
goodbye.
(Song repeated)

1.9
Narrator:
Voice:

Rhyme: There is one fish. [Song]
Look! There is one fish in the sea.
Look! There are two fish,
and now there are three.
Look! There are four fish,
and now there are five.
There are five fish in the sea.
There are five fish in the sea.
Look! There are four fish,
and now there are three.
Look! There are two fish,
and now there is one.
There is one fish in the sea.
Look! There are no fish in the sea.
There are no fish in the sea now.
Goodbye, fish. Goodbye.
Look! There are no fish in the sea.
There are no fish in the sea now.
Goodbye, fish. Goodbye.

SAMPLE COPY, NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Narrator:
Voice:
Voice:
Voice:
1.12
Narrator:

1.14
Narrator:
Voice:

N
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Voice:

 hyme: The wheels on the bus
R
[Song]
The wheels on the bus go round
and round,
Round and round, round and round.
The wheels on the bus go round
and round,
All day long.
 he windows on the bus go up
T
and down,
Up and down, up and down.
The windows on the bus go up
and down,
All day long.
 he wipers on the bus go left and
T
right,
Left and right, left and right.
The wipers on the bus go left and
right,
All day long.
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Voice:

Rhyme: Our world [Song]
This is our world; this is our home;
The birds in the trees; the fish in
the sea.
A home for you; a home for me;
A home for everyone.

Le
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Voice:

1.13
Narrator:
Voice:

ph
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Voice:

 nit 1, Lesson 4, Listen and
U
stick. Part 1
Miss Hill has a circle. It’s yellow.
Give Miss Hill the yellow circle.
[chime]
Sam has a square. It’s blue. Give
Sam the blue square. [chime]
Lin has a triangle. It’s green. Give
Lin the green triangle. [chime]
Part 2
Miss Hill has a circle. It’s yellow.
Point to the yellow circle. [pause]
Sam has a square. It’s blue. Point
to the blue square. [pause]
Lin has a triangle. It’s green. Point
to the green triangle. [pause]

 he horn on the bus goes honk,
T
honk, honk,
Honk, honk, honk; honk, honk, honk.
The horn on the bus goes honk,
honk, honk,
All day long.

gr
a

1.11
Narrator:

 he bell on the bus goes ring, ring,
T
ring,
Ring, ring, ring; ring, ring, ring.
The bell on the bus goes ring, ring,
ring,
All day long.

Rhyme: Numbers [to 10] [Chant]
I can count to ten.
I can count to ten.
One, two, three, four, five,
Six, seven, eight, nine, ten.
I can count to ten.
I can count to ten!

lG
eo

1.10
Narrator:
Voice:

1.15
Narrator:
Voice:

This is our world; this is our home;
The grass is green; the sea is blue.
A home for me; a home for you;
A home for everyone.
A home for everyone.

 nit 1, Lesson 5, Listen and
U
match.
Look at the butterfly. Is it heavy?
[pause] No, a butterfly isn’t heavy.
A butterfly is light. [chime]
Look at the lion. Is it heavy? [pause]
Yes, a lion is heavy. [chime]
Look at the horse. Is it light? [pause]
No, a horse isn’t light. A horse is
heavy. [chime]
Look at the flower. Is it heavy?
[pause] No, a flower isn’t heavy.
A flower is light. [chime]
Unit 1, Lesson 6, Listen and stick.
Point to the fish. Fish have tails.
Give the fish a tail. [chime]
Point to the lizard. Lizards have
legs. Give the lizard a leg. [chime]
Point to the monkey. Monkeys
have tails … and legs … and arms!
Give the monkey an arm. [chime]
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Rhyme: Values [Song]
I can listen and I can learn.
I can sit and wait my turn.
I can tidy and I can share.
I can help and show I care.
(Song repeated)

1.18
Narrator:

 nit 1, Lesson 7, Listen and
U
match.
Ears. Good listeners have their
ears open. [chime]
Lips. Good listeners have their
mouths shut. [chime]
Eyes. Good listeners have their
eyes open. [chime]
Hands and feet. Good listeners
have their hands and feet
together. [chime]

N

at
io

na

Voice:

lG
eo

gr
a

1.17
Narrator:
Voice:

1.19
Narrator:
Voice:

1.20
Narrator:
Voice:

1.22
Narrator:
Boys:
Girls:

Rhyme: Dipping Rhyme [Chant]
Ip dip sky blue.
I can choose what to do.
(Chant repeated)
Rhyme: Art [Song]
Cut and fold, and colour and glue.
This is what we need to do.

g

Voice:

 nit 2, Lesson 1, Letters and
U
sounds: /s/
This is S. The sound is /s/.
Now you say /s/ /s/ /s/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /s/.
/s/ for sun and /s/ for Sam.
I’m small, I’m tall. I am /s/.
Rhyme: Come and play! [Chant]
Come girls, come and play.
Come and say a rhyme today.
Come boys, come and play.
Come and say a rhyme today.
(Chant repeated)

in

Voice:

1.23
Narrator:

ph
ic

P oint to your hand then point to
your feet.
Stand up straight and sit on your
seat.
Stand up straight and point to
your feet.
Point to your hand then sit on
your seat.

1.21
Narrator:

rn

Rhyme: My body (V1–2) [Song]
P oint to your arm and point to
your leg.
Point to your body and point to
your head.
Point to your body and point to
your head.
Point to your arm and point to
your leg.

 raw and paint, and stick and
D
sew.
Now we’re ready – off we go!
(Song repeated)

Le
a

1.16
Narrator:
Voice:

Miss Hill:
Lin:
Miss Hill:
Tarik:
Miss Hill:
Sam:
Miss Hill:
Dona:
Miss Hill:
Sam:

1.24
Narrator:
Voice:

1.25
Narrator:
Voice:

 nit 2, Lesson 1, Look, listen
U
and match.
Here’s a hat. Whose is it?
It’s Dona’s. [chime]
Here’s a book. Whose is it?
It’s Sam’s.
Is it yours, Sam?
Yes. It’s mine. Thank you. [chime]
Here’s a lunchbox. Whose is it?
It’s Lin’s. [chime]
Here’s a bag. Whose is it?
It’s Tarik’s. [chime]
 nit 2, Lesson 2, Letters and
U
sounds: /t/
This is T. The sound is /t/.
Now you say /t/, /t/ /t/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /t/,
/t/ for tap and /t/ for Tarik.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /t/.
Rhyme: Sounds [Chant]
I can hear the sounds you say.
I can read my words today.
I can write and I can spell.
I know my letters very well.
(Chant repeated)
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Rhyme: Five little buns [Song]
Five little buns in the baker’s shop,
Yellow and round, with sugar on
the top.
Along comes Tarik with a penny
one day.
He takes one bun and eats it right
away.

g

1.30
Narrator:
Voice:
1.31
Narrator:
Voice:

Four little buns in the baker’s shop,
etc

 hree little buns in the baker’s shop,
T
etc

F our baby ducks went swimming
one day, etc

lG
eo

na

 hree baby ducks went swimming
T
one day, etc

One little bun in the baker’s shop,
etc

 wo baby ducks went swimming
T
one day, etc

No little buns in the baker’s shop,
 ellow and round, with sugar on
Y
the top.
Along comes Tarik with a penny
one day,
But there are no little buns for him
to take away.

 ne baby duck went swimming
O
one day, etc

at
io

Two little buns in the baker’s shop,
etc

N
174

Unit 2, Lesson 4, Numbers: 10
Ten [pause] Ten

Rhyme: Five baby ducks [Song]
F ive baby ducks went swimming
one day,
Over the pond and far away.
Mummy duck said: ‘Come back,
come back!’
Four baby ducks came swimming
back.

gr
a

1.28
Narrator:
Voice

in

Unit 2, Lesson 3, Numbers: 0
Zero [pause] Zero

rn

1.27
Narrator:
Voice:

Voice:

 hyme: One, two. How are you?
R
[to 10] [Chant]
One, two,
How are you?
Three, four,
Who’s at the door?
Five, six,
How many bricks?
Seven, eight,
Stand and wait!
Nine, ten,
Whose is this pen?
(Chant repeated)

Le
a

Miss Hill:
Dona:
Miss Hill:
Pat:
Sam:
Sid:
Tarik:
Sid:

 nit 2, Lesson 2, Look, listen
U
and match.
Whose apple is this?
It’s Pat’s.
Here you are, Pat.
Thank you. [chime]
Whose bat is this?
It’s Tarik’s. [chime]
Where’s your bat, Sid?
It’s on the mat. [chime]

1.29
Narrator:

ph
ic

1.26
Narrator:

S ad mummy duck went swimming
one day,
Over the pond and far away.
Mummy duck said: ‘Quack, quack,
quack, quack!’
And five baby ducks came
swimming back.
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Rhyme: Ten green bottles [Song]
 en green bottles standing on the
T
wall,
Ten green bottles standing on the
wall,
And if one green bottle should
accidentally fall,
There’ll be nine green bottles
standing on the wall.

1.36
Narrator:
Voice:

na

at
io

S even green bottles standing on
the wall, etc

1.37
Narrator:

S ix green bottles standing on the
wall, etc

Voice:

N

 hyme: You can’t make a spoon
R
out of paper! [Chant]
You can’t make a spoon out of
paper.
You can’t make a hat out of wood.
You can’t make a car out of plastic.
Plastic is just no good.
So make your books out of paper.
For windows, please use glass.
Wood is good for a desk or chair.
We know this from our class.

E ight green bottles standing on
the wall, etc

F our green bottles standing on the
wall, etc

in

Voice:

 ine green bottles standing on
N
the wall, etc

F ive green bottles standing on the
wall, etc

 nit 2, Lesson 6, Letters and
U
sounds: /œ/
This is A. The sound is /œ/.
Now you say /œ/, /œ/, /œ/.
[chime]
Look at me! I’m /œ/.
/œ/ for apple and /œ/ for and.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /œ/.

g

1.35
Narrator:

lG
eo

gr
a

1.34
Narrator:
Voice:

 nit 2, Lesson 5, Letters and
U
sounds: /p/
This is P. The sound is /p/.
Now you say /p/, /p/, /p/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /p/.
/p/ for pen and /p/ for Pat.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /p/.

 ne green bottle standing on the
O
wall,
One green bottle standing on the
wall,
And if one green bottle should
accidentally fall,
There’ll be NO green bottles
standing on the wall.

rn

Voice:

Rhyme: Shapes (V1) [Chant]
E ight sharp corners and six flat
faces,
You see me in lots of places,
Tall or small, long or wide,
I can’t roll, but I can slide.
I’m a box.

Le
a

1.33
Narrator:

 wo green bottles standing on the
T
wall, etc

ph
ic

1.32
Narrator:
Voice:

 hyme: I can remember (V1)
R
[Chant]
My book and my pencil,
My cap or my hat,
My bag and my lunchbox, too.
 ry to remember all of your
T
things.
I can remember. Can you?
(Chant repeated)

 hree green bottles standing on
T
the wall, etc
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Picture 2
Is this the bathroom?
Yes. Look at the fish.
It’s great! [chime]

na

at
io

Rhyme: Wash [Song]
This is the way we wash our hands,
Wash our hands, wash our hands.
This is the way we wash our hands,
Before we eat our food.

N

1.41
Narrator:
Voice:

 his is the way we wash our hands,
T
Wash our hands, wash our hands.
This is the way we wash our hands,
Before we go to bed.

176

1.44
Narrator:
Voice:

gr
a

Narrator:
Lin:
Pat:
Lin:

Pat:
Lin:

lG
eo

Pat:

 nit 3, Lesson 1, Listen and
U
stick. Picture 1
Here’s my bedroom, Lin.
It’s great.
That’s a lovely teddy.
Yes, it is. [chime]

Pat’s mother:
Pat:
Pat’s mother:
Pat and Lin:
Pat’s mother:
Pat:
Lin:
Pat:
Lin: (happily)

 nit 3, Lesson 2, Listen and
U
point.
Come into the kitchen, girls.
OK, mummy.
There is juice in the fridge.
Mmmm! Thank you!
And there’s a cake in the tin.
Let’s go into the sitting room.
OK.
We can sit …
… and watch TV!

ph
ic

We’re all feeling happy.
Hip, hip, hip hooray!
The sun has got his hat on,
And it’s time for us to play.
1.40
Narrator:

1.43
Narrator:

g

Voice:

 hyme: The sun has got his hat
R
on! [Song]
The sun has got his hat on,
Hip, hip, hip hooray!
The sun has got his hat on,
And it’s time for us to play.

Voice :

in

1.39
Narrator:

 nit 3, Lesson 2, Letters and
U
sounds: /n/
This is N. The sound is /n/.
Now you say /n/, /n/, /n/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /n/.
/n/ for nest and /n/ for no.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /n/.

rn

Voice:

 nit 3, Lesson 1, Letters and
U
sounds: /I /.
This is I. The sound is /I /.
Now you say /I / /I / /I /. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /I /.
/I / for ill and /I / for in.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /I /.

1.42
Narrator:

Le
a

1.38
Narrator:

Rhyme: In the kitchen [Song]
 he kitchen is where we cook our
T
food, cook our food, cook our
food.
The kitchen is where we cook our
food. We cook our food in the
kitchen.
 he bathroom is where we clean
T
our teeth, clean our teeth, clean
our teeth.
The bathroom is where we clean
our teeth. We clean our teeth in
the bathroom.
 he sitting room’s where we
T
watch TV, watch TV, watch TV.
The sitting room’s where we
watch TV. We watch TV in the
sitting room.
 he bedroom is where we go to
T
sleep, go to sleep, go to sleep.
The bedroom is where we go
to sleep. We go to sleep in the
bedroom.
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g

1.51
Narrator:
Voice:

ph
ic

Voice:

Unit 3, Lesson 3, Listen and find.
Can you see a cap? It’s Sam’s cap.
Where’s Sam? He’s behind the toy
car.
Can you see an arm? It’s Pat’s
arm.
Where’s Pat? She’s behind the
tree.
Can you see a foot? It’s Tarik’s
foot.
Where’s Tarik? He’s behind the bin.

One, two, three, four, five, six.
Seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven,
twelve.
I can count to twelve. I can count
to twelve.
I can count to twelve. Yes, I can.

Rhyme: Ten little children [Song]
 en little, nine little, eight little
T
children,
Seven little, six little, five little
children,
Four little, three little, two little
children,
One little child all alone.

N

at
io

na

1.48
Narrator:
Voice:

 ne little, two little, three little
O
children,
Four little, five little, six little
children,
Seven little, eight little, nine little
children,
Ten little children now.
1.49
Narrator:
Voice:

1.52
Narrator:
Voice:

lG
eo

gr
a

Voice:

in

1.47
Narrator:
Voice:

Rhyme: Lizards [to 11] [Song]
There are ten green lizards, up and
down the wall.
Ten green lizards, up and down
the wall.
One more lizard comes to join
them all.
So there are eleven green lizards,
up and down the wall.

Rhyme: Numbers [to 12] [Song]
I can count to twelve. Yes, I can.
I can count to twelve. Yes, I can.
I can count to twelve. I can count
twelve.
I can count to twelve. Yes, I can.

 nit 3, Lesson 4, Listen and stick.
U
Where is Sid? He’s in front of
number 12. [chime]
Where is Sid’s bicycle? It’s in front
of number 11. [chime]

rn

1.46
Narrator:
Voice:

Unit 3, Lesson 3, Numbers: 11
Eleven [pause] Eleven

1.50
Narrator:
Voice:

Le
a

1.45
Narrator:
Voice:

1.53
Narrator:
Voice:

 nit 3, Lesson 5, Letters and
U
sounds: /m/
This is M. The sound is /m/.
Now you say /m/, /m/, /m/.
[chime]
Look at me! I’m /m/.
/m/ for moon and /m/ for mum.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /m/.
 nit 3, Lesson 6, Letters and
U
sounds: /d/
This is D. The sound is /d/.
Now you say /d/, /d/, /d/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /d/.
/d/ for doll and /d/ for Dona.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /d/.

Unit 3, Lesson 4, Numbers: 12
Twelve [pause] Twelve
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1.60
Narrator:
Voice:

lG
eo

Rhyme: Recycle! [Chant]
Recycle old paper,
Don’t throw it away.
Or save it and use it
Another day.
(Chant repeated)

Voice:

1.58
Narrator:
Voice:

178

1.61
Narrator:
Voice:

at
io

 nit 4, Lesson 1, Letters and
U
sounds: /Å/
This is O. The sound is /Å/.
Now you say /Å/, /Å/, /Å/.
[chime]
Look at me! I’m /Å/.
/Å/ for orange and /Å/ for on.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /Å/.

N

1.57
Narrator:

 hyme: Letters and sounds
R
[Chant]
Read a letter. Say the sound.
Say it well. Now say it better.

g

in

Dona:

na

1.56
Narrator:
Voice:

Dona:
Pat:
Dona:
Tarik:

gr
a

A nest is a home for a bird,
A hive is a home for a bee,
A pond is the place for a duck or
a frog,
But a house is a home for me.

Pat:

 nit 4, Lesson 1, Listen, point
U
and say.
This is a nice doll, Dona!
Her dress is lovely.
Thank you.
And this doll is lovely, too.
Yes, she is. She has a nice skirt.
These shoes are nice, Dona.
Are they new?
No, but his top is new.

rn

Rhyme: A home for me [Chant]
A den is a home for a lion,
A monkey lives in a tree,
The sea is the place for a dolphin
or a fish,
But a house is a home for me.

1.59
Narrator:

Rhyme: Colours (V1) [Song]
I can see colours:
Yellow and green.
I can see colours:
Red and blue.
I can see colours:
Lots of colours.
I can see colours.
How about you?
(Song repeated)

Le
a

1.55
Narrator:
Voice:

 nit 3, Lesson 6, Listen and stick.
U
First. Spiders. Where do spiders
live?
That’s right. Spiders live in webs.
[chime]
Next. Birds. Where do birds live?
That’s right. Birds live in nests.
[chime]
Next. Lions. Where do lions live?
That’s right. Lions live in dens.
[chime]

Read a letter. Write the letter.
Write it straight or write it round.
(Chant repeated)

ph
ic

1.54
Narrator:
Voice:

1.62
Narrator:
Voice:

Narrator:
Voice:

 nit 4, Lesson 2, Letters and
U
sounds: /b/.
This is B. The sound is /b/.
Now you say /b/, /b/, /b/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /b/.
/b/ for bag and /b/ for box.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /b/.
 nit 4, Lesson 2, Listen and
U
match. Picture 1
Sam’s new trousers are red. [chime]
Sid’s new shorts are blue. [chime]
Sid’s new t-shirt is yellow. [chime]
Sam’s new t-shirt is green. [chime]
Picture 2
Lin has a new yellow skirt. [chime]
Pat has a new green dress. [chime]
Lin’s new top is red. [chime]
Pat’s new socks are blue. [chime]
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Rhyme: Lizards [to 13] [Song]
There are eleven green lizards, up
and down the wall.
Eleven green lizards, up and down
the wall.
One more lizard comes to join
them all.
So there are twelve green lizards,
up and down the wall.

1.69
Narrator:
Voice:

lG
eo

gr
a

ph
ic

1.65
Narrator:
Voice:

Unit 4, Lesson 3, Numbers: 13
Thirteen [pause] Thirteen

N

at
io

na

 here are twelve green lizards, up
T
and down the wall.
Twelve green lizards, up and down
the wall.
One more lizard comes to join
them all.
So there are thirteen green lizards,
up and down the wall.

1.66
Narrator:
Voice:

 nit 4, Lesson 3, Listen and circle.
U
Look at the socks.
Find the green sock and the blue
sock.
Which sock is bigger? Circle the
bigger sock. [chime]
Look at the t-shirts.
Find the green t-shirt and the blue
t-shirt.
Which t-shirt is bigger? Circle the
bigger t-shirt. [chime]
Look at the balls.

Unit 4, Lesson 4, Numbers: 14.
Fourteen [pause] Fourteen

g

1.68
Narrator:
Voice:

Rhyme: Holiday! [Chant]
We are off on holiday.
Need to pack our things today.
Take your shorts or take your skirt,
Take your top or take a t-shirt,
Shoes and socks, a bag and mat.
And don’t forget to take a hat!

in

1.64
Narrator:
Voice:

1.67
Narrator:
Voice:

rn

Voice:

 hyme: Point to your clothes
R
[Chant]
Point to shorts. Point to a t-shirt.
Point to a top. Point to a skirt.
Point to green and point to blue.
Point to a sock and point to a
shoe.
Point to yellow. Point to red.
Point to a hat on someone’s head.
Point to trousers. Point to a dress.
Sit down now and all say ‘yes’.
YES!

Find the green ball and the red ball.
 hich ball is bigger? Circle the
W
bigger ball. [chime]

Rhyme: Numbers [to 14] [Song]
I can count to fourteen. Yes, I can.
I can count to fourteen. Yes, I can.
I can count to fourteen. I can
count to fourteen.
I can count to fourteen. Yes, I can.

Le
a

1.63
Narrator:

1.70
Narrator:
Voice:

One, two, three, four, five, six.
S even, eight, nine, ten, eleven,
twelve.
Thirteen, fourteen. I can count to
fourteen.
I can count to fourteen. Yes, I can.
 nit 4, Lesson 4, Listen and circle.
U
Look at the dresses.
Find the green dress and the
yellow dress.
Which dress is bigger? Circle the
bigger dress. [chime]
Look at the t-shirts.
Find the blue t-shirt and the green
t-shirt.
Which t-shirt is bigger? Circle the
bigger t-shirt. [chime]
Look at the bags.
Find the red bag and the green
bag.
Which bag is smaller? Circle the
smaller bag. [chime]
Look at the trousers.
Find the yellow trousers and the
red trousers.
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1.72
Narrator:

1.73
Narrator:
Voice:

180

rn

Le
a
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1.75
Narrator:

lG
eo

gr
a

Voice:

 nit 4, Lesson 5, Letters and
U
sounds: /k/
This is C. The sound is /k/.
Now you say /k/, /k/, /k/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /k/.
/k/ for cat and /k/ for can.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /k/.
 nit 4, Lesson 5, Look, listen
U
and match.
First. His shirt. Is his shirt made of
cloth or leather? [pause]
That’s right. His shirt is made of
cloth. [chime]
Next. His trousers. Are his trousers
made of cloth or leather? [pause]

 nit 4, Lesson 6, Letters and
U
sounds: /k/
This is K. The sound is /k/.
Now you say /k/, /k/, /k/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /k/.
/k/ for kangaroo and /k/ for kitten.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /k/.

in

Voice:

N

Voice:

Are you bigger than a hat?
Yes, I’m bigger than a hat.
Are you bigger than a bee?
Yes, I’m bigger than a bee.
Are you bigger than a cat?
Yes, I’m bigger than a cat.
You’re very, very big,
And I’m very, very glad
Not everything is bigger.
Some things are smaller,
Some things are smaller than me.

1.74
Narrator:

na

Voice 1:
Voice 2:
Voice 1:
Voice 2:
Voice 1:
Voice 2:
Voice 1:
Voice 1:

Rhyme: Are you bigger? [Chant]
Are you bigger than a plane?
No, I’m smaller than a plane.
Are you bigger than a car?
No, I’m smaller than a car.
Are you bigger than a tree?
No, I’m smaller than a tree.
You’re very, very small!
And I’m very, very sad because
Everything’s bigger than me.

at
io

1.71
Narrator:
Voice 1:
Voice 2:
Voice 1:
Voice 2:
Voice 1:
Voice 2:
Voice 1:
Voice 2:

 hat’s right. His trousers are made
T
of cloth, too. [chime]
Next. His shoes. Are his shoes
made of cloth or leather? [pause]
That’s right. His shoes are made
of leather. [chime]
Next. His belt. Is his belt made of
cloth or leather? [pause]
That’s right. His belt is made of
leather, too. [chime]

g

 hich trousers are smaller? Circle
W
the smaller trousers. [chime]
Look at the shoes.
Find the red shoes and the blue
shoes.
Which shoes are smaller? Circle
the smaller shoes. [chime]

1.76
Narrator:
Woman:
Boy 1:
Boy 2:
Woman:

 nit 4, Lesson 6, Listen and
U
match.
Number One. It’s a sock. It’s plain.
Point to the plain sock.
Match the plain sock to the
number 1. [chime]
Number Two. It’s a scarf. It’s
patterned. Point to the patterned
scarf.
Match the patterned scarf to the
number 2. [chime]
Number Three. It’s a scarf. It’s
plain. Point to the plain scarf.
Match the plain scarf to the
number 3. [chime]
Number Four. It’s a sock. It’s
patterned. Point to the patterned
sock.
Match the patterned sock to the
number 4. [chime]
 nit 4, Lesson 7, Listen and draw.
U
Whose cap is this?
It’s mine!
No, it isn’t. It’s mine!
Let’s look. Oh dear. There isn’t a
name. Whose cap is it? I don’t
know. [chime]
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1.78
Narrator:

1.82
Narrator:

Miss Hill:
 nit 5, Lesson 1, Letters and
U
sounds: /r/
This is R.
The sound is /r/.
Now you say /r/ /r/ /r/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /r/.
/r/ for robot and /r/ for Rob.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /r/.

gr
a

1.79
Narrator:

Tarik:
Sid:
Tarik:

1.83
Narrator:
Voice:

N

at
io

na

lG
eo

 nit 5, Lesson 1, Look, listen
U
and say.
Dona:
Look, Pat. I can slide. Watch me!
Can you slide?
Pat:
Yes, and I can run fast!
Sam:
Look, girls. I can climb up the bars.
Pat and Dona: Be careful, Sam.
Sam:
Yes.
1.80
Narrator:
Voice:

 hyme: I can move my hand.
R
[Chant]
I can move my hand.
I can shake my head.
I can hop and stand.
I can move my leg.
I can close my eye.
I can climb and slide.
But I can’t swim,
and I can’t fly.

 nit 5, Lesson 2, Listen, point
U
and say.
Look, Miss Hill! I can skip! Can
you skip?
No, I can’t, Lin. But I can watch you.
Very good!
Let’s hop, Sid. Can you hop?
No, I can’t. But I can jump. Watch.
Yes, you can jump. Great!

g

Lin:

ph
ic

Voice:

Voice:

 nit 5, Lesson 2, Letters and
U
sounds: /e/
This is E. The sound is /e/.
Now you say /e/ /e/ /e/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /e/.
/e/ for elephant and /e/ for edge.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /e/.

in

Voice:

 hyme: I can remember (V2)
R
[Chant]
My book and my pencil,
My cap or my hat,
My bag and my lunchbox, too.
We must remember to name all
our things.
I can remember. Can you?
[Chant repeated]

1.81
Narrator:

rn

1.77
Narrator:

Is this your hat, Kim?
I don’t know. Can you see my name?
Yes. Here it is. Look! Kim.
Yes, that’s my hat. [chime]

Le
a

Woman:
Girl:
Woman:
Girl:

 hyme: A monkey can climb.
R
[Song]
A monkey can climb a tree.
A fish can swim in the sea.
A bird and a plane can fly
In the blue and sunny sky.
A rabbit can jump and run
Under the morning sun.
I can fly in a plane and swim.
I can climb and slide and spin.
I can walk and move and run.
I can go and I can come.
I can jump and I can hop.
I can start and I can stop!

CD2
2.2
Narrator:
Voice:
2.3
Narrator:
Voice:

Unit 5, Lesson 3, Numbers: 15
Fifteen [pause] Fifteen
Rhyme: Lizards [to 15] [Song]
There are thirteen green lizards, up
and down the wall.
Thirteen green lizards, up and
down the wall.
One more lizard comes to join
them all.
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Voice:

in

rn

2.8
Narrator:
Voice:

lG
eo

na

Rhyme: Numbers [to 16] [Song]
I can count to sixteen. Yes, I can.
I can count to sixteen. Yes, I can.
I can count to sixteen. I can count
to sixteen.
I can count to sixteen. Yes, I can.
One, two, three, four, five, six.
S even, eight, nine, ten, eleven,
twelve.
Thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen.
I can count to sixteen. Yes, I can.

182

Voice:

at
io

2.6
Narrator:
Voice:

Unit 5, Lesson 4 Numbers: 16
Sixteen [pause] Sixteen

2.9
Narrator:

N

2.5
Narrator:
Voice:

Le
a

 nit 5, Lesson 3, Listen, point
U
and say.
Can you see Miss Hill? Where is
she?
She’s next to the gate. Point to
Miss Hill and the gate.
Can you see Rob? Where is he?
He’s next to the bin. Point to Rob
and the bin.
Can you see Sam? Who is Sam
next to?
He’s next to Sid. Point to Sam and
Sid.
Can you see Lin? Who is Lin next
to?
She’s next to Pat. Point to Lin and
Pat.

 nit 5, Lesson 4, Listen, point
U
and say.
Can you see Sid? Can you see Tarik?
Where’s Sam? Point to Sam. He’s
between Sid and Tarik.
Can you see car ten? Can you see
car fifteen? Where’s car fourteen?
Point to car fourteen. It’s between
car ten and car fifteen.
Can you see the yellow flags? Can
you see the red flags? Where are
the blue flags? Point to the blue
flags. They are between the yellow
flags and the red flags.
Can you see Dona? Can you see
Lin? Where’s Pat? Point to Pat.
She’s between Dona and Lin.

g

 here are fourteen green lizards,
T
up and down the wall.
Fourteen green lizards, up and
down the wall.
One more lizard comes to join
them all.
So there are fifteen green lizards,
up and down the wall.

gr
a

Voice:

2.7
Narrator:

 nit 5, Lesson 5, Letters and
U
sounds: /h/
This is H. The sound is /h/.
Now you say /h/ /h/ /h/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /h/.
/h/ for hat and /h/ for hand.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /h/.

ph
ic

2.4
Narrator:

S o there are fourteen green
lizards, up and down the wall.

2.10
Narrator:
Voice:

 nit 5, Lesson 5, Look, listen
U
and match.
Find one. I fly with my wings. I’m
good at flying. [chime]
Find two. I jump. I use my four
legs. I’m good at jumping. [chime]
Find three. I run. I use my four
legs. I’m good at running. [chime]
Find four. I climb. I use my hands
and feet. I’m good at climbing.
[chime]
 nit 5, Lesson 6, Letters and
U
sounds: /ø/
This is U. The sound is /ø/.
Now you say /ø/ /ø/ /ø/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /ø/.
/ø/ for umbrella and /ø/ for up.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /ø/.
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Dona:

2.15
Narrator:
Voice:

g

Sid:
Pat:
Tarik:

lG
eo

gr
a

ph
ic

Voice:

 hyme: You put your right arm
R
up! [Song]
You put your right arm up,
You put your right arm down,
You put your right arm up,
and you move it round and round.
You take a step forward,
And you take a step back.
Then you turn round and round.

 nit 6, Lesson 1, Listen and
U
answer.
Mmmmh! I like that smell. What
is it?
It’s Tarik’s lunch.
It smells lovely, Tarik.
Yes, and it tastes nice too!

in

2.12
Narrator:

2.14
Narrator:

na

Yes, move and play now.
Yes, move and play now.
Yes, move and play now.
Then you turn round and round.

N

at
io

You put your left arm up,
You put your left arm down,
You put your left arm up,
And you move it round and round.
You take a step forward,
And you take a step back.
Then you turn round and round.

Yes, move and play now.
Yes, move and play now.
Yes, move and play now.
Then you turn round and round.
Yeah!
2.13
Narrator:
Voice:

Rhyme: We play nicely! [Song]
We play nicely at play time.
We wait in line.
We don’t run fast.

Rhyme: Rice and beans [Song]
Rice and beans hot.
Rice and beans cold.
Rice and beans in a pot,
Nine days old.

rn

Voice:

 nit 5, Lesson 6, Listen and
U
stick.
Look at picture one. Can you see
the horses?
The horses go up and down.
[chime]
Look at picture two. Can you see
the swing boats?
The swing boats go side to side.
[chime]
Look at picture three. Can you see
the big wheel?
The big wheel goes round and
round. [chime]

We don’t push past.
We don’t make noise.
We share our toys.
We play nicely at play time.
(Song repeated)

Le
a

2.11
Narrator:

2.16
Narrator:

Some like them hot.
Some like them cold.
Some like them in a pot,
Nine days old.

Lin:
Lin’s dad:
Lin:
Lin’s dad:

 nit 6, Lesson 2, Listen and
U
answer. Picture 1
What a horrible smell. What is it?
It’s petrol. It’s for the car.
Well, I don’t like it. It smells horrible.
I know.

Narrator:
Sam’s dad:
Sam’s mum:
Sam:
Sam’s dad:

Picture 2
This coffee tastes horrible.
Oh! There’s no milk in it.
Here’s the milk, dad.
Thanks, Sam.

2.17
Narrator:
Voice:

2.18
Narrator:
Voice:

Rhyme: Pat-a-cake [Song]
P at-a-cake, pat-a-cake baker Stan,
Make me a cake, as fast as you can.
Roll it and pat it and mark it with B,
And put it in the oven for Baby
and me.
(Song repeated)
Unit 6, Lesson 3, Numbers: 17
Seventeen [pause] Seventeen
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2.21
Narrator:
Voice:
2.22
Narrator:
Voice:

in

Voice:

F our little chickens hopping on
some bricks.
Along come another two and that
makes six.

gr
a

Unit 6, Lesson 4, Numbers: 18
Eighteen [pause] Eighteen
Rhyme: Numbers [to 18] [Song]
I can count to eighteen. Yes, I can.
I can count to eighteen. Yes, I can.
I can count to eighteen. I can
count to eighteen.
I can count to eighteen. Yes, I can.
One, two, three, four, five, six,
S even, eight, nine, ten, eleven,
twelve,
Thirteen, fourteen, fifteen,
Sixteen, seventeen, eighteen.
I can count to eighteen. Yes, I can.

Six little chickens sitting on a gate.
Along come another two and that
makes eight.
E ight little chickens run to
mummy hen.
Along come another two and that
makes ten.

2.25
Narrator:
Voice:

2.26
Narrator:
Voice:

184

 hyme: Two little chickens
R
[Chant]
Two little chickens looking for
some more.
Along come another two and that
makes four.

g

2.24
Narrator:

lG
eo

Dona:
Lin:

na

Lin:

at
io

Dona:

 nit 6, Lesson 3, Look, listen
U
and circle.
Look! My glass is full, and my
bottle is empty.
My bottle is empty, but my glass
isn’t full.
Why not?
My glass is bigger. It holds more
juice.

Sid:

N

2.20
Narrator:

Tarik:

rn

 here are sixteen green lizards, up
T
and down the wall.
Sixteen green lizards, up and down
the wall.
One more lizard comes to join
them all.
So there are seventeen green
lizards, up and down the wall.

Tarik:
Sid:

 nit 6, Lesson 4, Look, listen
U
and stick.
There! Look!
Your sandcastle is bigger than my
sandcastle, Tarik.
Yes. That’s because your bucket is
smaller than my bucket.
Yes, it is. It holds less sand. [chime]

Le
a

Rhyme: Lizards [to 17] [Song]
 here are fifteen green lizards, up
T
and down the wall.
Fifteen green lizards, up and down
the wall.
One more lizard comes to join
them all.
So there are sixteen green lizards,
up and down the wall.

2.23
Narrator:

ph
ic

2.19
Narrator:
Voice:

 nit 6, Lesson 5, Look, listen
U
and say.
Picture one. Crisps. Are crisps
sweet, sour or salty? [pause]
Crisps are salty. Well done!
Picture two. Lemons. Are lemons
sweet, sour or salty? [pause]
Lemons are sour. Well done!
Picture three. Bananas. Are
bananas sweet, sour or salty?
[pause]
Bananas are sweet. Well done!
 nit 6, Lesson 6, Listen and
U
match.
Picture one. That flower smells
nice! [chime]
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 here are more people in my
T
family.
There’s my mum and my dad, in
my family.
There’s my sister and my brother,
in my family.
There’s my gran and my grandad,
in my family.
And there’s me. Yes, there’s me!

P icture two. That dress looks
lovely! [chime]
Picture three. These biscuits taste
good! [chime]

2.28
Narrator:

gr
a

lG
eo

N

Grandad:
Dona:
Gran:
Donna:

Hello!
Hello Grandad. Hello Gran. Look,
I’m four!
Yes, I know. Who is this?
This is Anna.
Oh? How old is Anna?
She’s five. I’m younger than Anna.
How old are you Gran?
Me? Oh, I’m very old. Grandad is
old, too!

na

Gran and
Grandad:
Dona:

 nit 7, Lesson 1, Listen, point
U
and say.

at
io

2.29
Narrator:

Gran:
2.30
Narrator:
Voice:

 hyme: My family (V1–2) [Song]
R
There are five people in my family.
There’s my mum and my dad in
my family.
There’s my sister and my brother
in my family.
And there’s me. Yes, there’s me!

 nit 7, Lesson 2, Letters and
U
sounds: /f/
This is F. The sound is /f/.
Now you say /f/ /f/ /f/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /f/.
/f/ for fish and /f/ for fun.
I’m small, I’m tall. I am /f/.

in

g

Voice:

2.32
Narrator:

ph
ic

Voice:

 nit 7, Lesson 1, Letters and
U
sounds: /g/
This is G. The sound is /g/.
Now you say /g/ /g/ /g/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /g/.
/g/ for goat and /g/ for Gran.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /g/.

2.31
Narrator:

rn

Voice:

 hyme: Head, shoulders, knees
R
and toes [Song]
Head, shoulders, knees and toes,
knees and toes.
Head, shoulders, knees and toes,
knees and toes.
And eyes and ears and mouth and
nose.
Head, shoulders, knees and toes,
knees and toes.
[Song repeated]

Le
a

2.27
Narrator:

Pat:
Pat:

2.33
Narrator:
Voice:
2.34
Narrator:
Voice:

 nit 7, Lesson 2, Look, listen
U
and match.
This is my Grandad. He’s an old
man. He has grey hair and blue
eyes. His name is Fred. [chime]
And this is my dad. He isn’t an old
man, but he isn’t young. He has
black hair and brown eyes. His
name is Adam. [chime]
Unit 7, Lesson 3, Numbers: 19
Nineteen [pause] Nineteen
Rhyme: Lizards [to 19] [Song]
There are seventeen green lizards,
up and down the wall.
Seventeen green lizards, up and
down the wall.
One more lizard comes to join
them all.
So there are eighteen green
lizards, up and down the wall.
 here are eighteen green lizards,
T
up and down the wall.
Eighteen green lizards, up and
down the wall.
One more lizard comes to join
them all.
So there are nineteen green
lizards, up and down the wall.
185
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Unit 7, Lesson 4, Numbers: 20
Twenty [pause] Twenty
Rhyme: Numbers [to 20] [Song]
I can count to twenty. Yes, I can.
I can count to twenty. Yes, I can.
I can count to twenty. I can count
to twenty.
I can count to twenty. Yes, I can.

 nit 7, Lesson 4, Look, listen
U
and match.

Voice:

2.40
Narrator:

lG
eo

Voice:

at
io

na

Voice:

 hyme: Five funny freckled
R
frogs [Song]
Five funny freckled frogs sit on an
old brown log,
Catching some most delicious
bugs. (Yum, yum!)
One jumps into the pool, where it
is nice and cool.
Now there are four green freckled
frogs.

N

2.38
Narrator:

F our funny freckled frogs sit on an
old brown log, etc

186

g

in

2.39
Narrator:

gr
a

Voice 1
(male frog): H
 ello, I’m Finn Frog. I have long
legs. I’m good at jumping.
And I have a long tongue. I can
catch lots of bugs.
Voice 2
(female frog): Hello. I’m Fran Frog. I have
longer legs than Finn. And a
longer tongue, too. I’m very
good at jumping and I can catch
more bugs.

 ne funny freckled frog sits on an
O
old brown log, etc
Catching some most delicious
bugs. (Yum, yum!)
One jumps into the pool, where it
is nice and cool.
Now there are no green freckled
frogs. (Boo, hoo!)
 nit 7, Lesson 5, Letters and
U
sounds: /dZ/
This is J. The sound is /dZ/.
Now you say /dZ/ /dZ/ /dZ/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /dZ/.
/dZ/ for jug and /dZ/ for jump.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /dZ/.

rn

One, two, three, four, five, six,
S even, eight, nine, ten, eleven,
twelve,
Thirteen, fourteen, fifteen,
Sixteen, seventeen, eighteen,
Nineteen, twenty.
Yes, I can!
2.37
Narrator:

 wo funny freckled frogs sit on an
T
old brown log, etc

Le
a

2.36
Narrator:
Voice:

 hree funny freckled frogs sit on
T
an old brown log, etc

ph
ic

2.35
Narrator:
Voice:

2.41
Narrator:
Voice:

 nit 7, Lesson 5, Look, listen
U
and stick.
My name is Jan. Here are three
pictures of me.
In the first picture, I am very
young. I’m a baby.
I have very short hair. [chime]
Next, I am a young woman. I am
twenty years old.
I have long dark hair. [chime]
Now I am old and I have grey hair.
I have glasses. [chime]
 nit 7, Lesson 6, Letters and
U
sounds: /l/
This is L. The sound is /l/.
Now you say /l/ /l/ /l/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /l/.
/l/ for leg and /l/ for lion.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /l/.
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Lin’s
mummy:
Dona:
Lin:

 nit 7, Lesson 7, Look, listen
U
and draw.
Don’t be noisy; please don’t shout.
Please don’t yell, or run about.
Please play quietly with your toys.
Please be helpful girls and boys.
Hush! Hush!

Lin’s
mummy:

2.48
Narrator:
Voice:

N

2.45
Narrator:
Children:

at
io

na

Voice:

lG
eo

2.44
Narrator:

gr
a

I can see colours: black and white.
I can see colours: brown and grey.
I can see colours: lots of colours.
Can you see colours, colours today?

Rhyme: We’re not noisy! [Chant]
Don’t be noisy; please don’t shout.
Please don’t yell, or run about.
Please play quietly with your toys.
Please be helpful girls and boys.
Hush! Hush!
We’re not noisy; we don’t shout.
We don’t yell, or run about.
We play quietly with our toys.
We are helpful girls and boys.
Hush!

g

Dona:
Lin:

 nit 8, Lesson 1, Listen, read
U
and match.
Can we play on the roundabout, Lin?
Oooh, yes. Can you push us
please, mummy?

in

 hyme: Colours (V1–2) [Song]
R
I can see colours: yellow and green.
I can see colours: red and blue.
I can see colours: lots of colours.
I can see colours. How about you?

2.47
Narrator:

ph
ic

2.43
Narrator:
Voice:

Voice:

 nit 8, Lesson 1, Letters and
U
sounds: /v/
This is V. The sound is /v/.
Now you say /v/ /v/ /v/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /v/.
/v/ for van and /v/ for very.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /v/.

rn

Voice:

 nit 7, Lesson 6, Listen and
U
match.
Picture 1. In this picture, the
mother and father are black and
white and yellow. They have very
short tails. The baby is grey and
black. [chime]
Picture 2. In this picture, the
mother and father are brown. The
babies are brown too. [chime]
Picture 3. In this picture, the
mother is black and the father is
white. The baby is brown. [chime]

2.46
Narrator:

 ll right. Here we go! Round and
A
round.
Honk! Honk! Look! I’m in the van.
And I’m in the bus. Can you push
again please, mummy?

Le
a

2.42
Narrator:

OK. Hold on!
 nit 8, lesson 2, Letters and
U
sounds: /j/
This is Y. The sound is /j/.
Now you say /j/ /j/ /j/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /j/.
/j/ for yogurt and /j/ for yes.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /j/.

2.49
Narrator:

 nit 8, Lesson 2, Listen, read
U
and match. Picture 1
Sam:
Can I push, Dad?
Sam’s dad: No, you can’t. Swings are heavy.
I’m sorry.
Sam:
OK. Can I have an ice cream?
Sam’s dad: (laughing) Yes, you can. In a
moment. [chime]
Narrator:
Tarik’s dad:
Tarik:
Tarik’s dad:
Tarik:

Picture 2
Let’s have some juice, Tarik.
Oh, yes please! Can I do it?
Of course. First push the button.
Then pull the little door.
And there’s my juice. Yum! [chime]
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2.52
Narrator:

 hyme: One, two. How are you?
R
[to 12] [Chant]
One, two. How are you?
Three, four. Who’s at the door?
Five, six. How many bricks?
Seven, eight. Stand and wait.
Nine, ten. Whose is this pen?
Eleven, twelve. What’s on the
shelves?
(Chant repeated)

at
io

Dona:
Pat:
Dona:
Pat:
Dona:
Pat:
Dona:

188

 nit 8, Lesson 4, Listen and
U
choose.
Look at our pattern!
First, there’s a red bug.
Next, there’s a green frog.
Then, there’s a red bug.
What’s next? [chime]
It’s a frog next.
Yes, it’s a green frog.

g

 nit 8, Lesson 5, Look, listen
U
and stick.
Picture one. Push or pull? [chime]
Pull. The ox pulls the cart.
Picture two. Push or pull? [chime]
Push. The lady pushes the
pushchair.
Picture three. Push or pull? [chime]
Push. The man pushes the cart.
Picture four. Push or pull? [chime]
Pull. The boy pulls the cart.

rn

Le
a
ph
ic
2.56
Narrator:
Voice:

2.57
Narrator:
Voice:

N
2.53
Narrator:

 nit 8, Lesson 5, Letters and
U
sounds: /ks/
This is X. The sound is /ks/.
Now you say /ks/ /ks/ /ks/.
[chime]
Look at me! I’m /ks/.
/ks/ for box and /ks/ for six.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /ks/.

in

2.55
Narrator:
Voice:

Rhyme: Incy Wincy spider [Song]
Incy Wincy spider climbs up the
wall.
Down comes the rain, poor Incy
has a fall.
Out comes the sun and dries up
all the rain,
Incy Wincy spider climbs up the
wall again!
(Song repeated)

na

Voice:

Voice:

gr
a

2.51
Narrator:

Rhyme: Twenty legs [Song]
The spider hangs upon the gate.
How many legs has he? Yes, eight!
Above him flies a yellow bee.
He has six legs. Can you see?
A small white cat goes running
past.
Her four long legs help her move
fast.
Mrs bird has two legs – that’s not
many.
But Mr worm does not have any!

2.54
Narrator:

lG
eo

2.50
Narrator:
Voice:

2.58
Narrator:
Voice:

Rhyme: Push it away! [Chant]
Pull it near or push it away.
We do these things every day.
Push it away or pull it near.
Can you make the difference clear?
(Chant repeated)
 nit 8, Lesson 6, Letters and
U
sounds: /w/
This is W. The sound is /w/.
Now you say /w/ /w/ /w/. [chime]
Look at me! I’m /w/.
/w/ for wind and /w/ for we.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /w/.
 nit 8, Lesson 6, Listen and
U
match.
Sound one. What’s this? [coins
rolling across a table] [chime]
Sound two. What’s this?
[children’s footsteps] [chime]
Sound three. What’s this? [a ball
bouncing] [chime]
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Miss Hill:
Lin:

Miss Hill:

2.63
Narrator:
Voice:

gr
a

na

lG
eo

Tarik:
Miss Hill:
Sid:

 nit 8, Lesson 7, Look, listen
U
and draw. Remember! 1
Remember! Don’t walk on the
plants. [chime]
Remember! Don’t chase the ducks.
[chime]
Remember! Don’t pick the flowers.
[chime]
Remember! Don’t drop rubbish.

at
io

2.60
Narrator:

Narrator:
Voice:

Remember! 2
Remember! Don’t walk on the
plants. Walk on the path.
Remember! Don’t chase the ducks.
Be kind to animals.
Remember! Don’t pick the flowers.
The flowers are for everyone.
Remember! Don’t drop rubbish.
Put it in the bin.

g

Rhyme: I like animals [Song]
I like animals. I like animals.
Do you like animals, too?
I like elephants. I like lions. I like
kangaroos.
S ome people don’t like spiders or
dogs.
Some people don’t like snakes or
frogs.
Some people don’t like lizards or
bats.
But I like animals. I like animals.
And my favourite animals are cats.
(Song repeated)

N

Voice:

 nit 9, Lesson 1 Listen, draw
U
and say.
Here are pictures of your favourite
animals, children.
What’s your favourite animal, Lin?
My favourite is a kangaroo.
[chime]
Thank you. What about you,
Tarik?
What’s your favourite?
An elephant, Miss Hill. [chime]
Do you like elephants, Sid?
No, I don’t. My favourite animal is
a squirrel. [chime]

in

2.62
Narrator:

ph
ic

 here’s a bug at the bottom of the
T
garden,
And her name is Bouncing Boo.
There’s a bug at the bottom of the
garden,
And all that she can do
Is bounce all night, and bounce all
day.
The people round here they
always say,
There’s a bug at the bottom of the
garden,
And her name is Bouncing Boo.

Voice:

 nit 9 Lesson 1, Letters and
U
sounds: q and u
Listen to the letters ‘q’ and ‘u’
together.
They make a /kw/ sound.
Now you say /kw/ /kw/ /kw/.
/kw/ for quiet and /kw/ for question.
The sound is ‘kw’.
Listen to ‘q’ and ‘u’ together.
The sound is /kw/.

rn

Rhyme: Wiggly woo [Song]
 here’s a worm at the bottom of
T
the garden,
And his name is Wiggly Woo.
There’s a worm at the bottom of
the garden,
And all that he can do
Is wiggle all night, and wiggle all
day.
The people round here they
always say,
There’s a worm at the bottom of
the garden,
And his name is Wiggly Woo.

2.61
Narrator:

Le
a

2.59
Narrator:
Voice:

2.64
Narrator:
Voice:

 nit 9 Lesson 2, Letters and
U
sounds: /z/
This is Z. The sound is /z/.
Now you say /z/ /z/ /z/. [chime]
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Dona:
Pat:
Dona:
Pat:

Rhyme: Favourites [Song]
My favourite place to be is home.
My favourite place to go is school.
My favourite thing to do is run.
My favourite person to see is
mum!

2.70
Narrator:
Voice:

lG
eo

gr
a

2.66
Narrator:
Voice:

Voice:

Voice:

 nit 9, Lesson 3, Numbers:
U
clapping a sequence.
Listen to the claps.
[clap clap clap clap]
Now you clap. [chime]
Listen to the claps.
[clap clap pause clap clap]
Now you clap. [chime]
Listen to the claps.
[clap pause clap clap pause clap
pause clap clap]
Now you clap. [chime]

190

Voice:
Voice:
Voice:
Voice:

N

2.67
Narrator:

at
io

na

My favourite food to eat is cake.
My favourite drink to drink is juice.
My favourite colour to see is blue.
And my favourite friend to meet is
you.
(Song repeated)

 nit 9, Lesson 3, Look, listen
U
and stick.
Look at Tarik and Sid.
Tarik has more grapes than Sid.
[chime]
Sid has fewer lemons than Tarik.
[chime]

g

Dona:

2.69
Narrator:

rn

Pat:

Le
a

Dona:

 nit 9, Lesson 2, Listen, point
U
and answer.
What are your favourite animals
Pat?
Monkeys. They’re great.
Do you like monkeys?
Yes, but my favourite animals are
zebras. [chime]
I’m hungry, Pat.
And I’m thirsty. Let’s have our
snack.
I have cheese. It’s my favourite.
What’s your favourite snack, Pat?
My favourite snack is grapes.

 nit 9, Lesson 4, Count the
U
sounds.
Listen and count. How many
sounds?
[7 steps]
Listen and count. How many
sounds?
[3 knocks]
Listen and count. How many
sounds?
[skipping rope - 6 times]
Listen and count. How many
sounds?
[car horn - 4 honks]
Listen again. How many sounds
altogether?

ph
ic

2.65
Narrator:

Voice:

 hyme: Two, four, six, eight
R
[Chant]
Two, four, six, eight,
Stand here at the gate.
Ten, twelve, fourteen, sixteen,
Listen to the teacher speaking.
Eighteen, twenty, that’s the end.
Sit down with your friend.
(Chant repeated)

in

2.68
Narrator:

Look at me! I’m /z/.
/z/ for zebra and /z/ for zoo.
I’m small, I’m tall.
I am /z/.

2.71
Narrator:
Voice:

 nit 9, Lesson 4, Listen and
U
match.
Look at Lin. Can you see her? Yes?
Can you see Lin’s bean plants?
Good.
Plant number 1 is shorter. Find the
shorter plant.
Draw a line from the number 1 to
the shorter plant. [chime]
Plant number 2 is taller. Find the
taller plant.
Draw a line from the number 2 to
the taller plant. [chime]
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Voice:

gr
a
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eo

na

Apples, grapes and lemons grow,
Apples, grapes and lemons grow.
Can you or I or anyone know
How apples, grapes and lemons
grow?

at
io

Uncle Ali has a farm, E-I-E-I-O.
 nd on his farm he has a cow,
A
E-I-E-I-O.

 hyme: Tomatoes, peas and
R
carrots [Song]
Tomatoes, peas and carrots grow,
Tomatoes, peas and carrots grow.
Can you or I or anyone know
How tomatoes, peas and carrots
grow?
In the ground we plant the seeds,
 hen comes the sun and rain they
T
need,
And on the plant or on the tree,
Grows the food for you and me.

Uncle Ali has a farm, E-I-E-I-O.
 nd on his farm he has a horse,
A
E-I-E-I-O.
There’s a neigh, neigh here, and a
neigh, neigh there.
Here a neigh, there a neigh,
everywhere a neigh, neigh.
Uncle Ali has a farm, E-I-E-I-O.
Uncle Ali has a farm, E-I-E-I-O.
And on his farm he has a duck,
E-I-E-I-O.
There’s a quack, quack here, and a
quack, quack there.
Here a quack, there a quack,
everywhere a quack, quack.
Uncle Ali has a farm, E-I-E-I-O.

 nit 9, Lesson 6, Listen and stick.
U
Chips. Chips come from potatoes.
Potatoes grow under the ground.
[chime]
Bread. Bread comes from wheat.
Wheat grows in the ground.
[chime]
Orange juice. Orange juice comes
from oranges. Oranges grow on
trees. [chime]

in

2.75
Narrator:

N

Voice:

 hyme: Uncle Ali has a farm.
R
[Song]
Uncle Ali has a farm, E-I-E-I-O.
And on his farm he has a cat,
E-I-E-I-O.
There’s a meow, meow here, and
a meow, meow there.
Here a meow, there a meow,
everywhere a meow, meow.
Uncle Ali has a farm, E-I-E-I-O.

ph
ic

2.73
Narrator:

2.74
Narrator:
Voice:

rn

Voice:

 hyme: One, two. How are you?
R
[to 20] [Chant]
One, two. How are you?
Three, four. Who’s at the door?
Five, six. How many bricks?
Seven, eight. Stand and wait.
Nine, ten. Whose is this pen?
Eleven, twelve. What’s on the
shelves?
Thirteen, fourteen. What needs
sorting?
Fifteen, sixteen. What needs fixing?
Seventeen, eighteen. Who is
waiting?
Nineteen, twenty. That is plenty!

 here’s a moo, moo here, and a
T
moo, moo there.
Here a moo, there a moo,
everywhere a moo, moo.
Uncle Ali has a farm, E-I-E-I-O.

Le
a

2.72
Narrator:

2.76
Narrator:

 nit 10, Lesson 1, Listen and
U
stick.
Tarik’s dad: This is for you, Tarik.
Tarik:
Thank you, Dad! What is it?
Tarik’s dad: Open it and see!
Tarik:
Oh, it’s a monkey. Great! Thank
you very much! [chime]
Pat’s
mother:
And I have a present for you, Pat.
Pat:
Oh, thank you! Can I open it?
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2.78
Narrator:
Voice:

Rhyme: The present [Chant]
What’s in this box? What can it
be?
Let’s open it up; let’s look and see!
It isn’t for Sam and it isn’t for Lin,
Yes, it’s a present just for me!
(Chant repeated)
 nit 10 Lesson 3, Listen and
U
count.
[Wheeee! Wheeee! Wheeee!
Wheeee!
Bang! Bang!
Crackle! Crackle! Crackle!
Bang! Bang! Bang!   
Crackle! Crackle!
Bang! Bang! Bang!
Wheeee! Wheeee! Wheeee!]

N

at
io

na

2.79
Narrator:

Narrator:

192

g

Voice:

 ow listen and count all the
N
sounds together.
[Wheeee! Wheeee! Wheeee!
Wheeee!
Bang! Bang!
Crackle! Crackle! Crackle!
Bang! Bang! Bang!   
Crackle! Crackle!
Bang! Bang! Bang!
Wheeee! Wheeee! Wheeee!]

in

2.81
Narrator:

rn

Picture 2
These are pretty flowers.
Thank you.
Who are they for?
They’re for my gran. She likes
flowers.

E ight sharp corners and six flat
faces,
You see me in lots of places.
Tall or small, long or wide,
I can’t roll, but I can slide.
I’m a box!
 nit 10, Lesson 4, Listen and
U
match.
Who is each present for? Let’s see.
There’s a ball. The round ball
present is for Sid. [chime]
There’s a tube. The long tube is
Sam’s present. [chime]
And there’s a box. The big box is
Tarik’s. [chime]
Are there enough presents? How
many presents are there?

Le
a

Narrator:
Miss Hill:
Dona:
Miss Hill:
Dona:

 nit 10, Lesson 2, Listen and
U
answer. Picture 1
What a lovely picture, Sid.
Thank you.
Who is it for?
It’s for my mum. [chime]

 hyme: Shapes (V1–2) [Chant]
R
One curved surface, and two flat
faces,
You see me in lots of places.
Tall or small, thin or wide,
I can roll, and I can slide.
I’m a tube!

ph
ic

Miss Hill:
Sid:
Miss Hill:
Sid:

2.80
Narrator:
Voice:

gr
a

2.77
Narrator:

Of course!
A new teddy! Oh, it’s lovely!
Thank you very much! [chime]

lG
eo

Pat’s
mother:
Pat:

2.82
Narrator:
Voice:
Lin:
Voice:
Sam:
Voice:
Dona:

 nit 10, Lesson 5, Listen and
U
match.
Listen to Lin.
New Year is exciting. We have
fireworks, and there are lion
dances in the street. [chime]
Listen to Sam.
New Year is great. We have
fireworks, and a party at home.
[chime]
Listen to Dona.
New Year is fun. We have
fireworks and games. We hit a
piñata with a stick. There are
sweets and toys in it. [chime]
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Voice:

Voice:

 hyme: Please and thank you
R
[Chant]
Please and thank you aren’t hard
to say.
I try to say them every day.
Thank you for my present and
thank you for my food,
I can be polite. I’m never, ever
rude.
Please can I have a cake? and
Please help me.
I can be polite. Good manners are
free.
Please and thank you aren’t hard
to say.
I try to say them every day.

at
io

Voice:

2.86
Narrator:

N

Voice:

 nit 10, Lesson 6, Listen and
U
stick.
Look at picture one. It’s a wheel.
The wheel goes round and round.
[chime]
Look at picture two. It’s a rocket.
The rocket goes straight up. [chime]
Look at picture three. It’s a candle.
The little stars go up, out and
down. [chime]

gr
a

2.84
Narrator:

Boy:
Girl:
Girl:
Boy:
Boy:
Girl:
Boy:
Girl:

 nit 10, Lesson 7, Listen and
U
answer.
I don’t like this! [chime]
Thank you very much. [chime]
Yes, a lion! [chime]
Oh no! Not a teddy! [chime]
This isn’t what I want! [chime]
Oh, thank you. It’s lovely! [chime]
Eeugh! [chime]
Wow!

Le
a

Voice:

 hyme: Five noisy fireworks
R
[Chant]
Five noisy fireworks all in a row.
Wheee! Flash! Bang!
Now there are four.
Four noisy fireworks not close
to me.
Wheee! Flash! Bang!
Now there are three.
Three noisy fireworks well away
from you.
Wheee! Flash! Bang!
Now there are two.
Two noisy fireworks. Now we’re
nearly done.
Wheee! Flash! Bang!
Now there is one.
One noisy firework all on its own.
Wheee! Flash! Bang!
Time to go home.

2.85
Narrator:

ph
ic

2.83
Narrator:
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48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

Rhyme: Lizards [to 15] [Song]
Rhyme: Numbers [to 16] [Song]
Unit 5, Lesson 5, Letters and sounds: /h/
Unit 5, Lesson 6, Letters and sounds: /ø/
Rhyme: You put your right arm up! [Song]
Phonics rhyme: Rab is a rabbit.
Unit 5, Lesson 8, Listen and write.
Rhyme: Pat-a-cake [Song]
Rhyme: Lizards [to 17] [Song]
Rhyme: Numbers [to 18] [Song]
Phonics rhyme: Tim and Ted.
Unit 6, Lesson 7, Look, listen and say.
Unit 6, Lesson 8, Listen and write.
Unit 7, Lesson 1, Letters and sounds: /g/
Unit 7, Lesson 1, Listen and write.
Rhyme: My family (V1–2) [Song]
Unit 7, Lesson 2, Letters and sounds: /f/
Rhyme: Lizards [to 19] [Song]
Rhyme: Numbers [to 20] [Song]
Unit 7, Lesson 4, Listen and stick.
Unit 7, Lesson 5, Letters and sounds: /dZ/
Unit 7, Lesson 6, Letters and sounds: /l/
Phonics rhyme: The picnic
Unit 7, Lesson 7, Look, listen and say.
Unit 7, Lesson 8, Listen and write.
Unit 8, Lesson 1, Letters and sounds: /v/
Unit 8, Lesson 1, Listen and colour.
Unit 8, Lesson 2, Letters and sounds: /j/
Unit 8, Lesson 2, Listen and draw.
Rhyme: Twenty legs [Song]
Unit 8, Lesson 5, Letters and sounds: /ks/
Unit 8, Lesson 6, Letters and sounds: /w/
Phonics rhyme: Viv the vet
Unit 8, Lesson 7, Look, listen and say.
Unit 8, Lesson 8, Listen and write.
Unit 9, Lesson 1, Letters and sounds: q and u
Rhyme: I like animals [Song]
Unit 9, Lesson 2, Letters and sounds: /z/
Unit 9, Lesson 2, Match, listen and say.
Phonics rhyme: The trip
Unit 9, Lesson 7, Look, listen and say.
Unit 9, Lesson 8, Listen and write.
Unit 10, Lesson 2, Listen and match.
Rhyme: Five noisy fireworks [Chant]
Phonics rhyme: The list
Unit 10, Lesson 7, Look, listen and say.
Unit 10, Lesson 8, Listen and write.
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na
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Activity
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a

1
Title and copyright line
2
Rhyme: Alphabet [Song]
3
Unit 1, Lesson 1, Listen and stick.
4
Rhyme: Goodbye [Song]
5
Rhyme: Numbers [to 5] [Chant]
6
Rhyme: There is one fish. [Song]
7
Rhyme: Numbers [to 10] [Chant]
8
Rhyme: The wheels on the bus [Song]
9
Unit 1, Lesson 5, Listen, point and say.
10
Rhyme: Values [Song]
11
Rhyme: Our world (V1) [Song]
12
Unit 2, Lesson 1, Letters and sounds: /s/
13
Unit 2, Lesson 2, Letters and sounds: /t/
14
Rhyme: Sounds [Chant]
15
Unit 2, Lesson 2, Listen, point and say.
16
Unit 2, Lesson 5, Letters and sounds: /p/
17
Unit 2, Lesson 5, Listen and circle.
18
Rhyme: Ten green bottles [Song]
19
Unit 2, Lesson 6, Letters and sounds: /œ/
20	Rhyme: You can’t make a spoon out of paper!
[Chant]
21
Phonics rhyme: Pat has a hat.
22
Unit 2, Lesson 7, Look, listen and say.
23
Unit 2, Lesson 8, Listen and write.
24
Unit 3, Lesson 1, Letters and sounds: /I/
25
Unit 3, Lesson 2, Letters and sounds: /n/
26
Rhyme: Lizards [to 11] [Song]
27
Rhyme: Numbers [to 12] [Song]
28
Unit 3, Lesson 5, Letters and sounds: /m/
29
Unit 3, Lesson 6, Letters and sounds: /d/
30
Rhyme: A home for me [Chant]
31
Phonics rhyme: Sid has a lid.
32
Unit 3, Lesson 7, Look, listen and say.
33
Unit 3, Lesson 8, Listen and write.
34
Rhyme: Letters and sounds [Chant]
35
Unit 4, Lesson 1, Letters and sounds: /Å/
36
Unit 4, Lesson 2, Letters and sounds: /b/
37
Rhyme: Point to your clothes [Chant]
38
Rhyme: Lizards [to 13] [Song]
39
Rhyme: Numbers [to 14] [Song]
40
Unit 4, Lesson 5, Letters and sounds: /k/
41
Unit 4, Lesson 6, Letters and sounds: /k/
42
Phonics rhyme: Tod is a kid.
43
Unit 4, Lesson 8, Listen and write.
44
Unit 5, Lesson 1, Letters and sounds: /r/
45
Unit 5, Lesson 2, Letters and sounds: /e/
46
Unit 5, Lesson 2, Listen and number.
47
Rhyme: A monkey can climb. [Song]

Track
number

Le
a

Activity

ph
ic

Track
number
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Test 1 (Units 1–5) Pupil version
Name:

1

Class:

Listen and circle.
1

a h p
c u

b
t

2

4

3

5

m n
d

Marks: 2 points for each correct answer.    Total = _________ / 8

ph
ic
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2 Listen and colour.

Marks: 2 points for each correctly coloured picture.    Total = _________ / 6

3 Look and read. Tick

2

open

shut

hand

head

3

  sock

shop

5

N

4

na

		

cap

at
io

cat
✓

lG
eo

gr
a

1

✓.

top

tap

		
Marks: 2 points for each correct answer.   Total = _________ / 8
Total marks = _________ / 22
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Test 1 (Units 1–5) Teacher’s version
1

Listen and circle.
Say: Look at the letters. Draw a circle round the letter sound I say.
Say: Number 1: /æ/; Number 2: /p/; Number 3: /n/; Number 4: /k/; Number 5: /t/
1

a

h p
c u
2

4

b m n
t d
3

5

Marks: 2 points for each correct answer.   Total = _________ / 8

2 Listen and colour.

ph
ic
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g

Say: Look at the pictures and colour them. Have your red, yellow and blue crayons ready.
Say: The apple is red. The pot is blue. The cap is yellow.

3 Look and read. Tick

gr
a

Marks: 2 points for each correctly coloured picture.   Total = _________ / 6

✓.

lG
eo

Say: Look at the pictures and read the words. Tick ✓ the correct one.

2

3

cap

		

4

shut
✓

hand
✓

head

  sock
✓

5

top
		

open

N

cat
✓

at
io

na

1

tap
✓

Marks: 2 points for each correct answer.   Total = _________ / 8
Total marks = _________ / 22
196
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Test 2 (Units 6–10) Pupil version
Name:

1

Class:

Listen and circle.
1

v x

2

4

f l

g j

z q
5 w
y
3

Marks: 2 points for each correct answer.   Total = _________ / 8
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2 Listen and colour.

3 Look and read. Tick

✓.
2

cup

tube

box

biscuit bucket

na

glass

3

5

N

4

bun

at
io

bug
✓

lG
eo

gr
a

1

		

ph
ic

Marks: 2 points for each correctly coloured picture.   Total = _________ / 6

lemons grapes
		

Marks: 2 points for each correct answer.   Total = _________ / 8
Total marks = _________ /22
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Test 2 (Units 6–10) Teacher’s version
1

Listen and circle.
Say: Look at the letters. Draw a circle round the letter sound that I say.
Say: Number 1: /v/; Number 2: /g/; Number 3: /kw/; Number 4: /l/; Number 5: /w/

1

v x
4

2

f l

g j

z q
w y
3

5

Marks: 2 points for each correct answer.   Total = _________ / 8

2 Listen and colour.

Le
a

rn

in

g

Say: Look at the pictures and colour them. Have your green, black and brown crayons ready.
Say: The frog is brown. The box is blue. The van is black.

3 Look and read. Tick

ph
ic

Marks: 2 points for each correctly coloured picture.   Total = _________ / 6

✓.

na

at
io

4

bun

N

bug
✓

		

		

2

lG
eo

1

gr
a

Say: Look at the pictures and read the words. Tick ✓ the correct one.

lemons grapes
✓

glass

cup
✓

tube
✓

box

3

biscuit bucket
✓

5

Marks: 2 points for each correct answer.   Total = _________ / 8
Total marks = _________ /22
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Hide and Seek 2 Pupil profile grid
Class:

Date:

Unit and lesson:

Task being assessed:

Success criteria (see lesson plan):

Pupils below the average success criteria
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Pupils above the average success criteria
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